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Abstract

Biological surfaces represent the interface between living organisms and the envi-
ronment and serve many different functions: (1) They delimit the organism, give the
shape to the organism, and provide mechanical stability of the body. (2) They are
barriers against dry, wet, cold or hot environments. (3) They take part in respiration
and in the transport of diverse secretions, and serve as a chemical reservoir for the
storage of metabolic waste products. (4) A variety of specialised surface structures
are parts of mechano- and chemoreceptors. (5) The coloration and chemical com-
ponents of surfaces are important components for thermoregulation, and are often
involved in diverse communication systems. (6) A number of specialised surface
structures may serve a variety of other functions, such as air retention, food grinding,
body cleaning, etc. In spite of a huge number of publications, describing biological
surfaces by the use of light and electron microscopy, exact working mechanisms
have been clarified only for a few systems, because of the structural and chemi-
cal complexity of biological surfaces. However, biological surfaces hide a virtually
endless potential for technological ideas for the development of new materials and
systems. Because of the diversity of functions of biological surfaces, inspirations
from biology may be interesting for a broad range of topics in engineering sciences:
adhesion, friction, wear, lubrication, filtering, sensorics, wetting phenomena, self-
cleaning, anti-fouling, thermoregulation, optics, etc. Since the majority of biological
surfaces are multifunctional, it makes them even more interesting from the point
of view of biomimetics. In the present book, some structural aspects of biological
surfaces in relation to their function are reported. The editor and contributors believe
that such a functional approach to biological surfaces will make this book interesting
not only for biologists, but also to physicists, engineers and materials scientists.
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Introduction: Surface Properties
and their Functions in Biological Systems

Stanislav Gorb

Biological surfaces represent the interface between living organisms and the envi-
ronment and serve many different functions. (1) They may delimit dimensions, often
give the shape to organism, and provide mechanical stability to the body. (2) They
are barriers against dry, wet, cold or hot environments. (3) They take part in respi-
ration and in the transport of diverse secretions, and serve as a chemical reservoir
for the storage of metabolic waste products. (4) A variety of specialised surface
structures are parts of mechano- and chemoreceptors. (5) Optical properties may
contribute to thermoregulation and the physical coloration pattern is often involved
in diverse communication systems. (6) A number of specialised surface structures
may serve a variety of other functions, such as air retention, food grinding, body
cleaning, etc. (Gorb 2005).

The biological world is part of the physical world and, therefore, physical rules
are also applicable to living systems. Living creatures move on land, in the air, and
in water. There are complex motions inside their bodies to provide fluid circulation
or to generate forces for locomotion. The resistance against motion mediated by
surrounding media and by mechanical contact with various substrates was an evo-
lutionary factor which contributed to the appearance of many surfaces adapted to
reduce such resistance. On the other hand, some surfaces bear different mechanisms
related to optics: reflection reduction, generation of colour due to a particular micro-
and nanostructure pattern. Small surface structures at the micrometer and nanome-
ter scales are often vitally important for a particular function or a set of diverse
functions.

There are numerous publications describing biological surfaces using light and
electron microscopy. Because of the structural and chemical complexity of biologi-
cal surfaces, exact working mechanisms have been clarified only for some systems.
Since all biological surfaces are multifunctional, it makes them even more interest-
ing from the point of view of biomimetics. In the present volume, we discuss some
functions of biological surfaces and their relationship with the structure. The volume
is subdivided into the following topics: (1) Protection and defence (two chapters),

S. Gorb (B)
Zoological Institute of the University of Kiel, Germany
e-mail: sgorb@zoologie.uni-kiel.de

S.N. Gorb (ed.), Functional Surfaces in Biology, Vol. 1,
DOI 10.1007/978-1-4020-6697-9 1, C© Springer Science+Business Media B.V. 2009
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4 S. Gorb

(2) Anti-wetting (five chapters), (3) Transport (one chapter), (4) Aerodynamics (one
chapter), (5) Acoustics (one chapter), (6) Sensory systems (one chapter), (7) Optics
(four chapters).

This volume begins with a chapter by A. Kreitschitz on the variety of functions
of the plant seed slime envelope. The envelope plays an essential role in seed disper-
sal and creates conditions suitable for germination (either stimulation or inhibition
depending on environmental cues). By adhesion of the diaspore to the soil, it is
protected from unwanted moves to unfavourable habitats. By anchoring the seed in
substratum, it regulates its orientation and root penetration. Additionally, the slime
envelope supplies the embryo and developing seedling with water and nutrients and
defends it against viral or fungal pathogenic attack.

The defence function of the easily-broken, membranous cuticle of sawflies
(Insecta, Hymenoptera) is discussed in Chapter 2 by J.-L. Boevé. The so-called
“easy bleeding” phenomenon is the capability of the body surface of some ten-
thredinid larvae to be easily damaged. This defence strategy includes, in addition
to micro-morphological characters of the surface, some behavioral, chemical, and
physiological traits.

The section on anti-wetting and self cleaning is represented by five chapters
devoted to various organisms and begins with the chapter by U. Hiller on the anti-
wetting function of the reptilian skin. The author has studied gecko-skin that is
covered by a pronounced keratinized uppermost layer, protecting the body from both
extensive transcutaneous water loss and mechanical damage. Additionally, geckos
possess micro-structured surfaces affecting its superhydrophobic and self-cleaning
properties.

In Chapter 4, P. Perez-Goodwyn shows that, in the evolution of water bugs, dif-
ferent functional requirements have resulted in the appearance of structures adapted
to either submersion resistance or waterproofing. In the case of waterproofing, large
and stable setae at a relatively low density promote fast runoff of water. The sub-
mersion resistance function is fulfilled by long and thin setae or microtrichia in a
compressible bubble, or by short, thin, densely packed microtrichia, as in the case
of a plastron. An optimal compromise between these two extremes is a combination
of long and stable setae and an underlying cover of thin microtrichia.

Spiders also bear hairy, water repellent surfaces described in Chapter 5 by G.E.
Stratton and R.B. Suter. The authors show that water repellency not only varies
widely among spider species, but also within an individual across its ventral topog-
raphy, and that the support of respiratory and other functions (e.g., defence against
pathogen intrusion) by hair-bearing cuticle is likely to have played an important role
in the evolutionary history of spiders.

In plants, epicuticular wax crystals sometimes combined with trichomes or cutic-
ular folds, also lead to the effect of water forming spherical droplets that bounce and
roll off the surface even at the slightest inclination. This amazing water-repellency
is caused by hydrophobic chemistry, together with a micro- and nanostructure of the
plant’s surfaces. Such a superhydrophobicity of plant surfaces correlates with their
self-cleaning properties. Although self-cleaning properties of plants have already
been described as Lotus-Effect (Barthlott and Neinhuis 1997) and even transferred
from biological models to technical applications, the underlying physical principles
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of superhydrophobic surfaces are quite complex and offer another interesting appli-
cation that has not yet been considered: water-repellent surfaces keeping air under
water and even reducing drag in mobile objects. In Chapter 6, Z. Cerman, B.F.
Striffler and W. Barthlott discuss the Salvinia plant as a possible model for tech-
nical submerged surfaces, and provide information about recent advances in the
interpretation of physical and chemical basics of plant superhydrophobicity.

Some insects have developed a solution similar to plant wax crystal coverage.
The particles (brochosomes) formed on the integument of leafhoppers from the fam-
ily Cicadellidae create a superhydrophobic surface, apparently due to the complex
fractal geometry of their surface at the micron-to-nanometer scale (Chapter 7 by
R. Rakitov). These coatings serve multiple biological functions analogous to those
of crystalline wax coatings of other insects and plants. At the same time, among
several such functions hypothesized, only protection of the integument from wetting
by water and the leafhoppers’ own liquid excreta can explain the nearly universal
occurrence of brochosomes in such a diverse leafhopper family as Cicadellidae.

Wetting phenomena are also of crucial importance for plant water supply. Surface
microstructures are responsible for the functionality and integrity of water transport
under tension. This transport mechanism allows for water flowing through the plant.
The ultimate need for coping with bubbles and embolisms is of significance for the
functionality of plant water-transporting structures, and was identified as a main
driving force for xylem evolution (Sperry 2003). The interrelationship between
xylem structure and water transport function is documented by the fact that the
earliest tree, Archaeopteris, bears a xylem which is very similar to modern wood. It
is very probable that the surface effects, described by A. Roth-Nebelsick in Chapter
8, were already at work in this ancient taxon. It is therefore to be expected that
more surface-related adaptations can be found which are of biophysical relevance
for maintaining the water flow.

Feathers have been an essential preadaptation of reptiles and ancient birds to the
evolvement of the flight ability. Material properties and microstructure of feathers
also in recent birds are responsible for aerodynamic activity of the feathers. The
origin of feathers and their microstructures remained an unresolved question, which
is discussed in details by L. Alibardi in Chapter 9.

An important general question about biological surfaces is the multifunctionality
of surface microstructures and change of their functions due to small changes in the
geometry. As it will be shown in the final section of the book, devoted to the optical
effects, the scales of Lepidoptera are famous for specialized surface structures that
interact with light to produce colour. Such scales occur in a variety of butterfly and
moth species, and, like other scales and bristles of the arthropod cuticle, develop
from a single epidermal cell (Ghiradella 1994). An unusual function of butterfly
scales, namely the production of acoustic signals is reported for male moths of
the Uraniidae family (Chapter 10 by A. Barro, M. Vater, M. Pérez and F. Coro).
The sound emission organs of males in three Urania species are situated on the
prothoracic legs and consist of two zones of specialized scales located on opposite
sides of the coxa and the femur of each foreleg. On the external side of the coxa,
opposite the femur, there is a peg which consists of a bundle of elongated scales that
are hooked at the tip. In the proximal part of the femur, in front of the peg, there
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is a shallow concave surface, densely covered with scales that differ from scales on
other parts of the femur (Lees 1992). The sound emission organ of Urania moths
is discussed in the context of independently evolved lepidopteran sound producing
surfaces that can be located on the legs, the wings, the thorax and the abdomen,
including the genitalia.

Filiform hairs and their sockets on cerci of Grillus bimaculatus crickets are
mechanically coupled to much smaller campaniform sensilla. Chapter 11 by
R. Heußlein, H. Gras and W. Gnatzy demonstrates that strong deflection of the hair
shaft parallel to the longitudinal axis of cercus causes tilting of the socket. Also,
the sickle shaped area of thin cuticle around the large sockets of filiform hairs (with
long hair shaft) is deformed for as long as the socket is deflected toward the cercus
tip. The coupling of filiform hairs with campaniform sensilla creates a composite
mechanoreceptor with an extended working range, with some limitations on the
precision of directional and intensity coding.

Structural colours are the result of the interaction of light with physical structures,
now generally termed photonic crystals, which are in the surface of a substratum.
Such colours usually cause bright directional effects as opposed to chemical pig-
ments, which scatter light diffusely. Structural coloration, due to the presence of
scales and bristles, is well-known in insects, such as butterflies and beetles. The last
section of the book consists of four chapters devoted to this topic. The most inter-
esting type of structural coloration is so-called iridescence, which is well known
in insects and birds, and has been characterized for many different species. Iri-
descence is a result of optical interference within multilayer structures, which are
rather complex in their architecture and may be incorporated into systems that can
produce several different optical effects. Such effects include diffraction-assisted
reflection angle broadening, structural colour mixing and polarization effects. By
describing specific structural colour examples in detail, within a general context of
Lepidopteran microstructure classification, Chapter 12 by P. Vukusic presents an
introduction to current work on photonics in these natural systems. Chapter 15 by
A. Ingram provides an overview of numerous butterfly species showing a tremen-
dous diversity of wing scale structures coupled to underlying photonic effects.

Another interesting optical property of surface structures has been described
from the insect surface. Ommatidial gratings are anti-reflective structures on the
eyes of insects, especially those which are nocturnally active. These protuberances
are very small microtrichia (200 nm in diameter), which increase visual efficiency
through decreased surface reflection in their density, and increased photon capture
for a given stimulus condition (Chapter 13 by A. Parker). Such a grating is parti-
cularly useful on a curved corneal surface, as it would increase the transmission of
incident light through the cornea, compared with a smooth surface.

Animal colors have, of course, a biological meaning other than taking an
observer’s fancy. Well-known biological functions for body colors are display
and camouflage, both of which can be executed by pigment colors. Iridescent
colors presumably always have a visual function, either to call the attention of
conspecifics or to warn potential predators. Occasionally, the insect’s eyes them-
selves are iridescent, due to multilayers in the facet lenses. Furthermore, insect
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eye surface structures employ various optical methods to improve visual functions.
Chapter 14 by D. Stavenga reviews surface phenomena, not only from a purely
optical viewpoint, but also considering their visual and biological functions.

Unfortunately, it was not possible to include all chapters on interesting surface
structure-function effects in one volume. For this reason numerous contact mechan-
ics effects related to friction and adhesion can be found in Volume 2: Functional
Surfaces in Biology: Adhesion Related Phenomena.

The two volumes on Functional Surfaces in Biology taken together, present an
overview of current research activities on functions in various biological surfaces.
They provide a reference for a novice in the field. The chapters generally have an
overview along with new research data. The volumes are also intended for use by
researchers who are active, or intend to become active, in the field. The appeal of
this topic is expected to be broad, ranging from classical biology, biomechanics and
physics to surface engineering.
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Chapter 1
Biological Properties of Fruit and Seed Slime
Envelope: How to Live, Fly, and Not Die

Agnieszka Kreitschitz

1.1 Introduction

Slime (mucilage, mucous material) commonly occurs in nature in numerous groups
of plants. Its presence has been detected in such different organisms as algae,
lichens, mosses and ferns, as well as in many representatives of gymnosperms and
angiosperms (Grubert 1974, Mouradian 1995). In the latter group of plants, the
ability to produce mucilage is a characteristic of both vegetative and generative
organs, including leaves, entire shoots, roots and flower elements (Broda 1948,
Mollenhauer 1966, Garwood 1985, Gregory and Baas 1989). Usually, a group of
cells or single cells are involved in the production of slime; rarely, specialised tissue
participates in this process (Mühlethaler 1950).

The ability to synthesize mucilaginous substances is a striking feature of dias-
pores (fruits and seeds) in many flowering plants. It has been reported for more
than 80 families of dicotyledonous plants, including Brassicaceae, Linaceae, Mal-
vaceae, Lamiaceae, Euphorbiaceae, Plantaginaceae, Acanthaceae and Asteraceae
(Wojciechowska 1961, Gutterman et al. 1967, Swabrick 1971, Vaughan et al. 1971,
Grubert and Hambach 1972, Korobkov 1973, Young and Evans 1973, Grubert
1974, Witztum 1978, Oganesova 1981, Baiges and Blanché 1988, Baiges et al. 1991,
Mouradian 1995, Huang and Gutterman 1999a, b, Huang et al. 2000, Yakovleva
et al. 2002, Mosquero et al. 2004). The coat of myxospermatic (mucilaginous)
diaspores1 usually comprises at least two different types of cells: the proper epi-
dermal cells and the slime cells that, to a different degree, cover the surface of the
seed or fruit (Wojciechowska 1961, 1966, Korobkov 1973). Slime cells can be dis-
tributed in the epidermis or in subepidermal layers. In addition, whole structures,
e.g. mucilage-epidermis (Polemoniaceae, Lamiaceae) or mucilage hairs (Cobea
scandens; Grubert 1974), can be responsible for slime production.

A. Kreitschitz (B)
Institute of Plant Biology, University of Wrocław, Poland
e-mail: skowron@biol.uni.wroc.pl

1 Myxospermatic diaspores – dispersal units, such as anthocarps, fruits, seeds and embryos become
mucilaginous after being wetted (Grubert 1974).
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Due to the presence of slime cells and the specific chemical composition of
their cell walls, dry diaspores quickly form a mucilaginous envelope when wetted
(Mühlethaler 1950, Fahn and Werker 1972, Grubert and Hambach 1972, Grubert
1974, 1980, Gutterman and Shem-Tov 1997, Gutterman 2000, Windsor et al. 2000,
Yakovleva et al. 2002). The occurrence of such slime-forming seeds and fruits is
considered an ecologically important adaptive trait in arid environments, which is
particularly well developed in plants inhabiting deserts, semi-deserts, and steppes
(Vaughan et al. 1971, Young and Evans 1973, Baiges and Blanché 1988, Gregory
and Baas 1989, Baiges et al. 1991, Huang et al. 2000). In such extreme habitats,
the slime envelope surrounding a diaspore is undoubtedly beneficial for plants. It
inhibits or stimulates germination by means of water retention, facilitates adhe-
sion to the ground (thus preventing transportation to unfavorable habitats) or by
adhesion to an animal’s body (which plays a key role in long-distance diaspore
dispersal) (Witztum et al. 1969, Fahn and Werker 1972, Young and Evans 1973,
Werker 1980/81, Baiges et al. 1991, Gutterman and Shem-Tov 1997, Huang and
Gutterman 1999a, Gutterman 2000, Huang et al. 2000, 2004). The slime enve-
lope may also have additional protective functions. Thus the ecological benefits
coming from the presence of the slime envelope cannot be overestimated in such
environmental conditions.

1.1.1 Chemical Composition of the Slime

Slime belongs to complex carbohydrates. Pectins, which are mostly polymers of
galactouronic acid residues, are slime’s main component. They have an especially
strong capacity for hydration and after wetting form a gel-like envelope (Frey-
Wyssling 1959, Fahn and Werker 1972, Western et al. 2000, 2001, 2004, Huang
et al. 2004). The presence of rhamnose (Frey-Wyssling 1959, Western et al. 2000,
2004, Penfield et al. 2001, Willats et al. 2001) and other monosaccharides, such
as glucose and fucose, are shown to exist in slime of Arabidopsis seeds (Western
et al. 2000). Moreover, arabinose, xylose, galactose, and mannose have been found
in the mucilage of yellow mustard (Sinapis alba; Cui et al. 1993). Many other chem-
ical compounds have also been detected in slime of different species (Broda 1948,
Warrand et al. 2005).

The slime forms a colloidal solution which regulates physical and chemical con-
ditions, e.g. viscosity, pH of the environment, electric charge, surface tension and
conductivity, which is necessary for the proper development and functioning of the
seed and the entire plant (Broda 1948).

Classification distinguishes “true slime” as a consisting of almost exclusively
of pectins, which occurs e.g. in Linum usitatissimum (Mühlethaler 1950), and
cellulosic slime, e.g. in Cydonia vulgaris (Mühlethaler 1950, Abeysekera and
Willison 1987), Collomia grandiflo a (Schnepf and Deichgräber 1983a), Salvia spp.
(Mühlethaler 1950), Cobea scandens (Mühlethaler 1950, Frey-Wyssling 1959) or
Artemisia spp. (Yakovleva et al. 2002, Kreitschitz and Vallès 2005, 2007). The
distinct feature of the latter slime type is the additional presence of a cellulosic
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skeleton (Mühlethaler 1950, Frey-Wyssling 1959, Fahn and Werker 1972, Barthlott
1981, Schnepf and Deichgräber 1983a, b, Quader et al. 1986).

The difference between “true” and cellulosic slime is not only structural, but the
occurrence of cellulose fibrils has a functional significance. It is possible that cellu-
lose threads increase the degree of adhesion and anchor the diaspore, thus helping
in the root’s penetration of the soil (Gutterman et al. 1967). The presence of such
cellulosic fibrils makes slime more rigid and results in closer contact between the
mucilage coat and diaspore (Grubert 1974).

Particular properties of slime compounds can be visualized by specific micro-
staining reactions, for example, safranin provides a very strong staining reaction for
pectins (Fig. 1.1a). While another dye, ruthenium red, typically used to stain pectins,
reveals their homogenous structure (Fig. 1.1b; Filutowicz and Kużdowicz 1951,
Broda 1971, Western et al. 2000, 2001, 2004). Conversely, staining with methylene
blue (Figs. 1.1c, d, and 1.2e), safranin (Fig. 1.2a) or I in KI + H2SO4, reveals the
cellulose component (Johansen 1940, Filutowicz and Kużdowicz 1951, Broda 1971,
Gerlach 1972, Braune et al. 1975).

Cellulose spirals, in some cases, can also be visible when unstained. For instance,
unicellular mucilaginous trichomes, present on the fruit surface of Cobea scandens
[viewed in the scanning electron microscope, SEM (Fig. 1.1e, Fig. 1.2d), or light
microscope (Figs. 1.1f and 1.2b)], possess distinct spirally coiled threads (Quader
et al. 1986).

1.1.2 Subcellular Localization of the Slime

Slime is, in most cases, deposited in the last stage of protoplast life between the pri-
mary cell wall and the plasma membrane. Further chemical changes and dehydration
during diaspore maturation finally shape the slime layer (Van Caesele et al. 1981,
Werker 1980/81, Abeysekera and Willison 1987, Western et al. 2000, Windsor
et al. 2000, Penfield et al. 2001). However slime formation rarely results from the
secondary modifications in the cell wall (Fahn and Werker 1972).

The thickness of a slime layer usually differs within the cell, typically with the
outer cell wall adcrusted, as in Arabidopsis thaliana (Beeckman et al. 2000, Windsor
et al. 2000), Brassica campestris (Van Caesele et al. 1981) or Cydonia vulgaris
(Mühlethaler 1950). However, all cell walls can undergo a process of thickening,
e.g. in representatives of Linum and Cannabis (Mühlethaler 1950).

In the cellulosic type of slime, cellulosic fibrils may be deposited either as the
primary, e.g. in Lepidium sativum (Frey-Wyssling 1959) or as a secondary cell
wall, e.g. in Cobea scandens (Mühlethaler 1950, Frey-Wyssling 1959, Fahn and
Werker 1972, Quader et al. 1986), and in representatives of Collomia (Barthlott
1981, Schnepf and Deichgräber 1983b), Ruellia (Grubert 1974, Barthlott 1981,
Schnepf and Deichgräber 1983b) and Artemisia (Grubert 1974, Kreitschitz and
Vallès 2005, 2007). Often the cellulose fibrils are clearly visible as annular or spiral
secondary thickenings (Fig. 1.2a, b; Frey-Wyssling 1959, Fahn and Werker 1972,
Gutterman et al. 1973, Grubert 1980, Werker 1980/81, Schnepf and Deichgräber
1983a, b).
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Fig. 1.1 a–b: Pectin component stained in the seed slime envelope with different dyes. a – safranin,
Plantago media; b – ruthenium red, Linum perenne. Red (a) or pink (b) colors of the pectins are
visible. c–d: Cellulose component in the seed slime envelope stained with methylene blue. The dif-
ference in the structure of cellulose threads (blue color) is visible. Cellulose, together with pectins,
forms a radial halo around the seed. c – Artemisia annua; d – Rosmarinum sp. e–f: Unicellular
mucilaginous trichomes of Cobea scandens. e – a single slime trichome, shown in SEM, presenting
spirally coiled cellulose thread; f – the trichomes shortly after hydration. Scale bars: a, d – 300 μm;
b, c – 200 μm; e – 10 μm; f – 20 μm

1.1.3 Distribution of Slime Cells on the Fruit and Seed Surfaces

Generally a diaspore coats consist of the proper epidermal cells and those producing
the mucilage, which are the slime cells (myxogenous, mucilaginous) cells. These
can be distributed in different ways on fruit or seed surfaces. The slime cells can
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Fig. 1.2 a–b: Spirally coiled cellulose threads. a – stained with safranin, Artemisia campestris ssp.
sericea; b – unstained, Cobea scandens. c–d: SEM pictures of the fruit surface entirely covered
either by slime cells – c. Plantago media, or with unicellular slime trichomes – d. Cobea scandens.
e–f: Cellulosic slime in Salvia sp. e – stained with methylene blue; f – stained with ruthenium red.
Hedgehog-like structure of the slime envelope (e, blue color) due to the presence of cellulosic
skeleton and uncoiling threads (f) are noticeable. Scale bars: a – 10 μm; b – 50 μm; c, d – 40 μm;
e – 300 μm; f – 100 μm

be arranged in stripes of different widths, e.g. in Prunella (Wojciechowska 1961,
1966, Mosquero et al. 2004), or in isolated rows, as in Anthemis, Artemisia, and
Matricaria (Grubert 1974). Often they are restricted to the margin of the seed,
e.g. in Selliera radicans (Grubert 1974) or can assemble groups of a few cells
scattered among non-mucilaginous epidermal cells, such as in A. nova (Kreitschitz
and Vallès 2005, 2007). The diaspore surface can also be entirely covered by slime
cells, e.g. in Cleonia lusitanica (Wojciechowska 1961, 1966, Mosquero et al. 2004),
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Plantago media (Fig. 1.2c; Kreitschitz unpublished data) and in numerous taxa of
Brassicaceae (Vaughan et al. 1971, Werker 1980/81). In some cases, slime hairs
cover the whole seed surface, such as in Cobea scandens (Fig. 1.2d) and in other
taxa from the generaHygrophila, Ruellia or Blepharis (Gutterman et al. 1967, 1973,
Grubert 1974, Schnepf and Deichgräber 1983b, Quader et al. 1986).

The microsculpture of the diaspore coat provides additional information about
the abundance of slime in relation to environmental conditions. A smooth or
non-sculptured surface typically occurs in plants growing in habitats sufficiently
supplied with water; conversely, well-developed distinct sculpturing is characteristic
of xerotermic species with myxospermatic diaspores (Barthlott 1981).

1.1.4 Slime Envelope Formation

A dry diaspore placed in water rapidly hydrates due to a pectin matrix pres-
ence, and within a few seconds forms a gel-like envelope (Wojciechowska 1966,
Fahn and Werker 1972, Grubert and Hambach 1972, Grubert 1974, Huang and
Gutterman 1999b). If a cellulosic type of slime is produced, then the cellulose
skeleton is released together with pectins (Fahn and Werker 1972, Grubert and
Hambach 1972, Kreitschitz and Vallès 2007). It frequently has the shape of spi-
rally coiled threads, e.g. in Collomia grandiflo a (Grubert and Hambach 1972).
The cellulose fibrils can uncoil, noticeably increasing their length and form a
hedgehog-like shaped envelope around the diaspore, e.g. in Conringia orientalis,
Euphorbia falcata (Grubert 1974), Salvia sp. (Fig. 1.2e, Kreitschitz, unpublished
data), Rosmarinum sp. (Fig. 1.1d, Kreitschitz, unpublished data) and some Artemisia
taxa (Fig. 1.1c; Kreitschitz and Vallès 2005, 2007). The process of slime envelope
formation can be so sudden that within several seconds and up to a few minutes after
wetting, the diaspore becomes completely enclosed in the mucilaginous envelope.

1.2 Biological Functions of Slime: How to Live

1.2.1 Water Retention

The slime envelope is responsible for the rate, amount and time of water absorption
and for the delay in the process of water loss. Due to its chemical composi-
tion, slime has a strong capacity to swell, i.e. to absorb a considerable amount
of water in a relatively short time. Thus, slime-forming diaspores can accumulate
and maintain water as opposed to those seeds and fruits that do not produce slime
(Garwood 1985, Gutterman and Shem-Tov 1997, Huang and Gutterman 1999b,
Huang et al. 2000). A striking discrepancy in water retention ability was shown
for Artemisia monosperma. In this species, the weight of normal fruit (achene)
increased more than 20 fold after hydration, but when the slime layer was removed
experimentally, the weight increase after being wetted was only 3,5 fold (Huang and
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Gutterman 1999a, Huang et al. 2000). The extreme capacity of water absorption
by the slime layer is remarkably manifested in Artemisia sphaerocephala. In this
species, the weight of the slime envelope alone increases more than 589 times after
maximum water absorption! However in the same experiment, it was shown that for
another Artemisia species, A. ordosica, the weight of the slime layer increased only
27 times (Huang et al. 2000).

In addition, the loss of water by slime-forming diaspores is much slower, when
compared to those devoid of slime. The return to the initial dry-weight is delayed
and can last from about 6–7 hours in Carrichtera annua (Gutterman and Shem-
Tov 1997) to more than 9 hours in Artemisia sphaerocephala. In the latter case,
achenes with experimentally removed slime layer returned to their initial weight
within two hours (Huang and Gutterman 1999b, Huang et al. 2004). The real win-
ners, however, are the slime-forming fruits of Cavanillesia platanifolia, which have
an ability to retain water for almost two weeks (Garwood 1985)!

1.2.2 Germination: The Beginning of Life

Slime is beneficial for plants in many ways, especially helping them to survive the
first sensitive stage of life – germination. In this stage the seedling requires a contin-
uous supply of water and nutrients and adequate protection against negative abiotic
and biotic influences of the environment.

Imbibition and retention of water by the slime envelope is ecologically bene-
ficial, in particular, for plants inhabiting arid and xerotermic habitats (Fahn and
Werker 1972, Korobkov 1973, Gutterman and Shem-Tov 1997, Huang et al. 2000).
For these plants, water absorbed by the slime envelope is one of the most impor-
tant factors regulating germination in either stimulating or inhibiting it (Fahn and
Werker 1972, Young and Evans 1973, Werker 1980/81, Young and Martens 1991,
Huang et al. 2000, Mosquero et al. 2004).

The slime envelope makes it possible for water to be kept around the diaspore
and in this way creates favorable conditions for the acceleration of germination
(Gutterman and Shem-Tov 1996, 1997, Huang and Gutterman 1999a). As was
shown for Artemisia monosperma, achenes germinated within 16 hours, when
placed in distilled water (Huang and Gutterman 1999a). Eight additional hours were
necessary for myxospermatic achenes of Artemisia sphaerocephala to germinate
(Huang and Gutterman 1999b), whereas slime-forming seeds of Anastatica hie-
rochunticawere able to begin germination within 6 hours (Friedman and Stein 1980,
Gutterman 1994, Shem-Tov and Gutterman 2003), and Blepharis spp. in 1–3 hours
after wetting (Gutterman 2000)!

Aside from the actual presence of the slime envelope, the amount of water
retained by it is also an important aspect. Even a scarce amount of slime helps in
germination by means of seed adhesion to the soil and by creating supportive condi-
tions, in which water diffusion from the soil to the seed is facilitated. Nevertheless,
even a small excess of water in the envelope can restrain germination (Gutterman
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et al. 1967, 1969, 1973) mainly by the regulation of oxygen availability for the
embryo. Swelled slime may create a special microhabitat for certain microorganisms
developing in the seed coat and competing for oxygen with the embryo, thereby
negatively affecting germination (Gutterman et al. 1967, 1973, Werker 1980/81).
Swelled slime can be a physical barrier impermeable to oxygen, thus delaying ger-
mination in unfavorable conditions (Witztum et al. 1969). For instance, in Blepharis
persica seeds, which are covered by long slime trichomes, additional water causes
mucilage swelling which fills all the spaces between the trichomes, drastically limit-
ing oxygen diffusion and, as a result, inhibiting germination (Gutterman et al. 1967).
With an excess of water, Blepharis seeds do not germinate, even after additional
oxygen supply. This is in contrast to seeds with the slime layer removed, which are
able to germinate in conditions of low oxygen concentration (Witztum et al. 1969). It
was stated that such a phenomenon has an ecological significance for diaspores dis-
persed by floods (Witztum et al. 1969). The role of the slime envelope as a physical
barrier in a gas exchange was also reported for Hirschfeldia incana (Brassicaceae)
(Western et al. 2000), and Linum usitatissimum (Kuznetsov and Hasenstein 2003).

The presence of a slime envelope, besides controlling the process of germina-
tion, can also affect further growth of a seedling. For example, young plants of
Artemisia monosperma and A. spharocephala that developed from normal achenes
were stronger and bigger than those developing from fruits with an experimentally
removed slime layer (Huang and Gutterman 1999a, b). It has been suggested that an
embryo can allocate not only water, but also organic compounds present in the slime
envelope (Huang and Gutterman 1999a). For instance, in Cavanillesia platanifolia,
the occurrence of a slime envelope was obligatory for the successful expansion of
cotyledons and the further growth of a seedling, especially in water deficit condi-
tions (Garwood 1985). Additionally, slime may contain a certain amount of auxin,
which is known to be a regulating factor for proper embryo development, seed
germination and further seedling growth (Huang and Gutterman 1999b).

As it is shown here, the presence of a slime envelope and its properties controls
the process of germination and further development of a seedling. First, the slime
can be a reservoir of water as well as a means of storage of organic compounds, and
indirectly, of energy. Surprisingly, the slime envelope can presumably orchestrate a
type of carnivorous behavior, attracting and trapping soil organisms. Such an asset
was suggested for seeds of Capsella bursa-pastoris, where the slime contains pro-
tease and may absorb amino acids (Barber 1978). It is also speculated that due to a
similar “carnivorous” ability of the slime envelope, seedlings of Cavanillesia pla-
tanifolia growing in poor tropical soils might obtain an additional supply of nutrients
(Garwood 1985).

1.2.3 DNA Integrity and Repair

Swelling of an envelope can be triggered even with a small amount of water, e.g.
by dew, yet this amount is insufficient to begin germination. Nevertheless, it can
affect other processes in the embryo, such as re-establishment of cell membranes
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(Huang et al. 2004), repair, and restoration of DNA integrity (Osborne 1980/81,
Osborne 2000, Huang et al. 2004). It is suggested that the maintenance of DNA
integrity by the embryo assures quick germination of Artemisia sphaerocephala
and A. monosperma diaspores shortly after the appearance of sufficient amounts
of water. Thus, in desert habitats, in which both species occur, the presence of the
slime envelope can considerably increase the endurance of the seedlings (Huang
et al. 2004).

1.2.4 Light and Temperature

The process of slime swelling is associated with thermal changes within it because
of the colloidal nature of the slime. During pectin hydration and water particle bind-
ing, a certain amount of heat is produced. This may increase the temperature and
affect plant organ development (Broda 1948), including germination.

The slime envelope may also indirectly change thermal conditions by focusing
light. As was shown for Hesperis matronalis seeds, the lens-shaped mucilagi-
nous envelope directs light into the aleuronic layer. This facilitates germination
(Grubert 1974), and possibly activates the enzymes involved in the mobilization
of storage materials of the seed.

1.2.5 The Role of the Slime Envelope in the Colonization
of Extreme and Disturbed Habitats

Formation of a slime envelope by a diaspore is beneficial not only for plants growing
in areas with limited access to water, but it is also advantageous for colonizing
specific places, such as ruderal and disturbed habitats. Slime-forming fruits and
seeds are typical of many common weeds growing in such places, e.g. Lepidium
flavu , L. nitidum, Plantago lanceolata, Cardaria draba (Young and Evans 1973)
and Arabidopsis thaliana (Western et al. 2000). In these plants, formation of the
slime envelope speeds up germination and the development of seedlings. Diaspores
do not have to be covered by soil to be able to germinate because the mucilagi-
nous layer on the surface of the coat protects them from drying out (Young and
Evans 1973).

Production of slime by diaspores is also a common strategy in annual plants that
frequently occur in extremely arid and/or disturbed environments (Gutterman 2000,
Young and Evans 1973). Many myxospermatic taxa are annual plants with a short
life cycle that has to be accomplished over a few weeks or months. For these plants,
the presence of slime is particularly important, as it helps in quick germination and
makes colonization of a new habitat prior to the appearance of other competing
species possible (Sorensen 1986). A comparison of Dracocephalum taxa (differing
in duration of the life cycle) revealed slime occurrence in biennial plants (D. thymi-
floru , D. nutans) as opposed to perennial species (D. Ryischiana, D. peregrinum)
that did not show an ability to produce mucilage (Grubert 1974).
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Due to the presence of slime, diaspores easily adhere to the ground, which helps
in germination. They are able to start growing within a few hours after wetting;
e.g. for Anastatica hierochuntica it takes 5 hours in natural desert conditions and
for Blepharis spp. it takes even less time, only 1–3 hours (Gutterman 2000). Addi-
tionally, the slime envelope decreases wilting of older seedlings and increases the
probability of their endurance throughout the drought period by enhancing water
diffusion to the plant via expanded surface contact with the soil. It is also particularly
beneficial in finely textured and dry soils (Garwood 1985).

The mechanism of seed adhesion seems to be favoured in disturbed habitats
resulting in a frequent occurrence of adhesive seeds in weed species occupying
ruderal and anthropogenically-changed habitats, as well as in annual plants. In rep-
resentatives of Asteraceae, e.g., there are many more annual species with adhesive
fruits than perennial plants with such a trait (Sorensen 1986).

Summarizing, the presence of a slime envelope generally creates favorable con-
ditions for seed germination. Additionally, due to its ability to adhere also to animal
fur and bird feathers, the mucilage plays a special role in long-distance diaspore
dispersal, which makes the colonization of new habitats, including disturbed ones,
possible.

1.3 Role of Slime in Diaspore Dispersal: How to Fly

1.3.1 Adhesion: Epizoochory

Generally, the dispersal of diaspores occurs in a variety of ways. One of them is dis-
persal by animals to which fruits or seeds attach or adhere with the help of different
structures, e.g., hooks, barbs, spines or sticky substances such as mucilage. Adhesive
diaspores can travel farther than those dispersed by wind, for which the distance of
transportation is limited from several to a few hundred meters (Sorensen 1986).
Long-distance dispersal is possible by means of adhesive diaspores that attach to
bird feathers (ornithochory) or to animal fur (epizoochory). This is the usual means
of travelling for diaspores possessing a slime envelope (Young and Evans 1973,
Sorensen 1986, Baiges et al. 1991, Lobova et al. 2003). Such a manner of dispersal
has been reported for seeds of several Euphorbia species (subgenus Chamaesyce;
Baiges and Blanché 1988, Baiges et al. 1991), which travelled between the Hawaiian
Islands on birds’ wings (Baiges et al. 1991).

Adhesive seed dispersal has also been observed for Anastatica hierochuntica
occurring in the Negev Desert. In this species, the desert partridges release seeds
from fruits while eating. Concurrently, seeds are wetted and stick to the partridge
feathers. The seed coat is thin in this plant and seeds eaten by the partridge
are most probably digested. It seems more likely that the presence of slime in
this case helps only in an epizoochoric way of diaspore dispersal (Friedman and
Stein 1980).
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Epizoochoric dispersal, via adhesive seeds can also occur in plants growing in
humid habitats, as has been reported for some Juncus (Swabrick 1971, Grubert
1974), and Cotula species (Grubert 1974). Also, man may potentially participate
in long-distance dispersal of diaspores. Plantago major, which possesses slime-
forming seeds, is an example of a plant introduced from Europe to North America
by travelling on human or animal feet. This is why North American Indians named
it the “foot-prints of the white man” (Grubert 1974).

1.3.2 Endozoochory

The other common method of seed dispersal by animals is associated with the use
of fruits and/or seeds as food. For example, fruits of Neotropical Cecropia are the
main component of bat diet and in consequence, are dispersed mostly by bats. Fruits
are transported over long distances and dispersed along with the droppings while in
flight. The mucilage covering the fruits acts as a lubricant and makes it easier to pass
through the digestive system of the bats. During the passage through the animal’s
body, the mucilage layer disappears, thus decreasing adhesion between fruits and
thus facilitating their separation and dispersal (Lobova et al. 2003).

Plants belonging to the genus Cecropia are often pioneer specimens in disturbed
areas. Facilitated dispersal in this case is undoubtedly significant for the coloniza-
tion of new habitats (Lobova et al. 2003). Another example of plants distributing
endozoochorically are species from the genus Cydonia. This manner of dispersal
is possible due to the slime envelope, which makes the diaspore more slippery
(Grubert 1974).

1.3.3 Wind Dispersal: Anemochory

Diaspores of some plants can form similar structures that are useful in wind dis-
persal as well as by adhesion (Sorensen 1986). This can be illustrated by the
genus Artemisia, which bears small, light diaspores about 1–2 mm long. It has
been suggested that within this genus different strategies for dispersal occur, e.g. by
water (hydrochory), by adhesion to animals (zoochory) and by wind (anemochory)
(Friedman and Orshan 1975). These are all possible due to the presence of a slime
envelope.

The role of the slime envelope in dispersal is, however, ambiguous. Its pres-
ence may prevent a further journey of the diaspore into unfavorable habitats, anchor
the seed to the soil and stimulate germination (Gutterman et al. 1967, Huang and
Gutterman 1999b, Huang et al. 2000, 2004) or possibly cause a change in the dis-
persal method, for example from anemochory to zoochory. The abrupt formation of
the envelope during transportation and the change of dispersal mode were observed
in Artemisia sphaerocephala, and A. monosperma (Huang and Gutterman 1999b,
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Huang et al. 2000) and in other species producing slime-coated dispores such as
Plantago coronopus, and Carrichtera annua (Zaady et al. 1997).

1.3.4 Hydrochory

The slime envelope causes a reduction of the specific weight of a diaspore in water
(Fahn and Werker 1972, Huang et al. 2000), making it possible for slime-forming
fruits and seeds to float on the water surface for some time (Fahn and Werker 1972,
Van Caesele et al. 1981, Gutterman 1994, Huang and Gutterman 1999a, b, Huang
et al. 2000). For instance, achenes of Artemisia monosperma and A. sphaero-
cephala covered by mucilage are able to float for over one week (Huang and
Gutterman 1999a, b). Because of the light achenes and thick strongly absorb-
ing water slime layer such diaspores sink earlier than do those with a removed
slime. In natural conditions the attaching of a diaspore transported with water to
the soil results. This prevents it from moving to unsuitable habitats (Huang and
Gutterman 1999a, b).

The ability to float is particularly useful for plants growing in deserts and semi-
deserts that have the potential to enclose the diaspore in a slime envelope. Species
such as Blepharis (Gutterman et al. 1967, 1969), Carrichtera annua (Gutterman
and Shem-Tov 1997, Zaady et al. 1997), Anastatica hierochuntica (Friedman and
Stein 1980, Gutterman and Shem-Tov 1997), Plantago coronopus (Gutterman and
Shem-Tov 1996, Zaady et al. 1997), Artemisia monosperma (Huang and Gutterman
1999a, Huang et al. 2000) and A. sphaerocephala (Huang et al. 2000) are able to use
short rain periods for effective dispersal. Then, the presence of the slime envelope
makes floating on the water surface possible and in this way assures the spreading
of diaspores by rain, flood or runoff water (Gutterman et al. 1967, 1969, Witztum
et al. 1969, Friedman and Stein 1980, Gutterman and Shem-Tov 1996, 1997, Huang
and Gutterman 1998, b, Gutterman 2000).

The slime envelope formed instantly after contact with wet ground makes adhe-
sion to the soil possible (Friedman and Orshan 1975, Gutterman 1994, 2000, Huang
et al. 2000). Such adhesive properties are especially important for diaspores dis-
persed by rain. They are usually distributed in the surroundings of the parental
plants, which supposedly assures a suitable habitat for germination and develop-
ment of a seedling (Friedman and Stein 1980, Gutterman 2000, Huang et al. 2000).
Thus quick adhesion to the soil in such plant species preserves diaspores from being
carried away into unfavorable locations (Huang et al. 2000).

1.4 Protective and Defensive Functions of Slime:
How Not to Die

It is not sufficient for a plant to only disperse. It is essential to survive and
continue growth, and then accomplish the entire life cycle by producing further
diaspores. The slime envelope actively participates in some of these processes.
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As shown earlier, the slime layer protects the wetted diaspore against drying
out, helps in water diffusion to the seed and acts as a container to collect water
(Broda 1948). It also assures a continuous water supply for the embryo during ger-
mination (Garwood 1985, Beeckman et al. 2000, Penfield et al. 2001) thus (owing
to the slime’s biochemical properties), the loss of water is delayed, as opposed
to the case of a seed devoid of mucilage (Huang and Gutterman 1999b, Huang
et al. 2004). The envelope itself can be used as an additional source of carbohy-
drates (since its components are principally pectic polysaccharides) and energy for
the developing embryo (Huang et al. 2004). In extreme cases, as described earlier for
Capsella bursa-pastoris seeds (Barber 1978), the envelope can even catch and digest
soil organisms in order to supply an embryo with organic nutrients. The envelope
is also possibly involved in the production of the ascorbic acid which is used in
oxido-reductive processes in plants (Wojciechowska 1961).

1.4.1 Protective Functions of the Slime Envelope

One of the functions of slime is to stick the adhesive diaspore to the ground. It not
only helps in positioning and germination of the seed, but also protects it from be
eaten and collected by insects such as ants (Gutterman 1994, Gutterman and Shem-
Tov 1996, 1997, Zaady et al. 1997, Huang and Gutterman 1999a, Gutterman 2000,
Huang et al. 2000, 2004). For instance, ants collected unadhered, dry fruits of
Artemisia monospermamuch more easily and quickly than achenes that had adhered
to the soil surface. Ants were able to separate and collect all the unadhered dry fruits
of Artemisia sp. during a. 6 hour period, while achenes attached to the soil remained
uncollected after 3 days (Huang et al. 2000). Diaspores that had already begun to
germinate and form roots were not collected (Shem-Tov and Gutterman 2003). This
experiment indicates that adhesion of the diaspore due to the presence of a slime
envelope is an advantageous feature in this particular case.

1.4.2 Chemical Defence

The slime envelope is also thought to chemically protect the seed against viral infec-
tions, as has been reported for slime forming seeds of Plantago major (Garwood
1985). Thus it seems that (at least in some species) the mucilage may have fungici-
dal properties. During experimental germination of some Artemisia species, only
achenes having abundant slime (A. annua) did not become covered with mold
(Kreitschitz 2003). However, the presence of slime does not always protect seeds
from fungal infection (Garwood 1985). For instance, in some taxa of Brassica, the
slime can facilitate development of post-harvest fungi, thus reducing the endurance
of seeds (Van Caesele et al. 1981).

In Artemisia, fungi are often present on the diaspore surface and these probably
participate in the mycorrhizal symbiosis. It can be speculated that the conditions
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created by the slime envelope (humidity, abundance of polysaccharides, and avail-
ability of oxygen) may facilitate growth of mycorrhizal fungi (Kreitschitz unpub-
lished data).

Stimulating and inhibiting properties of diaspores of plants growing in deserts
are well known (Gat-Tilman 1995). It was shown, e.g., in Zygophyllum dumosum,
Aegilops opata and Heracleum laciniatum that their seeds can secrete substances,
that inhibit germination of other plant species. In Carrichtera annua, the mucilagi-
nous seeds are mainly responsible for these processes (Gat-Tilman 1995).

1.4.3 Specificit of the Cellulosic Slime

At this juncture one can ask whether the type of slime formed by a diaspore
in any way affects its survival and first moments of life. As mentioned above,
there are two types of slime characterized in plants, i.e. a “true slime”, con-
sisting mostly of pectins, and a cellulosic slime that has, in addition, a skele-
ton made of cellulose fibrils (Mühlethaler 1950, Frey-Wyssling 1959, Fahn and
Werker 1972). The structure and functions of the latter type have been quite
intensively studied (Gutterman et al. 1967, 1973, Witztum et al. 1969, Vaughan
et al. 1971, Grubert 1974, Barthlott 1981, Schnepf and Deichgräber 1983a, b, Baiges
et al. 1991).

One of the most interesting and well-known examples of cellulosic slime is found
in diaspores of Blepharis persica. The seed surface in this species is covered with
branched multicellular trichomes which after hydration, become mucilaginous. The
trichome tips consist of a number of cells that have annular or helical secondary
cellulosic thickenings deposited on the primary cell wall (Witztum et al. 1969,
Gutterman et al. 1973). In addition separate cellulose threads are tied together by
numerous trabeculae, forming a net-like structure (Gutterman et al. 1973). Than
due to hydration and swelling, the cell content is discharged and the secondary wall
thickenings are released. The cellulose skeleton probably keeps the pectins from
being washed away from the envelope (Witztum et al. 1969), but its main function is
to assure a stable connection with the substratum and anchor the developing seedling
(Witztum et al. 1969, Gutterman et al. 1973). The apt arrangement of Blepharis
diaspores relative to the soil (at the proper angle), and possibly due to anchoring
cellulosic fibrils, helps root penetration, while simultaneously the other component
of the envelope, that is, the pectins, acts as a lubricant. Seeds experimentally devoid
of the slime layer are not so well oriented relative to the soil, and root penetration
is weaker than in normal seeds (Gutterman et al. 1967). This special structure and
the multiple functions of the cellulosic slime in Blepharis persica present a crucial
ecological significance. In extreme desert conditions, the ability to germinate during
1–3 hours after wetting (Gutterman 2000) and to do so efficiently, is undoubtedly
an adaptive strategy (Gutterman et al. 1967).

The cellulosic slime is also characteristic in many species, including Collo-
mia grandiflo a (Grubert and Hambach 1972, Schnepf and Deichgräber 1983a),
Ocimum basilicum, Prunella vulgaris, Salvia sp. (Fig. 1.2e,f; Wojciechowska 1966,
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Grubert 1974), Rosmarinum sp. (Fig. 1.1d), Cobea scandens (Figs. 1.1f, 1.2b) and
in various representatives of Artemisia e.g. A. annua (Fig. 1.1c), A. dracunculus, A.
absinthium, A. campestris, and A. sphaerocephala (Korobkov 1973, Grubert 1974,
Oganesova 1981, Boyko 1985, Mouradian 1995, Huang and Gutterman 1999b,
Yakovleva et al. 2002, Kreitschitz and Vallès 2007).

An apparent cellulosic skeleton structure occurs in Cobea scandens, as numer-
ous unicellular trichomes that are regularly arranged on the seed surface (Fig. 1.2d).
Each trichome has a single coiled thread (Fig. 1.2b). The cellulose spirals are excep-
tionally long and can reach a length of 3 cm (Schnepf and Deichgräber 1983b) or
even more than 5 cm (Mühlethaler 1950) when uncoiled.

The ability to form myxospermatic diaspores appears to be a phylogenetically
gained adaptation to dry habitats (Huang et al. 2004). Apparently, development of
the cellulosic type of slime could have been the next step (subsequent to pectic “true
slime”) in the evolution of the envelope structure. The increasing structural com-
plexity of cellulosic slime may be the response of a plant to extreme environmental
conditions.

1.5 Economic Usage of Slime

Slime also has an economic importance for humans, as it is sometimes used as a food
additive (Huang and Gutterman 1999b, Huang et al. 2004), and in food production,
e.g. yellow mustard (Sinapis alba), and candle canola (Brassica campestris; Van
Caesele et al. 1981, Cui et al. 1993). The mucilage of, e.g. Artemisia sphaerocephala
can also be utilized in medicine and the entire achenes as a gelatin in food (Huang
and Gutterman 1999b, Huang et al. 2004).

One of the best-known examples for the use of slime in medicine are the
myxospermatic seeds of Linum usitatissimum. These seeds are used in traditional
medicine to prepare infusions and poultices, which are helpful in dermatological ill-
nesses, laryngitis, bronchitis, and peptic, duodenal ulcerations (Anioł-Kwiatkowska
et al. 1993).

Particular properties of the slime envelope have been reported for Ocimum
basilicum seeds. It was found that the slime in this species is able to remove the
chromium from a packed bed reactor. Chromium is one of the most toxic met-
als in the environment and is carcinogenic for humans and animals. Therefore,
slime-forming seeds of O. basilicum may be used to eliminate this metal from the
environment and as a potential bioresource of chromium (Melo and D’Souza 2004).

1.6 Evolutionary and Adaptive Aspects
of Adhesive Diaspores

Diaspores are defined as disseminuls specialized in dispersal. Such a role can be
played by seeds, fruits and by the whole plant or plant fragments (Booth 1988). Due
to the occurrence of different adaptive traits, diaspores are responsible for the plant’s
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success in both the dispersal and preservation of seeds and fruits as well as for the
germination and first stages of seedling development. The slime envelope may be
involved in the control of these processes, as the present review shows.

Slime producing diaspores belong to the adhesive type. Although the slime is
probably more important in seed establishment than in dispersal (Sorensen 1986) it
cannot be ignored that the present distribution of many plant species and adaptation
to particular environmental conditions are due to the presence of the slime enve-
lope. This can be exemplified by the genus Artemisia, which abounds in taxa widely
distributed in the northern hemisphere (Żukowski 1971, Cullen 1975, Gams 1987,
Polyakov 1995, Vallès and McArthur 2001). Representatives of this genus are found
in deserts, semi-deserts, steppes, and also in disturbed, ruderal habitats, and in
other extremely difficult to occupy environments, e.g. moving sand dunes and stony
slopes (Żukowski 1971, Huang and Gutterman 1998, 1999a, Huang et al. 2000,
2004, Vallès and McArthur 2001). Besides xeromorphic morphological features
and a specific genetic adaptation, the presence of myxospermatic diaspores may
also assure the adaptive success of these plants (Kreitschitz and Vallès 2007), which
is confirmed by the number of existing taxa all around the northern hemisphere
(Polyakov 1995, Vallès and McArthur 2001).

The presence of adhesive diaspores is a phylogenetically advanced feature com-
pared to the ancestral form of dispersal by wind (Sorensen 1986). Similarities
between both forms of dispersal suggest that they may be the source of the adaptive
radiation of species (Stebbins 1971, Sorensen 1986). The change from wind disper-
sal to adhesive dispersal may help plants to colonize new habitats and the selective
pressure of the environment may lead to the appearance of new taxa. Adhesive fruits
can travel farther than those dispersed by wind (Sorensen 1986). The success in
colonization of new habitats due to myxospermatic seeds, that subsequently stick to
animals and in this way spread over a long distance, can be exemplified by Euphor-
bia, subgenus Chamaesyce. Presumably, their origin in America or Asia and further
distribution to the Mediterranean area is due to birds (ornitochory; Beiges et al.
1991). Similarly, the introduction of Plantago major onto a new continent owes
much to the presence of adhesive seeds (Grubert 1974).

It is stated that adhesive diaspores are common in disturbed and temporary
habitats (Stebbins 1971, Sorensen 1986). Well-developed mechanisms of diaspore
dispersal and quick germination make it possible to inhabit such environments prior
to the appearance of other competitive species (Stebbins 1971, Sorensen 1986).
This is also true for many common widespread weeds belonging to the genera
Lepidium and Plantago or to the family Brassicaceae (Young and Evans 1973).
The slime envelope in these plants is another adaptive feature facilitating coloniza-
tion and endurance in temporary habitats. Existence in dry habitats is frequently
associated with the formation of secondary thickenings in the cell walls of a dias-
pore coat, as e.g. in Cobea, Collomia, Blepharis, and Ruellia (Barthlott 1981),
and in many other species (Grubert 1974) known for their well-developed slime
envelope. This fact confirms the significance of slime production by diaspores
in the process of adaptation to extreme environmental conditions (Grubert 1974,
Sorensen 1986).
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1.7 Summary

The slime envelope is strongly involved in the proper functioning of the diaspore
at different regulatory levels. It plays an essential role in dispersal, and creates
conditions suitable for germination (either stimulation or inhibition depending on
environmental cues). By adhesion of the diaspore to the soil, it is protected from
unwanted moves to unfavourable habitats. By anchoring the seed in substratum, it
regulates its orientation and root penetration. Finally, the slime envelope supplies the
embryo and developing seedling with water and nutrients and defends them against
viral or fungal pathogenic attack. The presence of slime assures a plant’s success in
both dispersal of the diaspore and colonization of new habitats. In general: the slime
envelope allows plants to live, fly and not die.
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Chapter 2
Easily Damaged Integument of Some Sawflie
(Hymenoptera) is Part of a Defence Strategy
Against Predators

Jean-Luc Boevé

2.1 Introduction

During evolution insects have developed an impressive set of mechanisms to defend
themselves against natural enemies. This includes adaptations in their phenology,
behaviour, morphology, physiology, and chemistry (Evans and Schmidt 1990). Typ-
ically, at least two such traits occur jointly, so that one can speak about a real defence
strategy. Yet, defensive traits per definition increase an insect’s fitness, but taken
alone one trait may be disadvantageous. A new kind of defence strategy was discov-
ered recently in larvae of some sawflies (which are herbivorous Hymenoptera) of the
family Tenthredinidae. So far unknown in other insects, it was called easy bleeding
and defined as “a low mechanical resistance of the whole body integument, by which
slight mechanical damage of the integument is enough to provoke the release of
hemolymph at this given spot” (Boevé and Schaffner 2003; Fig. 2.1). By itself, this
integument adaptation may be highly risky for the larva. Damaging the integument
could lead to the loss of large quantities of hemolymph and, ultimately, to the death
of the larva. Why does this not happen, and why, on the contrary, should the easy
bleeding phenomenon be considered a defence strategy?

Fig. 2.1 The easy bleeding phenomenon. A larva of Rhadinoceraea micans, approximately 15–
17 mm in length, is slightly touched on its body with a needle (left). A hemolymph droplet
immediately appears at this spot (right)
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The present work addresses these questions and reviews our knowledge about
easy bleeding. First, tenthredinid defence mechanisms are briefly described, espe-
cially those involving the integument (Part II). Next, several facets of easy bleeding
are described (Part III). Then, adaptations of the integument are examined (Part IV)
and the last part examines a novel use of the integument by one species (Part V).

2.2 Ecology of Tenthredinid Larvae

Tenthredinid larvae emerge from eggs usually laid within the plant tissue. The larvae
are caterpillar-like and pass through four to eight instars, depending on species and
sex, before moulting into a so-called prepupa. This instar may or may not feed,
depending on species, and typically spins a cocoon in the soil. It will overwinter,
then moult into a pupa in Spring, and emerge as an adult a few weeks later. More
information on the life history can be found in Boevé (2008).

Tenthredinid larvae are herbivorous, usually feeding on leaves. The range of host
plants is large, including mainly flowering plants, which grow as trees, shrubs and
low plants, but also coniferous trees, ferns, etc. However, most tenthredinid species
have a relatively narrow diet breadth; as specialists, they feed on one given plant
genus or even plant species.

The majority of tenthredinid larvae live freely on a host plant leaf, but some
groups of species, especially from the subfamily Nematinae, are endophytic (e.g.,
Nyman et al. 2000). Except for these latter cases, tenthredinid larvae are openly
exposed to foraging predators, mainly arthropods, such as ants and bugs, and birds
(e.g., Benson 1950).

There is growing evidence that under selective predation pressure, a large diver-
sity of defensive mechanisms and strategies evolved among tenthredinid larvae.
The integument often plays an essential role in these mechanisms. This is under-
standable since it is the body part, which as a boundary, is contacted first by an
attacking predator. Thus, defensive allomones (i.e., harmful chemical compounds)
are often emitted through the integument by specialized exocrine glands (Whitman
et al. 1990). Moreover, the integument displays colour patterns, which may pro-
foundly interfere with the visual cues of predators such as birds. The influence of
the appearance of tenthredinid larvae in avian predator-prey relationships is detailed
in Boevé and Pasteels (1985), Ohara et al. (1993), and Boevé and Müller (2005).

Exocrine glands are well documented in Nematinae larvae (Boevé and Pasteels
1985). Almost all species of this subfamily possess seven ventro-abdominal glands,
which emit volatile compounds (e.g., Boevé et al. 2000). These compounds repel
predatory arthropods such as ants from a distance (Boevé and Pasteels 1985).
Each gland is composed of a layer of secretory cells, which form around a lumen,
and a duct that opens to the exterior. The sac-like gland is everted by enhanced
hydraulic pressure of the hemolymph, and retracted by the action of associated
muscles (Boevé and Pasteels 1985). The cuticle of the secretory part is approxi-
mately 0.5 μm thick and is separated from the secretory cells by a sub-cuticular
space (Boevé 1988). Globules contained in these secretory cells appear dense to
electrons, and are most probably composed of precursor secretions. The secretion
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reaches the gland lumen probably by diffusion and it will start evaporating once the
gland is everted.

Larvae of Caliroa spp. are covered by a slimy layer and those of Eriocampa spp.
by a waxy layer (Lorenz and Kraus 1957). In Eriocampa ovata, the wax is composed
mainly of hexacosan-1-ol (Percy et al. 1983). In Eriocampa babai, wax filaments
are especially long, forming cylindrical projections (Togashi and Nagase 1992).
The following taxa possess a fine layer of waxy powder: Eurhadinoceraea ven-
tralis, Monophadnus spinolae, Monsoma [= Monosoma] pulveratum, Aglaostigma
and Tenthredo species (Table 2.1). Both Caliroa and Eriocampa larvae are well

Table 2.1 Occurrence of cuticle microstructures (CMS), hydrophobic property (HP), and appear-
ance of integument (IA) in easy bleeders and non-easy bleeders belonging to the Tenthredinidae

Taxa CMS HP IA

Easy bleeders (KPa < 600)
Allantinae
Athalia rosae + + M

Blennocampinae, Phymatocerini
Eurhadinoceraea ventralis − . W
Monophadnus species B∗[= monticola] + . M
Monophadnus monticola∗[= pallescens] . . M
Monophadnus spinolae − . W
Phymatocera aterrima + + M
Rhadinoceraea aldrichi . . M
Rhadinoceraea bensoni + . M
Rhadinoceraea micans + + M
Rhadinoceraea nodicornis + + M
Rhadinoceraea reitteri . . M

Selandriinae
Aneugmenus padi + − M

Tenthredininae
Pachyprotasis sp. . . W

Non-easy bleeders (600 < KPa < 2,000)
Allantinae
Eriocampa ovata . . W

Blennocampinae, Tomostethini
Tomostethus nigritus − . B

Heterarthrinae
Caliroa cinxia . . S

Nematinae
Anoplonyx sp. . . M
Craesus alniastri [= varus] − − B
Craesus septentrionalis − − B
Hemichroa crocea − . B
Nematus bipartitus . . B
Nematus caeruleocarpus . . B
Nematus miliaris − . B
Nematus pavidus − . B
Pristiphora geniculata . . B
Pristiphora laricis − . B
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Table 2.1 (continued)

Taxa CMS HP IA

Pristiphora testacea − − B
Selandriinae
Strongylogaster mixta − − B

Tenthredininae
Aglaostigma discolor . . .
Pachyprotasis sp. .
Tenthredo bifasciata rossi . . W
Tenthredo scrophulariae − . W
Tenthredo sp. . . .

Non-easy bleeders (KPa > 2,000)
Allantinae
Monsoma pulveratum . . W

Nematinae
Hemichroa australis − − B
Hoplocampa testudinea − . B

Selandriinae
Strongylogaster multifasciata − − B

Tenthredininae
Aglaostigma alboplagiatum . . W
Macrophya sp. . . .
Tenthredo mandibularis . . W

The taxa are distributed in three groups according to the pressure (KPa) needed to pierce the lar-
val integument (Boevé and Schaffner 2003; Schaffner and Boevé, unpublished results). Cuticle
microstructures present (+) or absent (−) (Boevé et al. 2004). Hydrophobic property relatively
strong (+) or weak (−) (Boevé et al. 2004). Integument appearance matt (M) or brilliant (B), or
integument covered with an obvious waxy (W) or a slimy (S) layer (Boevé and Schaffner, personal
observations; Lorenz and Kraus 1957). Data unknown (.). Taxonomy (∗) as in Prieto et al. (2007).

protected against foraging ants by their coverings (Eisner 1994; Boevé and U. Wyss,
personal observations).

In several tenthredinid taxa, integumental structures are known to protect the lar-
vae against predators. Relatively long and sometimes bi- or trifurcated bristles occur
in the tribe Cladiini as well as in genera such as Dineura and Periclista (Lorenz
and Kraus 1957). It is likely that the function of the body pubescence is to impede
predatory ants from reaching and biting the prey’s body (Boevé 1988), but it may
also irritate birds when they seize a larva (Boevé et al. 2000).

Some tenthredinid larvae possess a particularly tough integument (Table 2.1).
Toughness can be a consequence of the larval habit rather than a protection against
predators (Boevé and Schaffner 2003). Hoplocampa larvae live and feed within
fruits (apples, pears, etc). The first larval stage mines just under the young fruit
epidermis, while further stages bore more deeply into the fruit. Thus one can expect
the larval integument to sustain high frictional forces. The same reasoning applies
to a species such as Strongylogaster multifasciata [= lineata] that lives freely on
ferns, but pupates in a piece of tree bark. The larva will bore into this hard material
and lodge in it. This again requires a tough integument.
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2.3 Easy Bleeding: A Multi-Component System

Some tenthredinid larvae possess a very fragile integument that can be easily dam-
aged (Part I; Fig. 2.1). Such species are called easy bleeders. We dissected a series
of sawfly species, generally using ten specimens per species, and tested a piece
of their integument for mechanical resistance (Boevé and Schaffner 2003). We
measured the weight needed to pierce the fixed integument with a 0.4 mm diam-
eter needle that manually and slowly moved perpendicular to the outer integument
surface. The observed values, converted into pressure values, varied significantly
among species, ranging from 164 to 4,653 KPa (Table 2.1). These data lead to the
following conclusions. First, the values are a characteristic of the species, being
reliably reproducible (for SD values, see Boevé and Schaffner 2003). Rhadinocer-
aea aldrichi has the lowest value measured so far. Second, the values of all species
are distributed along a continuum (Boevé and Schaffner 2003). We therefore set
an arbitrary limit at 600 KPa between easy bleeders and non-easy bleeders. This
choice was made to include at least all Phymatocerini species which showed, using
an empirical approach (see Fig. 2.1), to have an integument that is clearly easily
damaged. This choice was supported by additional morphological data (Part IV).
Third, the fact that any part of the integument, except the head, could be used
for the measurements does reflect a major difference between the phenomenon of
easy bleeding and the one of reflex bleeding. The latter occurs in several insect
orders and is characterized by an integument that is easily damaged only at some
localized places on the body, typically at an inter-segmental junction (e.g., Blum
and Sannasi 1974). A last observation also underlines the difference between both
phenomena: Reflex bleeding, unlike easy bleeding, does not need an exogenous,
mechanical stimulus as an elicitor. Athalia rosae possesses several operculae at the
end of the abdomen from which hemolymph can ooze (Hollande 1911). This species
is also an easy bleeder (Table 2.1), thus exhibiting both phenomena.

Beside the interspecific variability of integument resistance encountered in Ten-
thredinidae larvae, an intraspecific variability also exists. During the moulting cycle
of A. rosae integument resistance varies moderately, being lower shortly after
moult and higher during pre-moult when compared to an inter-moult individual
(Burret et al. 2005). In several species, the prepupa compared to its previous stage
shows significantly lower values of integument resistance (U. Schaffner and Boevé,
unpublished results).

So far, easy bleeding is known to occur in the following taxa (Table 2.1):
A. rosae, Aneugmenus padi, Pachyprotasis spp. as well as all Phymatocerini tested
(i.e., Eurhadinoceraea ventralis, Monophadnus spp., Phymatocera aterrima and
Rhadinoceraea spp.). Genetic analyses of the Tenthredinidae revealed that these two
species, one genus, and one tribe are not closely related to each other (G. Meijer,
S.M. Blank and Boevé, unpublished results). Thus, easy bleeding appeared sev-
eral times during the evolution of the Tenthredinidae and, as far as is known, it is
restricted to this family.

Clearly, easy bleeding is a multi-component system. Besides the integument
adaptation itself, several other adaptations co-occur. One of the key components
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of the system is that the hemolymph emitted by easy bleeders is a feeding deterrent
to several predators. Field observations revealed that easy bleeders are efficiently
defended by a deterrent hemolymph when attacked by ant workers (Heads and
Lawton 1985; A. Barker, personal observation) and wasps (Müller and Brakefield
2003). Easy bleeders are found on plants on which workers of ants such asMyrmica
rubra are common. In the laboratory, bioassays with several types of predators
showed that easy bleeding seems to be primarily directed towards insects with
mandibles and less towards bugs (which attack by piercing) and vertebrates such
as birds (Heads and Lawton 1985; Schaffner et al. 1994; Boevé and Schaffner 2003;
Vlieger et al. 2004; Boevé and Müller 2005). Hemolymph extracts were tested on
the ant M. rubra and the hemolymph of all easy bleeders tested so far proved to be
moderately to strongly deterrent (Boevé and Schaffner 2003). Moreover, an inter-
specific comparison showed that the more this activity is pronounced, the lower is
the integument resistance. Such a significant association was interpreted as a func-
tional link between both traits. This is a crucial point in understanding the function
of easy bleeding as a whole. In a teleological way, one may say that the integument
is easily damaged because the bleeding hemolymph is deterrent. When a predator
bites into a larva, it will very rapidly come into contact with the hemolymph. This
will shorten the attack and prevent a deeper and more serious wound (Boevé and
Schaffner 2003).

The bioactivity of the hemolymph is caused by the presence of water-soluble
micromolecules belonging to several chemical classes (steroid alkaloids, furostanol
saponins, glucosinolates) and coming from the host plant. Such sequestration of
secondary plant metabolites occurs in several species (A. rosae, Monophadnus spp.
P. aterrima, Rhadinoceraea bensoni, Rhadinoceraea nodicornis) and the metabo-
lites are strongly bioactive by a potent feeding deterrence (Schaffner et al. 1994;
Müller et al. 2001, 2002; Boevé and Müller 2005; Prieto et al. 2007). Thus, the larva
acquires, for its own defence, harmful plant compounds believed to have evolved
for defence against herbivores. The hemolymph seems to be the elective site of
sequestration since bioactive micromolecules were not detected in integuments, fat
bodies and salivary glands of R. nodicornis, nor in integuments of A. rosae (Gfeller
et al. 1995; C. Müller, unpublished results).

Once hemolymph has been released, there are several ways an easy bleeder can
stabilize the quantities of remaining hemolymph. First, the larva can suck back any
hemolymph droplet that remains on its body, provided it is still in contact with the
hemocoel. This occurs within a few minutes (Boevé and Schaffner 2003; Burret
et al. 2005). Second, the wound will heal. This occurs by local hemolymph clotting,
formation of a scab and then melanization (A. Jakubowska and M. Spindler-Barth,
personal communications). Third, easy bleeders are able to replace a relatively
large quantity of hemolymph in the day(s) following its loss. Hemolymph was col-
lected experimentally in a quantity equivalent to 10% of the larval body weight.
In a comparison of untreated (control) and treated larvae of the same species,
easy bleeders regained their normal weight within 24 hrs, whereas non-easy bleed-
ers did not and these larvae had a low survival probability (Boevé, unpublished
results).
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Besides morphological adaptations of the integument and physiological adapta-
tions such as sequestration of harmful compounds, wound healing, and replacing of
hemolymph, there are also behavioural adaptations associated with easy bleeding.
The normal behaviour of easy bleeders is to move slowly but, once disturbed, they
become nearly immobile (Boevé and Müller 2005). This behaviour may have several
advantages. Predators such as ants will not easily recognize the larva as a prey, since
they are typically attracted by movements. For the same reason, the behaviour will
shorten the attack if the larva is nevertheless bitten. Moreover, the larva prevents
self-inflicted damage to its fragile integument by keeping movements to a mini-
mum (Boevé and Müller 2005). Thus, it is likely that the mechanical property of
the integument, in combination with ecological parameters, affects the general and
defensive behaviours of easy bleeders.

2.4 Integument of Easy Bleeders: A New Kind of
Functional Surface

Generally, the whole integument of easy bleeders, observed by scanning elec-
tron microscopy (SEM), is densely covered by typical microstructures (Boevé
et al. 2004; Fig. 2.2). Their detailed appearance can vary from one species to another

Fig. 2.2 SEM photos of a
R. micans larva showing the
cuticle surface and the
microstructures which
typically cover the whole
body of easy bleeders. The
picture above shows, in
lateral view, several
abdominal segments
subdivided by annulets. The
inset is magnified in the
picture below
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and from one part of the body to another. They are detected in the easy bleeders
A. rosae, Monophadnus species B, P. aterrima, Rhadinoceraea spp. and A. padi
(Table 2.1). They are absent in two easy bleeders, E. ventralis and Monophadnus
spinolae (Boevé et al. 2004), but compared to the others, these two have higher
integument resistance, ranging from 400 to 600 KPa (Boevé and Schaffner 2003). So
far microstructures have never been observed in non-easy bleeders (Table 2.1). Thus,
it is likely that they play a role in the phenomenon of easy bleeding. Noteworthy is
that the arbitrary limit between easy and non-easy bleeders (see Part III) is largely
reflected in the presence/absence of microstructures; and these structures are present
in species from several rather unrelated tenthredinid subgroups (Table 2.1). This
adds to the idea that the occurrence of microstructures is not necessarily linked to the
phylogeny of species, but rather linked to the mechanism of integument disruption
(see also below).

At a macroscopic level, the integument of easy bleeders tends to appear matt
whereas that of non-easy bleeders as brilliant (Boevé et al. 2004). This pattern was
confirmed for a series of species by checking the integument appearance of live
larvae (Table 2.1). Thus, a matt integument is a first and rapid indication that a
species may be an easy bleeder.

The external appearance of the larval cuticle is not the only morphological trait
differentiating easy and non-easy bleeders. In almost all easy bleeders, an epicuticle
could not be clearly detected by light microscopy of body sections stained with
the Azan trichrome method (Boevé et al. 2004). Furthermore, the tri-dimensional
arrangement and quantitative composition of the cuticle of easy bleeders appear
different from those of non-easy bleeders when observed by transmission (and
scanning) electron microscopy of KOH-treated larvae. In easy bleeders such as
P. aterrima and R. nodicornis, chitin fibres form a loose network and the density
of chitin fibrils is reduced and heterogeneous, whereas in the non-easy bleeder S.
multifasciata layers of fibrils are densely packed (Burret et al. 2005).

After removal of the proteins from the cuticle of the easy bleeders A. rosae and
R. nodicornis, SEM views revealed a polygonal pattern of groove lines on the inner
surface of the cuticle (Spindler-Barth et al. 2005). A similar pattern was observed
within the cuticle when integument sections of R. nodicornis were stained with a
monoclonal N-acetylgalactosamine specific antibody. Most pore channels in the
easy bleeder Monophadnus species B were also arranged in a polygonal pattern.
Furthermore, phenoloxydase is present and tanning observed in easy bleeders. How-
ever, compared to non-easy bleeders, the cuticle of easy bleeders contains a higher
concentration of soluble proteins, which may indicate a less efficient cross-linking
of proteins. Such cross-linking determines, to a considerable extent, the cuticle
stiffness in insects (Hepburn and Joffé 1976). In easy bleeders, it seems that impreg-
nation with calcium replaces at least in part sclerotization. Indeed, Ca++ is detected
by electron probe microanalysis in most easy bleeders, whereas it is not detected in
most non-easy bleeders (Spindler-Barth et al. 2005). From all these observations,
it becomes clear that the cuticle of easy bleeders shows particular adaptations in
its (ultra)-structure. This raises questions about the extent and the way structural
adaptations influence the mechanical properties of the cuticle, which in insects is
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generally determined by many factors (Hepburn 1985). In easy bleeders, stiffness
and hardness of the cuticle are probably provided by its impregnation with calcium
that would, thereby, functionally replace sclerotization and render the cuticle rigid
enough without increasing its resistance (Spindler-Barth et al. 2005). It is likely
that this impregnation, in place of classical sclerotization, may allow the cuticle of
easy bleeders to find a compromise in fulfilling two contradictory functions, as an
exoskeleton while remaining easily damaged.

Furthermore, the microstructures may also be involved in the process of integu-
ment disruption. This assumption was based mainly on the observation that they
generally occur only in easy bleeders (Table 2.1). A mathematical model, by finite
elements, was developed to understand their potential influence during integument
disruption (Boevé et al. 2004). Two cuticles were modelled, one without and one
with a few microstructures (M1 and M2, respectively), representing the cuticle of
a non-easy bleeder and an easy bleeder. When a normal (i.e., perpendicular) force
is applied on a microstructure, the stress values obtained are similar in M1 and
M2. But, if a shear (i.e., parallel) force is applied, the stress (i.e., compression and
tension) values are approximately three times higher in M2 than M1. The same
result was also obtained by incorporating into the modelled cuticle real values about
the size of microstructures as well as the thickness of epi- and procuticles. Thus, the
geometry of the microstructures, in its own right, is likely to facilitate the start of
integument damage. The modelling also predicts that the break would go between
the microstructures rather than through. Indeed, this type of break was observed
when a fracture was provoked in the integument of the easy bleeder P. aterrima.
This aspect of integument disruption is part of ongoing research using, among other
methods, cryo-SEM.

A contradiction seems to exist between the results from the modelling and those
from the resistance measurements of dissected integument pieces (see Part III).
In the models, a significant difference between easy and non-easy bleeders was
revealed only by applying a shear force, whereas in the bioassays it was revealed
by applying a normal force. But, the two approaches consider very different orders
of magnitude – one microscopic and the other macroscopic – and this may explain
the observed differences. In a natural situation, a biting predator will most certainly
apply a more or less oblique force on the cuticle, a situation not considered in either
of the two approaches. However, due to the tip size of a worker ant’s mandible,
(a typical predator of easy bleeders), a load will be applied on only one or a few
microstructures (Boevé et al. 2004). In this sense, the model is rather close to natural
conditions.

When an easy bleeder is bitten, the droplet of hemolymph released will stay as
a droplet on the body surface, due to the integument’s hydrophobicity. The fact that
the hemolymph does not spread has at least two advantages. It can be sucked back
and does not need to be replaced. Furthermore, it remains spatially concentrated
at the spot where the integument was pierced, leading to a good contact between
the feeding deterrent hemolymph and the predator’s mouthparts. Since the cuticle
appeared to be involved in maintaining the hemolymph as a droplet, its hydropho-
bic property was analysed. The integument of easy bleeders, compared to that of
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non-easy bleeders, proved to be more hydrophobic (Boevé et al. 2004; Table 2.1).
It remains to be shown whether this is due to the occurrence of microstructures
and/or the coating of microscopic particles. A waxy powder covers the whole body
surface of several sawfly species, including easy and non-easy bleeders (Table 2.1).
No waxy crystals at a micrometer scale were observed on the body surface of
easy bleeders (Boevé and Müller 2005), but a more accurate analysis revealed their
presence in Rhadinoceraea micans.

2.5 Rhadinoceraea micans as Case Study

R. micans is an easy bleeder that feeds on Iris pseudacorus. This plant lives along
water (swamps, humid meadows, etc.), often having its rhizomes and lower aerial
parts in water. The larvae of R. micans can move on the water surface, going
from one plant to another in order to reach a new feeding site (Sägesser and
Lüscher 1959). In the same manner, a larva that is experimentally dislodged and
dropped from its plant can quite easily reach and crawl up another plant (Boevé,
personal observation). These field observations were corroborated in the laboratory
where the prepupal instar was used as a kind of control. This instar will sink once
placed on the surface of water. A larva at last instar was taken between pincers and
dropped from a height of 5 to 10 cm into a container of water. It came back to the
surface. It was then taken again and pushed under the water. This was repeated five
times, and it always returned to the surface. This experiment was repeated with ten
larvae at last instar and ten prepupae. All prepupal individuals sank when dropped on
the water surface (first experimental step). Thus, the integument of the larval stage
proved to be highly hydrophobic, as indicated by previous tests (Boevé et al. 2004;
Table 2.1).

In R. micans the tips of the microstructures are usually plateau-like enlarged
(Fig. 2.3a). These broadened tips may contribute to decrease the contact area
between the surface of the integument as a whole and the fluid, and thus, increase the
hydrophobic property of the integument. A chemical factor may contribute as well
to the property. Larvae freeze-killed and observed by SEM showed a diffuse matrix
traversed by microscopic particles (Fig. 2.3b). Other specimens of larvae were fixed
and stored in ethanol before gold coating. Micro-particles remained, whereas the
matrix was no longer detected (Fig. 2.3c). The cuticle surface of prepupae dif-
fered completely from that of larvae, since in prepupae micro-particles, matrix,
and microstructures were absent (Fig. 2.3d). Instead, the surface appeared “dirty”
and was covered, among other things, by bacteria. We can conclude from these
observations that the hydrophobic property of the larval integument in R. micans is
probably due to both the particular microstructures, and the occurrence of a network
of micro-particles that are embedded in a matrix. Discerning the relative importance
of microstructure geometry and micro-particles plus matrix chemistry in causing
this property remains under investigation.

Only a few other sawfly larvae than R. micans live on water-loving plants. The
larvae of the tenthredinid Dolerus vestigialis feed on the water horsetail, Equisetum
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Fig. 2.3 Cuticle surface of R. micans observed by SEM. Larvae freeze-killed (a–b) or previously
kept in a solvent (c–d). (a) Typical microstructures with enlarged tip; (b) matrix and micro-particles
on the side of a microstructure; (c) micro-particles remaining after solvent treatment; (d) prepupa

fluviatil , and they were observed by Barker (2006) to be also able of moving on the
water surface. Their integument, however, was not studied so far by SEM. Leblanc
and Goulet (1992) show such SEM pictures for Dolerus nitens that feeds on terres-
trial Poaceae, and they also mention the cuticle surface structure for six Dolerus
species which feed on the field horsetail, Equisetum arvense. It seems that, the
cuticle surface of all these Dolerus species strongly resembles the one of R. micans
prepupae (as Fig. 2.3d). Thus, it remains unknown howD. vestigialis is able to move
on the water surface, and whether its integument presents adapted microstructures
and is as hydrophobic as the integument of R. micans.

One may suppose that the phenomenon of easy bleeding indirectly allowed R.
micans to live in a semi-aquatic biotope. It is likely that adaptation to this new
ecological niche, one not exploited by con-generic species, resulted from the evo-
lution of the hydrophobic property of the integument, that was itself a result of
the anti-predator defence strategy. This is an example of how a biological surface
selected for one function was co-opted for use as another.

2.6 Conclusion

Easy bleeding was considered, first, as the capability for the body surface of some
tenthredinid larvae to be easily damaged. This morphological trait may have been a
preadaptation that allowed R. micans to live on a water plant. But, more generally,
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the present review reveals that easy bleeding is a defence strategy, that is, it clearly
includes behavioural, chemical, physiological, and morphological characters. It is
this unique concomitance of characters that renders functional the anti-predator
defence.
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Chapter 3
Water Repellence in Gecko Skin:
How Do Geckos Keep Clean?

Uwe N. Hiller

3.1 Introductory Remarks

Leaving the water in mesozoic times, the reptiles developed an integument, which
enabled them to survive the transition from water to air. The reptilian skin is covered
by a pronounced keratinized uppermost layer, which protects the body from both
extensive transcutaneous water loss and mechanical damage. However, this solution
evolved in the dry environment, led to additional problems, discussed below, to be
solved applying the laws of physics. In the present chapter, we will consider geckos,
which are an excellent example for structurally caused hydrophobic surfaces. The
latter serve as an excellent example for the epidermal morphological interaction
between the skin and the physical forces of the environment.

3.2 Some Basics of the Reptilian Skin

Touching a lizard, one has an impression of a dry surface. The reptile skin consists
of various layers. The uppermost one (Oberhäutchen), presumably is composed of
α- keratin. This layer forms projections of an outstanding diversity, which will be
discussed later. The next underlying layer also consists of (in this case ß-) keratin-
sheets, which are much thicker than the Oberhäutchen. In histological textbooks,
these layers together are called Stratum corneum according to their occurrence
in mammalian horns, hairs, claws etc. In the course of time, the uppermost layer
with its morphological pattern undergoes shedding or abrasion effects, like all other
horny structures do. In case of shedding, they are replaced like all the related super-
ficial structures of the same generation. Prior to shedding, all superficial structures
are formed and ready for use immediately after the shedding (Hiller, 1972). After
shedding, the next new generation originates.
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3.3 Superficia Structures of the Gecko Skin

From a functional aspect, we can classify the keratinized skin structures into three
types, due to their function:

� adhesive or climbing setae;
� setae of mechanoreceptive organs;
� spinulation setae or spinules.

The adhesive or climbing setae can be found in many genera of geckos and are
located on the palmar side of most of the digits, sometimes even under the tip
of the tail. They enable the animals to climb on vertical or even under horizontal
planes if the physical properties of the surfaces involved are suitable for this ability
(Hiller, 1968, Autumn et al., 2000).

The thickness of the keratinized surface of the skin led to the development of
specialized setae of intraepithelial mechanoreceptive organs that remind us of the
functionally related organs of arthropods. The organ consists of a round papilla,
is formed by the upper layers of the skin and lies on a depression in the surface
(Hiller, 1976). From the distally flattened surface of the papilla, one long seta or
several setae emerge (see Fig 3.1). The number and the morphology of the sensilla
vary in a wide range. During a mechanical stimulus, the bent seta transmits the
forces via the top of the papilla to the underlying nervous tissue, thus transforming
the mechanical stimuli into nerve impulses (Hiller, 1978).

The spinulation setae or spinules can be found both dorsally and ventrally in
nearly all regions of the lizard’s body, even on the mechanoreceptive papillae. They
are about 0.8 μm long and hook-like or, at least, bent at their tips and vary to some

Fig. 3.1 Phelsuma
nigristriata, area of a
mechanoreceptive sensillum;
the centrally positioned long
and threefold ramified seta
(arrowhead) is surrounded by
spinules on the papilla’s
plateau. The rest of the area is
covered by uniform,
equidistant spinules; there are
only some hairline traces
(arrows), which mark the cell
boundaries
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Table 3.1 Average distance between spinules of the dorsal skin of some gecko species

Species Average distance, μm

Hemidactylus garnoti 0.40
Phelsuma klemmeri 0.40
Phelsuma laticauda 0.44
Phelsuma laticauda angularis 0.60
Phelsuma lineata dorsivittata 0.36
Phelsuma m. madagascariensis 0.53
Phelsuma nigristriata 0.50
Phelsuma standingii 0.55
Ptyodactylus guttatus 0.53

extent depending on the species used. In contrast, the average species specific dis-
tance among them remains in a considerably small range from 0.36 to 0.52 μm (see
Table 3.1.), and this will be of special interest. Only in a few regions, such as the
flattened top of the mechanoreceptive papillae, they may be larger and the distance
to each other pronouncedly greater.

3.4 Some Basics of the Surface Forces

Solid, liquid and even gaseous substances are characterized by forces between their
molecules or atoms, which are known as van der Waals forces. In solids and liquids,
the forces neutralize each other, which are noticeable in liquid as cohesion forces,
responsible for the round shape of droplets. At the surface, however, the remaining
part of the forces represents the so called free surface energy or surface tension.
These forces contribute to adhesion and can be measured by balance-like devices or
dynamometry. The free surface energy is measured in J/m2 and is equivalent to the
surface tension, measured in N/m. In comparative measurements such as here, these
units are, however, irrelevant.

Similar, but in practice more difficult, is the measurement of the cohesion and
adhesion forces of solids. A droplet of water on a smooth solid surface will form
a shape with a contact angle ϑ (Fig. 3.2.) between these two materials. This angle
is the result of equilibrium of the liquid’s cohesion forces and the adhesion force
between the liquid and solid. In this way, one can use a water droplet for measuring
the relative surface energy (Hiller, 1969). On clean glass surfaces, they are greater
than the cohesion forces of water. In other words: the adhesion of water on the solid
is greater than its cohesion. In this case, the contact angle is nearly zero, the droplet
spreads out, wetting the surface. On the other hand, if the cohesion forces of the
liquid are greater than the adhesion forces of the solid’s surface, the droplet becomes
globular. To which extent it does so, depends on the type of the underlying solid
material, and is also influenced by the gravitation forces that may flatten the droplet
if its mass is large. The greater the contact angle is, the smaller is the adhesion of
liquid to solid (Adam, 1963).

By using an identical liquid, we can in this way measure the relative surface
forces of solids. On the other side of the surface energy scale, in contrast to glass
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Fig. 3.2 Comparison of contact angles and surface morphology of the spinulate surface (upper
two pictures) and the “naked” bottom side of a shed gecko skin (lower two pictures) (Phelsuma
laticauda)

possessing high surface forces, PolyTetraFluorEthylene (PTFE) material can be set,
widely known, for instance as Teflon R© in our frying pans. The molecular structure
of PTFE results in a very low free surface energy. Geckos and other reptiles with
climbing ability can adhere fairly well to vertical glass surfaces, but not or only
with difficulty on PTFE-surfaces (Hiller, 1968). This holds for solids with a smooth
surface, but will be more complicated for rough surfaces.

Rough surfaces are porous in a physical sense. Such surfaces may consist not
only of regular or irregular micro-ornamentations, such as pores or capillaries, but
also microscopic hairs. If the distance between hairs is small enough, a water droplet
will not penetrate air filled space between them. Under these conditions, the air-
liquid contact area is enormously enlarged or the liquid-solid contact is reduced,
respectively. Cassie and Baxter (1944) have demonstrated theoretically why liquid
contact angle on a rough surface can be very much greater than that on a smooth
surface. Adam (1963) also demonstrated the significance of both the size of protru-
sions (in our case the spinules) and the distance between them (see Table 3.1) for
the enhancement of water repellency on the basis of the micro-ornamentation.
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3.5 Applying the Physical Basics to Gecko Skin

Calculating the physical basics of unwettable surfaces, Cassie and Baxter (1944)
introduced the coefficient (r + d)/r. Applying the results of Table 3.1, we get for
r: radius of spinules (0.2 μm), d: half the distance between spinules (0.5 μm), a
quotient result of 3.5. Various large insects with water repellent wings and micro-
ornamental structures demonstrate contact angles between 112◦ and 136.5◦ and
setae-distances of 0.3–0.5 μm. Here, the coefficient results between 4.53 and 8.99
(Wagner et al., 1996). So the water-repellence of gecko skin should be markedly
higher. But Gorb et al. (2000) found in dragonflies wax rods, which cover both the
wings and the body, with about 0.2 μm distance in between.

For the measurements of the contact angle, we used parts of the sloughed off
dorsal skin of Phelsuma laticauda. In the shed skin both sides were measured, the
outer one with the spinules and the inner one, which is nearly smooth. On both parts,
a 10 μl drop of water was applied and the contact angles were measured by means of
a horizontal microscope. It was a very interesting experience, since it was difficult
to release the drop from the glass pipette, especially onto the outer skin surface,
because the surface energy of glass enormously exceeds that of the skin. This outer
surface demonstrated a contact angle of 139 ◦, and the inner smooth surface only
66 ◦. To prove the influence of the keratinous surface of the two sides, the same
experiment was repeated with gold-palladium sputtered specimens. This resulted in
no changes in the contact angles (Fig. 3.2).

The contact angles obtained clearly demonstrate the role of the spinulate surface
of the gecko skin as a water repellent device (Fig. 3.3). Compared with the contact
angle of (PTFE) that amounts to 105 ◦, the gecko clearly beats this synthetical com-
pound. But also the contact angle as a measure of insect cuticula water repellence
is below the results presented above (Wagner et al., 1996). The important function
of such a low wettability is the self-cleaning effect of the surface or “Lotus-Effect”
(Barthlott and Neinhuis, 1997).

Fig. 3.3 The leopard gecko
Eublepharis macularius after
water-spraying
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The explanation is based on the same physical laws as above. Suppose there is
a gecko with some dust on it, and it begins to rain. The particles are lying on top
of the spinules and consequently they have poor contact to them. A water droplet,
nearly spherical because of the low all-over surface energy of the skin, rolls over it.
Getting in touch with the particle, the last will adhere to the droplet’s surface. The
water surface is smooth and its surface energy prominently exceeds that of the skin.
In this way, the droplet collects many of the particles and after a shower of rain the
gecko becomes clean again.

3.6 Why Do Dirty Geckos Occur?

Every gecko- or reptile-keeper, in general, knows that under special circumstances
these animals can become dirty. Problems during the sloughing cycle, dirty and
moist cages or wounds may lead to partial or general superficial contamination of
the skin. The physical laws again give us a tool to explain this.

In the first case, the keratinous skin, with its spinules, will not be renewed by
shedding. Consequently, the keratinous structures are subject to wear and distortion,
in other words, the physical properties of the skin surface have changed, the contact
angle of water is reduced, with a consequent increase in the wettability. In the case
of the dirty and moist cage, contamination is the consequence of an effect, which
is described by Adam (1963). A superficial pressure may allow water to penetrate
between the spinules to the keratinous bottom of the skin. The water will dry, but if it
is contaminated (as is true for dirty cages), residuals remain and can easily be wetted
again without any pressure. The initial pressure comes from the contact between the
gecko’s body and wet or moist solids in the cage. For wounds, which of course do
not have any spinules, the danger of contamination considerably increases.

Contamination is also true for the adhesive setae of geckos, which have like the
spinules to some extent a self cleaning property (Hansen and Autumn, 2005). How-
ever, at the end of the shedding period, the climbing ability is reduced. To which
extend this occurs, depends on the environmental contamination (Hiller, 1968).
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Chapter 4
Anti-Wetting Surfaces in Heteroptera
(Insecta): Hairy Solutions to Any Problem

Pablo Perez-Goodwyn

4.1 Heteroptera, True Bugs

Insects from the order Heteroptera are called “true bugs” (Schuh and Slater, 1995).
These insects go from small (few millimetres long) to very large (about 120 mm)
size, with mouthparts transformed into a characteristic beak, the maxilla form an
inner tube and the mandibles form the outer shaft, all protected and kept in place
by the labium. The fore wings are tegminaceous or half sclerotized (hemelytra)
and protect the membranous hind wings at rest. However, wing reduction is very
common with all possible intermediates up to completely wingless morphs (Zera
and Denno, 1997).

Heteroptera live virtually in every continental environment, including water
(Saulich and Musolin, 2007). These insects conquered continental water, in almost
all possible biotopes. They live in habitats ranging from big lakes and rivers to small
ponds as tiny as a tree hole. They can live close to, over, or under the water surface.
They live in the moist shore of water bodies, or in rocks splashed by waterfalls. They
are also present in the sea, both on the coast as well as in the open ocean, being the
only insect able to develop its whole life cycle in such a biotope.

The relationship with water is extensive in many representatives of Heteroptera,
and happened independently several times and in several ways during their evo-
lution. In this chapter, the basic principles of the surface adaptations to water-
resistance found in Heteroptera, and their diversity throughout this insect Order will
be reviewed.

Micrographs presented in this chapter, are from samples kept in 70% alco-
hol. These were air-dried, mounted on holders, sputter-coated with 25-nm Au–Pd,
and examined and photographed using a Keyence VE 3000 (Keyence, Osaka,
Japan) SEM at 15 kV. Morphometric data was obtained from micrographs using
the software SigmaScan 5.0 (SysStat Inc.).
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4.2 Cuticle and its Protuberances

The insect exoskeleton is called cuticle. The cuticle functions as an armour against
the hazards of the environment (e.g. dehydration, predation, parasites, infections,
etc). It also serves as anchorage site for the muscles, metabolite deposits and,
through coloration it can play a role in communication and defence (Gorb, 2001).

The cuticle, which is produced by an underlying epidermis, is subdivided into
epi- and procuticle. The epicuticle is thin (1-2 micrometers) whereas the procuticle
can more than several hundred micrometers thick. The latter can be divided into
endo- and exocuticle. The epicuticle is composed of waxes, lipids, tanned proteins
and covered externally by a cement sub-layer, for protection against abrasion. The
function is mostly sealing off the insect from the outside environment, in order to
keep water homeostasis. The procuticle in turn possesses chitin fibres embedded
in a protein matrix. The chitin fibres, a structural polymer, are aligned parallel and
organized in numerous layers, which in turn are rotated in relation to each other
layer (Neville, 1975).

Long and thin cuticular expansions or protrusions may be called “hairs”, but the
actual diversity requires specific terminology. Richards and Richards (1979) pro-
posed a scheme for classification that is widely accepted (Gorb, 2001), based on
the ontogenetic origin and morphology: (1) multicellular processes (2) outgrowths
originated form two differentiated epidermal cells, (3) unicellular processes, and (4)
subcellular processes with more than one projection per epidermal cell.

(1) Among the multicellular type, those known as spines or thorns lack special-
ized cells in the underlying epidermis, and are recognized by the absence of a socket
and relatively big size. (2) On the other hand, specialized cells in the epidermis
originate setae, scales, specialized hairs (e.g., urticating) and sensory trichoboth-
ria, among others. These are originated by a trichogen cell (secreting the cuticle
of the protrusion), a tormogen cell (secreting the socket of the protrusion) and a
often sensory cell (later differentiated in a sensitive neuron or degenerated in those
non-sensory function setae) (Gorb, 2001). (3) Unicellular processes include acan-
thae, which size can vary from relatively small (few micrometers) to large (500 μm)
and posses neither socket nor innervation. (4) The subcellular processes are called
microtrichia vary in shape, always small (few micrometers long). Each cell epi-
dermal corresponds to several microtrichia. These microtrichia may reach a high
density because of their small size and short distance between them.

A dense layer of hairs, conferring either a silvery-sheen or matte aspect to the
insect surface, covers the body and legs of water striders. This cover varies according
to the insect and its relationship with water. Below I describe a general pattern of
such a cover.

Based upon Andersen’s (1977) description, the body cover consists of two dif-
ferent hair layers, differing in scale and origin, the macro and micro-hair layers
(Fig. 4.1). The macro-hair layer consists of long, flexible setae (macrotrichia accord-
ing to Andersen, 1977) inserted in sockets in the cuticle surface (Fig. 4.1 “s”). In this
layer, different lengths of setae can be recognized (Fig. 4.2 “s1”, “s2”), sometimes
forming more sub-layers. The most common setae are 40 to 60 μm long, about 2 μm
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Fig. 4.1 Thoracic cover of
both setae (s) and
microtrichia (m) of Aquarius
elongatum (Gerridae)

in diameter proximally and gradually tapering towards the apex, inclined about 30◦

to 50◦ relative to the insect surface with a density of about 3000 to 5000 setae mm2

(according to Andersen, [1977], but according to my own measurements it may be
up to 1.2 × 104 setae per mm2, see Fig. 4.1). Scattered among these setae there is yet
another kind of hair, basically the same as those described above but much longer,
100 μm or more. All the setae are striated longitudinally, with a certain pitch. The
grooves are about 0.2–0.4 μm wide (Fig. 4.2).

The micro-scale layer consists of 1–10 μm long microtrichia with about a 0.5 mm
diameter at the base, arising perpendicularly from the cuticle, but irregularly bent at
the apex (Fig. 4.1 “m”). They occur at a density of 8–9 × 105 microtrichia per mm2.
Because of the high aspect ratio, they often tend to agglutinate and collapse in SEM
preparations (Fig. 4.1).

Fig. 4.2 Leg cover of setae of
Aquarius elongatus
(Gerridae). Note two
dimensions of setae (s1, s2),
plus a much thicker thorn (t)
in the middle of the picture.
Note also the striated pattern
of the setae
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Fig. 4.3 Mid tarsus of
Halobates germanus
(Gerridae). Note full
coverage by setae, claws (cl)
and long trichobothria (tb)

Trichobothria are also present, very long (300 μm or more) (Fig. 4.3), but with
a sensory function (Lawry, 1973; Andersen, 1977; Schuh, 1975). These specialized
hairs obviously do not play a significant role in water resistance.
Legs in turn are covered exclusively by setae (Figs. 4.2 and 4.3). No microtrichia

are visible over the relatively smooth cuticle. The setae are also about 20–80 μm
long and distally inclined. However, the density is higher than that of the body,
reaching 1.2 × 104 or more setae per mm2 in the mid and hind tarsi and hind tibia
(according to Andersen, [1977], but according to my own measurements it may be
2.7 × 104 setae per mm2). There are other specialised setae on the ventral side of the
legs, which are in contact with water. These are longer, some with their tips bent, or
distally spatulated as in sea skaters (Andersen, 1976). Additionally, conical thorns
are present, 50–70 mm long and 6–8 mm wide (Fig. 4.2 “t”).

The above-described scheme for body and legs is the basic pattern of waterproof
surfaces in Heteroptera living on the aquatic environment (i.e., water striders). The
pattern differs according to the ecological needs of the species and will be outlined
in Section 4.3 of this chapter.

The role of a hydrophobic secretion from the metasternal gland in the waterproof
function was suggested by Brinkhurst (1960) and other authors and proven incor-
rect by Staddon (1972). However, specialized secretions have specific protection
functions during Gerris najas diapause, such as avoidance of freezing, antibiotic,
and possibly repellent (Hauser, 1985). These secretions are deemed to be epidermal
secretions carried to the surface through pore channels. Thus, the possibility of other
types of secretions enhancing hydrophobicity (or increasing wettability, as in certain
beetles [Dettner, 1985]) remains open.

4.2.1 Anti-Wetting Function of the Hair Cover

The surface of insect cuticle is basically hydrophobic, with a contact angle of a water
drop of 90◦–100◦ when measured over a flat, even surface (Wagner et al. 1996). This
is expected due to the presence of wax on the epicuticle, but much higher contact
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angles are reported for many insects, reaching over 160◦ (Wagner et al. 1996).
The “super-hydrophobicity” effect of the insect cuticle first attracted attention
over 50 years ago (Holdgate, 1955; many insects) and has continued up to the
present (Gao and Jiang, 2004; misidentified Gerridae species). How can a com-
mon hydrophobic surface reach a super-hydrophobic effect, without changing the
chemical composition?

The answer lies in the surface texture (Perez Goodwyn et al. 2008). Insect cuti-
cle may be relatively smooth, rough, ornamented, or have numerous outgrowths.
These protuberances, when arranged in the appropriate way and with the correct
architecture, can achieve an increased contact angle. The formal deduction and inter-
pretation of this effect was carried out by Cassie and Baxter (1944), based on the
Wenzel’s equation (Wenzel, 1936) for contact angle on rough surfaces. The contact
angle θ ′ on a surface composed of solid and air is,

cos θ ′ = f1 cos θ − f2 (4.1)

where f1 is the fraction of liquid area in contact with the solid material, f2 is the
fraction of the liquid area in contact with air, and θ is the contact angle of the solid
material with water. The equation was used to describe fibres in a grid or wire
grating, which produces an air and solid interface with the liquid. The bigger the
f2 proportion and the smaller the f1, the higher the contact angle. Discussed in the
context of textiles in the original paper, a broader space between fibres in this case,
would allow a higher contact angle. However, a much too large interspace could
allow a falling drop (i.e., rain) to pass through easily and wet the surface.

Thorpe and Crisp (1947), Crisp and Thorpe (1948), and Crisp (1950) fur-
ther elaborated the mechanical theory of a hair pile in contact with water using
the plastron of Aphelocheirus sp. as a model (see next section, Figs. 4.4, 4.6D),

Fig. 4.4 Microtrichia of
plastron of Cryphocricos
vianai
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which must resist constant water pressure. In this context I use the word “hair” to
describe long and thin outgrowths, in the insects either setal or microtrichial ori-
gin. It has no relationship with mammal hairs, which are not homologous. This
description is general, valid to any similar structure regardless of its biological
origin.

These authors showed that in a hair pile at the interface water-air, under equi-
librium pressure difference, any single hair would resist vertical deviation from the
interface line. However, on the horizontal plane, the efficient resistance of the system
would depend on the rigidity of the hairs. They also showed the importance of the
inclination angle of these hairs in contact with the fluid. A simple, perpendicular to
the interface hair pile would resist water pressure only as long as the contact angle
of the bulk material was greater than 90◦. With an inclination angle the efficiency
was improved; however, for achieving the most effective protection against water
pressure, the optimum solution was a hair pile parallel to the interface. Also the reg-
ularity and high density of the hairs play an important role in achieving an effective
water resistance. An optimum solution is observed in the plastron of Aphelocheirus
(see next section).

In the same papers, the question of different requirements for waterproofing
(“rain proofing”), and water resistance under even pressure was raised. In irregular
wetting without pressure resulting from rain or a drop contacting the hair pile, there
is a tendency for the hairs to be wetted only on one side. The surface tension will
draw the hairs together in the wetted region, with a breakdown of the rain proofing.
Thus, the hairs tend to be longer and thicker than necessary for underwater protec-
tion (i.e., plastron, Fig. 4.6) to withstand these lateral forces. A high apparent contact
angle is required between the liquid and the external surface to promote runoff of
the liquid. As explained before, to achieve this waterproof effect, a porous surface
that is as open as possible is necessary so that the liquid will have the minimum
possible contact with the solid. The best examples for this principle are the legs of
water striders (Figs. 4.2, 4.3, 4.6A). The influence of density was previously high-
lighted (Suter et al., 2004, see also Stratton and Suter, 2009) working on various
spiders including aquatic. Some spiders’ hair piles were clearly adapted to irregular
wetting. In that work, they applied a pressure index, as the sustainable pressure dif-
ference for a given hair pile to rate the water protection of the spiders used. Applying
this index is not possible now, because the data I posses is insufficient (no contact
angle of water and a single hair) and incompatible (as the density in this work is
expressed as number of structures per unit area, and not per unit length as in Suter
et al. 2004). However, the density of hairs in aquatic Heteroptera seems to be pos-
sibly one order of magnitude higher. It would be interesting to apply this index in a
future work.

To resume, resistance to water penetration under pressure requires a fine scale
structure of some rigidity with maximum solid/liquid contact, which is actually
found in insect plastrons. If the hair pile is underwater, any displacement force on
the hair will be a difference term due to the imposed pressure and the displacement
of the structures themselves. But, if the hair pile is in the air, and a water drop
contacts on one side of a hair, the displacement force will be absolute. Thus the
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requirements for irregular wetting will be in the other direction: thicker hairs and
bigger interspace between hairs.

Waterproofing and water resistance under pressure requirements seem to run
against one another (Fig. 4.6).

4.2.2 On the Plastron and Air Bubbles

The term plastron was introduced by Brocher (1909) for a simple air cover over the
body. However it was not until the work of Thorpe and Crisp (1947) that the theory
of plastron respiration was thoroughly worked out.

Here I follow Thorpe’s (1950) definition of plastron, with Aphelocheirus aes-
tivalis as an example. Plastron is an incompressible, thin layer (bubble) of air,
supported by specialized minute hairs (microtrichia in this case) or alveolar struc-
tures (as for instance in eggs, Hinton, 1981) on the body and in contact with the
spiracles (or air exchange structure) of the insect. The gaseous exchange should
be possible from the water to the plastron without requiring the insect to collect
atmospheric air from the surface (Fig. 4.6D).

Many sub-aquatic arthropods have instead a compressible bubble (See Sec-
tion 4.3, group d.ii). Minute hairs (microtrichia or setae, Fig. 4.6B, C) also retain
this bubble, and gas exchange with the water occurs. This allows the insect to stay
underwater much longer as the original air store volume would permit without gas
exchange with the surrounding water. The bubble loses oxygen because the insect
uses it. Hence, the nitrogen proportion will increase. If in the surrounding water
there is plenty of saturated atmospheric air, oxygen will diffuse in, and at the same
time nitrogen out of the bubble. And thus the insect can use this newly diffused
oxygen. But as the nitrogen is diffusing out, sooner or later the bubble will reduce
in size. If this bubble were not renewed, the water would invade the tracheal system
at some point (Thorpe, 1950). Thus, bubble must eventually be renewed.

On the other hand, the plastron size is not changed, regardless of the gas exchange
(See Section 4.3, group d.i). Thus, as long as there is enough saturated air in the
water, a plastron will neither need renewed atmospheric air, nor bubbles in the water
(as for example in Stride’s (1953) classical example of the water beetle Potamodytes
tuberosus).

Thin microtrichia may be involved in both systems (Fig. 4.6B, D). However the
morphology, aspect ratio and density will be different according to the function.
Following Crisp and Thorpe, (1948) and Crisp, (1950) for a properly working hairy
plastron, the hairs’ aspect ratio (note: r/h = radius / height as defined initially in
those contributions) should be 0.2 or higher, considering the Young modulus of the
insect cuticle. The microtrichia were described as 0.2 μm diameter, and 5 to 7 μm
high, with the tip bent at 90◦. The density of microtrichia was estimated at about
2,500,000 per mm2. These authors assumed that the failure of the plastron under
pressure (over 2 atm pressure) was due to the buckling of the microtrichia.

These authors have not provide appropriate photographs, but made hand draw-
ings based upon light microscope observations. Later on, Parsons and Hewson (1974)
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provided the first SEM micrographs. Despite the low resolution of that time’s
technology, they were able to accurately measure Aphelocheirus aestivalis and
Cryphocricos hungerfordi (misidentified, see Sites and Nichols, 1993; Lopez Ruf
and Bachmann, 2000) plastron’s microtrichia. The measurements provided would
make aspect ratio of 0.2 limit questionable (from 0.01 to 0.03 or 0.1 for the short-
est hairs). However they described “basal nodules” present in the basal half of the
microtrichia. It is difficult to determine these nodules in their micrographs, but in
the present work (Fig. 6.4) and Hinton (1976), these nodules are clearly reinforc-
ing the whole structure, preventing buckling in the basal half of the microtrichia.
As is evident from the micrographs, clogging occurs only in the apical half, while
the bases remain parallel. This effect would render the effective aspect ratio much
higher, because only the distal half is subject to bending. This is actually the bent tip
described by authors before, which is 1 to 1.5 μm long, and 0.1–0.2 μm in diameter,
thus approximately 0.1 r/h. Still, the optimum aspect ratio for an effective plastron
is lower than suggested. The main reason of this discrepancy is possibly that in the
original paper of Crisp (1950), the measurements of the microtrichia were approxi-
mate at best. The data of Parsons and Hewson (1974), Hinton (1976) and the present
contribution (Fig. 6.4) represent accurate plastron microtrichia measurements. The
density of these microtrichia is very high, separated from each other by less than
their own diameter (200–500 nm), and the nodules would make the structure even
more compact and stable. Hinton (1976) showed that this plastron’s microtrichia
density is much higher than described earlier, up to 4,000,000 per mm2 (Fig. 6.4).

The other reason for this confusion regarding the aspect ratio is found in Hin-
ton (1976). He showed analytically that the cause of failure under pressure of the
plastron is due to simple water penetration through the hairs, much before the whole
structure collapses. His estimations, based on accurate measurements of both den-
sity and morphology, show that over 40 to 96 atm would be necessary to buckle
one single microtrichium. Hence, the plastron collapse was deemed to be a cause of
wetting.

On the other hand, microtrichia cover of compressible air stores or bubbles
(Fig. 4.6B, C), would have a r/h one order of magnitude lower (0.01 to 0.005,
for A. paludum, see Fig. 4.1) or even lower in setae cover (Fig. 4.5, Belostoma
oxyurum. See also Wichard et al., (2002) Ilyocoris cimicoides, Nepa cinerea, and
Notonecta glauca as well as Heckman, (1983) Hesperocorixa sp). In these setae
cover compressible bubbles, there is as well a lower density of prolongations
per mm2.

Nevertheless, the cause of collapse in breathing compressible bubbles is due
to the bending under pressure, when the air is disappearing. The microtrichia of
compressible bubbles start to bend from the base, or close to it. Thus, even under
low pressure, a very long and thin filament will easily bend and collapse the air
space under it. In a plastron, the microtrichia do not bend, but withstand pressure
perpendicularly, with the tips of the hairs creating the optimum configuration for
water resistance (Crisp and Thorpe, 1948): fibres parallel to the interface liquid-air.

In this context, and keeping this different behaviour in mind, and at a certain
density, the aspect ratio is a valuable tool for recognizing a true hairy plastron.
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Fig. 4.5 Setae coverage of
the compressible air bubble
of Belostoma oxyurum 3rd

instar larva (Belostomatidae)
in the ventral abdominal store

Hairs with an effective aspect ratio (i.e. considering the free bending part of the
prolongation) of approximately 0.1 may work as plastron, and those with 0.01 or
lower, will not resist water pressure when the air bubble is collapsing.

4.3 Heteroptera in/on/Near Water

Many Heteroptera live in, on, or near aquatic habitats and thus, have evolved diverse
adaptations to water. The focus of the following classification is on the adults
and immature stages except eggs. Many eggs do have water protection structures,
namely a plastron, not only in aquatic but also in many terrestrial bugs. This kind
of plastron is from the alveolar type and it is extremely diverse (Hinton, 1969a,
1981; Cobben, 1968). It is adapted to keep eggs from drowning during accidental
submersion; unlike adults and larvae, eggs cannot crawl away.

The first and easiest division to describe the diversity of water-resistance adap-
tations, may be terrestrial and aquatic bugs. However, this distinction is misleading
and does not reflect the real diversity of adaptations. Many taxa that live in inter-
mediate points, such as those on the water surface (Gerromorpha) or those shore
dwellers (Saldidae, Gelastocoridae), as well as mixed environment requirements
during the life cycle blur the picture.

Based upon the water-resistance adaptations in adults and larvae (except eggs)
the heteropteran bugs can be divided into four large groups:

a. Living in marginal biotopes, close to water or very high humidity
b. Living in air, but on the water surface
c. Living in a middle point between water and air. Resisting immersion for short

but regular periods.
d. Living under water
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Group (a) Many representatives of Heteroptera live in close relation to water,
without venturing onto its surface. They live in the gravel or stones close to water
bodies, in moss, algae masses and tufts and with a very high humidity.

The setae cover of these insects is prepared to resist wetting only occasion-
ally (waterproof); it consists of long setae with bare parts of cuticle exposed. No
development of dense thin microtrichia is present, or this is relatively scarce (e.g.,
Macroveliidae, Hebridae and some Mesoveliidae). These species’ pilose cover is
adapted to avoid being trapped in the water surface layer if it accidentally falls on
it. The setae are not dense, but are resistant to accidental water contact, promoting
fast runoff (similar to the pattern of Figs. 4.2, 4.3).

According to Andersen (1982) this is the ancestral environment for Gerromor-
pha. The Gerromorpha living farthest from the water are Macroveliidae (McPherson
et al. 2005), some Mesoveliidae (Madeoveliinae and some species of Mesoveli-
inae), primitive Hydrometridae (e.g., Heterocleptinae), as well as some Hydrometra
(Polhemus and Polhemus, 1987) and also Eotrechinae (Gerridae) (Andersen, 1982)
dwelling in moss, litter, under stones up to several meters away from water. Most
Hebridae belong to this group (Andersen, 1981).

Among the Leptopodomorpha, most Saldidae (except Enosalda mexicana, Par-
alosalda mexicana, Saldula palustris (Stock and Lattin, 1976), Halosalda lateralis
(Brown, 1948) see “group c”) and Leptopodini (Leptopodidae) can be placed in this
group (Polhemus, 1985; Yamazaki and Sugiura, 2004).

Dipsocoridae (Dipsocoromorpha) are mostly shore inhabitants of rivers (Štys,
1970; Schuh and Slater, 1995). They are covered by a dense pile of long setae and
presumably can survive flooding of their environment. A possible plastron has been
suggested (Schuh and Slater, 1995), but it seems unlikely, despite the lack of detailed
morphological information on the hair cover.

Among the Pentatomorpha, Lygaeidae species are chiefly terrestrial, with very
diverse feeding habits; some of them are considered pests (Schuh and Slater, 1995).
In the subfamily Rhyparochrominae however, Lipostemmata spp. are peculiar
(Ashlock, 1970; Lopez Ruf and Mazzucconi, 1999). They live and feed on float-
ing water ferns (Salvinia sp. see Cerman et al., 2009), but, in case of danger, they
will crawl to the underwater side of the floating plant. Presumably they retain a
bubble of air, which allows them to stay there for “several minutes” (Baranowski
and Bennett, 1979). Undoubtedly this is a compressible bubble around the body,
due to the relative dense pilosity (probably setae) similar to that described by Slater
and Woodward (1982) of an allied genus.

Another exception is found in Cimicomorpha. This infraorder is probably the
largest in number of species. However, only one species,Nabis gagneorum, seems to
be associated with water. It lives in riparian habitats close to and on wet midstream
rocks. The genus (with several hundred species worldwide) underwent an insular
radiation in the Hawaii archipelago, occupying niches otherwise uncommon in the
continental distribution (Polhemus, 1999).

The Gelastocoridae and Ochteridae, both Nepomorpha, share the same habitat
(Menke, 1979a, b) with a different adaptation. Water-resistant hairs do not cover the
bodies of these groups’ species (even though Ochteridae are called “velvety shore
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bugs”). Their bodies are mostly bare cuticle, either rugose or more or less smooth,
and strongly sclerotized. In case of accidentally falling into water, they can breathe
as the 1st abdominal respiratory spiracles open to this cavity (Parsons, 1970). The
air trapped under the wings should last until they can crawl out of the liquid.

Group (b) Within this group, the highest number of species of Gerromor-
pha (Gerridae, Hydrometridae, Mesoveliidae, Veliidae) are represented. Accord-
ing to Andersen’s (1982) habitat classification, this would include those species
ranging from living on plant-covered water surface, to completely free water sur-
face, either lotic or lentic (excluding open sea water). The basic hair pattern
described (Section 4.2) is present in these species (Andersen, 1982; Andersen and
Weir, 2001). The development of the microtrichia cover is characteristic and exten-
sive, with a density of 80,000 per mm2 or higher. Thus, there is a double protection
layer, one waterproof promoting fast runoff in case of droplets contacting (the big
setae layer), and the other, useful in case of submersion (the microtrichia layer)
(Fig. 4.1 “m”)

There are some bugs that are completely covered by water resistant microtrichia
like the Gerridae, or covered only in part as in Mesoveliidae (Andersen and Weir,
2001; 2004), or Veliidae (Mazzucconi, 2000). In the case of coastal marine water
striders, such as Mesoveliidae (Mesovelia polhemusi Spangler, (1990) which live
in crevices between mangroves’ roots (and thus, it are not strictly surface water
dwellers), and certain Veliidae (Haloveloides, Halovelia, Xenobates, Lansbury, 1996;
Andersen, 1999; Andersen and Weir, 1999) having special adaptations. In these
marine insects the density of microtrichia is exceptionally high (over 106 per mm2)
compared to freshwater species, probably due to a risk of exposure to lower sur-
face tension in the sea water (see also section c.ii. Halobates sp.). This risk was
described by Baudoin (1976) as “the deadly foam trap”, which, according to this
author, should be the biggest obstacle for insects’ invasion of seawater. A similar
case in fresh water is presumably the foam dweller species (e.g. genus Oiovelia
(Veliidae), see Mazzucconi and Bachmann, 1997) with an increased density of the
microtrichia cover.

Even though the microtrichia cover is present, the aspect ratio of these prolon-
gations is quite low, 0.01 or less. The main function is to survive accidental or
circumstantial immersion (i.e. many Gerridae lay their eggs under water, thus at
least the female must submerge for some time, to oviposit). On the other hand, the
setae, long and stable, are much more important, to promote fast runoff of uneven
wetting. These setae appear typically with a density of 12,000 per mm2 (Gerridae)
or lower (Hydrometridae, Hebridae etc. (Andersen, 1977)).

Group (c) In this group only marine insects are represented, either intertidal or
open sea inhabitants. These insects can be divided into two subgroups based upon
their adaptations for water-resistance: (c.i) those adapted to survive underwater for
a certain period of time on a regular basis, (c.ii) water surface dwellers, which are
very often submerged. Basically, in this group also there is a double protection layer,
one promoting fast runoff in case of droplets contact (the big setae layer), and the
other useful in case of submersion (the microtrichia layer). Some specializations are
present nevertheless.
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(c.i) In the first subgroup, Aepophilidae (monobasic for the species Aepophilus
bonnairei), Omaniidae (both Leptopodomorpha, Kellen, 1960; Cobben, 1970), Her-
matobatidae (Cheng, 1977; Foster, 1989), certain Halovelia (Veliidae) are included
(Kellen, 1959; Andersen and Polhemus 1976; Andersen, 1999; Andersen and Weir,
1999) (all Gerromorpha). These are intertidal inhabitants, sheltering in crevices of
rocks or corals during high tide, when they presumably remain motionless (except
Hermatobates see below).

Among the Leptopodomorpha, a “plastron” was described in Aepophilus bon-
nairei, restricted to certain parts of the body (King and Ratcliffe, 1970), and fitting
the definition of Thorpe and Crisp (1947) under a more or less loose interpretation.
Even though no experimental data support this assumption, the circumstantial evi-
dence suggests the ability to remain submerged for “up to several days” (King and
Fordy, 1984), with probably no available air bubbles in rock crevices. A compress-
ible bubble may not last that long, however, no experiments are available to confirm
this hypothesis.

Among Saldidae species, Enosalda mexicana, Paralosalda mexicana, (Polhemus,
1985), Saldula palustris (Stock and Lattin, 1976), and Halosalda lateralis (Brown,
1948), are usually covered regularly by high tides. However, in none of them is
a plastron developed. Presumably these insects would either find crevices with
some air store or depend on an unspecialised compressible air bubble around their
bodies.

Hermatobatidae species are called intertidal coral dwellers or treaders, which
survive tides submerged (Foster, 1989; Andersen, 1999). These insects present an
interesting microtrichia pile. Each hair is from 1 to 3 micrometers long, and ends in
a ball tip. The tips are approximately twice as wide as the shaft. These microtrichia
form a uniform and dense cover on most of the body. This configuration was actu-
ally predicted by Crisp (1964), unaware of its existence in nature. It was described
as a hypothetical sub-optimal to achieve efficient water protection (even with low
contact-angle materials) before the optimal configuration, which hairs parallel to the
water surface. Even though a plastron function seems reasonable according to the
morphology, this is probably not the only respiration method on which these animals
depend. Foster (1989) found these insects strictly associated with stones contain-
ing air-bubbles. He suggested the importance of the presence of free available air
for the survival of this species in the wild. When forced to submerge in labora-
tory conditions, they remained active for 4 hours and survive for over 13 hours.
This performance suggests an inefficient plastron, or normal compressible bubble
behaviour.

Other Gerromorpha that survive submersion periods include Halovelia species
which, except for higher density of microtrichia cover, do not have any adaptation,
thus probably it is totally dependent on trapped air in crevices.

(c.ii) In the second sub-group Halobates, (Gerridae) and Haloveloides (Veliidae)
are the only open sea water dwellers (Andersen, 1999). Only Halobates has an
outstanding water protection structure (Cheng, 1973, 1974, 1981; Andersen, 1977,
1982). The microtrichia pile is composed of specialized prolongations. Each micro-
trichium has a thickened head, several times wider than the shaft, and usually
tilted to one side like a golf club (Fig. 4.6). On the shaft itself, there are up to 4
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Fig. 4.6 Diagrammatic
representation of anti wetting
setae and/or microtrichia
coverage with different
functions A: Stiff setae, over
50–70 μm long, simple
waterproofing, against
irregular wetting, high aspect
ratio. B: Common
microtrichia about 7–9 μm
long, compressible bubble,
high aspect ratio. C: Setae
over 50–70 μm long,
compressible bubble, high
aspect ratio D: Special
microtrichia 5 μm long, with
basal nodules and bent tip,
true plastron, low aspect
ratio. E: Setae with
underlying microtrichia:
double function cover,
waterproofing and air bubble.
m: microtrichia, s: setae

perpendicular branches interlocking the microtrichia. The microtrichia shafts are
0.8 to 1.05 micrometers apart (compare with Cryphocricos’s plastron Fig. 4.3);
however the heads are much closer. This structure would provide effective water
protection, in case of being submerged, which should occur frequently in the open
ocean. However, these insects are not able to survive long periods of submersion
(Cheng, 1981, 1985). This microtrichia cover seems to be an ultimate water protec-
tion, not effective as a plastron, as extra protection against accidental submersion
in the sea, where much lower surface tension may be expected (Baudoin, 1976;
Guthrie, 1989). In this genus, the cover of long setae also is very dense (12,000 to
17,000 per mm2 according to Andersen, (1977), but about 30,000 according to my
measurements [Fig. 4.7]), much more than fresh-water related genera. This would
enhance the waterproofing effect.

Fig. 4.7 Thoracic
microtrichia cover of
Halobates germanus
(Gerridae). Note “golf-club”
shape heads and interlocking
prolongations (∗). S: setae
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The (c) group is characterized by an enhanced microtrichia layer, aided by a
waterproof setae layer. The microtrichia may have simply an increased density and
lower aspect ratio (Aepophilus sp., Halovelia sp.) or improved morphology to resist
wetting (Hermatobates sp. and Halobates sp.).

Group (d) here we also have two groups: (d.i) true plastron breathers (with
an incompressible bubble and no need to renew the air [Fig. 4.4]) and (d.ii) com-
pressible bubble breathers, with a bubble that must be renewed from time to time
(Fig. 4.5).

(d.i) Apehlocheriridae (Messner et al., 1981), and some Naucoridae likeChrypho-
cricos hungerfordi, (Parsons and Hewson, 1974; Sites and Nichols, 1993), C.
barozzii (Lopez Ruf and Bachmann, 1996; Lopez Ruf et al., 2000) and C. vianai
(Fig. 4.3). Also probably Heleocoris mexicanus (Hinton, 1969b, 1976 also sug-
gested Idiocarus sp. but the microtrichia are much too long), and Helotrephidae,
Neotrephes usingeri (Hinton, 1976). Polhemus (2000; after Mahner, 1993) stated in
a broad context regarding subaquatic Nepomorpha that “available evidence suggests
that at least all of the genera exhibiting brachyptery possess a plastron” describing
the probable breathing habits of the fossil family Leptaphelocheiridae. I think this is
a reasonable assumption. This family is probably the oldest known group of plastron
breathers, although nothing is known about their habits. There still are the possibil-
ities that this insect had an exposed bubble or even used cutaneous respiration, and
of course it might travel often to the surface. In the context of the hypothetical elab-
oration of a fossil’s habits, it seems reasonable. However, extending this to all extant
species seems questionable. Especially because the definition of plastron is so accu-
rate, and so many intermediate conditions are present (see group c.i, above). The
plastron function was assessed only in Aphelocheirus aestivalis. The microtrichia
structure of Chryphocricos spp. is the only one practically identical to that of A.
aestivalis. All the other presumably Nepomorpha “plastron” function hair piles are
either longer microtricha, and/or its base is not described, thus in this review, they
are quoted as probable plastron.

Under the plastron category Plea minutissima is a special case. Pleidae bugs
have an exposed bubble on the abdominal sternites, plus a subhemelytral reserve
(Gittelman, 1975). This behaves as a normal compressible bubble gill. However
Kovac (1982) suggested and empirically proved that during winter diapause, this
insect can switch to plastron respiration. The effectiveness of this system is ques-
tionable, although it allows the insect to survive for up to months without replenish-
ing the air due to its notably reduced metabolism. However it is unlikely that it can
survive under non-diapause metabolic needs exclusively on the plastron.

(d.ii) truly aquatic Heteroptera, which develop their whole life cycle under water,
are the representatives of this group. Most Nepomorpha (except Aphelocheiridae,
Gelastocoridae, and Ochteridae) are included here, namely Nepidae, Belostom-
atidae, Corixidae, Naucoridae, Potamocoridae, Notonectidae, Helotrephidae, and
Pleidae.

These Heteroptera have mostly the same basic respiratory system. It consists
of a subhemelytral air store, which may be connected and supplemented with an
exposed bubble on the ventral side of the abdominal sternites (Parsons, 1970, 1972).
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There are several modifications related to this mode of renewing the air in the
store. Both in adult Nepidae and Belostomatidae, there are siphons that can connect
the air chamber with the water-air interface, without forcing the insect to surface
(Menke, 1979c). These siphons, which are retractile in Belostomatidae, are basi-
cally two straps (Belostomatidae) or half pipes (Nepidae), covered internally by
long setae, creating a virtual air tube. There is no ventral exposed bubble in Nepidae
adults, and only an almost non-functional hydrophobic hair stripe that has some
air attached in Belostomatidae (Parsons, 1972). In Corixidae, the sub-hemelytral
air store extends to the anterior border of the prothorax. Through a slit between
head and pronotum, this store is exposed directly to the air interface for a few mil-
liseconds during a fast-upward trip of the bug, which lives attached to submerged
substrata when resting. The Notonectidae, mostly neustonic, directly expose their
ventral abdominal store to the air, with their body ventral side up.

All larval stages of these families possess only the exposed ventral bubble due to
the lack of wings (Fig. 4.5).

The exposed bubble in all cases is supported by long setae, which hold the
bubble against the body as an even cover (Fig. 4.5) or as a two-sloped roof. The
latter is found both in larval Nepidae, forming two grooves along the abdomen,
as well as in Notonectidae adults also forming two grooves, but occupying all of
the abdominal width (Wichard et al., 2002). These setae have a very high aspect
ratio, 200 – 400 μm long, striated, and located in single rows close to one another.
When extended with an air bubble under them, they contact the setae on the other
side of the groove. Larval Belostomatidae, Pleidae (compressible bubble gill part),
Helotrephidae, Naucoridae (Sites, 1991; Lopez Ruf, 1996) (except those of group
d.i), Corixidae (exposed part of the air store, on abdomen, part of the thorax and legs
(Heckman, 1983) and possibly Potamocoridae have an evenly distributed bubble
over the ventral side of the abdomen. In this case, the setae are more widely spaced
(10 to 30 μm), however also with a high aspect ratio, and up to several hundred
micrometers long.

Regarding the Helotrephidae, Hinton (1976) suggested that Neotrephes has a
plastron. This author provided SEM pictures, and based on the morphology his sug-
gestion seems to be correct (see above section d.i). However, Papaček et al. (1988)
stated that Trephotomas compactus also has a “plastron”. They describe a “macro-
plastron”, but based on the pictures and description they provide, T. compactus
may have a compressible bubble, working presumably functioning similarly to that
described above for most of the Nepomorpha.

4.3.1 Phylogeny

The phylogeny of Heteroptera shows that both the microtrichia cover and the setae
with a water resistance function appeared independently several times (Fig. 4.8).
Trends are evident however. The Gerromorpha and Leptopodomorpha are related
to water, but never completely sub-aquatic (Andersen, 1982). Nepomorpha on the
other hand seems to be mostly sub-aquatic (Mahner, 1993).
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Fig. 4.8 Phylogeny of
Heteroptera, adapted from
Wheeler et al. (1993) and
Tree of Life web project.
Letters to the right of
infraorder names, correspond
to water-resistant types
according to this chapter. The
order of the letters represents
the frequency of each type in
the lineage

Infraorder

Gerromorpha

Enicocephalomorpha

Nepomorpha

Leptopodomorpha

Cimicomorpha

Pentatomorpha

Dipsocoromorpha

Water resistance 
groups present

b     a     c

a

a

d     a
a     c
a

In Nepomorpha (Fig. 4.9) we see a clear reversal from the main subaquatic trend
in the group Ochteridae+Gelastocoridade (Mahner, 1993, Hebsgaard et al., 2004).
The evolution of plastron respiration may have different interpretations. In Fig. 4.9,
the phylogenetic hypothesis Hebsgaard et al. (2004) is represented. Here Naucori-
dae and Aphelocheiridae are in separated monophyletic groups, and hence, the
plastron presumably evolved independently in both. However if we consider the
phylogenetic hypothesis Mahner’s (1993), we have Naucoridae + Aphelocheiridae
as a monophyletic group, making the evolution of plastron a common character
(either simplesio- or sinapomorphy). In Helotrephidae and Pleidae, the shared plas-
tron character seems to be newly evolved because of the few cases observed in
each family (see Hebsgaard et al. [2004] for a comprehensive up-to-date revision of
Nepomorpha phylogeny).

In Nepomorpha, the only sub-aquatic group, we see that either compressible
bubble or plastron respiration has evolved. Both of them may have neither the
same origin nor the same structure. However both illustrate the principle of water
resistance under even pressure. The hairs (microtrichia or setae) are either densely
or loosely packed, thin, and may be relatively ineffective against rain or uneven

Fig. 4.9 Nepomorpha
phylogeny according to
Hebsgaard et al. 2004. Letters
on the right are the same as in
Fig. 4.8

Belostomatidae

Nepidae

Corixidae
Potamocoridae

Aphelocheiridae

Naucoridae

Ochteridae
Gelastocoridae

Notonectidae

Helotrephidae

Pleidae

a
a

d.ii
d.ii
d.ii
d.ii

d.i
d.ii     d.i

d.ii

d.ii     d.i
d.ii     d.i

Water resistance 
groupsFamily
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Fig. 4.10 Phylogeny of
Gerromorpha according to
Andersen (1982). Letters on
the right are the same as in
Fig. 4.8

Family

Paraphrynoveliidae

Mesoveliidae

Macroveliidae

Hydrometridae

Hermatobatidae

Veliidae

Gerridae

Hebridae

Water resistance 
groups

b     a

a

a
b     a

b     c.i
b     c.ii     a

c.i

a

wetting. These animals live mostly underwater, thus they need not to be concerned
about getting trapped in the surface tension layer. The main concern of these bugs
is respiration under water, and hence, the adaptations we find.

On the other hand, both Gerromorpha (Fig. 4.10) and Leptopodomorpha are close
or even on the water, but they must avoid by any means being wetted. The devel-
opment of strong and stable setae (which never get clogged together even under
very high densities) guarantees the resistance to water drops. This also promotes
easy runoff of water by increasing the proportion of air in the contact interface. In
this functional context, the microtrichia cover has only an “emergency submersion”
water resistant function, and not a stable breathing one. The modifications present
in marine, intertidal or foam dwellers’ microtrichia cover seems to be adapted to
factors other than continuous respiration, such as an increased risk of lower surface
tension. Increasing the density and/or changing the morphology will improve the
resistance against water, at least for a certain period of time. This trend is visible
also in an unusual invasion of water surface by representatives of Lygaeidae, with
no other close phylogenetically related group, not even in the whole Pentatomorpha
infraorder.

4.4 Final Remarks

In the context of water protection with a setal or microtrichial pile, different require-
ments resulted in the evolution of structures adapted to either submersion resistance
or waterproofing. The literature cited represent only those works in which a specific
reference and/or appropriate SEM photographs or drawings are available regarding
protection against water, plus some personal data and micrographs. Heteroptera
present the entire range of protection adaptations according to their ecological
needs. In the case of waterproofing or uneven wetting protection requirements, large
and stable setae are present at a relatively low density, promoting fast runoff of water
(group a). On the other extreme, the submersion resistance requirements are met
with long and thin setae or microtrichia in a compressible bubble, or with short, thin
and high-density microtrichia as in the case of a plastron (group d). An optimum
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compromise between these two extremes is met with a cover of long and stable
setae promoting fast runoff of droplets, and an underlying cover of thin microtrichia
serving in case of temporal submersion (groups b and c).
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Chapter 5
Water Repellent Properties of Spiders:
Topographical Variations and Functional
Correlates

Gail E. Stratton and Robert B. Suter

5.1 Water Repellent Surfaces

Biological surfaces, depending upon their physical structure and chemical com-
position, can fall anywhere on a spectrum of wettability that runs from strongly
water repellent to forming strong adhesive bonds with water. When the surfaces in
question are those at the interface between the organism and its environment, these
wettability characteristics have profound consequences for function. For example,
in semi-aquatic plants, water repellent surfaces near the stomata are important for
preserving the ability to exchange gasses with air (Schönherr and Ziegler 1975),
and the wettable ventral surfaces of gyrinid beetles provide the intimate contact with
water that is necessary for their style of aquatic locomotion (Fish and Nicastro 2003;
Fish 1999). Likewise, the water repellency of some plant surfaces drastically reduces
the adhesion of particles of dust, allowing these surfaces to be effectively self
cleaning (Barthlott and Neinhuis 1997).

5.1.1 Importance of Shedding Water from Surfaces

The ability to shed water is important for arthropods at a microscopic level, where
microorganisms reside, as well as at the scale of the whole animal. In the first
instance, an organism’s interactions with small particles such as viruses, fungal
spores, and bacteria are strongly influenced by the interplay among the particles,
the arthropod’s surface, and water—when liquid water has a higher affinity for the
particles than for the surfaces on which the particles have lodged, contacts with
water (e.g., raindrops or dew) can efficiently clean the arthropod’s exposed surfaces
(much as is seen in plants, as in the so called “Lotus-effect”, see Barthlott and Nein-
huis 1997; Neinhuis and Barthlott 1997). At the macroscopic level, the ability to
repel water facilitates air breathing by submerged animals such as water scorpions
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(Hemiptera) or aquatic dipteran larvae and also makes possible the style of water
surface locomotion employed by water striders (Hemiptera, Anderson 1976) and
fishing spiders (Pisauridae: Suter et al. 1997; Suter and Wildman 1999).

Many spiders have some ability to locomote on the water surface, and those that
move there most effectively do so while staying entirely dry, relying for propulsion
on the interaction of their legs with the depressions their legs make in the surface
(Suter et al. 1997; Bush and Hu 2006; Hu et al. 2003). In some cases, as in the
semi-aquatic Dolomedes (Family Pisauridae), the movement is quick and effective
and the animals are clearly well adapted for their lives close to water. In a com-
parative study of locomotion on water by a wide variety of spiders (249 species, 42
families), Stratton et al. (2004) found that water surface locomotion was mostly lim-
ited to the superfamily Lycosoidea, although some salticids and tetragnathids were
also quite adept at this task: (http://faculty.vassar.edu/suter/1websites/comparisons).
A prerequisite for this kind of locomotion is that the animal’s surface (cuticle or
cuticular hairs) must remain dry, thereby allowing the animal to be supported by but
not trapped in the surface tension. In the same study, Stratton et al. (2004), noted
wide variability between species: in some species, the legs would get wet while the
body remained dry, in other cases, the legs stayed dry but the ventral surface of
the abdomen was wet and adhered to the water surface, and so forth. An interest in
understanding some of the inter-specific variability in water repellency, as well the
functional variation in the water repellency of different body regions, motivated the
present study.

Although spiders in only a few families routinely need to move on the water’s
surface (Suter et al. 2003), spiders in many families may be exposed to flooding,
wetting by large raindrops or, in the case of very small spiders, immobilization from
the accumulation of dew drops (Decleer 2003; Rovner 1986). In these cases, some
degree of water repellency would enhance survivorship and fitness.

Many aquatic or semi-aquatic insects have regions of their bodies that are con-
spicuously more water repellent than other parts—for example the antennae of some
insects (Hix et al. 2003), the tarsi of some gerrids (Wichard et al. 2002), and hairs
around the entrances to the respiratory structures of water scorpions and larval and
pupal mosquitoes (Wichard et al. 2002). In aquatic insects, these water repellent
regions surrounding openings into the tracheal systems give the animals access to
atmospheric oxygen while the rest of the body remains submerged. In addition,
many insects and some arachnids can make a plastron, a non-collapsible film of
air that is held in place by densely-packed nonwettable hairs that surround some or
all of the body and allow the animal to extract oxygen from the surrounding water
(e.g. Thorpe and Crisp 1947; Crisp and Thorpe 1948; Thorpe 1950; Hebets and
Chapman 2000, Braun 1931 in Foelix 1996). Without the hairs, an air bubble would
shrink and eventually collapse either from changing water pressure or from losing
volume as nitrogen diffuses from the bubble into the water. Insects that routinely
move on water, such as water striders, have many hairs on their tarsi and legs; and
increasingly, there is evidence that the microstructure of the hairs is important in
maintaining water repellency (Andersen 1977; Cheng 1973; Gao and Jiang 2004).
In a comparative study of spiders, Rovner (1986) found support for the assertion that
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hairiness, with the implicit ability to form a plastron when submerged, may allow
various spiders to survive being flooded for a period of time.

We were interested in understanding the functional implications of differences in
the resistance to wetting across individual spiders’ topographies for representative
species. We approached this problem via the close inspection of the ventral surfaces
of spiders in five families. We hypothesized (1) that the openings to the book lungs
and the trachea would be particularly water repellent in spiders likely to become
submerged, because of the role of these openings in supporting gas exchange; (2)
that in the same spiders, much of the soma would be covered with hydrophobic
hairs at a high enough density to support the establishment of a plastron; and (3)
that in spiders in general, areas such as leg joints and genital openings would be sur-
rounded by water repellent hairs to limit the intrusion of small particles, especially
pathogenic microorganisms.

5.2 Methods

5.2.1 Spiders

We examined in detail females of 5 species representing 5 families. Three come
from families that are generally associated with water, living either associated with
the surface of water [e.g., the fishing spider, Dolomedes triton (Walckenaer 1837),
in the family Pisauridae], or making webs above or near water [e.g., Tetragnatha
elongata Walckenaer 1842 in the family Tetragnathidae and Larinioides cornutus
(Clerck 1757) in the family Araneidae]. We chose the other two examples because
they represent families not usually associated with water and differ from each other
both in habit and in conspicuous surface characteristics [Platycryptus undatus (De
Geer 1778), in the family Salticidae, is cursorial and covered by hairs; Xysticus ferox
(Hentz 1845), in the family Thomisidae, is a sit and wait predator found in leaf
litter, that appears nearly hairless.] All specimens except Dolomedes were mature
females when tested; the Dolomedes was immature and judged by its size to be 1–2
molts from maturity. Spiders were collected from Lafayette and Marshall County
in Mississippi (USA) and are preserved in the personal collection of GES. Except
for the Xysticus, which was held in the lab for several weeks, specimens were used
within a day of their capture.

5.2.2 Determining Water Repellency

Two attributes contribute to the water repellency of a particular area of an arthro-
pod’s body: hair density and the molecule-level physical interaction between the hair
or cuticle surface and water (Suter et al. 2004). In the present study we modified the
procedures in Suter et al. (2004) in order to investigate patterns of water repellency
across the topography of each of the 5 spiders examined.
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We anaesthetized each animal using CO2 and cooling, and then attached it with
epoxy (Liquid Nails Perfect Glue 3, Epoxy Adhesive), ventral surface upward, to the
center of a Petri dish. We then treated each specimen with a three-step process that
started with examining the ventral surface of the animal microscopically while it
was dry. We took a series of images of each specimen (Olympus SZX12 Dissecting
Microscope; digital images captured with a Nikon D100 attached to the micro-
scope). Images for each included the whole ventral aspect followed by much closer
views of the stigma or spiracle (the opening to the spider’s tracheal system, located
anterior to the spinnerets), the opening of the book lungs (located on the anterior
region of the venter), the epigynal area, the coxal/trochanter/femur joint, and the
mid-ventral region (Figs. 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5). The second step involved mist-
ing the regions of interest using a stream of microscopic droplets of distilled water,
created by an ultrasonic humidifier (ReliON Humidifier R©). The mist was conveyed
through a 0.5 m tube and directed at the target through a glass nozzle. The appear-
ance of the mist was similar to steam, but was at room temperature (21–23◦C).
Each region of each specimen was again digitally photographed. The third and final
step was to completely submerge the specimen in distilled water and observe which
portions of the animal’s ventral surface were wetted and which remained dry.

Digital images were imported into Photoshop (Photoshop CS or Photoshop Ele-
ments) and examined on a Macintosh G4 computer. Hair density at each of the above
regions was determined by counting hairs in a 0.1 mm × 0.2 mm rectangle oriented
(where possible) with the hairs lying at right angles to the long axis of the rectangle.
All of the hairs within that box were counted, and the average diameter of the hairs
was estimated. To calculate percent cover (C) of the cuticle by the hairs we assumed
that each hair traversed the measuring grid (that is, its length was 0.1 mm). With
these assumptions we calculated percent cover as

C(%) = 100 • (N • d(mm) • l(mm))/a(mm2)

where N is the number of hairs, d is the average diameter of the hairs, l is the average
length of the hairs, stipulated as the width of the sample quadrat, and a is the area of
the sampled quadrat. Because of the assumption that each hair completely traversed
the width of the grid, this method overestimated the coverage of the cuticle by hairs

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
Fig. 5.1 Ventral surfaces of an immature Dolomedes triton (Pisauridae). In air (A), nearly all
surfaces appear to bear hairs, although the fact that the cuticle is clearly visible on the leg segments,
mouth parts, sternum, and anterior abdomen indicates that hair density per se is not particularly
high in those regions. Under distilled water (B), the entire ventral surface is seen to be swathed
in a layer of air, indicating the presence of hairs at a high enough density, and with sufficiently
hydrophobic surfaces to support a plastron. The glistening, bespeckled appearance of the sternum
and legs in this image is due to refraction from the numerous spherical water droplets, deposited
during misting, that are on hairs between the cuticle and the water enveloping the spider. The
presence of spherical water droplets on the area surrounding a book lung opening (C’) and on the
basal segments of the legs (D’) emphasizes the hydrophobicity of the surfaces of the hairs. Some
structures, in this case the coxa-trochanter-femur joint of leg IV (E), are protected from water
intrusion by a combination of the hydrophobicity of the surrounding hairs and their orientation
(see also Fig. 5.6)
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Fig. 5.1 (continued)
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and it was possible to calculate more than 100% coverage. In those cases, we set the
coverage to 100% for our analyses.

Suter et al. (2004) were able to infer the molecule-level physical interaction
between the hair or cuticle surface and water by measuring the contact angles of
water droplets on the legs of spiders (see also McHale et al. 2004; Barthlott and
Neinhuis 1997). This technique was not possible in the current study of body sur-
faces because we could not get a microscopic lateral view of each misted body
region. Instead, we captured images and made qualitative observations on droplet
formation. Functional assessment of resistance to wetting came from observations
of surface wetting when the whole animal was submerged.

5.3 Water Repellent Surfaces in Spiders

The representative species differed widely in how much of their surfaces were cov-
ered by hairs (Table 5.1). When different regions were compared within a species,
the percent cover of hairs was highest for the spiracular region in 3 of the 5 species

Table 5.1 Summary of percent cover of hairs for different anatomical regions for 5 species of
spider. Percent cover was calculated by taking the number of hairs counted in an .020 m2area
× average diameter of a hair (assuming the length of an individual hair could cover the areas
measured)

Dolomedes Tetragnatha Larinioides Platycryptus Xysticus
Spiracle 1.00 0.48 0.70 1.00 0.17
Midventer 1.00 0.67 0.33 0.25 0.19
Book lung anterior edge 0.38 0.35 0.28 0.09 0.00
Book lung posterior edge 0.55 0.35 0.67 1.00 0.00
Epigynum anterior region na 0.61 0.15 0.50 0.00
Epigynum lateral region na 0.61 0.44 0.53 0.00
Epigynum posterior region na 0.44 .63 1.00 0.22
Coxa midregion 0.86 0.08 0.30 0.42 0.04
Trochanter 0.25 0.00 0.30 0.50 0.36

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
Fig. 5.2 Ventral surfaces of an adult female Tetragnatha elongata (Tetragnathidae). In air (A), the
surfaces appear hairless or nearly so, but under distilled water (B) it is clear that at least some of
the spider’s surface is covered with a film of air, evidence that those parts of the surface effectively
repel water. When the otherwise dry spider is bathed in a fine mist of water, the areas indicated by
rectangles in (A) give evidence of the presence of small hydrophobic hairs that cover the epigynum
(C) and the region around the spiracle just anterior to the spinnerets (D). In these two images,
it is the appearance of spherical droplets that suggests that the hair surfaces are hydrophobic.
On the submerged specimen, the basal segment of leg II (E) can be seen to bear hairs but they,
the underlying cuticle, and the more distal portions of this and other legs are entirely wet. This
indicates that either the surfaces here are not hydrophobic or the hairs and other structures are too
dispersed to support a film of air. Under the same conditions, the slit-like opening to a book lung
(F, upper arrow) is entirely within the plastron and periodically opens (F’), a change that gives the
book lung access to the air stored in the plastron. The lower arrow in F points to the corner of the
slit-like epigynum. This and other black and white images in this chapter can be viewed in color at
http://faculty.vassar.edu/suter/1websites/surfaces
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Fig. 5.2 (continued)
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Fig. 5.3 Ventral surfaces of Larinioides cornutus (Araneidae). In air (A), most of the spider can
be seen to be covered with hair, the exceptions being the fangs, some parts of the legs, and the
area surrounding the ventral midline of the abdomen. On closer inspection, the region of the
book lungs and the epigynum (C) has patches of hairs but the epigynum and the entrances to
the book lungs are entirely exposed. The region of the spiracle (D), just anterior to the spin-
nerets, bears numerous short hairs but the percent cover by these hairs is low (see Table 5.1).
After misting the ventral surface with distilled water, the book lungs and their entrances (E) can
be seen to be wetted, bearing well-spread patches of water quite different from the spherical
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(Dolomedes, Larinioides and Platycryptus), and was as high or nearly as high for at
least a portion of the book lung region in two species (Larinioides and Platycryptus).
As expected based on superficial examination, Xysticus had very low percent cover
of hairs for all the regions examined.

5.3.1 Dolomedes

Although we expected that the semi-aquatic Dolomedes would exemplify the
extreme of water repellent properties, we were still impressed with the extent of
water repellency as seen both when the spider’s surfaces were misted and when
the spider was submerged. When Dolomedes was misted, numerous fine, spherical
droplets were formed on hairs all over the ventral surface (Fig. 5.1C’, D’). Clearly,
the large and small hairs that covered much of the surface of the animal (Table 5.1)
had hydrophobic surfaces (Fig. 5.1). The areas near the spiracle (Fig. 5.1A), the
book lung (Fig. 5.1C, C’) and the coxae (Fig. 5.1D, D’ and E) were all well pro-
tected by hairs that repelled water. A large bubble of air formed when the spider
was submerged, covering the abdomen, sternum and legs with only the fangs and
a few long hairs or spines outside of the bubble (compare Fig. 5.1A with 1B). The
extent of the bubble surrounding Dolomedes, together with the fact that it enveloped
both the spiracle and the openings to the book lungs, suggests that this animal is
equipped with a functional plastron.

A closer examination of the spider’s coat of hair suggested that Dolomedes has
both an overcoat of larger hairs and an undercoat of very fine hairs. When the spider
was submerged, the larger hairs held the plastron well away from the body to the
extent that it was possible to see droplets on the smaller hairs inside the bubble
(visible both in Fig. 5.1B and E). In addition, the arrangement of the hairs in some
regions appeared to accentuate the ability to repel water. For example, the hairs near
the coxae form a basket-like structure over the membrane connecting the trochanter
and the coxae in a way that appeared to help to keep the cuticle of the joint mem-
brane itself completely dry when the animal is submerged (compare Fig. 5.1D, D’
and E).

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Fig. 5.3 (continued) droplets seen on water repellent surfaces. Under the same conditions, the
proximal joints of the legs (F) have regions that are hirsute and regions that are entirely hair-
less, but the hydrophobicity of the hairless regions cannot be assessed from these images. Under
water (B), the ventral surface of the abdomen supported an air bubble that did not extend to
cover the epigynum or the entrances to the book lungs but did cover the region posterior to those
structures and included the spiracle and the spinnerets. Lateral surfaces of the abdomen, though
hairy, did not support a plastron, and only some parts of the proximal leg segments bore a layer
of air
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Fig. 5.4 (continued)
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5.3.2 Tetragnatha

Members of the genus Tetragnatha, family Tetragnathidae, are well known for mak-
ing their webs near water (Foelix 1996; Ubick et al. 2006), and spiders in the
genus Tetragnatha can move easily and quickly on the surface of water (Suter
et al. 2003, see also Ehlers 1939 in Foelix 1996). Nevertheless, the water repel-
lency of T. elongata’s surfaces varied extensively across its topography. For each
region of the body examined, Tetragnatha had a smaller percent hair coverage
than Dolomedes (Table 5.1) and had two areas that had no hairs (the trochanter
and the mid region of the book lung). When Tetragnatha was misted, the lower
density of hairs as compared to Dolomedes was evident (Fig. 5.2C and D). How-
ever, the epigynal region and spiracular region were surrounded by hairs that bore
spherical droplets under our misted condition. When the animal was submerged
(Fig. 5.2B), an air bubble formed around its abdomen including the book lung and
spiracle which, as with the Dolomedes, could possibly function as a plastron. The
opening and closing of the entrance to the book lung (Fig. 5.2F and F’) while the
spider was submerged probably constitutes breathing and supports our contention
that the spider uses the bubble as a true plastron. The spiracle (Fig. 5.2D) and the
epigynal area (Fig. 5.2C) were well protected with hairs that collectively provided
these areas with water repellency. As indicated above, the coxa and trochanter of
the legs had very few hairs and submersion showed that these areas were entirely
wetted.

5.3.3 Larinioides

Larinioides is a genus of orb-weaving spider that also often builds webs near water.
Its legs and the lateral sides of its venter were quite hairy (Fig. 5.3; Table 5.1),
but except for right near the epigynum (Fig. 5.3C), the mid region of its venter
(including the spiracle; Fig. 5.3D) had few hairs and they were very short. The
epigynal region had a higher coverage of hairs on its posterior and lateral edges
(Table 5.1, Fig. 5.3C). The coxae had hairs that, similar to Tetragnatha, appeared
to curve over the coxal joint (Fig. 5.3F). When misted, the book lung covers were

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Fig. 5.4 Ventral surfaces of an adult female Platycryptus undatus (Salticidae). In air (A), the
spider is conspicuously hairy over most of the abdomen and on the distal portions of the legs.
On closer examination, even the proximal segments of the legs are well supplied with hairs (B)
and, judging by the spherical droplets on them after misting (B’), the hairs’ surfaces are rela-
tively hydrophobic. The same can be said of the region around the epigynum and a book lung
(C, C’) and the environs of the spinnerets and spiracle (D). Despite these properties, during sub-
mersion in distilled water only a small region of the ventral surface (E), the part encompassing
the epigynum, the two book lungs, and a small area just posterior to the epigynum, retained
a film of air constituting a plastron. The remainder of the spider’s ventral surface was wet (E,
lower right). This and other black and white images in this chapter can be viewed in color at
http://faculty.vassar.edu/suter/1websites/surfaces
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Fig. 5.5 Ventral surfaces of an adult female Xysticus ferox (Thomisidae). In air and at low mag-
nification (A), the surface of this crab spider appears to be nearly hairless with the exception of
stiff hairs or spines on the legs. Closer views reveal that the spider has numerous short hairs, at
low density, over much of its body including the area that includes the spiracle and the spinnerets
(B), and they are at least somewhat hydrophobic judging by the spherical droplets that form on
them during misting (B’, C). When the spider is submerged (D), no plastron is formed and the
entire animal is wet, although bubbles can be seen near the tip of the spinnerets and at the medial
edge of the left booklung (arrows), and where trapped between appendages and other surfaces
(D, upper right). This and other black and white images in this chapter can be viewed in color at
http://faculty.vassar.edu/suter/1websites/surfaces

wettable (note flattened droplets, Fig. 5.3E). When the epigynal area was misted,
spherical droplets formed on the hairs suggesting they had hydrophobic surfaces.
When Larinioides was submerged, parts of the ventral surface were covered with
air (Fig. 5.3B), but the mid-region of the venter, including the spiracle, appeared
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quite wet and outside of the bubble. The bubble extended to the base of the legs
(Fig. 5.3B).

5.3.4 Platycryptus

The salticid representative, Platycryptus undatus, (Fig. 5.4) appeared to be as hairy
as the pisaurid, Dolomedes, a trait reflected in relatively high measures of percent
cover of hairs for most of the regions examined (Table 5.1). When misted, fine
droplets formed on the hairs all over the body, and it appeared that the epigynal
area (Fig. 5.4C’), the book lungs (Fig. 5.4C), and the spiracle (Fig. 5.4D), as well
as the coxae (Fig. 5.4B and B’), were well protected from wetting. Curiously, the
midline of the venter had a relatively small percent coverage of hairs. When the
animal was submerged, a thin layer of air was maintained, keeping the book lung
opening dry. However, the air layer surrounding much of the abdomen disintegrated
quickly (1–5 minutes), leaving only a small area over which gas exchange could
occur if the layer of air were to function as a plastron.

5.3.5 Xysticus

Finally, the extreme of lack of water repellency was illustrated by the crab spider
Xysticus (Fig. 5.5). With the exception of the trochanter, Xysticus showed the small-
est % coverage of hairs for any of the species examined (Table 5.1). When misted,
fine bubbles formed around the spinnerets and spiracular opening (Fig. 5.5), but
when the Xysticus was submerged, it was almost completely wetted (Fig. 5.5D).

5.4 Functional Correlates of Water Repellent
Surfaces on Spiders

Arthropods that are frequently exposed to submersion or that occasionally encounter
heavy dews, flooding, or torrential rain, can be expected to have adaptations that
increase their ability to survive under those conditions. Such adaptations are com-
monly seen in semi-aquatic insects (Merritt and Cummings 1984) and should be
present in spiders as well when water exposure has been common in the lineage
under study. The results described above allow us to evaluate this general assertion
and the following more specific hypotheses:

1. The openings to respiratory organs, the book lungs and the trachea, should be
protected by water repellent hairs or other hydrophobic structures in spiders
likely to become submerged or otherwise challenged by excess water;

2. In the same spiders, much of the soma should be covered with hydrophobic
hairs at a high enough density to support the establishment of a plastron; and
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3. In spiders in general, areas such as leg joints and genital openings should be
surrounded by water repellent hairs to foster the rinsing away of small particles
and thereby, in turn, limit the intrusion of pathogenic microorganisms and other
debris.

5.4.1 Respiratory Organs

Most of the spiders in the Aranaeomorphae have two separate respiratory systems:
book lungs and tubular tracheae (Foelix 1996; see also Schmitz and Perry 2002)
leading to what some authors call bimodal breathing (Schmitz and Perry 2001,
2002). The extent of the tracheal system in spiders varies dramatically (Levi 1967;
Schmitz and Perry 2002; Schmitz 2005) and the variability presumably is related
to the efficacy of the book lungs, to the size of the spider, and to the relationship
between physiological demand and environmental supply of oxygen. For example,
Argyroneta aquatica, the only spider known to live underwater, has very small book
lungs and extensively developed tubular tracheae (Braun 1931 in Foelix 1996) and
can apparently exchange gases through its integument (Crome 1953 in Foelix 1996).
In a study in which the author experimentally blocked book lungs and or tracheal
openings in a wolf spider and a jumping spider, Schmitz (2005) showed that for the
wolf spider, the tracheae compensated for lost lung capacity but for the jumping spi-
der, the main role of the tracheae was to supply oxygen to organs not associated with
running, suggesting that the relative role of book lungs and tracheae varies with the
family of spider. Indeed, the relative importance of book lungs versus tracheae has
been explored for only a few species (Schmitz and Perry 2001, 2002; Schmitz 2004).

Our hypothesis that species most likely to be exposed to wetting would have
respiratory openings well protected by water repellent hairs is partially supported.
For both Dolomedes and Tetragnatha, the lung slit and the spiracle have numerous
small hairs that functionally repel water: When misted, small droplets formed on
lung slits and spiracles (compare Fig. 5.1C and C’ for Dolomedes and Fig. 5.2D for
the spiracle of Tetragnatha). In addition, both lung slits and spiracles were enclosed
in the plastron when individuals of these two species were submerged (Figs. 5.1B,
5.2B). Larinioides was less well protected: the lung slit as well as the cover of the
book lung formed flattened droplets (compare spherical droplets on hydrophobic
hairs at bottom of Fig. 5.3E with flattened droplets near lung slit and book lung
cover). In the salticid we examined (Platycryptus), both respiratory regions appeared
well protected by water repellent hairs (Fig. 5.4C’, D). That hydrophobic hairs pro-
tect both respiratory structures is consistent with the study by Schmitz (2005): for
at least some salticids, if the book lungs were blocked, the spider compensated by
using its tracheal system. Perhaps for a particularly active group of spiders such as
the salticids, there may have been selection pressures to protect both openings with
hydrophobic hairs. Finally, Xysticus ferox, a species that lives on the ground in leaf
litter, appears the least adapted to wetting; when submerged, it was nearly entirely
wet (Fig. 5.5D) although the hairs around the spiracle (compare Fig. 5.5B’ with B)
did form spherical droplets when wetted. Crab spiders in general are sit and wait
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predators; perhaps they have a lowered metabolism that allows them to “wait out” a
flooding situation (suggested for other families in Rovner 1986).

5.4.2 Formation of a Plastron

We also predicted that in species most likely to be wetted, their soma would be
covered with hydrophobic hairs at a high enough density to support the establish-
ment of a plastron. Although the presence of a plastron is thought to be important
in respiration (Thorpe 1950; Hebets and Chapman 2000), it may also be true that
water repellency to the extent of forming a plastron may allow animals to recover
from falling onto the surface of water and be able to move on water. As an exam-
ple of the former, we have observed that when they are disturbed, Tetragnatha can
escape capture by plummeting to the surface of the water below their webs. Typ-
ically, they land on their dorsal side, and after a second or two on the water, they
climb up their dragline, clearly not impeded by being caught in the surface ten-
sion. Likewise, in a related species that is found near streams in the western United
States, females of Glenognatha emertoni can escape unwanted males by dropping
into a stream and easily climbing out, once they are several meters down stream
(Danielson-François 2006).

Of the species we compared, the plastron of the Dolomedes was most extensive
(note the sheen from the bubble formed when submerged, Fig. 5.1B). The abdomen
of the Tetragnatha also had a mostly intact plastron (Fig. 5.2B). Both the Larinioides
and the Platycryptus had an incomplete and poorly formed plastron and the structure
was completely lacking in the Xysticus. Consistent with the well-formed plastron,
the hair covering of Dolomedes was the most extensive, with many small hairs close
to the body and large hairs extending out farther. Both the under-hairs and over-
hairs were hydrophobic (as evidenced by the droplets visible on the smaller hairs
within the plastron formed by the larger hairs; Figs. 5.1B and E). This appears to be
functionally similar to the two layers of hairs noted by Andersen (1976) for the semi-
aquatic Hemiptera. He describes a “macro-hair layer of long, flexibly inserted hairs,
and a micro-layer of minute, stiff cuticular outgrowths (microtrichia).” Interestingly,
although abundant, the hairs of the Platycryptus were not nearly as hydrophobic as
was seen in the Dolomedes.

The formation of a plastron would also allow an animal to move on the water’s
surface. Both Dolomedes and Tetragnatha move easily and quickly on water, albeit
with different gaits (Suter et al. 2003; Stratton et al. 2004, see also Ehlers 1939).
Salticids were much less adept at moving on water, but could do so, a trait consis-
tent with the poorly formed plastron. And, not surprising given the results of the
current study, Xysticus was hydrophilic and could not effectively move at all on
water (Stratton et al. 2004).

A curious example of the importance of hairs, combined with an indentation of
the abdomen, has been found by Simon Pollard (summarized in Pain 2005). Pollard
has studied Misumenops nepenthicola, a crab spider that specializes in preying on
insects trapped underwater in pitcher plants found in Malaysia. Pollard found that
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the crab spiders maintain a bubble around their book lungs via both long, water
repellent hairs on their abdomen and also a pit or depression on the venter of the
abdomen. The air in this bubble is somewhat like holding a glass of air underwater
by keeping the open side of the glass down. These crab spiders can stay submerged
for 40 minutes or longer. The ability to break though the surface tension is made eas-
ier by the fact that the rest of the body is not particularly water repellent. The plant
secretes materials that lower the surface tension of the water, making its capture of
insects more probable. This lowered surface tension possibly allows the crab spider
to move more easily through the air-water interface, and because the bubble of air
is held in the depression on its ventral side, it does not affect the spider’s ability to
breathe underwater.

5.4.3 Protection Against Particle Intrusion

We expected leg joints and genital openings to be at least somewhat water repellent
or to be surrounded by hairs that were water repellent in all of the spiders tested,
although our expectation was heightened for the spiders most apt to be in frequent
contact with water. It appeared that leg joints without hairs were not particularly
water repellent (e.g. Xysticus, Fig. 5.5D) but that, for several of the species exam-
ined, the presence and orientation of the hairs provided for water repellency. This
water repellency, most evident in Dolomedes, could both contribute to the ability
to move on water and allow for the possibility of cuticular respiration. A similar
arrangement of hairs is seen in the spiracular area of Tetragnatha (Fig. 5.6A), epig-
ynal area of Platycryptus (Fig. 5.6B) and the coxal area of Dolomedes (Fig. 5.6C).
A similar arrangement of hairs near the epigynum is seen in a wide variety of spi-
ders. Might these arrangements also confer resistance to the intrusion of pathogenic
organisms?

Water repellent surfaces in plants have been shown to reduce the adhesion of
contaminating particles. When wetted, contaminated surfaces of plants would form
water droplets that would roll off the leaf, carrying contaminants (Barthlott and

Fig. 5.6 Hair orientations associated with critical structures. The regions of the spiracle in
Tetragnatha elongata (A), of the epigynum in Platycryptus undatus (B), and of the coxa-trochanter-
femur joint in Dolomedes triton (C), share the property that they bear long, curved hairs whose
orientations contribute to the maintenance of an air space over the respective morphological
structures. This and other black and white images in this chapter can be viewed in color at
http://faculty.vassar.edu/suter/1websites/surfaces
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Neinhuis 1997). In that context, it seems likely that the hydrophobic hairs surround-
ing openings like the epigynum and spiracles, especially when water is present in
quantity, may function to protect the animals from infection. Of course, structures
such as the epigynum have primary functions for which surface characteristics may
be important (e.g., in sperm conduction/retention or in facilitating the passage of the
male’s intromittent organ), and the requirements of these primary functions may, in
evolution, have superseded such secondary functions as the repulsion of foreign
particles. For the species studied here, it appears that except for the presence of
hairs, the epigynal area was easily wetted (in Larinioides and Platycryptus, and also
in Latrodectus mactans and Geolycosa rogersi, unpublished data.), suggesting other
selection pressures on the internal surfaces.

5.4.4 Conclusions

Although all spiders have hairs, those whose hairiness is conspicuous evoke curios-
ity about the functions of these structures. Many of the hairs are innervated (Foelix
1996), suggesting a primary function of sensation; others are conspicuously colored
or borne in tufts and ridges, indicating a visual signaling function (Stratton 2005;
Maddison and Hedin 2003); and still others are used in defence (e.g., Marshall 1992).
In the current study, we sought to expand upon our earlier work on water surface
locomotion (Suter et al. 1997, Suter and Wildman 1999, Stratton et al. 2004) by
investigating the non-locomotor functions of the usually hairy water repellent sur-
faces in spiders. Building upon the earlier work of Rovner (1986), we have shown
that water repellency not only varies widely among spider species but also within
an individual across its ventral topography, and that the support of respiratory and
other functions (e.g., defence against pathogen intrusion) by hair-bearing cuticle is
likely to have played an important role in the evolutionary history of spiders.
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Chapter 6
Dry in the Water: The Superhydrophobic
Water Fern Salvinia – a Model
for Biomimetic Surfaces

Zdenek Cerman, Boris F. Striffle , and Wilhelm Barthlott

6.1 Superhydrophobic Biological Surfaces

Over millions of years plant surfaces evolved optimized complex multifunctional
interfaces. They fulfill different functions in terrestrial plants such as limitation of
uncontrolled water loss, protection against various biotic and abiotic influences, and
they play a role in the attachment of insects. A recent overview on plant surface
functions is presented by Jeffree (in Riederer and Müller, 2006). One of the most
remarkable functions is closely linked with plant epicuticular waxes. The outer-
most barrier is formed by a cuticle consisting of two major components: a polyester
matrix with embedded and overlaying lipids. At the cuticle the secreted lipids form
thin films or complex, three-dimensional structures with various geometries of wax
crystals (Barthlott and Wollenweber, 1981; Barthlott et al., 1998; Holloway, 1971;
Baker, 1982). The great variability in appearance is due to the chemistry of the
epicuticular waxes. Nowadays, for some wax types the relationship between chem-
istry and morphology is well understood. Our present knowledge is summarised by
Bargel et al. (2006) and Jeffree (2006).

Epicuticular wax crystals, sometimes combined with trichomes or cuticular
folds, lead to an incredible phenomenon of plant surfaces: water forming spherical
droplets, bouncing and rolling off the surface even with the slightest inclinations.
This amazing water-repellency is caused by hydrophobic chemistry, together with
a micro- and nanostructure of the plant’s surfaces. Extremely water-repellent plants
were described as early as the 19th century, but detailed examinations of this plant
phenomenon were not published until the work of Ziegenspeck (1942). Further
publications on the wettability of plant surfaces followed from Fogg, 1944, 1948,
Linskens, 1950, 1952, Adam, 1963, Günther and Wortmann, 1966, Rentschler, 1971;
Hall and Burke, 1974. The most significant and comprehensive papers until that time
were published by Holloway (Holloway, 1969a, b, 1970, 1971).
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The wettability of a surface is expressed by its contact angle. This is the angle
between the solid surface and a tangent drawn between the drop at the interface of
the solid/liquid/gas. Surfaces having a contact angle of less than 90◦ are regarded
as wettable or hydrophilic, whereas those with contact angles higher than 90◦ are
non-wettable or hydrophobic (De Gennes, 1985). Today, extremely water-repellent
surfaces are defined through a contact angle higher than 140◦ and sliding angle
(the inclination when the droplet starts moving) lower than 10◦ (Nun et al., 2002).
Commonly, these surfaces are termed superhydrophobic.

Another interesting property is linked to extreme water-repellency: most of these
plant surfaces are self-cleaning (Barthlott and Neinhuis, 1997). Normally, surfaces
exposed to the weather get soiled over time by inorganic and organic contaminants
such as dust, exhaust soot, spores or bacteria. Negative effects of dust-covered sur-
faces include increased leaf temperature through higher infrared absorption and
reduced photosynthesis, which can be lowered to as little as 21% of the original
production (Sharifi et al., 1997). Particles deposited on superhydrophobic surfaces
are, by contrast, wiped off by rain, fog or even dew. Plants having such surfaces
are thus also protected from pathogenic micro-organisms (Neinhuis et al., 1992,
Schwab et al., 1995).

These self-cleaning properties are based on the reduced area of contact between
(plant) surface and particles or micro-organisms. Dirt only rests on top of the micro-
and nanostructure, resulting in significantly decreased adhesion. If water is poured
over dirty superhydrophobic surfaces, capillary forces compel the weakly-attached
dirt particles to adhere to water droplets instead of sticking to the surface. This self-
cleaning property allows the removal of particles independent of their chemistry,
i.e. whether hydrophilic or hydrophobic, and results in a smart protection against
pathogens for plants (Barthlott and Neinhuis, 1997; Neinhuis and Barthlott, 1997).

Self-cleaning properties of plant surfaces originate from the combined effect
of a certain surface topography and hydrophobicity, thereby allowing transfer of
this phenomenon into biomimetic self-cleaning manufactured products. The market
potential for these biomimetic products is thought to be enormous (Wulf et al., 2002).
But this is no longer a dream for the future. The transfer of self-cleaning properties
in technical applications has already taken place. Applications for such functional
materials focus on dirt-collecting surfaces that are exposed to rain or can be artifi-
cially sprayed with water, e.g. the external surfaces of buildings or vehicles. The first
product, a façade paint named Lotusan R©, has already been launched successfully
on the market in 1999 (Born et al., 2000). Further products having self-cleaning
properties based on micro- and nanostructure are indicated with the trademark
“Lotus-Effect R©”.

Although self-cleaning properties can already be transferred from biological
models to technical applications, the underlying principles of superhydrophobic
surfaces are quite complex and another interesting application has not yet been
considered: extreme water-repellent surfaces leading to drag reduction under water.
Before discussing whether Salvinia (Fig. 6.1) is a suitable model for technical sub-
merged surfaces, recent advances in the interpretation of physical and chemical
basics of superhydrophobicity are summarized.
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Fig. 6.1 Salvinia water
ferns – a model for the
mimicking grasshopper
Paulinia acuminata. Both
larvae (shown here) and adult
grasshoppers live and feed on
Salvinia. Paulinia not only
imitates the coloration, but
also the surface structure of
the superhydrophobic
microstructure

6.2 Physics and Chemistry of Superhydrophobic Surfaces

One of the first to describe a model of the effect of roughness on wetting was
Wenzel (1936). Starting from Young’s equation, a basic physical law describing
the relationship between water, solid states and gas (6.1), he modified this equation
by introducing a surface roughness coefficient.

cos θ = γsv − γls/γlv (6.1)

θ is the Young contact angle; γsv, γls, and γlv are surface tensions at the solid/vapor,
liquid/solid and liquid/vapor interfaces respectively.

Normally water drops spread on a surface, leading to hemispherical drops. For
spreading, the surface tension of water has to be overcome. The energy for this
process is provided by the solid state and is called ‘free surface energy’. The wetta-
bility of a surface is expressed by the contact angle, i.e. the angle between the solid
surface and a tangent drawn between the drop at the interface of the solid/liquid/gas.
On smooth extreme hydrophobic surfaces (e.g. monomolecular CF3) the maximum
contact angle reaches ∼120◦ (Nishino et al., 1999). Higher contact angles can only
be achieved by surface roughness. In such cases water can follow this coarseness,
in which case the so called Wenzel-regime is present (Fig. 6.2a). Due to the occur-
rence of the rough structure, an increase of the wetted surface area amplifies the
hydrophobicity of the material. Wenzel introduced a roughness factor (r) defined as
the ratio between the true surface area over the apparent one (6.2).

Fig. 6.2 Water droplet on a
rough surface: (a) sunk into
the structure (Wenzel state)
(b) resting on top of the
structure like a fakir on a bed
of nails (Cassie state) θ∗ –
real measured contact angle
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cos θ∗ = r cos θ (6.2)

θ is the Young contact angle on a smooth surface and θ∗ the real measured contact
angle.

In simple terms, this means that the roughness factor enhances the solid surface
energy. A rough, hydrophilic material is more hydrophilic than the same material
with a smooth surface. The same holds true for hydrophobic surfaces, where a rough
surface has a distinctly higher contact angle than a smooth surface of the same
material (Quéré, 2002a, b, 2005). Although this explanation for high contact angles
seems self-evident, wetting on rough surfaces is far more complex.

The Wenzel model does not explain extremely high contact angles. Cassie and
Baxter (1944) examined the relationship between chemical surface heterogeneity
and wettability in their fundamental work on extreme water-repellency. They con-
cluded that extreme water repellency is caused by air being enclosed between the
surface structures of a rough surface. Thus a compound surface is formed which
consists of a few solid portions and enclosed air. In this state (Fig. 6.2b), the liquid
only contacts the solid at the top of the asperities. The perfect spherical shape of the
droplets due to water surface tension (not considering gravity) is disturbed only by
the fraction of the solid in contact with the droplet. The smaller the part of the solid
in contact the more the contact angle trends towards 180◦. Because the macroscopic
contact angle is an average between the angles on the solid and on the air, such a
‘fakir’ drop is, according to Cassie and Baxter (1944):

cos θ∗ = −1 + φs(cos θ + 1) (6.3)

θ is the Young contact angle on a smooth surface and θ∗ the real measured contact
angle. φs is the solid fraction in contact with the water.

Consider a surface with θ = 110◦ and φs = 10%. We would measure a contact
angle θ∗ of about 160◦. At such a surface below the drop, 90% of the corresponding
area remains in contact only with air, whereby the interaction between drop and
surface is extremely reduced.

Even though the contact angle predicts much about the wetting properties of a
surface it is not sufficient on its own. Another important wetting effect has to be
considered. The dynamics of water on water-repellent surfaces are again of interest
to material scientists.

In case the droplet remains on the tips of the structure, water not only reaches
very high contact angles between 140◦ and 174◦, but also extremely low sliding
angles (the inclination when the droplet starts to roll) lower then 10◦ are present.

For the first time Chen et al. (1999) reported that high contact angles do not
automatically mean that drops move easily over the surface. They presented sur-
faces with contact angles of 169◦ and drops sticking even when the surface is held
upside down. Since then, many authors reported the impact of wetting regimes on
the dynamic behavior of drops on rough surfaces (Lafuma and Quéré, 2003). In
summary, the dynamics of water depend on whether composite or homogenous
wetting is present. If the drop wets the grooves (homogenous, the Wenzel-regime)
high energy is needed to move the liquid. In the case of composite wetting – also
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called the Cassie-regime – drops can move easily across the surface. Which regime
occurs depends on stable equilibrium states influenced by surface geometry, how
the drops are formed or external effects like pressure. To achieve advantageous
properties like self-cleaning or drag-reduction the Cassie-regime must be present
and also energetically favored.

Whether surfaces with stable Cassie-regime exist is one of the main points of
debate in modern wetting physics.

Shibuichi et al. (1996) were one of the first to suppose that transition between
heterogeneous and homogeneous wettings could be possible if the drop is forced to
penetrate the asperities. Meanwhile, some authors suggested criteria that determine
which wetting regime takes place (Lafuma and Quéré, 2003; Marmur, 2003; Alberti
and DeSimone, 2005; Jopp et al., 2004; Werner et al., 2005). While Patankar (2003)
proceeded with the assumption that a Wenzel-regime is always favored if the con-
tact angle is lower than the corresponding contact angle of the Cassie-regime,
Marmur (2004) and McHale et al. (2004) assumed determining factors for stabiliz-
ing the Cassie-regime. Marmur (2006) revived the factors for stable heterogeneous
wetting in order to discuss the feasibility of underwater superhydrophobicity.

6.3 Superhydrophobicity and Fluid Frictional Drag

The use of superhydrophobic surfaces underwater seems to be, besides self-cleaning,
another promising technical application. Since the pioneering work of McCormick
and Bhattacharyya (1973) many researchers have studied air in terms of bub-
bles for skin friction reduction (Kodama, 1998; Kawashima et al., 1998; Kodama
et al., 2001, 2003). In marine transport there is a strong demand for a reduction in
fluid-frictional drag. It has been reported (Fukuda et al., 2001) that fluid-frictional
drag accounts for as much as 60–70% of the total drag of a cargo ship and about
80% of that of a tanker. The first patents describing the use of air as a lubricant can
be found in the early 1970s (Paffett, 1972). Although air microbubbles can increase
skin friction reduction by up to 80% (Kodama et al., 2001) several problems remain.
Primarily, the energy for injection of air below the ship hull reduces the net income
of this technology. Also, several other problems like noise or vibration still remain
unsolved. An elaborate overview on drag reduction technologies was provided by
Truong (2001).

To increase the efficiency of the air bubble technique, Tokunaga et al. (1993)
were the first to apply superhydrophobic surfaces to ships. The combination of
super-water-repellent surfaces (SWR) and air injection (A) has been called the SWR
& A technique (Fukuda et al., 2001). They showed a significant reduction of fric-
tional drag on the SWR surface by 80% at a speed of 4 m/s and 55% at 8 m/s. Since
then, several authors published articles dealing with superhydrophobic surfaces and
drag-reduction. Kim and Kim showed that flow resistance in superhydrophobic
microchannels could be reduced by 99% compared with a surface of the same mate-
rial. Others achieved less drag reduction depending on parameters like the surface
used, orientation in the flow, and the model and the flow speed (Balasubramanian
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et al., 2004; Fukagata et al., 2006; Henoch et al., 2006; Choi and Kim, 2006; Cottin-
Bizonne et al., 2003). Independent of actual drag reduction, one major problem
of superhydrophobic surfaces still remains. The use of these surfaces under water
is limited. Although this application seems very interesting, durable water repel-
lency under such conditions is difficult. Diffusion of gas, hydrostatic pressure and
water flow past the surface have to be considered. Transition from the Cassie- to
Wenzel-regime has to be avoided otherwise the rough surface increases drag reduc-
tion dramatically. In the experimental study of Balasubramanian et al. (2004) the
efficiency of the drag-reducing surface drops after 15 min. due to the loss of extreme
water-repellency.

Stable superhydrophobic surfaces for underwater applications, as required by
Marmur (2006), need another quality other than the previously used Lotus mimick-
ing surfaces. Over the last decade nearly all research was focused on surfaces with
hierarchical structures ranging from hundreds of nanometres up to a few microm-
eters. Totally unappreciated were the extremely low wettable surfaces of aquatic
spiders, insects, mammals and plants (Bush and Hu, 2006, Crisp, 1963, Kaul, 1976,
Köhler, 1991, Suter et al., 2004) that were optimised for floating or diving as models
for durable water-repellency. Their surfaces appear to be more complexly con-
structed than those of modern surfaces. It seems as though the physical-chemical
basis of water repellency on those surfaces is quite sophisticated. Suitable as one
possible model for technical surfaces, we selected the water fern of the genus
Salvinia for our experiments.

6.4 The Water Ferns Salvinia – Morphology and Diversity
of Superhydrophobic Floaters

In contrast to superhydrophobic plants with their micro- and nanostructured sur-
faces, typical surfaces of floating aquatic plants are smooth. Epicuticular waxes
of these floating plants are only two-dimensional wax films without any further
three-dimensional sculpture (Neinhuis and Barthlott, 1997, Kaul, 1976). There are
only two exceptions of floating plants with superhydrophobic and hairy surfaces: the
Aroid water lettuce Pistia and the floating fern Salvinia. The water fern genus Azolla
is excluded here as their surface is not hairy, only covered with papillae formed from
single cells (Neinhuis and Barthlott, 1997).

Both, Pistia and Salvinia are better known for their negative ecological effects as
invasive or pest plants (see Room et al., 1981) than for their hairy, superhydrophobic
surface structure. In Pistia the surface is covered with large filiform multicellu-
lar trichomes. By contrast, in Salvinia different types of multicellular trichomes
evolved: from single hairs in S. cucullata (similar to those in Pistia), to two hairs in
S. oblongifolia, up to four hairs in the S. auriculata-complex.

Hairy surface structures are exceptional in plants, but a common way to stay dry
in the animal kingdom. Water repellent hairs evolved several times with several pur-
poses in animals. These range from respiration – as in water bugs, water beetles and
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the water spider – to insulation as in diving mammals (e.g. water shrews) to buoy-
ancy control in most surface-living arthropods (water striders or fishing spiders).
Mostly, hairy water-repellent surfaces serve a combination of various functions.
Comparing plant and animal hairy superhydrophobic surfaces indicated that ani-
mal hairs are only filamentous, without any further branching of the hair. Though
the fine sculpture of animal hairs ranges from smooth to longitudinal furrows (e.g.
water shrew Neomys fodiens) to brush like hairs (e.g. fishing spiders Dolomedes and
Ancylometes), the hairs – or trichomes – of water ferns like Salvinia are the most
variable.

6.4.1 Morphology of the Salvinia Surface

The water repellency of Salvinia leaves, and thus the morphology of leaf surfaces
with their unique trichomes (‘hairs’), attracted the attention of botanists as early as
the 19th century (summarized by Pringsheim, 1863).

In preceding studies, Salvinia trichomes were mostly used as morphological
characters in taxonomic analyses (e.g. Herzog, 1935, Kopp, 1936, Sota, 1962a).
No attempts were made to further investigate water repellent aspects of Salvinia
(Fig. 6.3), though most authors mentioned this fact (e.g. Zawidzki, 1911, Kaul, 1976).
Noteworthy, is that Salvinia trichomes were also thought to be glandular, secreting
trichomes, comparable to those of the carnivorous sundew Drosera (Andrews and
Ellis, 1913).

Although Salvinia surfaces and their trichomes had already been examined by
the end of the 19th century, it was not until scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

Fig. 6.3 Water droplet on Salvinia oblongifolia leaf. The silvery shine is caused by air trapped
between trichomes, resulting in a total reflection of the drop’s lower surface
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Table 6.1 Water repelling properties of Salvinia
Species Contact angle Trichome type

Salvinia cucullata 161.9◦ Single
Salvinia oblongifolia 162.3◦ Double
Salvinia minima 160.5◦ Quadruple
Salvinia biloba 159.4◦ Quadruple joined
Salvinia molesta 160.4◦ Quadruple joined

became common that the three dimensional epicuticular wax structure of its sur-
face was studied. Initial SEM examinations of Salvinia (Barthlott et al., 1994)
revealed these plants to have extremely thin, rodlet-shaped waxes perpendicular
to the surface. These rodlets are found on the leaf surface as well as on the
trichomes.

Epicuticular waxes do not vary considerably within the genus Salvinia although
leaf shape and size, as well as trichomes, differ between species. Four different types
of trichomes can be recognized within Salvinia:

– Single trichome (S. cucullata, S. hastata)
– Double trichome (S. oblongifolia)
– Quadruple trichome (S. natans, S. minima)
– Quadruple joined trichome (S. auriculata, S. biloba, S. herzogii, S. molesta)

Trichome lengths range from 200 μm (S. oblongifolia) to 800 μm (S. minima)
and are found to be mostly congruent with the leaf size of the different species,
which varies from 5 mm (S. minima) to 51 mm (S. oblongifolia) (Kopp, 1936).
Although differently shaped, all trichomes together with their epicuticular waxes
contribute to the water repellency of Salvinia (see Table 6.1). The question remains,
why are Salvinia hairy and water repellent, while other aquatic floating plants have
smooth and wettable surfaces?

6.4.2 The Advantages of Being Hairy

A possible function of Salvinia surface structures was already outlined by Kaul
(1976): “A function of these trichomes, or egg-beater hairs, is clearly the prevention
of wetting. Water falling on the leaf coalesces into beads on the hairs and flows off.
Thus the leaf is dorsally almost unwettable. The buoyancy, water-repellency, and
stability conferred by the internal architecture and the hairs, as well as the large size
and rapid growth, have been factors favoring this plant to become a serious weed in
the tropics”.

The combination of trichomes and waxes make Salvinia surfaces superhydropho-
bic and have a positive effect on their buoyancy through maintaining an air film
underwater. This is unusual as most aquatic floating plants have wettable leaves.
To prevent leaves from sinking, water lilies and other floating plants have air filled
parenchyma cells, the so called aerenchyma (Kaul, 1976).
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Surprisingly, Salvinia also have aerenchyma, which are single-layered (S. natans,
S. cucullata, S. hastata, S. auriculata, S. biloba, S. herzogii, S. molesta), double lay-
ered (S. oblongifolia, S. sprucei, S. martynii) or even triple layered (S. nymphellula)
(Herzog, 1934, Kopp, 1936, Sota, 1962b). This may indicate that positive buoyancy
is not the main reason for Salvinia to have a water-repellent hairy surface, as other
plant leaves float by means of aerenchyma alone.

Another factor to consider is that all floating aquatic plants are hyperstomatous,
i.e. stomata are only on the adaxial (upper) side of the leaf (Kaul, 1976). Water-
covered stomata suffer several constraints; the most obvious one being limited gas
exchange. CO2 diffusion into water is decreased 10 000 times compared to air
(Nobel, 2005). Therefore continuous gas exchange might be an explanation for
hairy, water-repellent Salvinia leaves. Even when water covers the surface, i.e. water
resting as droplets on top of the trichomes, the stomata of Salviniamight still be able
to continue gas exchange underneath the water droplets.

These factors, together with a huge growth rate, i.e. doubling its biomass within
2.3 days under optimal conditions (Jacono and Pitman, 2001), makes Salvinia an
ecological danger for standing water bodies in most tropical and subtropical coun-
tries. The dense cover of so called Salvinia-mats prevents light entering the water
and creates severe ecological problems. The hairy leaf surface is also one reason
for the difficulties encountered in eradicating Salvinia-mats with herbicides (Kam-
Wing and Furtado, 1977, Nelson et al., 1991). Contrasting the ecological hazards
from Salvinia, its heavy metal fixation (Yanagimachi et al., 2005) and oil absorption
(Ribeiro et al., 2003, Khan et al., 2004) are positive applications of these plants.

Recent experiments on different Salvinia species and their ability to retain air
films underwater showed that the species with the largest leaves, S. oblongifolia,
was the most successful in staying dry under water. An air film on a submerged S.
oblongifolia leaf could be observed for 17 days, whereas the other examined species
(S. molesta, S. biloba, S. minima, S. cucullata) only remained dry for 4–5 days. As
these experiments were carried out with isolated (but living) plant leaves, it could not
be excluded that the longevity of the air film was caused by physiological processes
like photosynthesis. To eliminate a possible regeneration of the air film by the plant,
exact replicas of the plant’s surfaces were generated to overcome these problems.

6.5 Biomimetic Superhydrophobic Surfaces
and Their Applications

Initial approaches towards generating replicas of superhydrophobic surfaces were
carried out back in the 1950s (Crisp and Thorpe, 1950, Juniper and Bradley, 1958).
The aim of these projects was not to transfer the superhydrophobic properties to
a technical surface, but to produce replicas of these surfaces for examination by
scanning electron microscopy.

Since the 1990s, replicas have been used to examine water-repellent properties of
plant surfaces (Fürstner, 2002). Direct examinations of plants are always influenced
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Table 6.2 Water-repelling properties of Salvinia replicas (n=10)

Species Contact angle Trichome type Molding quality (trichome)

Replica S. cucullata 146◦ Single moderate
Replica S. oblongifolia 145◦ Double complete
Replica S. minima 140◦ Quadruple incomplete
Replica S. biloba 141◦ Quadruple joined incomplete
Replica S. molesta 146◦ Quadruple joined incomplete

by the vitality of the leaves or general physiological processes between the leaf and
its environment. To eliminate these effects, exact copies of leaf surfaces have gener-
ated increasing interest (Lee and Kwon, 2006, Lee et al., 2006, Osawa et al., 2006,
Vogelaar et al., 2006).

In our experiments, a silicon-based dental casting compound (President Light-
body, Coltène, Switzerland) was used to generate exact acrylic copies of Salvinia
surfaces by filling the flexible and rubber-like silicon negatives of the plants’
surfaces with conventional acrylic varnish (Acryllack, seidenmatt schwarz, Karl
Knauber, Germany) As the acrylic varnish itself is not hydrophobic (contact angle
68◦; n=10), a fluorocarbon hydrophobing agent was used (Antispread F 2/50 FK 60,
Dr. Tillwich Gmbh, Germany). The fluorocarbon forms a reticulate layer on the sur-
face when molecules polymerize and exposes the terminal hydrophobic F3C-groups,
thus making the surface water repellent. The application of the hydrophobing agent
Antispread on plain unstructured acrylic varnish increases the contact angle from
68◦ to 120◦ (n=10).

Superhydrophobic properties could thus also be observed on hydrophobic acrylic
replicas (see Table 6.2, Fig. 6.5). The replica quality varied within the tested species
due to different levels of complexity. Salvinia species with quadruple trichomes
were, as expected, mostly incomplete, whereas the double trichomes of S. oblongi-
folia were almost perfectly replicated (Fig. 6.4). Interestingly the simple, filiform
trichomes of S. cucullatawere hard to mold, due to their elasticity and their tendency
to bend over, if covered with the casting compound.

Fig. 6.4 Comparison of Salvinia oblongifolia trichomes (SEM; magnification 200×) left: plant
surface; right: artificial microreplica
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Fig. 6.5 Water droplets
(stained with food dye) form
a nearly perfect sphere on the
acrylic replica of Salvinia
oblongifolia

Even though in most Salvinia molds, except those of S. oblongifolia, the tri-
chomes were only replicated incompletely, all replica surfaces were extremely
water-repellent (Table 6.2).

Comparing the contact angles of original (Table 6.1) and replica, one has to note
that replicas still have a distinctly lower contact angle, even though an extremely
well working hydrophobing agent (Antispread) was used. It has been shown that
Antispread increases the contact angle of a perfectly plain silicon surface up to 117◦

(Fürstner, 2002), which is close to the highest contact angle possible on a plain
surface (∼120◦, Nishino et al., 1999).

The previously performed experiment on the durability of air films of Salvinia
leaves was repeated with complete replicas. The artificial S. oblongifolia leaves
successfully retained an air film for two days. There may be different factors
involved – and to be tested – in the distinctive discrepancy in retaining an air film
between plant (17 days) and replica (2 days): the persistence of the hydrophobing
agent on the technical surface, the distinctly lower hydrophobicity (lower contact
angle) and the different modes of elasticity between acrylic varnish and plant tri-
chome. But the first and foremost reason may lie in the gas exchange by the living
plant.

Based on the transfer from biological models to technical, air-retaining surfaces
for underwater applications within this project a patent has been submitted out-
lining different fields of application, like textiles, varnishes and coatings (Cerman
et al., 2006).

Future applications of superhydrophobic surfaces for underwater applications lie
in the field of pipeline construction and ship building. Covering the inner wall of
tubes with an underwater superhydrophobic surface, will reduce the energy needed
to pump a (hydrophilic) liquid. If underwater superhydrophobic surfaces are suc-
cessfully applied to large tanker ships, huge amounts of fuel could be saved due to
drag reduction. It is obvious that even hairy superhydrophobic surfaces alone cannot
solve the problem. The solution will lie in a combination of the microbubbles tech-
nology and optimized air retaining superhydrophobic surfaces, thus reducing the
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amount of energy spent in running a compressor for microbubbles and the increasing
the durability of the air films.
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Chapter 7
Brochosomal Coatings of the Integument
of Leafhoppers (Hemiptera, Cicadellidae)

Roman A. Rakitov

7.1 Introduction

Superhydrophobic properties of natural and man-made surfaces arise from the com-
bination of chemical hydrophobicity with complex, fractal texture at the micron
and submicron range (reviewed in Quéré 2005). In plants and animals alike, such
complex textures are usually formed by outgrowths of the integument or by par-
ticles of wax secreted by the integument (Cassie and Baxter 1945, Fogg 1948,
Holdgate 1955, Holloway 1970, Juniper 1991, Wagner et al. 1996, 2003, Barthlott
and Neinhuis 1997, Feng et al. 2002). In most cases, the location of these textures
on the body and their regular structure are passively determined by the underlying
epidermis. Some insects, however, produce and maintain particulate hydrophobic
coatings on their bodies in specific behaviors. Whiteflies (Hemiptera: Aleyrodidae)
and dustywings (Neuroptera: Coniopterygidae) use their legs to actively distribute
wax particles, produced by specialized epidermal glands in certain areas of the body,
over the rest of the integument (Navone 1987, Byrne and Hadley 1988, Nelson
et al. 2003). In both of these taxa the geometry of the wax particles is remarkably
complex, which may enhance the hydrophobic properties of their layers. Appar-
ently, the production of such complex products requires greater specialization and,
consequently, more restricted localization of the secretory epidermis, which, in turn,
makes necessary their active distribution. These insects may also benefit from being
able to modify the coating at will, for example, to quickly fix damage.

Leafhoppers (Hemiptera: Cicadellidae) also coat their integument actively, but
with a completely different material: protein-lipid granules produced by the
Malpighian tubules and released after molts through the hindgut. Usually, these
granules are hollow microspheres 0.2–0.7 μm in diameter with a honeycombed
surface (Fig. 7.1A–F), which is reflected in their name, brochosomes (BS), derived
from the Greek words brochos, “mesh of a net”, and soma, “body” (Tulloch and
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Fig. 7.1 IBS and their genesis in the Malpighian tubules. A. A scanning electron micrograph of an
intact IBS of Draeculacephala sp. B. Same, IBS of Paraphlepsius irroratus (Say) washed off the
integument with acetone (see Section 7.4.2 for details). C. Same, intact IBS of Proconia esmeral-
daeMelichar.D. Same,Diestostemma stesileaDistant.E. Same, Xestocephalus desertorum (Berg),
a nymph. F. A transmission electron micrograph of a Malpighian tubule secretory cell of Igutet-
tix oculata (Lindberg) showing three vacuoles with mature IBS. G. The Malpighian tubules of
male Cuerna yuccae Oman and Beamer (arrow: glandular segments). Scale bars: A, 0.1 μm; B–F,
0.5 μm; G, 1 mm

Shapiro 1953). The properties and the exact adaptive significance of this unique bio-
material remain poorly understood. Several authors observed that layers of BS are
highly water-repellent (Günthart 1977, Arzone 1986, Navone 1987, Rakitov 1995,
2002a). In fact, the geometry of these layers is remarkably similar to that of the
artificial superhydrophobic surfaces recently created by nanotechnologists (Ming
et al. 2005). It has been hypothesized that the BS coatings protect leafhoppers
from water and their own liquid excrement. Yet, because the integument of most
insects, including leafhoppers, is capable of producing extracuticular waxes, which
are thought to serve similar functions, the evolutionary origin of BS remains a puz-
zle. This motivated researchers to advance alternative hypotheses about the function
of BS (reviewed in Rakitov 2002a).

The goal of this chapter is to summarize the available data regarding the origin,
form, and function of the BS coatings of leafhoppers to set the stage for further
study of these unusual biological surfaces. The literature review is supplemented
with previously unpublished data on the amino acid composition of BS.

7.2 Biology of Leafhoppers and Occurrence
and Functional Types of BS

With over 23,000 species described, leafhoppers represent the largest radiation of
extant Hemiptera. These are jumping insects, the majority between 3 and 8 mm in
length, which feed via piercing-sucking mouthparts on plant sap and occur every-
where the vascular plants grow, including wetlands, deserts, and tropical forest
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canopies. Most leafhopper species coat their integument with BS (Rakitov 1995,
1998, 2002a). A few known exceptions appear to be secondary losses (Rakitov
1998). The BS coatings have been found in all the subfamilies and major tribes
of Cicadellidae. In some of these lineages, BS are produced and applied to the
integument in both immatures and adults, while in others the production of BS
begins during the last nymphal instar, so that BS are released and transferred onto
the integument only after the final molt. In the last case, the Malpighian tubules of
the young immatures manufacture different, particulate or non-particulate products
(Rakitov 1999), which are applied onto the nymphal integument after molts, but
dry without forming dense deposits or hydrophobic layers (Rakitov 1996). Their
function remains enigmatic.

Females from 18 genera from the Neotropical leafhopper tribes Proconiini and
Phereurhinini use BS also to powder their eggs and oviposition sites. In most species
from this group, females secrete a specialized type of particles, egg brochosomes
(EBS), which are morphologically distinct from the common integumental brocho-
somes (IBS). EBS have been recently described in detail (Rakitov 2004) and will be
only briefly discussed below in Part 6. Most of the following text focuses on IBS.

Production of BS is unique to Cicadellidae. In the closely related family Mem-
bracidae similar behaviors and glandular specializations of the Malpighian tubules
occur (Rakitov 1996), but BS have not been found (Dietrich 1989, Deitz and
Dietrich 1993). IBS readily contaminate foreign objects, such as entomological
collecting equipment: aspirators, forceps, and nets. This explains reports of IBS
found on the cuticle of other insect taxa (e.g., Tulloch et al. 1952). IBS have also
been found in samples of atmospheric aerosols (Neville and Smith 1970, Bigg 2003,
Wittmaack 2005).

7.3 Integumental Brochosomes (IBS)

7.3.1 Structure and Diversity of IBS

IBS of all studied leafhopper species are hollow spheres. Their size and structure
can vary among species, developmental stages, sexes, or individual particles on the
same leafhopper (Fig. 7.1A–F). Nevertheless, in the vast majority of studied species
IBS are highly similar: 0.2–0.7 μm in diameter, with the honeycomblike wall com-
prised of penta- and hexagonal cells, each with a hole leading into the internal space
(Fig. 7.1A–B). Most publications describe exclusively this type of IBS. IBS of this
type often, although not always, display the symmetry of the truncate dodecahedron
with 20 hexagonal and 12 pentagonal faces, also found in the soccer ball and the
C60 buckminsterfullerene molecule. Larger IBS, up to 5.0 μm in diameter, occur
more rarely, but their structure is more diverse (Fig. 7.1C–E, see also Rakitov 1995,
1999). The smallest average size of IBS has been recorded in Idiocerus stigmati-
calis Lewis (all particles on the integument between 0.2–0.3 μm), and the largest
(3.0–4.8 μm) in Haranga sp. (Rakitov 1995). Some leafhoppers coat their body
with a mix of two different types of IBS (Fig. 7.1C–D) or with a broad continuum
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of diverse particles. In Xestocephalus desertorum (Berg), IBS are 0.7–2.0 μm in
diameter in the immatures (Fig. 7.1E) and 0.3–0.4 μm in the adults (not shown,
see Rakitov 2000a). In Proconia esmeraldae Melichar, males and females produce
different IBS (Rakitov 2004). There is no overall correlation between the structure of
IBS and the taxonomy of leafhoppers: closely related species can produce different
and unrelated species identical IBS (Rakitov 1995, 2004).

7.3.2 Genesis of IBS

IBS are produced in specialized glandular segments of the Malpighian tubules
(Fig. 7.1G) and are released through the hindgut. The Malpighian tubules are the
main excretory organ of insects and are primarily engaged in ion exchange and
eliminating wastes. However, these organs can also synthesize various materials
for external use, such as cocoon silks in Neuroptera (Lozinski 1911, Akai 1998),
certain Coleoptera (Lebedew 1914, Mazzi and Baccetti 1956, Kenchington 1983),
and Hymenoptera (Mello 1979). Additional examples are discussed in Part 7 and in
Rakitov (2002b). Production of IBS in leafhoppers is one of the most remarkable
examples of acquiring a secondary function by these organs.

The glandular segments of the Malpighian tubules of Cicadellidae (Fig. 7.1G,
arrow) are comprised of large cells, each simultaneously producing a vast number
of IBS (Fig. 7.1F, see also Smith and Littau 1960, Gouranton 1967, Rakitov 1999,
2000b). Unlike other parts of the tubules, the glandular segments lack ultrastructural
features associated with excretion. The cytoplasm of their cells displays an exten-
sively developed rough endoplasmic reticulum, as is typical of protein-secreting
cells. IBS gradually acquire their shape inside Golgi-derived vacuoles. The surface
of the originally globular particles becomes molded with closely-set invaginations,
which eventually form the honeycombed surface. Vacuoles with the mature particles
(Fig. 7.1F) empty into the tubule lumen.

7.3.3 Anointing and Grooming

The IBS coatings result from two specific behaviors. During anointing, which usu-
ally occurs within 1–3 hrs after molt, a colloidal suspension of IBS is released
through the hindgut and applied onto the integument. After the liquid dries, IBS
are further spread over the cuticle during repeated bouts of grooming (Storey and
Nichols 1937, Navone 1987, Rakitov 1992, 1996, 2000a).

Prior to anointing, freshly molted leafhoppers do not feed and generally remain
motionless. Details of anointing vary between species and between life stages. Most
nymphs use their legs to smear the fluid over the ventral parts of their bodies
(Fig. 7.2A) and then roll their abdomens upward to spread the fluid over the dorsal
surfaces (Fig. 7.2B). An adult leafhopper usually picks up a droplet of the secretion
from the anus with its hind legs and spreads it all over the ventral body surface and
appendages, a few minutes later it releases additional droplets, transfers them onto
the forewings, and spreads them over the dorsal side of the forewings, pronotum,
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Fig. 7.2 Behaviors and structures involved in producing of the IBS coatings. A–C. Anointing in
a 1st instar nymph of Cuerna costalis (F.). D–F. Anointing in adult Penthimia americana Fitch.
G–I. Grooming in adult Cicadella viridis (L.), strokes with metathoracic tibiae. K. Metathoracic
tibia of Paraphlepsius irroratus. L. Same, a scanning electron micrograph of the basal setae of the
posteroventral row, indicated on the preceding figure with arrows. Scale bars: K, 0.5 mm; L, 25 μm

and head (Fig. 7.2D–E). The fluid evaporates leaving a deposit of dry IBS (Fig. 7.2C
and F).

During grooming (Fig. 7.2G–I) leafhoppers scrub and brush their bodies and
appendages with rapid strokes of the legs (up to 11 Hz – D. Tishechkin, per-
sonal communication). While in most insects grooming is a hygienic procedure,
in leafhoppers its main function appears to be redistribution of dry IBS over the
integument (Navone 1987, Rakitov 1996, 1998). What triggers repeated bouts of
grooming and how they modify an existing IBS coating remains unknown. One of
their functions can be maintaining the evenness and continuity of the IBS layer.

The relative contributions of anointing and grooming to manufacturing of the
IBS coatings vary. In immatures, the secretion can be spread across the entire body
surface in the liquid form during anointing (Fig. 7.2A–C). In the winged adults
the liquid is spread over the exposed integument (Fig. 7.2D–F), but the hindwings
and the dorsal surface of the abdomen, concealed at rest by the forewings, become
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Fig. 7.3 External appearance of the IBS coatings. A. Salka sp., note the accumulation of pale IBS
near the leading edge of the forewing. Photo: C. Dietrich. B. Abana gigas (Fowler). C. Proconia
sp. D. Diestostemma sp. Scale bars: A–D, 1 mm

coated with IBS during the subsequent grooming. Finally, in the subfamily Typhlo-
cybinae, the adults do not spread droplets of secretion during anointing, but place
them onto specialized sculptured areas of the forewings, where the secretion dries
as a pair of spots (Fig. 7.3A). The coating of the entire integument is made by
distributing the material of these spots during grooming (Vidano and Arzone 1984,
Navone 1987, Rakitov 1992, 1996, Humphrey and Dworakowska 2002).

7.3.4 Tools for Manipulating IBS

One of the diagnostic traits of Cicadellidae are well differentiated rows and groups
of strong setae on the legs (Fig. 7.2K). These structures act as brushes spreading
the liquid secretion or as rakes spreading the dry IBS during anointing and groom-
ing, respectively (Vidano and Arzone 1984, Navone 1987, Rakitov 1998, Humphrey
and Dworakowska 2002). The setae can be simple acute or specialized: spatulate,
capitate, inflated, or hooked. In particular, in nearly all studied leafhopper species
the basal part of the posteroventral setal row on the hind tibia contains numerous
small, delicate setae with hooked apices (Fig. 7.2L). Their chief function appears
to be gently loosening the crust of the IBS deposited on the dorsal surface of the
forewing, so that the material can be transferred onto other areas with minimal losses
(Rakitov 1998). A better differentiation of the setal armament on the legs correlates
with the presence of thin and uniform coatings of IBS; both species with sparse and
those with copious IBS coatings tend to have less specialized legs (op. cit.).

7.3.5 The IBS Coatings

Such coatings (Figs. 7.3A–D, 7.4A–I) vary in continuity and thickness among
species, individuals, and body parts of the same individual from scattered particles to
copious layers. In the vast majority of leafhoppers these coatings are thin and barely
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Fig. 7.4 Scanning electron micrographs of the IBS coatings. A. Aceratagallia sp., abdominal ter-
gites, the coating is damaged in the lower right corner (dark areas). B. Same, close-up. C. same,
close-up of a seta. D. Paraphlepsius irroratus, an abdominal tergite, on the left side the IBS coating
has been brushed off making the cuticular sculpture visible. E. Same, close-up of the cleaned
cuticle showing cuticular protuberances and a coeloconic sensillum. F. Same, intact coating of the
tergite, shown at the same magnification. G. Same, ventral surface of a forewing. H. Onega orphne
Takiya and Cavichioli, dorsal surface of a forewing with two chaetoids or sensilla. I. Helochara
communis Fitch, IBS on a carpet of wax crystals on a hind wing. Scale bars: A, D, 50 μm; B,
G,10 μm; C, E, F, H, 5 μm; I, 1 μm

visible in the stereomicroscope. On the darker body parts they can be noticeable as
bluish deposits, this color being produced by Tyndall scattering of light on particles
<1 μm in diameter (Fig. 7.3A–B). Thicker coats, visible by naked eye, occur more
rarely and resemble white waxy blooms of other insects (Fig. 7.3C–D).
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The leafhopper cuticle typically lacks a hair coat, but can be sculptured with
microscopic protuberances and sensilla (Fig. 7.4D–E, see also Dietrich 1989,
Rakitov 1995). A well developed IBS coating can conceal these structures com-
pletely (compare Fig. 7.4E and F). IBS can caulk sutures and folds between sclerites;
in meager coatings they are often seen accumulated in sensillar pits (Fig. 7.4H) and
other microscopic depressions.

Production of extracuticular wax is generally uncharacteristic of Cicadellidae,
but small amounts of particulate wax have been found on the hind wings (Fig. 7.4I)
and other body parts of several leafhopper species (Rakitov 1995).

7.4 Properties of IBS and Their Layers

7.4.1 Chemical Composition of IBS

Previous studies have used histochemical methods and electron microscopic obser-
vations of samples digested with enzymes to demonstrate that IBS contain proteins
and phospholipids. One such study suggested that an individual particle consists of a
protein skeleton coated with saturated lipids (Smith and Littau 1960), while another
argued that the entire particle is formed by a protein-lipid complex (Gouranton and
Maillet 1967). Additionally, Gouranton (1967) detected an alkaline phosphatase in
developing IBS from the Malpighian tubules of Cicadella viridis (L.), but not in two
other species examined. Mayse (1981) was able to detect allantoin and urea in
EBS of Oncometopia orbona (F.), but did not indicate whether these compounds
were major constituents in the material. IBS are not generally affected by organic
solvents (Gouranton 1967). Therefore, solvents can be used to wash IBS off the
leafhopper integument. This approach was employed to prepare samples for a study
of the amino acid composition of IBS as described below.
Experiment 1. Amino Acid Analysis of Integumental Brochosomes
The starting material was 4.0 g of intact dry specimens of Paraphlepsius irrora-

tus (Say), which amounted to approximately 1,600 insects. The leafhoppers were
collected in Urbana, Illinois, at light and killed at −20◦C. The sample was placed in
40 ml of acetone and gently shaken for 1 min. The mix was filtered successively
through Whatman paper filters #4 and #2 to remove the insect bodies and der-
bris above 25 μm and 8 μm, respectively. Approximately 20 ml of the filtrate were
aliquoted into two polypropylene copolymer centrifuge tubes and centrifuged for
30 min at 1000 g. Then the supernatant was carefully decanted and replaced with
10 ml of fresh acetone in each tube. The tubes were sonicated for 3 min to resuspend
pellets and then centrifuged at 2900 g for 15 min, after which the supernatants were
replaced and pellets resuspended again. Four additional similar cycles of centrifug-
ing followed by resuspension in fresh acetone were performed at 2900 g (15 min),
11500 g (7 min), 11500 g (7 min), and 16600 g (7 min). After the last cycle each
pellet was resuspended in only 2 ml of acetone, the two samples were combined,
and then filtered through a syringe filter with 5.0 μm pores into a pre-weighed glass
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vial. The sample was dried under vacuum. All the above steps were performed at
room temperature. The resulting sediment was pure white, non-shiny, homogeneous,
and without visible impurities. Its weight was estimated as 1167±20 μg. After the
amino acid analysis (see below) the remainder of this sample was examined by
SEM to confirm that the sediment consisted of clean IBS, not visibly affected by
the treatment (Fig. 7.1B). Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the broken frag-
ments present in the original acetone mix were retained by the paper filters, the
bulk of the soluble compounds in that mix was removed during successive cycles of
washing and pelleting, and that no significant fraction of the material that formed
the structure of the intact IBS was lost during the sample preparation. Consequently,
the amino acid composition of the sample was expected to accurately characterize
the protein component of the intact IBS.

Prior to analysis, the entire sample was resuspended in 0.5 ml of acetone and
sonicated for 5 min to assure complete and homogeneous dispersion of the particles.
Three replicates of the analysis were performed, each assaying a 10 μl aliquot of this
solution (ca. 23.3 μg of IBS). Standard HCl-phenol hydrolysis during 1 hr at 150◦C
was used to break the amide bonds of the proteins. 5 nmoles each of norvaline and
sarcosine were added as internal standards just prior to hydrolysis. The amino acids
were separated and quantified on a Hewlett-Packard AminoQuant HPLC analyzer.
This technique includes pre-column derivatization using o-phthalaldehyde (Godel
et al. 1991). Amounts of each amino acid were quantified by comparison of sample
peak areas to a calibration plot of known standards. Internal standards were used
to control errors due to sample loss and injection variations. Tryptophan could not
be detected by this method; asparagine was quantified together with aspartate, and
glutamine together with glutamate. The total amount of protein in the sample was
estimated based on the concentrations and molecular weights of the amino acid
residues.

The estimated total amount of protein varied between the replicates from 45.03%
to 62.39% of weight, with the average 57.72%. The data are consistent with the
previous results, which indicated that IBS are not entirely composed of proteins
(Smith and Littau 1960, Gouranton 1967). At the same time, incomplete removal of
contaminants during the sample preparation, incomplete resuspension, or incom-
plete hydrolysis all could have reduced these values, which therefore should be
considered as minimum estimates. The amino acid composition data are summa-
rized in Table 7.1. Analyses of additional samples of IBS of P. irroratus using a
different instrumentation and a method which allowed to quantify only 15 amino
acids produced highly similar results (not shown). IBS are conspicuously glycine-
and tyrosine-rich. The content of each of these residues was three times their overall
frequency in the Swiss-Prot protein database (Boeckmann et al. 2003). Because the
analyzed samples contained an unknown number of different proteins, the composi-
tional data could not be used for protein identification. Nevertheless, it is noteworthy
that a high content of glycine is typical of animal fibrous structural proteins, such
as keratins, collagens, silk fibroin, elastin, and resilin, found in the structures that
combine mechanical strength and elasticity (e.g., Zhou et al. 2001, Tatham and
Shewry 2002). Tyrosine plays a role in hardening of some of these polymers by
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cross-linking molecules of their soluble precursors (e.g., Elvin et al. 2005 and ref-
erences therein). A similar mechanism may be involved in the formation of the IBS
walls.

The amino acid composition of IBS differs strongly from that of the phloem
(Wilkinson and Douglas 2002) or the xylem (Andersen et al. 1989) plant saps,
which are the food source for the majority of leafhoppers (P. irroratus, for exam-
ple, is a phloem feeder). The plant saps display high concentrations of asparagine,
aspartate, glutamine, or glutamate and contain relatively small amounts of tyrosine
and glycine. However, insects are capable of synthesizing both tyrosine and glycine
(Wilkinson and Douglas 2002). The obtained results rule out the possibility, sug-
gested by early authors (Smith and Littau 1960, Wigglesworth 1972), that IBS are
merely nitrogenous excreta.

7.4.2 Hydrophobicity of the IBS Coatings

IBS coatings are strongly hydrophobic. Simple experiments demonstrate that a
droplet of water does wet the leafhopper integument free of IBS (Fig. 7.5A), but
does not wet the integument densely coated with IBS (Fig. 7.5B and C); in the last
case the observed contact angles (CA) are close to 180◦ (Fig. 7.5B). The IBS coating
is similarly repellent to aqueous solutions of sugars.

The surfaces displaying CA>150◦ are referred to as superhydrophobic (e.g.,
Feng et al. 2002). The value of CA is the product of the chemistry of the surface and
its texture. Surfaces are generally referred to as wettable if CA<90◦ and unwettable
if CA>90◦. A droplet of water placed between two solid surfaces, such, for example,
as insect wings, will pull them together if the surfaces are wettable and push them
apart (Fig. 7.5C) if they are unwettable. Adding roughness will increase wettability
if the flat surface is wettable and further decrease it if the surface is unwettable.
In fact, CA observed on any smooth surface cannot exceed ca. 120◦. A further
increase of hydrophobicity is only possible by increasing its roughness (reviewed in
Quéré 2005). This principle has been extensively studied in plant and insect surfaces

Fig. 7.5 Wetting of the integument of Diestostemma sp. with distilled water. This species displays
a copious IBS coating on the entire body except the head and the upper surface of the pronotum
(see Fig. 7.3D). A. A droplet resting on the IBS-free surface of the head. Scale bar: 1 mm. B. A
droplet (attached to a syringe needle) touching the IBS-coated lower surface of the forewing. C. A
droplet placed between the tips of a forewing and a hind wing
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(Cassie and Baxter 1945, Fogg 1948, Holdgate 1955, Holloway 1970, Juniper 1991,
Wagner et al. 1996, Barthlott and Neinhuis 1997) and, more recently, applied
to the design of artificial materials (Shibuichi et al. 1996, Fresnais et al. 2004,
Fürstner et al. 2005, Ming et al. 2005). Large values of CA observed on natural
surfaces (up to 160–170◦) are achieved by development of a microsculpture at
the micron and submicron range (Holdgate 1955, Holloway 1970, Juniper 1991,
Wagner et al. 1996, 2003). Roughness can be developed to such an extent that the
water-covered surface holds air; such “composite” surfaces display extremely large
CA. Studies of self-cleaning in superhydrophobic Lotus leaves have emphasized
the role of the dual-size fractal topography, combining a coarse-scale roughness
on the order of 10–20 μm scale with a finer sculpture in the range of 100 nm–
1 μm (Barthlott and Neinhuis 1997, Feng et al. 2002). Based on this principle, a
superhydrophobic material has been recently created which has the surface coated
with raspberry-like particles, each consisting of a 0.7 μm sphere covered with 70 nm
spheres (Ming et al. 2005), i.e., precisely in the size range of IBS and their surface
compartments.

It is clear now that, even if the material comprising the surface of IBS is only
moderately hydrophobic, the IBS layers can be highly water-repellent because they
form a complex fractal surface structure in the submicron-to-nanometer range.
When covered with water, a layer of IBS may be able to trap the air between the
particles, in their wall compartments, and in their central cavities. Indeed, a plastron
of air is visible on submerged leafhoppers. Hydrophobic particles can adsorb at the
surface of liquid droplets, transforming such droplets into unwettable liquid “mar-
bles” (Aussillous and Quéré 2001), the principle used by the gall-inhabiting aphids
to render their honeydew harmless (Pike et al. 2002). When a droplet of water comes
into contact with the IBS coating, some loose particles get adsorbed to its surface,
but not enough to form a liquid marble. The forces that keep IBS attached to the
cuticle and each other have not been studied.

7.5 Adaptive Significanc of the IBS Coatings

Because no direct experiments have been carried out yet to elucidate the adaptive
value of the IBS coatings, the available hypotheses are largely speculative. It should
also be kept in mind that, like most surfaces that form an interface between an
organism and the environment, the IBS coatings may have evolved multiple func-
tions. Disentangling their primary and accessory roles in the biology of leafhoppers
may, therefore, be a challenging task.

Physiologists who focused their attention on the synthesis of IBS in the Malpi-
ghian tubules ignored the fact that IBS form coatings on the leafhopper integument
and assumed them to be bizarre-shaped nitrogenous waste products (Smith and
Littau 1960, Wigglesworth 1972). However, as mentioned before, the BS-producing
cells lack the ultrastructural features typical of the excretory epithelia. Combined
with the above data on the amino acid composition of IBS, it makes the excretory
function highly unlikely. It is worth pointing out in this connection that similar
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IBS are produced by the leafhopper species feeding on phloem (the majority of
taxa), xylem (Cicadellinae), and the mesophyll cell contents (Typhlocybinae). Alter-
natively, Day (1993) has suggested that IBS may carry a pheromone that slowly
evaporates through the openings in the wall compartments (Fig. 7.1A). Although
Humphrey and Dworakowska (2002) reported that males of some typhlocybine
species display significantly more copious accumulations of IBS on their faces than
females, it is highly unlikely that IBS contain a sex pheromone. In most leafhoppers
IBS are produced and applied to the body, usually in similar quantities, by imma-
tures as well as adults of both sexes. In general, there is no evidence that Cicadellidae
produce any kind of pheromones (for discussion about sex pheromones in other
Hemiptera see Aldrich (1996)).

The majority of authors suggested that IBS benefit leafhoppers in the form of
integumental coatings, which may protect leafhoppers from getting trapped into
their sticky liquid excretion or water, from other environmental hazards (desic-
cation, temperature fluctuations, or solar radiation), pathogens, predators, or par-
asites (Vidano and Arzone 1984, Arzone 1986, Navone 1987, Günthart 1977,
Rakitov 1995, 2002a, Humphrey and Dworakowska 2002). It has also been pointed
out in these studies that the IBS coatings are remarkably similar in their appearance
to the coatings of particulate wax, produced by other insects, which may indicate
similarity in their functions. These hypotheses and the functional analogy between
IBS and waxes will be discussed below. A more extensive review of these topics can
be found in Rakitov (2002a).

7.5.1 Repelling Water, Honeydew, and other Sticky Substances

Because most leafhopper species live far from water, the adaptive significance of the
water-repellent properties of the IBS coatings may not be immediately obvious. Yet,
as with all small terrestrial arthropods, contact with rain water or dew may result in
the organism becoming trapped by the surface tension. Water can block the spir-
acles, stick movable body parts together, and stimulate germination of pathogenic
fungal spores (see below). While wetting of insect wings with water droplets has
been studied in several species (Cassie and Baxter 1945, Holdgate 1955, Wagner
et al. 1996), the mechanisms preventing dew condensation on the insect cuticle are
poorly known. Hypothetically, the most dangerous for leafhoppers may be dew con-
densation on the surface of their delicate flying wings, broadly overlapping at rest
under the pair of protective forewings. Sticking of the wings to each other or to the
abdomen would almost certainly prove fatal.

Perhaps even more dangerous for leafhoppers than water could be their own
liquid excretion. The majority of leafhoppers feed on phloem and excrete sugar-
containing “honeydew”, which is sticky and provides a substrate for the growth of
pathogenic fungi (Pike et al. 2002 and references therein). The excrement produced
by mesophyll-sucking Typhlocybinae is similar (personal observation), and that of
Cicadellinae and several additional, smaller xylem-feeding lineages is more watery,
but also far more copious (Brodbeck et al. 1993).
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Various sap-feeding Hemiptera display diverse mechanisms of protection against
honeydew: incorporating the excretion into the scale covers in armored scale insects
(Foldi 1982), coating the honeydew droplets with a layer of wax in immature psyl-
lids (Weber 1930) or with wax powder in gall-inhabiting aphids (Pike et al. 2002),
removing droplets from the anus with the legs in some aphids (Kunkel 1972), and
shooting excreta from the anus in aphids, psyllids, whiteflies, planthoppers, leafhop-
pers, and related groups (Weber 1930, Kunkel 1972, Strümpel 1983). Additionally,
the integument of many aphids, whiteflies, scale insects, and planthoppers is copi-
ously coated with particulate wax, which renders them invulnerable to the honeydew
(e.g., Pike et al. 2002). All leafhoppers forcibly shoot droplets of their excrement
away. Yet, in denser populations, they are at risk of being contaminated with the
neighbor’s excrement directly or through the contaminated plant surface.

Rakitov (2002a) has summarized observations on the interspecific variation in
the development of the IBS coatings which appear to corroborate these hypotheti-
cal functions. Leafhopper species occurring in moist habitats often display better
developed coatings. In particular, among species occurring in Europe, the most
dense and conspicuous IBS coatings are found in the only species living on leaves
of floating plants, Erotettix cyane (Boheman) (Rakitov 1995). The galls of the
only known leafhopper species producing true galls, Scenergates viridis (Vilbaste),
are filled with copious IBS, originally described as the “white waxy substance”
(Mitjaev 1968). Wetting and sticking are especially hazardous for small insects,
because such insects may not be able to overcome the surface tension of the
liquids. Remarkably, the reserves of IBS in the form of spots on the forewings
(Fig. 7.3A) are most commonly found in the subfamilies Typhlocybinae (Vidano and
Arzone 1984) and Xestocephalinae (Rakitov 2000a), which comprise small, delicate
species.

The layers of IBS may provide protection against water and sticky substances
not only by reducing the wettability of the cuticle, but also due to their particu-
late nature. Because of the loose attachment of the particles to each other and the
integument, a body part coated with IBS and brought in contact with water or a
sticky substance will more likely to lose some IBS rather than become trapped. By
the same principle, the IBS coatings may also help leafhoppers escape from spider
webs, similarly to Lepidoptera that sometimes escape leaving but a few scales on
the adhesive threads (Nentwig 1982). Of equal importance may be protection from
sticky glandular trichomes on the surface of plants (Tingey 1985) and from sticky
spores of certain entomopathogenic fungi (see below).

7.5.2 Preventing Desiccation

It has been hypothesized that, like for small terrestrial arthropods in general, reduc-
tion of water loss is important for leafhoppers, and consequently it may be the major
function of their IBS coatings (Arzone 1986, Humphrey and Dworakowska 2002).
Theoretically, the IBS coatings may reduce transpiration through the cuticle either
directly, as a lipid-containing meshwork on the surface, or by forming around the
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integument a boundary layer of unstirred air, as has been suggested for particulate
waxes of certain insects (Hadley 1979, 1994). Sealing of sutures and intersegmental
folds with IBS must also reduce water loss. Nevertheless, the ecology of leafhoppers
does not suggest that desiccation is a crucial factor for most species. Leafhoppers,
as a group, occur in a variety of habitats, from extremely dry to moist and, like all
plant-sucking insects, receive excessive amounts of water with their food.

7.5.3 Protection Against Fungal Pathogens

Leafhoppers can be infected by many species of pathogenic fungi (e.g., Müller 1956,
Mitjaev 1963, McGuire 1985, Soper 1985, Rombach et al. 1987, Galaini-Wraight
et al. 1991, Wraight et al. 1990, 2003). Initial events of fungal infection in insects
include non-specific adsorption of the spore to the insect cuticle, host recognition,
consolidation of attachment, germination and growth on the surface and, finally,
penetration into the body. Entomopathogenic spores range from dry hydrophobic to
sticky hydrophilic; they can disperse by air or by rain splashes, or they will adhere to
a passing insect (Boucias and Pendland 1991). IBS may directly protect leafhoppers
if they contain fungistatic or fungicide substances, such as have been identified in
the cuticle of some insects (Smith and Grula 1982, Sosa-Gomez et al. 1997), or
as a mechanical barrier against the spore attachment and subsequent penetration.
As a result of grooming, IBS often caulk sutures and intersegmental folds, which
serve as portal of penetration for some of the pathogenic fungi (McGuire 1985,
Wraight et al. 1990). Because the spores of the fungus species known to infect
leafhoppers are 3–100 times larger than ca. 0.4 μm IBS found in most leafhoppers
(Soper 1985) only a dense layer of IBS is likely to keep the spores far enough from
the cuticle to prevent their germination. The spores trapped in such coatings may
be subsequently brushed away during grooming. Zoophthora and some other ento-
mopathogenic fungi form specialized passively distributed spores, capilliconidia,
which secrete droplets of viscid fluid at their tips and adhere to a passing insect
(Glare et al. 1985, Boucias and Pendland 1991). In this case, as well as in the case
of the pathogenic spores distributed with rain splashes, the IBS coatings may pro-
vide efficient protection. In order to germinate and penetrate the host, the spores
generally require moist conditions (e.g., Wraight et al. 1990). The IBS coatings
may therefore protect leafhoppers from fungal pathogens indirectly by keeping the
integument dry.

7.5.4 Other Hypothetical Functions

It has also been suggested that the layers of IBS may reflect excessive ultravi-
olet radiation or serve as a thermal insulation (Navone 1987). The IBS coatings
indeed reflect UV light (Rakitov unpublished), but in most cases appear to be too
thin to buffer fluctuations of temperature. Several desert leafhopper species display
copious IBS coatings on the exposed surfaces (e.g., Achrus ahngeri (Melichar) and
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Cuerna yuccae Oman and Beamer). Neither excessive sunlight nor heat, however,
appear to be principal hazards for the majority of leafhoppers. The IBS coatings of
most leafhoppers are too thin to deter predators or parasites as a simple mechan-
ical barrier. However, the possibility that these particles disrupt attachment of the
enemies to the leafhopper cuticle (see Eigenbrode et al., this volume, and references
therein) merits further study. Several hypotheses have been advanced to explain how
minute surface structures may prevent attachment of insect tarsal pads (Gorb and
Gorb 2002).

7.5.5 Comparison with Wax

Although particulate extracuticular waxes can be found in several insect orders, they
are especially common and diverse in Hemiptera. Here copious amounts of wax
are produced by some planthoppers (O’Brien and Wilson 1985, Mason et al. 1989,
Rakitov 2002a, Lucchi and Mazzoni 2004), scale insects (Foldi 1991), aphids
(Pope 1983, Smith 1999), psyllids (Hodkinson 1974), and whiteflies (Navone 1987,
Byrne and Hadley 1988, Nelson et al. 1999). The hemipteran waxes are mix-
tures, which may contain long-chained aldehydes, alcohols, esters of alcohols and
fatty acids, free fatty acids, or hydrocarbons, depending on the species and loca-
tion on the body (Mason et al. 1989, Foldi 1991, Buckner et al. 1999, Nelson
et al. 1999). The wax particles or filaments display a dazzling variation of sizes and
shapes and often are intricately structured in the micron-to-submicron size range
(Pope 1983, Navone 1987, Byrne and Hadley 1988, Smith 1999, Rakitov 2002a,
Nelson et al. 2003), which at least in some cases accounts for the superhydropho-
bic properties of their masses (Pike et al. 2002). Location and external appearance
of the wax are often similar to those of the IBS coatings. Moreover, it has been
shown by Navone (1987) that dustywings (Neuroptera: Coniopterygidae), whiteflies
(Hemiptera: Aleyrodidae), and leafhoppers display remarkably similar behavioral
and morphological specializations involved in making integumental coatings of
intricately structured wax particles in the first two groups and of IBS in the
third. Therefore, particulate waxes and IBS may have similar functions despite
profound differences in their morphology, composition, and origin (Arzone 1986,
Navone (1987), Rakitov 1995, 2002a).

In fact, all of the hypothetical functions proposed for IBS have also been pro-
posed for the hemipteran waxes: excretion (Pollister as cited in Pope 1983, p. 495),
carrying pheromones (Byrne and Hadley 1988), and protection against parasites,
predators, fungal pathogens, excessive heat, harmful radiation, desiccation, and
water, but most importantly from honeydew (Hodkinson 1974, Pope 1983, 1985,
Navone 1987, Byrne and Hadley 1988, Foldi 1991, Smith 1999, Pike et al. 2002).
In most cases these hypotheses have been derived from comparisons between life
histories of the species producing copious wax and those that produce little or
no wax. More recently, however, experimental studies have been conducted on
the anti-sticking function of the wax protecting gall-inhabiting aphids from their
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honeydew (Pike et al. 2002 and references therein) and the role of waxy blooms as
a camouflage in some free-living aphids preyed on by spiders (Moss et al. 2006).
Additionally, the anti-desiccation function has been studied in some desert tenebri-
onid beetles (Hadley 1979, McClain et al. 1985, 1986), and the correlation between
aridity of the habitat and presence of wax blooms in the genus Onymacris has been
tested statistically in a phylogenetic framework (Ward and Seely 1996).

Among hemipteran lineages closely related to leafhoppers, conspicuous amounts
of particulate body wax are produced in certain treehoppers (Membracidae) and
cicadas (Cicadoidea). No species of Cicadellidae is known to secrete copious wax,
which is remarkable given the extreme diversity of the family. This pattern is consis-
tent with the hypothesis that IBS and waxes have analogous functions. At the same
time, small amounts of particulate wax have been found in some leafhopper species
(Fig. 7.4I, see also Rakitov 1995), indicating that wax and IBS can coexist.

7.6 Egg Brochosomes (EBS)

The use of BS as a coating to egg masses is restricted to a group of 18 related
New World genera, most of which are currently placed into the tribe Proconiini
(Swain 1936, Hix 2001, Rakitov 2004, Rakitov and Godoy 2005, Azevedo-Filho and
Carvalho 2005). Together these genera contain approximately 200 species or less
than 1% of the global diversity of leafhoppers. Prior to oviposition, females from
these genera place droplets of the Malpighian tubule secretion onto their forewings,
where the liquid dries into a pair of white, usually bulgy pellets (Fig. 7.6A). An

Fig. 7.6 EBS and their use. A. Female Homalodisca insolita (Walker) with a pair of EBS masses
on the forewings. B. An egg nest of H. vitripennis (Germar) on the lower suface of a leaf; the
arrow points at the more copious coating directly above the oviposition slit. C. EBS of H. insolita.
D. Same, H. noressa Young. E. Same, Cuerna arida Oman and Beamer. F. Same, Acrogonia sp.
Scale bars: C–F, 2.0 μm
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egg-laying female cuts a slit in the epidermis of a plant leaf, injects the eggs, and
then uses its hind legs to scrape BS off the wings onto the slit and surrounding area
(Fig. 7.6B). In several species demonstrating this behavior the BS used in ovipo-
sition are morphologically identical to IBS (e.g., in Homalodisca liturata (Ball)
and Tapajosa spp., Rakitov 2004), but more typically the Malpighian tubules of
the gravid females switch over from production of regular IBS to production of
larger, usually elongated particles (Rakitov 2000b). Such BS can reach 20.0 μm in
length; their size and structure vary dramatically among species (Fig. 7.6C–F, see
also Rakitov 2004). It is convenient to refer to both the specialized and regular BS
applied onto egg nests as one functional type, EBS. It has been found that EBS
can impede parasitization of the eggs by chalcidoid wasps (Hymenoptera, Mymari-
dae) by sticking to the bodies of the female wasps and triggering frequent bouts of
grooming (Velema et al. 2005). Rakitov (2004) has argued that the elongate shape
of EBS facilitates storing large masses of this material on the wings and its transfer
onto the egg nests by increasing cohesion between the particles. At the same time,
more elongate and larger particles may inflict greater irritation to the parasitoid
wasps. EBS are hydrophobic (Rakitov unpublished). Therefore, by sealing the slits,
EBS may prevent flooding of the eggs by plant fluids and ensure penetration of air to
the developing embryos. EBS may also play a role in decreasing water loss through
the slits.

Application of waxy blooms to eggs, laid exposed or inside live plant tis-
sues, is known in various Hemiptera (Weber 1930, Metcalfe 1968, O’Brien and
Wilson 1985, Navone 1987, Nelson et al. 1999, Rakitov 2002a) and Coniopterygi-
dae (Navone 1987), but its functions have not been studied in detail.

7.7 Origin and Evolution of BS

It should be clear from the preceding discussion that production of IBS in Cicadell-
idae involves a complex of unique physiological, structural, and behavioral traits.
Presence of IBS on the cuticle has been recognized as one of the few autapo-
morphies of this family (Deitz and Dietrich 1993). A major diagnostic trait of
leafhoppers, the elaborate setal armament of the legs, is intimately associated
with creation and maintenance of the IBS coatings (Rakitov 1998). It stands to
reason to assume that BS have played a role and perhaps even facilitated the
spectacular diversification of this family. Yet, the assumption that the IBS coat-
ings of Cicadellidae are functionally analogous to particulate wax coatings of
other insects (see above) creates an interesting paradox. The epicuticle of insects
generally includes a thin layer of wax which forms the exposed surface or lies
under a still thinner cement layer, depending on the species (Chapman 1998).
This wax is produced by specialized epidermal cells and is released across the
deeper cuticular layers through a system of canals. From the evolutionary stand-
point, secretion of the extracuticular wax in form of particles or filaments is a
mere elaboration of this process, which explains why it is found in a variety of
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distantly related insect lineages. As mentioned before, the integument of leafhop-
pers also displays this obviously ancient capability. Then why should leafhoppers
have evolved IBS? One possible explanation is that the hypothetical precursors of
IBS might have had a different, currently unknown biological function, and only
later took over the more common functions of particulate extracuticular coatings
(Rakitov 2002b).

Among modern Cicadellidae, IBS have been found in all of the major subfamilies
(Rakitov 1995, 1998), suggesting that no leafhopper lineages currently exist that
had branched off before IBS evolved. Cicadellid fossils from the Lower Cretaceous
display well differentiated setal armament of the legs (Hamilton 1990), suggesting
that these insects already actively coated their integument with particles, possibly
IBS. A glance into still earlier evolution of BS production can be obtained by com-
paring Cicadellidae with related extant lineages of Hemiptera. In fact, glandular
specializations of the Malpighian tubules are characteristic of all the three major
lineages of the infraorder Cicadomorpha: Cercopoidea (spittlebugs), Cicadoidea
(cicadas), and Membracoidea (leafhoppers and treehoppers) (Rakitov 2002b). In
both spittlebugs and cicadas, these organs synthesize secretory products during the
nymphal stage only, and such products are released with the main flow of excreta. In
spittlebugs they make a part of the characteristic “spittle” surrounding developing
immatures (e.g., Marshall 1966, 1973), and in cicadas they make a part of the “anal
liquid” that is used to strengthen the walls of the nymphal burrows and clean the
body (Boulard 1965, Kudryasheva 1979). Because application of the Malpighian
tubule secretory products to the integument is, therefore, shared by members of all
the extant lineages of Cicadomorpha, Rakitov (2002b) suggested that this trait is
plesiomorphic in these taxa. He conjectured that the nymphs of early cicadomor-
phans were subterranean and xylem-feeding, like those of extant cicadas and many
spittlebugs, and that their Malpighian tubules were modified to synthesize products
that possibly prevented the growth of fungi in the soil moistened with the nymphal
excretion, neutralized toxic waste products contained in the nymphal excretion, or
optimized the pH of the substrate. In the lineage leading to the extant Membra-
coidea, the nymphs switched to the open and agile life style, but apparently retained
the habit of applying the Malpighian tubule products to the integument, which could
have eventually led to evolution of IBS instead of elaborate protective extracuticular
waxy coatings. The additional function of BS as a coating to egg nests (EBS) has
evolved within a single lineage of leafhoppers via modification of the basic complex
of traits involved in the synthesis and application of IBS (Rakitov 2004). According
to Dietrich et al. (2001), treehoppers (Membracidae, Aetalionidae, and Melizoderi-
dae) have derived from within Cicadellidae and lost the production of IBS secon-
darily; the function of anointing behaviors observed in this group (Rakitov 1996)
is enigmatic. The traits in which treehoppers differ from leafhoppers and that may
correlate with the absence of the IBS coatings include the heavier sclerotization
of the body, more sedentary life style, production of copious wax on certain body
parts (in some taxa), and generally more pronounced microtextures of the cuticle
(e.g., Dietrich 1989).
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7.8 Conclusions and Perspectives

The coatings formed by IBS on the integument of Cicadellidae are strongly hydro-
phobic, apparently in large part due to the extremely complex fractal geometry of
their surface at the micron-to-nanometer scale. These coatings may serve multiple
biological functions analogous to those of particulate wax coatings of other insects.
At the same time, among several such functions hypothesized, only protection of
the integument from wetting by water and leafhoppers’ own liquid excreta can
explain the nearly universal occurrence of the IBS coatings in this diverse insect
family. The method of isolation of IBS for chemical analysis with organic solvents,
described in this chapter, opens ways for more detailed characterization of the pro-
tein component of IBS, which will shed additional light on the biological function
and evolutionary origins of these structures. However, other approaches need to be
found to characterize the lipids contained in the IBS.

Experimental studies are also needed to elucidate the behavior of the IBS layers
during water condensation and during contact with water and aqueous solutions
similar in their composition to honeydew. Obtaining IBS-free integuments for
comparison in such experiments may be possible by preventing transfer of the
Malpighian tubule secretion onto the cuticle after molts (Rakitov, unpublished). A
comprehensive study of grooming behavior can also contribute important insights
into the function of the IBS coatings. Better understanding of the properties of the
IBS coatings can inspire the design of artificial superhydrophobic materials. Con-
versely, the current research on such artificial surfaces can help in understanding
biologically important properties of the IBS coatings in leafhoppers and other poorly
studied extracuticular features of insect integuments.
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Chapter 8
Pull, Push and Evaporate: The Role
of Surfaces in Plant Water Transport

Anita Roth-Nebelsick

8.1 Introduction – Plants, Water and Surfaces

Water is of fundamental significance for plant life. One fundamental aspect is
that water represents an important environmental factor. Rain, fog and mist affect
irradiation absorbed by a plant and the environmental temperature. Water is there-
fore a climate-related parameter. It also acts as a factor which influences the
immediate surroundings of a plant. For example, plants which live in swamp
or flooded habitats are especially adapted to these conditions by possessing aer-
ating tissues (aerenchyma) in order to maintain aerobic conditions around the
roots. Fog or mist can impede gaseous exchange by covering the stomatal pores.
Therefore, several stomatal structures, such as wax plugs, are interpreted as those
preventing the development of a water film covering the stomatal pores (Feild
et al. 1998). Water on the plant surface allows fungal growth and thus promotes
fungal infection of the plant. Extremely water-repellent cuticles, such as in the
leaves of Lotus (Nelumbo nucifera) have been interpreted previously within this
context (Barthlott and Neinhuis 1997). Aspects of water-repellent plant surfaces
are considered in various publications (for example, Wagner et al. 2003, Bargel
et al. 2006).

In the present contribution, an other aspect of interactions between plant surface
and water is discussed. As in all organisms, water is a fundamental component of
the plant body and the basic solvent in which biochemical reactions take place. Land
plants cannot completely conserve their water content, because gaseous exchange
via stomatal pores has to be permitted to allow for diffusional influx of CO2, the sub-
strate for photosynthesis. At the same time, water vapour molecules leave the plant
through the stomata, a process termed as transpiration. This inevitable coupling of
transpirational water loss and photosynthetic CO2 uptake and the involved com-
plex regulation and control processes represent an outstandingly important aspect
of plant ecophysiology (e.g., see Cowan 1977, Aalto et al. 2002).
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The unavoidable loss of water means that water has to be replaced by uptake,
usually from the soil. The development of the necessary long-distance transport
tissue, the xylem (or wood, if secondary growth is involved) and of water absorbing
roots form – together with the stomata allowing for controlled gaseous exchange –
a functional unit which represents the basis for the existence of upright terrestrial
plants (Raven and Edwards 2004). This set builds a “transport chain” comprising
phase change (from liquid water to water vapour) and different flow types (mass
flow, diffusion, osmosis) in which the water is absorbed, conducted through capil-
laries and finally evaporated. Various surface-water interactions are significant for
the entire process. In this contribution, the structural and biophysical basis of water
transport will be considered with a focus on surface-water interactions.

8.2 Water Flow in the Xylem – The Role of Surface Effects

8.2.1 Cell Walls and Intercellular Air Spaces: How to Pull
Water with Transpiration

In order to appropriately describe the structural properties of the xylem as a transport
tissue and to appreciate the functional significance of the properties of its inner
surfaces and surface effects, it is necessary to discuss the driving force for water
flow through a plant. As mentioned above, water is lost during photosynthesis which
takes place in the green parts of a plant, usually the leaves which are mostly located
at the upper region of the plant body. In order to allow for a sufficient amount of
gaseous exchange, the cuticle covering the leaves is perforated by the stomatal pores
which are formed by two guard cells which control the opening width of the pore.
The overwhelming amount of gas flux, including diffusional outflux of water vapour,
occurs through these pores with a negligible portion of diffusion through the cuticle
(Kerstiens 1996).

Fig. 8.1 Cross-sectional
view into a walnut leaf
(Cryo-SEM). St: Stoma, SC:
Substomatal chamber, PM:
Palisade mesophyll, SM:
Spongy mesophyll, V: Leaf
vein. Scale bar: 20 μm
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Leaves show extensive and interconnected intercellular air spaces which lead
into the substomatal chambers (air spaces directly below a stomatal pore) (Fig. 8.1).
Water evaporates at the leaf cell walls lining these air spaces, and the air within
a leaf is assumed to be almost saturated with water vapour (Nobel 2005). Since
the atmosphere is usually not as humid as the leaf interior, a humidity gradient
exists between leaf interior and exterior which leads to a diffusional outflux of water.
The exposure of leaf cell walls to intercellular air spaces and the evaporative loss
of water at these walls represents both the final link of the water transport chain
and the basic force driving water flow. The essential factor for this is the porous
nature of the leaf cell wall. The pores of the cellulosic ground matrix are small
and the wall material is more or less hydrophilic. This means that evaporation from
the wall leads to the formation of curved menisci with a very small radius (in the
range of several nanometers) within the wall interstices. The small menisci are able
to generate a strong pull with respect to the liquid water below, according to the
Young-Laplace-equation (for hemispherical menisci):

p = −2γ cos α/r (8.1)

(with p = pressure, γ = surface tension, α = contact angle and r = radius).
The evaporation generates thus – via curved menisci in the wall pores – a

decrease of total pressure, if compared to atmospheric pressure. Since water flows
from sites of higher to sites of lower pressure, the plant water moves towards the
evaporating sites in the leaves. The pressure acts therefore as a pulling force which
draws water continuously through the leaf venation (= the conducting system of
a leaf) towards the evaporating wall sites. Water is not pumped through the plant
during transpiration but sucked upwards.

In which range are the pressure values causing water flow in this transport
chain, from roots to leaves? There are several factors which have to be taken into
account: (1) the circumstance that the soil itself shows a water potential which
has to be overcome by the plant, (2) the uptake resistance offered by the soil,
(3) the flow resistances in the root and (4) in the xylem, (5) gravity (if the water
is lifted in trees or lianas), and (6) the flow resistance in the leaves. For exam-
ple, lifting water up to a height of 10 m requires a pressure gradient of 0.1 MPa
and therefore the presence of a vacuum at the upper end (in practice, the height
which is achieved with a vacuum pump is somewhat lower). If all these compo-
nents are taken together, then the result is that negative pressures have to occur
in order to generate transpirational water transport. The underlying theoretical
considerations were formulated in the Cohesion-Tension Theory (Dixon and Joly
1895).

There are many additional aspects and details of plant water transport. For exam-
ple, there are some plants which do not develop negative pressures (for example,
cucumber) (Lösch 2003). Root pressure can also be occasionally significant, such
as, for example, during spring (bleeding sap in many trees or in vine) (Sperry
et al. 1987). A detailed representation and discussion of these topics is, however,
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outside the scope of this contribution. Generally, root pressures are too low to con-
tribute significantly to plant water transport and water transport is almost exclusively
generated by transpirational pull.

This is an astounding principle since it requires that the water columns remain
under mechanical tension for long time spans and that the water is literally pulled
through the plant. The amount of the tension varies strongly for different plant
species, different parts of a plant and with different conditions, but values of
roughly about – 1MPa (for example, Vogt 2001) appear to be characteristic for
mesic (= neither humid nor dry) environments and temperate climate. The prob-
lem with this transport mechanism is that if the pressure falls below saturation
vapour pressure, then the water column is prone to be disturbed by the devel-
opment of gas bubbles. This is termed as cavitation, the rupture of the water
columns, and represents a well-known problem for technical suction pumps. Cav-
itation in a plant conduit leads to embolism, the dysfunctionality of the conduit
due to gas filling. How do plants cope with this problem which severely restricts
the applicability of technical suction pumps? How do they manage to use this
delicate state as a rather reliable transport mechanism? A great deal of progress
concerning this problem was made during the last two decades or so, and interfa-
cial effects at biological surfaces play an important role for this unique transport
mechanism.

One key aspect is the origin of gas bubbles. The spontaneus notion about bub-
ble formation under this state is that bubbles appear de novo, as tiny water vapour
spaces directly within the stretched water column. It can, however, be shown that
the probability for spontaneous cavitation is very low under pressure values which
are usually expressed in plants (Oertli 1971, Pickard 1981, Hölttä et al. 2002). With
pressures at around −1 MPa, bubbles with a radius of about 100 nm are unstable
and collapse immediately after formation. De novo bubbles thus have to be larger
than this size, and this is the reason for their low probability. Much more important
as a source for cavitation and embolism are pre-existing bubbles which are larger
than the critical size. In fact, the great problem of devising experimental setups with
water columns under tension is to exclude any pre-existing air bubbles (Maris and
Baribal 2000). Tiny scratches at the walls of a water tank, for example, can house
air spaces which lead to cavitation under tension. The situation is different in plants.
The small wall pores of the leaf cells are not only able to pull the water column but
they also prevent air being drawn into the matrix. The water which is absorbed by the
root is freed from any gas bubbles. The interior of living plant cells are water-filled
from the beginning. There are thus no pre-existing air bubbles in the xylem as in
experimental equipment.

The system is therefore strictly sealed against external air entry. This is one of the
preconditions of its functionality. Conducting xylem capillaries under tension can,
however, nevertheless adjoin gas spaces. For example, if a de novo cavitation occurs
in a conduit (rarely, but not improbable), then this creates a gas space within the
xylem, or air enters the system after local damage. These gas spaces are critical since
gas can be sucked into the functional conduits seeding embolism. An appropriate
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measure would be to create completely tight conduit walls. This would be, however,
disadvantageous under various aspects, and a much more elegant solution evolved:
wall pores with safety valves.

8.2.2 Porous Pores: How to Use Surface Effects
as Safety Valves

Plant conduits, tracheids (the primitive conduit type consisting of a single elongated
cell) as well as vessels (the derived type, consisting of a row of vessel elements)
have porous walls in order to allow for lateral flow. These pores, termed pits, are,
however, potentially dangerous sites for gas entry. To prevent gas flow through the
pits and to isolate a dysfunctional conduit, the pits show a safety valve function. In
angiosperm wood, the valve function is realized by surface effects which are created
by the microstructure of the pits. A typical pit shows a shape which is reminiscent
of a funnel, with a narrow pit channel and a broader opening to the outside, the
pit chamber (Fig. 8.2). There are always two adjoining pits, appearing as two fun-
nels lying together at their wide ends (Fig. 8.2). The space which is formed by the
two wide ends is termed as pit chamber. Between the two adjoining pit pores, a
membrane is visible (Fig. 8.2). This membrane represents the middle lamella plus
primary wall. Each xylem conduit is completely surrounded by this wall layer which
is not perforated at the pit pores. Within the pits, this wall is termed as pit membrane,
and it represents a finely porous material. Usually, pore sizes of 100 – 200 nm are
determined (Jarbeau et al. 1995, Choat et al. 2003).

What happens if a conduit embolizes? The pressure within the conduit will rise,
the gas space will expand, and water will then be drawn out of the conduit since a
pressure gradient develops between the embolized conduit and its functional neigh-
bours. At the end, the conduit will be more or less gas-filled. The gas will, however,
be halted at the pit membrane pores, due to the same mechanism which prevents air
entry into evaporating leaf sites: a meniscus forms within the pit membrane pores

Fig. 8.2 Longitudinal section
through two adjacent vessels
of the wood of Liriodendron
tulipifera, featuring the wall
separating the two conduits.
The pits connecting the
lumina of both vessels and
the pit membrane are clearly
visible. W1 and W2: Walls of
lower and upper vessel, PCh:
Pit channel, PM: Pit
membrane. Scale bar: 2 μm
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which is able to counteract a pressure difference according to the Young-Laplace
equation (eqn 8.1). Membrane pores with a radius of 200 nm should therefore
seal a conduit up to a pressure difference of about 1.4 MPa, if the wall material
is completely wettable (and if hemispherical menisci develop). Experimental tests
of whether or not the determined pore sizes match the observed susceptibility to
embolism (which corresponds to the pressure difference which leads to spreading
of embolism) can provide ambiguous results (for example, Choat et al. 2004). Sig-
nificant deviations from the expected radius, according to the measured embolism
susceptibility, from the determined pit membrane pore sizes are interpreted with
respect to the great number of pit membrane pores which are present in a single
conduit. The largest pore in a conduit is sufficient to allow for embolism and it is
therefore to be expected that embolism susceptibility and characteristic pore size do
not perfectly match (Wheeler et al. 2005).

Whereas this interpretation is reasonable, there may also be other, surface-related
factors which influence the actual susceptibility to embolism. It is usually assumed
that the pit membrane material is completely wettable which results in a cos (α)
of 1. The calculated pressure difference is then the maximum value. If the contact
angle α is larger, then the pressure difference decreases. Furthermore, the form of
the Young-Laplace equation given in eqn (8.1) is only valid for a spherical menis-
cus. Geometrically more complex curved surfaces also lead to deviations from the
maximum pressure difference. That the embolism susceptibility often deviates from
the characteristic pore dimension may thus be due to surface properties of the pit
membrane.

Another problem is the correct determination of the pit membrane structure.
Pore dimensions were studied by the permeability of the membranes for nanome-
ter sized particles: a series of particles of different size classes were applied, and
the maximum particle size which allows for passing through the conduits should
correspond to the pit membrane pore size (Jarbeau et al. 1995, Choat et al. 2003).
Studies conducted with the Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), however, often
failed to detect pores of these sizes (Pesacreta et al. 2005). A problem in using SEM
is that dry samples have to be observed which are placed in a vacuum. This treat-
ment, however, could possibly alter the ultrastructure of the pit membrane (Pesacreta
et al. 2005).

Another method for investigating surface structure is the Atomic Force Micro-
scope (AFM) in which a sharp tip, mounted on a flexible cantilever, scans the
surface. This method can also be used in water and is therefore able to detect sur-
face structures in their native state. Pesacreta et al. (2005) performed a study of
pit membranes in different states (dry, fresh) by using AFM. The results showed
that the pit membrane structure is fairly complex. In dry membranes, three com-
ponents were found: microfibrils arranged in a reticulate pattern, irregular globular
particles and a thin coating layer. Native pit membranes appeared to be composed
of microfibrillar and non-microfibrillar regions. Obviously, different types of layers
exist and drying leads to changes in microstructure. The microfibrillar component
of the pit membrane appears to be looser in the hydrated state than in the dried
state.
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The non-microfibrillar layer, an amorphous material, is able to swell or shrink,
depending on the ionic conditions of the xylem sap. This layer could therefore func-
tion as a regulating hydrogel. In fact, as was found by Zwieniecki et al. (2001),
the lateral conductivity of the xylem changes with ionic concentration of the water:
the conductivity increases with decreasing concentration due to deswelling of the
layer. The effect is, however, non-linear with the strongest response in the low
concentration region. Under natural conditions, the effect is therefore expected to
be dependent on the range of ionic concentrations occurring in a certain species.
Due to its mucilaginous nature, the non-microfibrillar layer is obviously able to
allow for the passage of particles, as observed by, for example, Choat et al. (2003).
The results obtained by Pesacreta et al. (2005) by using AFM indicate that structural
studies of the pit membrane with respect to its valve function are particularly useful
with non-dried material, since the microstructure which is crucial to this function
via surface effects is altered during the drying process.

Another novel aspect of the pit valve function was recently suggested. Laurel
(Laurus nobilis) – as numerous other plant species – is able to repair embolized
vessels. The remarkable aspect is that embolism repair occurs if the water in the
functional conduits is still under significant tension (Tyree et al. 1999). Firstly, the
pressure has to rise to a certain value in order to allow for the removal of the gas from
the embolized vessels (for the water vapour content to condensate and for the air
content to dissolve in water) (Yang and Tyree 1992). This pressure limit arises from
the fact that the collapsing forces have to exceed the inner pressure of the gas space.
Otherwise, the gas space will not disappear and embolism will therefore not be
removed. Embolism removal is therefore expected (and partially shown) to coincide
with favourable environmental conditions (for example, during the night, when tran-
spiration ceases, or during rain periods) (for example, Magnani and Borghetti 1995,
Vogt 2001). The removal of embolism during springtime in vines and other plants,
achieved with root pressure, is also documented (for example, Sperry et al. 1987).
Secondly, embolism repair requires that water substitutes the disappearing gas. If
single embolized vessels are repaired and adjacent vessels are still under significant
tension, how does water move into the refilling vessel without being immediately
drawn into the functional neighbours? Or, in other words, the water has to flow
uphill, against the pressure gradient, into the embolized conduits.

It is therefore not surprising that this phenomenon – termed as “novel refilling”
– appears to be puzzling. Nevertheless, it was extensively confirmed for L. nobilis
(Hacke and Sperry 2003, Salleo et al. 2004) and also for other plant species: for
petioles of Scheffle a macrocarpa and Caryocar brasiliense (Bucci et al. 2003) and
in rice (Oryza sativa) (Stiller et al. 2005). As a possible solution to the problem,
the combined action of two different mechanisms was suggested (Holbrook and
Zwieniecki 1999): (1) Living cells of the axial parenchyma are able to pump water
into the embolized vessels and (2) the pits are able to generate a special meniscus
which hydraulically isolates the embolized vessel during repair.

The vessels of L. nobilis are in close contact to axial parenchyma cells. It is in
principle possible, that these parenchyma cells are able to alter membrane conduc-
tivity by aquaporines (water channels in the cell membrane) and that an osmotically
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Fig. 8.3 A reverse meniscus
within a pit between an
embolized and refilling (left)
and functional (right)
conduit. The grey area
between meniscus and pit
membrane is air which is able
to prevent contact between
the water (white area) and the
pit membrane because the
reverse meniscus exerts
pressure upon the water
(indicated by arrows)

driven water flow occurs, as was shown theoretically by Vesala et al. (2003). As
was shown by Salleo et al. (2004), living cells are in fact involved in the repair
process. The second component is based on surface effects in the pits of the vessel
wall which create a gas space within the pit chamber acting as a valve. Holbrook
and Zwieniecki (1999) suggested, that if gas is in the pit chamber and if the sum of
the angle of the pit chamber and the contact angle is greater than 90◦, then a reverse
meniscus forms which exerts pressure not upon the gas but upon the water (see
Fig. 8.3). The reverse meniscus thus pushes against the water and prevents water
which enters the refilling conduit from coming into contact with the pit membrane.
Such a meniscus is only possible with a gas space confined within a cavity of a
solid object. Contact angles and pit chamber angles appear to be in the required
range of values for several species which were considered so far (Zwieniecki and
Holbrook 2000).

Theoretical considerations show that this mechanism is principally able to work
in the suggested manner since (1) the physical preconditions appear to be satisfied,
(2) the gas space within the pits can persist until refilling is completed and (3) dur-
ing the final stage of refilling, the isolating menisci may break down terminating
hydraulic isolation (Konrad and Roth-Nebelsick 2003). The process and the actual
stability of the gas space at the pit is strongly dependent on the detailed pit anatomy
and the contact angle (Konrad and Roth-Nebelsick 2005).

8.2.3 Wall Sculptures: More Surface Effects

Wood conduits often show fine structures at the inner walls. The geometry of these
structures – termed as wall sculptures – is rather diverse with helical thicken-
ings (with partially complex patterns) and warts (verrucae) representing the most
common sculptures (Butterfield and Meylan 1980, Carlquist 2001) (Fig. 8.4). The
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Fig. 8.4 Cross-section
through two vessels of Acer
monspessulanum. The inner
walls show distinct helical
thickenings. Scale bar: 2 μm

frequency of species which show these structures tend to be dependent on climatic
factors and habitat conditions. Helical thickenings, for example, are especially com-
mon in temperate climates with a slight correlation to low water availability (Baas
and Schweingruber 1987). Carlquist (2001) suggested that these structures would
help to avoid embolism but no clear physical mechanism was provided.

Surface roughness is able to considerably alter the contact angle. A well-known
example of a biological surface which affects its contact angle by structuring is the
plant cuticle, as mentioned in the first section. It appears to be reasonable that the
diverse patterns of structures creating surface roughness of xylem conduit walls have
to do with wettability. For xylem conduits, wettability is to be expected to increase
by roughness since

αrough = 1 − φ(1 − cos αintrinsic) (8.2)

(φ = area fraction occupied by the tops of the surface sculptures) and because
the intrinsic contact angle of the wall material is < 90◦ (Adamson and Gast 1997,
Kohonen 2006 and citations therein).

The intrinsic contact angle of the wall material appears to be generally in the
range of about 40◦–55◦ (Zwieniecki and Holbrook 2000, van Ieperen et al. 2001,
Kohonen 2006) which is also a prerequisite for novel refilling (see above). That the
wall material shows a non-zero contact angle is due to the presence of hydrophobic
lignin. Traditionally, however, conduit walls have been considered to be completely
wettable, with a contact angle of zero. In fact, it was found by Kohonen (2006) that
warts at the inner walls in tracheids of Callitris species lead to a strong increase
of wall wettability. Interestingly, not all species of Callitris show these structures.
Only species existing in arid environments show distinct warts (Heady et al. 1994).
Tracheid walls of species with distinct warts mostly show zero contact angles,
contrary to tracheid walls of species without these structures (Kohonen 2006). Obvi-
ously, the warts are not hydrophobic. Bubbles within tracheids with warted walls
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show very simple shapes, and water was shown to spread easily by invading the
warty layer.

The warts of Callitris are probably an adaptation of the wall in order to create an
optimized apparent contact angle. The warty tracheid walls of Callitris species (and
very probably of other plant groups exhibiting these structures) would thus represent
a biological example of influencing wettability of an internal surface by roughness.
What are the immediate benefits of these structures for plant water transport? Is it
imaginable that the formation of embolism is impeded?

As briefly discussed in Section 8.2.1, the probability for cavitation within the
water is very low under negative pressure values which are characteristic for plants
and embolism is expected to be mainly caused by heterogeneous nucleation, that is,
at solid surfaces (the cell wall). The main source for heterogeneous embolism is con-
sidered to be air-seeding: the passage of gas from preexisting gas spaces through pit
membranes into a functional conduit (Crombie et al. 1985, Tyree and Sperry 1989,
Jarbeau et al. 1995). This was also briefly discussed in Section 8.2.1. It is also
possible that other types of heterogeneous nucleation occur (Hölttä et al. 2002).
One is the formation of a vapor nucleus on a solid surface (Brennen 1995). The
probability that a nucleus of critical size forms is dependent on several factors and
also on the contact angle (Hölttä et al. 2002). The contact angle has, however,
to be large (∼ 170◦) to lead to significant embolism formation based upon this
mechanism.

According to Kohonen (2006), especially embolism refill is expected to be influ-
enced by the higher wettability. For example, reducing the contact angle reduces the
pressure which is necessary to force water into the conduit when refilling begins. A
reduced contact angle would also increase the dissolution rate of the large bubble
inside a completely embolized conduit (Kohonen 2006). A high wettability thus
encourages embolism repair.

Helical thickenings are principally able to show similar effects (Kohonen 2006).
There were, however, other functional interpretations of helical wall sculpturing.
Since inner helical structures are useful as a means for mechanically stabilizing
pipes against being collapsed under tension (in, for example, vacuum cleaner tubes),
it was also suggested that they would act as strengthening structures of the cell wall
(Tyree and Zimmermann 2002). The cell wall mechanics of xylem conduits is of
high significance. It was shown by Hacke et al. (2001) that the ratio between lumen
diameter and conduit wall thickness in a species is correlated with the typical ten-
sion values (“working pressure”) of this species. Species with helical thickenings
show significantly thinner conduit walls than species without helical thickenings
(Roth-Nebelsick and Speck 2000). This indicates that helical thickenings may be
at least partially involved in the mechanical architecture of plant conduits. There
are, however, different kinds of helical thickenings which can be very complex and
also rather delicate. It is possible that the different types of helical thickenings ful-
fill different functional roles. This would also explain the ambiguous results about
correlations of occurrence of helical thickenings with water availability (Baas and
Schweingruber 1987).

Another type of wall structure which is expected to interfere with water flow is
the pit vesture. In vestured pits, delicate and complex outgrowths from the conduit
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Fig. 8.5 Left: Vestured pits of Fraxinus spec. The sample was produced by separating adjacent
vessels. The pit membrane persisted in the pits at the left. The membrane was removed for sev-
eral pits at the right and the weak vestures become visible. Scale bar: 2 μm. Right: Schematical
representation of a vestured pit, in longitudinal section. Redrawn after Nair and Mohan Ram (1989)

wall reach into the pit chamber towards the pit membrane (Butterfield and Meylan
1980) (Fig. 8.5). The distinctness of these structures is very variable and a high
amount of structural variations occur (Jansen et al. 1998). The existence of these
structures appear to be puzzling since especially the dense types of pit vestures are
expected to impede lateral conductivity. It was suggested by Zweypfennig (1978)
that the vestures would act as stabilizing agents for the pit membrane. The idea
about a mechanical role of vestured pits in the case of an embolism event was
considered by Choat et al. (2004) under the aspect of the air-seeding mechanism.
It was hypothesized by these authors that the protuberances prevent the enlarge-
ment of pit membrane pores in case of embolism by preventing stretching of the
membrane. In this manner, vestures would decrease the susceptibility for embolism
by maintaining more or less the original sizes of the membrane pores. In order
to test this hypothesis, cavitation pressures of two species, one of them with dis-
tinct vestured pits (Sophora japonica) were compared. The effect of increasing
pressure difference on membrane pore size was tested by perfusing the stems with
colloidal gold under different pressure values applied to the stems. The results indi-
cated indeed that the pit membrane pores of Fraxinus americana became wider
during the application of a positive pressure, contrary to the membrane pores of
S. japonica.

The above study considered and compared, however, only two species. Further-
more, many species of arid environments lacking vestures show a low susceptibility
to embolism. It should also be emphasized that there are different types and “inten-
sities” of vesturing (Jansen et al. 1998 and citations therein). Fraxinus americana,
for instance, which was one of the species considered by Choat et al. (2004) shows
minute vestures at some vessel pit openings, especially in the latewood vessels.
In many species, the vestures are quite distant from the pit membrane. It is there-
fore improbable that these vestures provide for mechanical stabilization of the
membrane.
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Jansen et al. (2003) suggested that vestures could cause interfacial effects invol-
ved in embolism refill, because they exclusively occur in pits of water-conducting
elements and are never observed in the pits of xylem parenchyma or in fibres.
Additionally, there is evidence that vestures contain high amounts of lignin (Jansen
et al. 2003 and citations therein). Special interfacial effects caused by vestures are
therefore to be expected in the case of embolism. Possible functional benefits and
their underlying biophysical mechanisms have, however, still to be identified.

8.3 Vascular Epiphytes: Water Uptake from the Atmosphere

Epiphytes grow not on the soil but dwell on other plants. This plant group is system-
atically very heterogeneous and comprises, for example, also mosses. Epiphytes are
not a minor component of the world’s flora. In some neotropical forests, more than
one third of all plant species are epiphytes (Benzing 1990). Furthermore, there are
various categories and strategies of epiphytism. Within this contribution, only vas-
cular epiphytes (which possess xylem) are considered and only those which never
contact the forest floor or invade the vascular tissue of the host.

A fundamental problem of true epiphytism is water supply (Zotz and Hietz 2001).
In fact, water stress is significant for many epiphytes as is clearly indicated by, for
example, xeromorphic characters of their leaves. How do epiphytes gain water? If
not living in the wettest forests, epiphytes have to meet their demand from occa-
sional availability of water. Well-known are the tank bromeliads which create sizable
impoundments with their own bodies. The bases of their leaves form tanks with
partially considerable sizes which serve as water reservoir. If no tank is available,
other strategies of moisture procurement have to be pursued. We will consider two
groups with two aerial absorptive devices based on a superficial, imbibing tissue
which is located above an absorptive tissue: the trichomed bromeliad leaf and the
velamentous orchid root.

8.3.1 Bromeliaceae: How to Take up Atmospheric
Water with Leaves

The absorptive bromeliad leaf is covered with multicellular trichomes which show
an elaborate structure (Fig. 8.6). These trichomes – also termed as “scales” – consist
of dead empty cells: a central disc, composed of central cells, which are surrounded
by ring cells and elongated wing cells being aligned radially around the central disc.
The central disc is subtended by a trichome stalk consisting of living cells which are
protected from desiccation by the central disc. The uppermost stalk cell, the dome
cell, has a complex ultrastructure indicating an absorbing function (Benzing 1976).
The ring cells have walls with thinner and thicker zones which allow for flexure. If
the leaf surface and trichome are dry, then the thinner walls are collapsed and the
wing cells are lifted.

Water drops falling on the leaf surface immediately spread out and form a film
between the trichome and the epidermis. Upon water contact, the dead cells rapidly
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Fig. 8.6 Leaf trichomes of
Tillandsia usneoides. W:
Wing cells. R: Ring cells. The
central shield with the disc
cells is clearly visible. Scale
bar: 20 μm

imbibe water into their walls and lumina and conduct it to the stalk cells. Dur-
ing the filling process, the walls of the central and ring cells swell and the wing
cells bend downwards to the leaf surface (Fig. 8.7). It was assumed that the wing
cells could provide for capillary action which serves for a continuous water film
and draws water under the shield where it is absorbed by osmosis (Mez 1904,
Haberlandt 1914).

During drying of the leaf surface, the shield cells also lose water. The lateral
walls of the ring and disc cells collapse again and the wing cells are lifted. In this
position, the capillary pathway between stalk and leaf surface is closed and loss of
moisture from the stalk by capillary forces is prevented. The trichome thus acts as
a one-way valve which conducts water to the absorbing stalk by capillary forces
but isolates the stalk from the atmosphere during dry conditions (Benzing 1976).

Fig. 8.7 Upper picture: Leaf
trichomes of Tillandsia in the
dry state. The wings are lifted
and the central disc is pushed
against the living stalk.
Below: After wetting, the cell
walls swell, the wings bend
downwards and water is
conducted towards the stalk
(grey arrows indicate
pathways for water).
(Redrawn after
Benzing 1976)
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Trichomes are almost ubiquitous in Bromeliacea, but not all Bromeliaceae show
absorbing trichomes. In fact, the subfamily Tillandsioideae shows the most elabo-
rate trichomes for water absorption. Terrestrial bromeliads are not able to absorb
water via leaf trichomes (Benzing 1976). The absorptive trichome represents there-
fore a clear adaptation to replace the non-existent water absorption by roots (Pierce
et al. 2001). The original function of the absorptive foliar trichome appears to be
the contrary of water absorption: water repellency (Pierce et al. 2001). Trichomes
of terrestrial Bromeliaceae were shown to be hydrophobic and to prevent contact
between epidermis and water droplets, probably to prevent the blockage of stomata
by a water film or to accomplish self-cleaning (Pierce et al. 2001). The strongly
unwettable leaf surfaces of these Bromeliaceae are characterized by a high trichome
density. On the contrary, the high density of trichomes in Tillandsioideae leads to
a completely wettable surface. During evolution, the trichome thus changed from a
water repellent to a hydrophilic structure which provides for water supply.

What makes the Tillandsioid trichome hydrophilic? This is not yet completely
understood. It was suggested that – although chemical reasons cannot be ruled out –
structure is important, especially with respect to the presence of the flexible wings
(Pierce et al. 2001). Studies which elucidate the biophysical bases of form-function
relationships of absorptive trichomes more clearly are, however, lacking so far.

Another question is whether absorptive trichomes take up only liquid water (rain
or fog) or if they are also able to absorb water vapour. DeSanto et al. (1976) and
Martin and Schmitt (1989) reported that water vapour uptake occurs in some
Tillandsia species whereas Benzing and Pridgeon (1983) found no capacity for
water uptake from water saturated air. It is principally imaginable that water vapour
is absorbed, via the Kelvin equation (Wilfried Konrad, Tübingen, pers. comm.). This
equation couples the saturation vapour pressure pr above a curved interface between
liquid water and air to the saturation vapour pressure ps of a plane interface:

ps = pre
(−2γV/RTR) (8.3)

with γ = surface tension, V = molar volume of the vapour, R = gas constant,
T = absolute temperature, R = radius of curvature. This can lead to a depression
of the saturation vapour pressure within a capillary with hydrophilic walls which
contains a curved meniscus. If air saturated with water vapour diffuses into such
a capillary, then it becomes oversaturated with water which precipitates within the
capillary. It is conceivable that this mechanism occurs within the capillary spaces of
the leaf trichomes once they are initially wetted by liquid water. There are, however,
no studies of whether or not this process really occurs in absorptive trichomes.

8.3.2 Orchidaceae: How to Take up Atmospheric
Water with Roots

Many epiphytic species are equipped with velamentous roots. In this root type, a
whitish, sponge-like and non-living layer, the velamen radicum (a specialized rhizo-
dermis) surrounds the living cortex with the conductive stele (Figs. 8.8 and 8.9). This
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Fig. 8.8 Aerial root of
Epidendrum speciosus. V:
Velamen radicum. E:
Exodermis. C: Cortex. S:
Stele. Scale bar: 100 μm

type of root is especially elaborated in Orchidaceae (Barthlott and Capesius 1975).
The dead and empty velamen cells show a complex wall structure with numerous
large pores and sculptures. The velamen is sometimes differentiated into several
zones and surrounded by an epivelamen which often disintegrates with age. The
velamen radicum is able to take up atmospheric water. Upon contact with the
velamen, the water is conducted rapidly into the velamen by capillary flow, until
saturation is achieved. The velamen does not change its volume significantly during
this process. Whether dry or water-saturated, it shows almost the same diameter
(Benzing 1990). The root cortex is separated from the velamen by a suberinized
uniseriate exodermis which contains transfer cells, the rest of it is impermeable
to water. Water flows through these transfer cells, and then through the cortex
towards the conducting stele. During drying, the water within the velamen encoun-
ters decreasing pressures until embolism readily occurs. The velamen then protects
the cortex from water loss.

The role of the velamen radicum is therefore to take up atmospheric water by
capillary action and then to serve as a water reservoir. There are several sugges-
tions for form-function relationships of the velamen radicum. The velamen depth
appears to be one important property, but there are many open questions (Benzing

Fig. 8.9 Cross-section
through velamen and
adjoining exodermis. Scale
bar: 10 μm
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et al. 1983). For example, several species show tilosomes, lamellate or fibrillar wall
protrusions of velamen cells which are located directly above passage cells within
the exodermis (Pridgeon et al. 1983). It was suggested that they act as one-way
valves preventing water loss from the cortex through the exodermis during dry
periods but clear information about functional features are lacking so far (Pridgeon
et al. 1983).

There is high variation between the different taxonomic groups with respect to
velamentous structure. In all, twelve structural groups were identified (Porembski
and Barthlott 1988). Many microstructural traits were found to be taxon specific and
therefore not subject to high selective pressure. The significance of aerial roots with
a velamen radicum is, however, high and assumed to be the reason for a high adap-
tivity (Porembski and Barthlott 1988). A certain water uptake from water vapour
could also be imaginable for the velamen via the Kelvin equation (see Section 8.3.1).
There are, however, no studies which consider this subject.

8.4 Concluding Remarks

Interfacial effects are of crucial importance for plant water supply. They are respon-
sible for the functionality and integrity of water transport under tension. This
transport mechanism allows for water flow through the plant and up to consid-
erable heights without expending any energy. The ultimate need for coping with
bubbles and embolisms is of fundamental significance for the functionality of
plant water structures, and was identified as a main driving force for xylem evo-
lution (Sperry 2003). The high degree of interrelationship between xylem struc-
ture and water transport function is documented by the fact that the earliest tree,
Archaeopteris, living approximately 380 million years ago, shows a xylem which is
very similar to modern wood. It is very probable that the surface effects described in
this contribution worked already in this ancient taxon. It is therefore to be expected
that more surface-related adaptations can be found which are of biophysical rele-
vance for maintaining the water flow.

Water absorbing structures of epiphytes also show interesting surface effects
which are crucial for their function. Many functional details of epiphytic water
absorption and transport are, however, not fully understood and many open ques-
tions remain. The evolution of leaf trichomes of the Bromeliaceae from water
repellent structures to absorbing devices is fascinating and was identified as a funda-
mental factor for diversification and habitat selection, thus featuring the functional
importance of surface structures for ecophysiology. Considering the high diversity
of epiphytes and the high variability of their habitats and ecophysiological strategies,
it is to be expected that numerous still unknown form-function relationships exist in
this plant group.
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Chapter 9
Molding and Carving Cell Surfaces:
The Joke of a Fold and the Origin
and Evolution of Feathers

Lorenzo Alibardi

9.1 Cells with Different Corneificatio Form
Microornamentation at Their Interface

Cornification of cells in the epidermis of amniotes is different from that of deriva-
tives such as scales, feathers, hairs, horns, nails, claws etc. (Maderson, 1985; Wu
et al., 2004). Eventually epidermal layers detach (shedding or molting) from the
remaining epidermis. Molting occurs along intra epidermal regions made by cells
with different types of keratinization, and this interface often produces microorna-
mentation of variable shapes.

In reptilian scales, layers of epidermis containing beta-keratin alternate with
those containing alpha-keratin. A specific layer termed oberhautchen produces
micro ornamentation that interdigitates with those of the upper layer, termed clear
layer, and forms the shedding complex. Remarkable micro ornamentation is formed
in the climbing lamellae of geckos and anolid lizards, a type of specialized scales
that allow the lizard to climb vertical surfaces (Maderson, 1970; Hiller, 1972;
Alibardi, 1997; see Fig. 9.1). In these special scales, the 0.5–1.5 μm thick spinulae
of the oberhautchen layer, that normally are 2–4 μm in length, grow into bristles or
setae that can reach over 100 μm in length. Setae grow inside the cytoplasm of clear
cells that form a cytoskeletal belt around the growing setae that probably molds
their shape (Fig. 9.1C, D, and E). At the beginning of setae formation the cytoplasm
of both setae and clear cells is soft but progressively becomes corneous. Setae are
mainly composed of beta-keratin of 12–18 kDa while the cytoskeleton of clear cells
is made of other types of proteins, including cytokeratins (Alibardi and Toni, 2006;
Rizzo et al., 2006). Partial primary sequence of some proteins of setae hasshown
that they share a common amino acid sequence with chick scale and feather ker-
atin (Alibardi and Toni, 2006; Dalla Valle et al., unpublished observations). This
central region, made of twenty, amino acids has a typical beta-strand secondary
conformation, and is likely involved in the formation of long keratin filaments.
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Fig. 9.1 Micrographs illustrating the main cytological process responsible for the formation of
setae in the iguanid lizard Anolis lineatopus. A, detailed view of digit lamellae (arrows). Bar,
0.5 mm. B, longitudinal section of a lamella with forming setae from the thin oberhautchen layer
(arrow). Bar, 10 μm.C, ultrastructural detail of early differentiating oberhautchen cell which is still
joined (arrows) with a clear cell. Early differentiating setae are surrounded by the cytoskeletal fib-
rils (arrowheads) of the cytoplasm of clear cells. Bar, 0.5 μm.D, detail of growing setae surrounded
(arrows) by dense corneous material produced in clear cells. The distal part of setae is capped
by a dense keratohyaline-like material. Bar, 0.5 μm. E, apical part (arrows) of elongated setae
surrounded by corneous cap produced by a condensing cytoplasm of clear layer cells. bar, 0.5 μm.
Legend: ca, corneous cap; cl, cytoplasm of clear cell; cw, claw; d, dermis; ke, keratinohyaline-like
granules; i, inner scale surface; ml, molting epidermis; nu, nucleus; ob, cytoplasm of oberhautchen
cell; s, setae
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In feather cells, bundles of keratin are made of various proteins among which
feather keratins and histidine-rich proteins predominate, used for cell elongation
and hardening, (Gregg and Rogers, 1986; Brush, 1993; Sawyer et al., 2000, 2005).
Cornified, elongated cells possess the high resistance of beta-keratins coupled with
the deformation necessary to sustain climbing, gliding, or flying.

Finally, in growing hairs, the cuticle has a different composition with respect to
that of the adjacent cells of the inner root sheath (Rogers, 2004). Immature, cuticle
cells of hairs are joined by cell junctions to cuticle cells of the surrounding inner root
sheath. During the beginning of hair differentiation the two layers form a slightly
serrated interfaced surface. Progressing in differentiation, the cytoplasm of hair cuti-
cle cells becomes cornified and produces a serrated interface with cornified cuticle
cells of the inner root sheath. The latter is degraded when hairs exit on the epidermal
surface but the hair cuticle remains scaled.

Epidermal layers of developing feathers are heterogenous in their modality of
cornification, and determine the most complex and unique type of micro ornamen-
tation present in skin derivatives of vertebrates, the feather (Fig. 9.2). The specific
and unique characteristics of feathers is the more or less branched micro-structure
that consists in a ramified syncitium of barb and barbule cells formed by a resistant
form of keratin, feather keratin (Gregg and Rogers, 1986; Brush, 1993; Sawyer
et al., 2000). Feathers are formed from a complex network of barb and barbule
cells (Lucas and Stettenheim, 1972; Sengel, 1975; Chuong and Widelitz, 1999;
Prum, 1999). These long cells are made of corneocytes containing feather keratin
(Gregg and Rogers, 1986; Brush, 1993; Sawyer et al., 2000). Recent ultrastructural
studies have clarified many details on the process of formation of barb and barbules
(Alibardi, 2005a, b, 2006a, b). The origin of such a complex micro ornamentation
derives from the presence of a special process of epidermal morphogenesis (the
barb ridge), and the interaction between feather keratin-producing cells (barbules
and barbs) with supportive cells (barb vane ridge cells and marginal plate cells).

Feathers are born without a follicle but acquire one later in development, which
serves for both holding feathers in the skin and for their regeneration (Yue et al.,
2005). No other appendage in the skin of vertebrates possess the refined, dicotomic
branching pattern of feathers. Neither mammalian nor most of reptilian proteins
have the small dimension and chemical-physical properties of feather keratin to
form thin and resistant filaments. During development, feathers derive from specific
layers of the embryonic epidermis.

9.2 Embryonic Layers in Archosaurian Epidermis

During development in all extant archosaurians (crocodilians and birds) the first
3–10 epidermal layers are transient and unique, and are shed during hatching so
that the embryonic epidermis is replaced by the definitive epidermis (Alibardi
and Thompson, 2001, 2002; Alibardi, 2003; Sawyer and Knapp, 2003; Sawyer
et al., 2003, 2004; Alibardi et al., 2006; Fig. 9.2). Embryonic epidermis comprises
the subperiderm layer that, aside from alpha-keratin, also contains feather keratin in
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Fig. 9.2 Schematic drawing illustrating epidermal layers in the alligator (crocodilians, A–A2) and
birds (B–B2), the outline of the barb ridge (C7, in a schematic three-dimensional representation to
show the relationshi ps and shapes of the different cells), and the formation of the basic ramification
of feathers (C–C9) (see text for further details). Legends: α,) alpha-layer; B, basal layer of the
epidermis; β, beta-layer; BA, barbs; BL, barbules; BLC, barbule cells; BR, barb ridges (the curved
arrows indicate the apical-basal progression of barb ridges differentiation); BVRC, barb vane ridge
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both alligator and avian embryonic epidermis. The presence of feather-like keratin
in embryonic epidermis suggests that these keratins are constitutive for archosaurian
epidermis.

After shedding of the embryonic epidermis (Fig. 9.2A2/B2) the remaining epi-
dermal layers contain alpha keratins (in apteric or interfollicular areas), scale keratin
(in scales), claw keratin (in claws), and beak keratin (in the beak). The new beta-
keratins possess a slightly higher mass (14–16 kDa) then feather keratin (from
10–12 kDa) (Gregg and Rogers, 1986; Brush, 1993; Sawyer, 2003). Only in down-
feathers does feather keratin remains in cells of the subperiderm that are transformed
into barb and barbule cells during feather morphogenesis (Sawyer et al., 2003, 2004;
Sawyer and Knapp, 2003; Alibardi, 2005a, b, 2006a, b; Alibardi and Sawyer, 2006;
Fig. 9.2D–D11).

The change in position of feather-keratin positive subperiderm cells (colored in
green in Figs. 9.2 and 9.5) is shown at different levels of the growing feather fil-
ament. The V-shaped displacement within barb ridges (Fig. 9.2, 9.3, 9.4, and 9.5)
forms barbule plates while barb vane ridge cells (red in Fig. 9.5) colonise the axial
plate and penetrate the space between barbule cells (Alibardi, 2005a, b).

Despite their common reactivity to feather keratin, subperiderm and barb/barbule
cells contain a morphologically different organization of keratin bundles. In fact,
while subperiderm cells contain tangled bundles of keratin with no orientation,
feather keratin in barb/barbule cells is organized in long bundles with axial orienta-
tion within barb and barbule cells (Matulionis, 1970; Kemp et al. 1974; Bowers and
Brumbaugh, 1978; Alibardi, 2006b; Alibardi and Sawyer, 2006). The elongation of
barb cortical and barbule cells is due to the linear polymerization of feather keratin
after cells have fused into a syncitium while supportive cells degenerate (Figs. 9.3,
9.4, and 9.5).

Embryonic feathers or downfeathers in hatchlings derive from the differentiation
of the embryonic epidermis within feather germs that elongate into feather fila-
ments (Matulionis, 1970; Chuong et al., 2003) (Fig. 9.2C–C8). In feather filaments
barb ridges are formed, and the aggregation of chains of cells form barbules and
barbs. The ultrastructural study of barb and barbule cells differentiation, and the
three-dimensional organization of these cells have clarified the transformation of
subperiderm into barb and barbule cells (Alibardi, 2005a, b, 2006a, b).

Recent studies have indicated that feathers derive from specific cell popula-
tions of the embryonic layers of the generalized archosaurian and avian epidermis
(Sawyer et al., 2003, 2004; see Fig. 9.2A–B). The embryonic epidermis of birds
and of their closest extant relatives, the crocodilians, is made of an external outer
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Fig. 9.2 (continued) cells (supportive cells); CC, cylinder cells (the special basal layer of barb
ridges destined to degenerate); CFG, conical feather germ (feather filament); E, epidermis; EE,
embryonic epidermis (sloughed at maturity); fB, forming definitive beta-layer; FC, cylindric epi-
dermis near the base of the feather filament; FG, feather germ; IR, intermediate layer (cells
containing feather beta-keratin); P1, outer periderm; P2, inner periderm; P3, third periderm (part
of the sheath); P4, fourth periderm layer (part of the sheath); PG, periderm granules; RB, reticulate
body; SH, feather sheath; SS, scutate scale; SP, subperiderm layer; Similar colors represent cell
layers homology: note in particular the gree hue of subperiderm and barb/barbules
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Fig. 9.3 Cross sections of feather follicle illustrating barb ridges. A, cross section of a follicle of
a juvenile feather from a zebrafinch (Taeniatopigia castanotis) with forming (arrow) and long
(arrowhead) barb ridges. Bar, 20 μm. B, detail of barb ridges with pigmented barbule plates
(arrows) in T. castanotis. Bar, 10 μm. C, ultrastructural view of barb ridges of chick downfeather
with barbule plate (asterisks). Bar, 2.5 μm. Legends: E, epidermis; M, marginal plate cells; P, pulp;
R, ramus area; S, sheath; V, barb ridge vane cells
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Fig. 9.4 Longitudinal sections of differentiating feather filaments. A, elongated branching of
single rami with lateral barbules (arrows) among which degenerating barb vane ridge cells are
present. Bar, 10 μm; B, ultrastructural cross section showing barbule cells (arrow) containing
keratin bundles among which degenerating barb vane ridge cells are present and form a shed-
ding layer underneath the sheath. Bar, 2.5 μm. Legends: BL, barbule cells; DV, degenerating
barb vane ridge cells; C, barb cortical cells of the ramus; K, feather keratin bundles; M, barb
medullary cells; N, nuclei; PE, periderm; PG, periderm granule; S, sheath; V, barb vane ridge
cells
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Fig. 9.5 Drawing illustrating a feather germ (A) growing into a feather filament (A1) with the
cytological details of barbule maturation in barb ridges of different maturity (A2 and A3). Lower
level (A2, B) shows a cellular barb ridge with joined barbule cells to form chains separated by barb
vane ridge cells (details in squares B1 and B2). Square in B2 shows a more differentiating stage
than inB1, where barbule cells have merged into a syncitium and junctions have disappeared. In the
more mature barb ridge at the upper level (A3, C) barbules have shrunken and nodes have formed
where cell boundaries were present (square in C1). Barb ridge cells are degenerating (white areas
in C) while holes are formed in the ramus (white areas). A section through the plane of symmetry
of the barb ridge illustrates the aspect of the mature barb ridge when it opens-up the ramification
after sheath shedding (D). Legends: BA, barb cells; BL, barbules; BLC, barbule cells; BR, barb
ridges (the arrows indicate the apico-basal direction of formation); BRO, barb ridge outline (dashes
indicate it is disappearing); CJ, cell junction; COD, corneification of barb/barbule cells where the
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periderm, an inner periderm, a subperiderm layer and a germinal layer (Sawyer
et al., 2003, 2004; Alibardi, 2002, 2003; Sawyer and Knapp, 2003; Alibardi, 2006).
At the end of embryonic development, the embryonic epidermis is lost and the
definitive epidermis remains to cover the body, except in feathers (Figs. 9.2, 9.5).
In fact, embryonic layers remain with a vertical distribution in feather filaments
and eventually produce a downy feather (Fig. 9.2C–C9). The detailed cytological
study using the electron microscope has documented the transformation of cells
of the embryonic layers into the different types of cells forming downfeathers
(Alibardi, 2005a, b; 2006b, c). In particular, the fine morphological study coupled
to the use of a specific antibody against feather keratin (Sawyer et al., 2000, 2003)
has allowed detecting the presence of this marker protein in the subperiderm and
feather cells.

As opposed to scales, interfollicular epidermis, beak, claws, and downfeather
are embryonic appendages that persist after hatchings, as they derive from embry-
onic epidermal layers left in place after hatching (Fig. 9.2C9, 4). Since feath-
ers are believed to derived from scales of pro-avian ancestors (Spearman, 1966;
Maderson, 1972; Maderson and Alibardi, 2000; Alibardi, 2005c) it is thought that
also feather keratin evolved from a primitive scale keratin (Brush, 1993; Gregg and
Rogers, 1986). This molecular change might have occured through a main deletion
of a repeated nucleotidic sequence coding for a glycine-rich 52 amino acid sequence
localized in the central part of scale keratin. A feather-keratin antibody recognizes
a feather-specific epitope in a 10–12 kDa feather keratin which is absent in scales
(Sawyer et al., 2000, 2003, Sawyer and Knapp, 2003; Alibardi and Sawyer, 2006;
Alibardi et al., 2006). The feather-specific keratin is produced in the subperiderm
present in all regions of avian embryonic epidermis, suggesting that the keratin con-
taining this epitope is produced before any scale, beak or claw keratin. This result
suggests that the latter keratins might be derived from a primordial feather-like
keratin containing the epitope (recognized by the feather-keratin antibody) by the
insertion of the 52 amino acid sequence and of the claw and beak specific sequences.
However, feather-like keratin in subperiderm cells forms tangled bundles with no
orientation, while feather keratin tends to organize in long bundles with axial ori-
entation in barb and barbule cells. This observation suggests that the two types of
keratins are not the same protein or that other proteins necessary for the formation
of keratin bundles are missing in subperiderm cells. The elongation of barb cortical
and barbule cells is due to the linear polymerization of feather keratin (Brush, 1993).

After the synthesis of feather-like keratin in the subperiderm, the morphogenetic
program for scale, claw or beak formation activated a gene for the formation of
larger keratins that replace the feather-like keratin. After shedding of the embryonic
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Fig. 9.5 (continued) plasma membranes have disappeared; DBL, distal (apical) barbule cell of
barbule chain; DC, degenerating cylindrical cells of marginal plates; DV, degenerating barb vane
ridge cells; LPD, lipid degeneration; PBL, proximal (basal) barbule cell of barbule chain; PBS,
plane of bilateral symmetry of the barb ridge; RA, ramus; S, sheath; SL, shedding layer; V, barb
vane ridge cells
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epidermis, only the larger keratins of scale, beak or claw remain in the definitive
epidermis of these appendages (Fig. 9.2A–A2, B–B2). As opposed to feathers, the
formation of barb ridges determines the differentiation of barb and barbule cells and
the conservation of the feather-like keratin (Fig. 9.2C–C9).

9.3 The Joke of an Epidermal Fold: Subperiderm Cells
Become Barb/Barbules Organized in Feather Branching

Barb ridges are folds with a conical geometry and their lowermost part, merging
into the circular collar, determines the branching organization around the ramus
(Fig. 9.5). Once the folds is formed, other processes of cell multiplication contribute
to the elongation of barb ridges. Changes of the three-dimensional structures of
cells within barb ridges, as derived from the fine analysis of cross, oblique and
longitudinal sections has allowed understanding the origin of the branched pattern
of feathers (Figs. 9.3, 9.4).

Within barb ridges, barb vane ridge cells produce thin cytoplasmic arms that
elongate among the chains of barbule cells so determining the separation of suc-
cessive barbules. Therefore, supportive cells have a spacer function for the emer-
gence of barbules (Fig. 9.5B–D). Possible other roles for supportive cells when
they are still viable, like an exchange of metabolites or signalling molecules with
barb/barbule cells, are not known. Cell junctions between barbule cells allow them
to pile up into cell chains and their successive fusion to form syncitial branches
(Alibardi, 2005a; Alibardi and Sawyer, 2006; Fig. 9.5B1, C1). The molecular mech-
anism of this specific recognition remains to be studied. The basal most (proximal)
cells of a barbule cell chain, branches from the same insertion point on the right and
on the left of the ramus (Fig. 9.5B–C). This symmetric branching pattern, derived
from the initial displacement of subperiderm cells into symmetric barbule plates,
determines the bi-planarity of definitive barb and associated barbules (Fig. 9.5D).
The loss of marginal plates determines the disappearing of the organization of barb
ridges and results in spacing barbs (rami) one from another. However, only after
the detachment of the sheath from the remnant of barb ridges, do barbs become
independent from each other forming the downfeather (Figs. 9.2C10, 9.4, 9.5C).

Barb vane ridge cells and marginal plate cells may represent the same cell type. In
fact, recent ultrastructural studies on regenerating feathers have shown that periderm
granules are occasionally found also in marginal plate cells during their degener-
ation (Alibardi, unpublished observations). The degenerations of both barb vane
ridge cells among barbules and cylindrical cells in marginal plates may derive from
the retraction of blood vessels (Lucas and Stettenheim, 1972). As a consequence,
cells of the apical regions of the feather filaments become anoxic and die by necro-
sis. Therefore, no complex genomic information is required to target specific cells
within the feather filament and carve out feathers. Among dying cells only those
keratinized form the ramified syncitium of barbs and barbules while supportive
and sheath cells are eventually lost (Figs. 9.4, 9.5C–D). Sheath cells detaches from
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feather cells by degeneration of the interposed layer of barb ridge vane cells that
act like a sloughing layer (Figs. 9.4B, 9.5C). The genomic control over the process
of keratinization in barb/barbule cells versus that of lipidization in supportive cells
remains unknown.

The initial displacement of subperiderm cells into symmetric barbule plates
determines the bi-planarity of barbs when they open-up following degeneration
of the sheath and supportive cells (Fig. 9.5C–D). Barb and barbule cells merge
into a ramified syncitium, and are not replaced by other types of cells, since few
cells are formed from the basal layer of growing feathers. The latter forms (cylin-
drical) cells of the marginal plates that later degenerate. With the replacement
of downfeathers by juvenile feathers (molt), a new population of feather keratin
cells is produced from the follicle. The formation of periderm granules (embryonic
organelles, Kuraitis and Bowers, 1978, see Fig. 9.4B) in supportive cells, among
the syncitial barbules of regenerating feathers, confirms the retention of stem cells
for the production of supportive cells within the follicle. The retention of stem cells
in feather follicles resembles that of hairs where stem cells are mainly retained in
the bulge and hair matrix cells in follicles (Botcharev and Paus, 2003): feathers and
hairs are basically regenerating embryonic appendages.

Cells of the sheath progressively accumulate alpha-keratin bundles with circular
orientation that form a resistant belt around the feather filament (Matulionis, 1970;
Alibardi, 2005b, 2006a).

The inner epidermis, contacting the softer mesenchyme, produce barb ridges
starting from apical regions of the feather filament (Figs. 9.2C1–C2, 9.5A–A3).
Dividing (stem) cells remain at the base of the feather filament and retract to form
the collar region within the follicle (Sengel, 1975; Chuong and Widelitz, 1999;
Sawyer et al., 2003, 2004; Widelitz et al., 2003; Yue et al., 2005).

9.4 The Origin of Feathers from Barb Ridges Derives
from Interactions Between Barb/Barbules
with Supportive Cells

Detailed information on cell organization and terminal differentiation within barb
ridges is essential not only to understand the development but also to make rea-
sonable hypothesis on the evolution of feathers. Unlike previous theories, based
on a postulated, progressive complication of the branching pattern of feathers
(Prum, 1999; Brush, 2000; Chuong et al., 2003; Wu et al., 2004) the following
hypothesis on feather evolution is based completely on the alteration of the three
dimensional structure of barb ridges. The present study emphasizes the central
morphogenetic role of barb ridge formation and allows formulating some hypothesis
on the evolution of feathers (Fig. 9.5).

In the fossil record, feather-like or true feathers have been found in theropods and
bird remnants (summarized in Prum and Brush, 2002; Wu et al., 2004). These two
groups of archosaurians might have evolved the morphogenetic process of forming
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Fig. 9.6 Schematic drawing of the hypothetical origin of downfeathers (C) from tuberculate (A)
through coniform (B) scales. In D–H five possible modifications of cell displacement within barb
ridges (D1, E1, F1, G1, H1) are presented (see text). In D–D3, where no axial plate is present
and cells are aggregated into a single mass, a non-branched barb is derived (D2) that forms a
naked down (D3). In E–E3, where the axial plate is shorter, a barb with short branching is) pro-
gressively formed (E2–E3). In F–F3, where a broad axial plate is present, a typical ramified barb
is progressively formed (F2–F3). In G–G3 the aggregation of barbule cells into groups that take
insertion into the ramus at different levels gives origin to an elicoidal branching downfeather (G3).
In H–H2, the aggregation of barbule cells into groups and their insertion at intervals on the ramus
gives origin to an umbrella or raceme-like branching. The final downfeathers are naked (D3), short
branched (E3), long branched (F3), branched with an helical disposition (G3), and branched with
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barb-ridges inside hairy-like outgrowths, perhaps related to thermical insulation for
homeothermy (Fig. 9.6A–C).

Initially, barb ridges remained separated from each other, determining the forma-
tion of downy feathers. Cells of the subperiderm layer moved from their original,
linear disposition in the embryonic epidermis into a new position in barbule plates.
Cell displacement of the subperiderm layer within barb ridges eventually deter-
mined the formation of more or less branched barbs in accordance with at least
three of the process indicated in Fig. 9.6D–F. In the process still present in modern
birds, the bilateral displacement leads to branched barbules (Fig. 9.6F–F3). The
progressive fusion of barbule plates with the central ramus area could have produced
the partial (Fig. 9.6E–E3) or complete (Fig. 9.6D–D3) disappearance of barbules in
downfeathers. The simple branching in primitive feathers found in ancient fossils
such as Synosauropteryx, Beipiaosaurus, Shuvuuia, Sinornithosaurus (Brush, 2000;
Martin and Czerkas, 2000; Prum and Brush, 2002) may be due to this process
(compare Fig. 9.5D3 and E3 with primitive feathers presented in Wu et al., 2004).

The displacement of subperiderm/subsheath cells to form isolated groups of bar-
bule cells separated by barb vane ridge cells might have produced barbules with a
non-planar, three dimensional organization. For instance, the formation of a main
ramus area and three minor barbule areas inserted along the ramus at different
points might have produced an irregular, or a helical branching (Fig. 9.6G–G3), or
a branched raceme-like structure (Fig. 9.6H–H2). This non-planar branching might
have produced feathers mainly useful for thermical insulation and sensory activity,
the primary role of feathers.

The passage from a downy to a pennaceous feather (Fig. 9.7A–D) was inherently
established in the process of barb ridge formation, and represented an evolutive
pre-adaptation. The ordered fusion of long barb ridges to form an axial rachis
determined the formation of a planar vane (Fig. 9.7D).

Large feathers derived from the lengthening of barb ridges inside large follicles,
and the increase of cells in barbule plates (compare Fig. 9.6B with Fig. 9.7C–C3).
Furthermore, the evolution of a process of hooklet formation in regenerating feathers
determined the formation of close vanes in feathers. Hooklets seem to be formed
in longer barb ridges of regenerating feathers. In fact, the numerous barbule cells
that are present in each chain of barb cells allow their incomplete overlapping with
the formation of hooklets (Alibardi, 2005b; Fig. 9.7C1–C2). Barb ridges of more
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Fig. 9.6 (continued) a raceme-like form (H2). Legends: AX, axial plate between symmetrically
displaced barbule plates; BA, barb; BL, barbules; BPL, barbule plate; BR, barb ridge; BRO, barb
ridge outline (disappearing as indicated by dots); D1, dorsal view of the lack of cell displace-
ment with absence of barbule plates; E1, dorsal view of cell displacement with formation of short
barbule plates; F1, dorsal view of barb ridge with complete cell displacement with formation of
long barbule plates; HEL, helicoidal downfeather; IS, isolated groups of barbule cells; LB, long
barbs downfeather; MV, vascular mesenchyme colonizing the whole feather filament; NK, naked
down; RA, ramus (barb); SAP, short axial plate; SB, short barbs downfeather; SBL, short barbules;
SF, sheath belt filaments (curved lines representing the circular orientation of keratin filaments in
sheath cells); UL, umbrella or raceme-like branched downfeather
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Fig. 9.7 Schematic drawing of the passage from the downfeather (A) to a juvenile feather (B–D)
(see text for details). A section passing through the enlarged germ of a juvenile feather shows
that barb ridges merge into a rachis (B). Barb ridges become longer (C and C3) and often larger
with numerous cells (even over 25) to form more numerous and longer barbule plates and barbule
chains. Barbule cells often form tile-like overlapping and the exposed (C1) tip later differentiates
into a hooklet (C2). In elongated barbule plates, cells can be ordered in alternating barbules (C,
C3). The detail of a pennaceous feather (larger square in D) shows the localization of wedge cells
among barbs. The smaller square in the enlargment in D shows the thick ramification of barbules.
Legends: AP, axial plate; BA, barb (ramus); BL, barbules; BLC, barbule cells (the square indicates
the enlargment to show chains of barbule cells forming hooklet barbules in C1 and C2); BM, barb
medullary cells (ramus); BP, barbule plate; B1, barb ridge number 1; B2, barb ridge number 2
(numbers 1–7 indicate the following barb ridges that will merge into the rachis); CO, collar; DV,
degenerating barb vane ridge cells; FGJ, forming germ of juvenile feather (replacing underneath
the downfeather); FO, follicle; HOK, hooklets; MB, merging barb ridges; MP, marginal plate; PG,
periderm granules; R, rachis; S, sheath; V, barb vane ridge cells; WC, wedge cells
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than 25 cells per barbule plate and with single barbules made by more than 25
cells, are formed in adult, large feathers. In the long chains of barbule cells, cell
overlapping is extensive and, as a result of the spacing action of barb vane ridge
cells, hooklets of different dimensions are formed (Fig. 9.7C1–C2; Alibardi, 2005b).
Recent ultrastructural studies have also indicated that some supportive cells among
barbs of pennaceous feathers initially cornify with a different modality than barb
and barbule cells (Alibardi, unpublished observations). These cells, indicated as
“wedge cells”, form long chains of corneous cells localized among barbs and the
rachis (Fig. 9.7D). It is likely that wedge cells, more so than supportive cells that
undergo lipid-degeneration, contribute to mold the hooklets of the long barbules of
pennaceous feathers. However, as wedge cells remain isolated, they do not form
stable interbarb structures, and are eventually lost when the sheath breaks down and
barbules distend to form the vane. Asymmetric close vanes presented aerodynamic
properties and were later selected for flight.

The limited fusion of barb ridges into an imperceptible rachis in developing
downfeathers is observed in various birds (Lucas and Stettenheim, 1972; Harris
et al., 2002; Widelitz et al., 2003). This suggests that the evolving transition from
downy to pennaceous feathers was very rapid, and explains why modern, bipin-
nate feathers are already present in the early fossil record (Brush, 2000; Martin and
Czerkas, 2000; Prum and Brush, 2000; Wu et al., 2004).

9.5 The Evolution of Pennaceous Feathers is Related
to Follicular Modulation of Barb Ridge Patterning

With the replacement of downfeathers by juvenile feathers (molt) a new population
of feather-keratin containing cells and barb vane ridge cells is produced from the
follicle (Chuong et al., 2003; see Fig. 9.7).

In the follicle of regenerating feathers, barb ridges are formed from the collar
located around the dermal papilla, the size of which is larger than that in the previous
downfeather (Fig. 9.8A–B).

The intense cell proliferation in the collar (Sengel, 1975; Chodankar et al., 2003)
produces longer barb ridges and longer rami that contain a higher number of cells
than in downfeathers (Fig. 9.8B1). The growth and size of barb ridges and of
rami produced from the collar can be modulated inside the follicle by the action
of hormones, growth and signalling factors (Chuong and Widelitz, 1999; Chuong
et al., 2003; Harris et al., 2002; Widelitz et al., 2003). This modulation can produce
new feather types that replace molted down feathers. According to Spearman and
Hardy (1985), seven basic types of feathers, from which the other types can be
derived, are present in modern birds: downs, powder down feathers, semiplumes,
contour feathers (including remiges and rectrices), hypopennas, filoplumes, and
bristles. The modulation in the pattern, size and shape of barb ridge formation can
explain these seven basic types.

In down feathers, barb ridges are similar and do not merge before the col-
lar (Fig. 9.8A–A2). No hooklets are formed and downs remain fluffy. Powder
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Fig. 9.8 Schematic drawing illustrating some changes in the temporal patterns in the production
of barb ridges from the initial pattern in downfeather (A–A1) to those more variable and complex
in pennaceous feathers (A–B–E–F), in bristle (B–C5), and in filoplume (B–D5). The formation of
barb ridges with different length and size (B1), and the variable number of barb ridges produced in
different periods during the growth phase of feathers is represented (see text for details). A, small
follicle of down with separate barb ridges; B, larger follicle of juvenile/adult feathers with rachidial
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downfeathers develop in large follicles where long and folded barb ridges are
formed without forming a rachis (Lucas and Stettenheim, 1972). Barbule cells are
continuously lost from barbules and produce a powdery like material among the
plumage, used for protection, colour production (by iridescence/interference) etc..
The other five feather types derive from a process of fusing barb ridges into a rachis
(Fig. 9.8C–F).

The size of barb ridges becomes larger in germs of juvenile feathers produced
underneath downfeathers before replacing them in the first molt (Fig. 9.8B–B1).
At the end of growth the germinal epidermis does not form barb ridges, leaving a
circular collar and a small dermal papilla (telogen, Fig. 9.8 G). Different patterns
of barb ridges are produced leading to the formation of bristles (Fig. 9.8C–C5),
filoplumes (Fig. 9.8D–D5), symmetric contour feathers (Fig. 9.8E–E7), asymmetric
contour feather (Fig. 9.8F–F7).

In the follicle of bristles, the collar initially produces one rachidial ridge or most
barb ridges merge into a compact rachis (Fig. 9.8C–C1). When some barb ridges are
later produced in the follicle, some branching barbs appear at the base of the bris-
tle (Fig. 9.8C2–C5). As opposed to follicles of filoplumes, initially numerous barb
ridges merge with the dorsally-located rachidial ridge forming a rachis with varying
long barbs (Fig. 9.8D–D1). When no more barb ridges are produced or all merge
with the rachis, only a naked rachis remains in the growing feather (Fig. 9.8D2–D5).
Finally at the end of feather growth (or during telogen, Fig. 9.8G) the follicle stops
producing new cells for the continuation of the rachis, and moulting will later take
place.

In the follicle of initially growing germs of symmetric feathers, small barb ridges
of the same size are produced near the rachidial ridge (or are initially merging with
a larger rachidial ridge, Fig. 9.8E–E1). The results of this fusion is the production
of short barbs branching from the apical part of the rachis (Fig. 9.8E2–E3). In the
following stages longer barb ridges are progressively produced, in particular pro-
ducing longer rami so that barbs become longer and longer producing the widest
portion of the forming feather (Fig. 9.8E4–E5). This process continues for a certain
period producing the wider portion of the vane of the feather. The production of
smaller barb ridges at later stages produces shorter barbs toward the base of the
feather (Fig. 9.8E6–E8). The formation of smaller and smaller barb ridges by the
end of feather growth (anagen) determines the formation of short barbule plates
with few barbule cells. The latter process determines the formation of short barbules
where hooklets may disappear leaving the last produced barbs isolated. This process
produces an open (incoherent) vane at the base of the feather. At the end of feather
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Fig. 9.8 (continued) ridge in anagen (growing) stage. C–C5, formation and shaping of bristle;
D–D5, formation and shaping of filopluma; E–E7, formation and shaping of symmetric contour
feather; F–F7, formation and shaping of asymmetric contour feather; G, flat circular epidermis of
the collar in telogen (resting phase) localized at the base of any feather at the end of the feather
cycle
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growth (or in telogen), the feather follicle terminates the production of barb ridges
and the follicle becomes narrow and contains a cylindrical epidermis (Fig. 9.8G).

In follicles of germs growing into asymmetric feathers, initially short barb ridges
tends to merge mainly on the dorso-lateral side of the collar forming a rachis local-
ized on one side of the follicle (left in our example in Fig. 9.8F–F1). The resulting
apex of the forming feather shows short barbs on the left side of the nascent vane
and longer barbs on the right side. Progressively longer barb ridges are produced on
both sides of the enlarged follicle and consequently barbs elongate, extending the
width of the growing vane (Fig. 9.8F2–F5). When later barb ridges become shorter,
small barb ridges are produced in the follicle and the width of the vane decreases
again (Fig. 9.8F6–F7). At the end of growth (or in telogen, Fig. 9.8G) barb ridges
are no longer produced leaving a circular collar with a small papilla.

9.6 Diversificatio of Pennaceous Feathers

The previous examples of variation in follicular patterns of barb ridge formation
suggest that, after the origin of a follicle in primitive birds and/or theropods, the
modulation of the mechanism of patterning and size of barb ridges determined the
origin to all the known phenotypes present in modern feathers (Spearmann and
Hardy, 1985). These types are schematically illustrated in Figs. 9.8 and 9VI.

In semiplumes, more elongated barb ridges than downy feathers were formed,
and they merged with a rachis forming an open but planar vane. The lack of hooklets
in these feathers impeded the formation of a close (coherent) vane. Morphogenesis
of contour feathers determined the formation of long barb ridges from the ventral
area of the collar which merged with the rachis in the dorsal part of the collar (helical
displacement, see Lucas and Stettenheim, 1972; Prum, 1999). The formation of
hooklets in the long barb ridges allowed the formation of a close and aerodynamic
efficient vane. The production of symmetric or asymmetric contour feathers possibly
derived from the process indicated in Figs. 9.8C–D and 9.9VI.

In symmetric contour feathers, barb ridges of similar size were produced along
the whole collar, right and left from the forming ventral region (Figs. 9.8E–E7, 9.9
VI). The length of the resulting rami and barbules branching from the rachis was
similar. Opposite, in asymmetric contour feathers rami generated on one side of

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
Fig. 9.9 (continued) symmetric or asymmetric barb ridge production give origin to countour feath-
ers of symmetric or asymmetric type respectively. The hyporachis is generally present opposite the
main rachis. Hooklets are formed over most of the vane of these feathers. Hypopennas are formed
from a follicle with two equally developed but opposed rachidial ridges that grow into more or less
long feathers. Filoplumes are formed from follicles with the initial formation of barb ridges that
produce an apical ramification. The following formation of a single rachidial ridge determines the
formation of a non-branched rachis beneath the apical tufts of barbules. In the follicle of bristles
in the collar a single rachidial ridge is initially formed that produces a non-branched rachis. Barb
ridges appear later, so that some branching occurs and few barbules are formed at the base of the
single rachis
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Fig. 9.9 Summarizing scheme of proposed stages of feather evolution (see text for details). Stage
I, flat scales; stage II, tuberculate scales; stage III, conic scales; stage IV, hollowed hairy-like
filaments with no (left section) or beginning of folding (right section); stage V, plumulaceous
feathers with isolated barb ridges (left); stage VI, origin (barb ridge fusion) of the rachis inside the
follicle and diversification of pennaceous feathers. Schematic drawing featuring the diversification
of seven types of pennaceous feathers derived from different patterns of barb ridge development)
(see text for further explanation). In VI, the fusion of barb ridges (left) gives origin to differ-
ent types of pennaceous feathers. Barbs with no hooklets produce semiplumes. Follicles with
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the follicle were longer than in the opposite side (Figs. 9.8F–F7 and 9.9VI). The
length of barb ridges with more barb and barbule cells can produce longer rami on
one side of the rachis than on the other sides. As a consequence, longer rami and
barbules were formed in the branching sides from the rachis, forming an asymmetric
vane. The latter type presents the best aerodynamic properties, and was later selected
during evolution of birds capable of flight.

A hyporachis might have formed with similar modalities of the main rachis on the
opposite side of the follicle. The development of the hypopennae with hyporachis
and rachis of equal dimension (Fig. 9.9VI) resembles that of contour feathers but
the collar produces two rachidial ridges located in opposite regions of the follicle.

At the beginning of filoplume morphogenesis, numerous short barb ridges pro-
duced symmetric barbs (Figs. 9.8D–D5 and 9.9VI). Later, barb ridges no longer
formed as separate entities, or merged into an unbranched rachis so that barb branch-
ing remained only at the tip. In comparison to filoplumes, an opposite process of
timing was probably present during the modulation of barb ridge production in bris-
tles (Figs. 9.8C–C5 and 9.9VI). Initially, only one rachidial ridge was formed (or
it derived from the fusion of barb ridges into a non-branching rachis): this process
produced a naked rachis. After various barb ridges were formed (or merged into a
non-branching rachis) they produced short ramifications at the base of the bristle.

It is unknown how the rachidial ridge was selected or cytological details of the
modifications of the rachis derived from the process of fusion with the other barb
ridges. The continuous production of barb ridges from the ventral side of the follicle
determined their fusion in the rachidial area for the vertical growth as a rachis. The
molecular mechanisms of modulation and changing of barb ridge pattern growth
inside the follicle are largely unknown, and represent an important area for future
research in feather biology (Widelitz et al., 2003).

9.7 The Evolution of Feathers was a Consequence
of the Diversificatio of Barb Ridges

From the previous discussion the following hypothesis is here proposed for feather
evolution (Fig. 9.9). The hypothesis is based on the variation of the morphogenetic
pattern of barb ridge formation that might have occurred in the skin of ancient
theropods and birds of the Mesozoic Era.

Like previous hypothesis (Maderson, 1972; Prum, 1999; Brush, 2000; Maderson
and Alibardi, 2000; Chuong et al., 2003; Wu et al., 2004) a reptilian phase is first
considered, from large to conical scales (stages I, II, and III in Fig. 9.9). These stages
were required to produce conical skin derivatives, a premise for the formation of
tubular skin appendages (Alibardi, 2003, 2005c, 2006a, b). Stages I–III were present
in archosaurian reptiles living during the Mesozoic Era, especially theropods: feath-
ers were absent but conic scales were common skin derivatives in these reptiles,
as is documented in the fossil record (summarized in Martin and Czerkas, 2000;
Prum and Brush, 2000; Wu et al., 2004). An essential component of the epidermis
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of archosaurian reptiles was the presence of beta-keratins, small proteins capable
of forming long and resistant filaments (Sawyer and Knapp, 2003; Alibardi and
Sawyer, 2006). Beta-keratins allowed cell elongation and the shortest version of
all beta-keratins (feather-keratins) evolved in avian (theropods?) skin. Probably the
latter keratin is better suited to forming long filaments with axial orientation for
the elongation of barb and barbule cells, and to resisting to the digestive phase that
eliminates supportive cells among barb and barbules.

The second requirement toward the emergence of feathers was the mesenchymal
colonization of elongating, narrow cones on the surface of the skin in pro-avian
reptiles (stage IV in Fig. 9.9). The latter stage definitely addressed the evolution
of hairy-like appendages, made of beta-keratin, toward the formation of feathers.
In fact, inside these hollowed appendages, the growing epidermis could become
folded. The fold of the inner epidermis became the “joke” that created the incredible
evolutionary potential leading to the evolution of barb ridges first, and from them
to downfeathers. The present hypothesis on feather evolution is completely based
on the origin and diversification of the morphogenetic process of barb ridge for-
mation. Stage IV represents the formation of hollowed, hairy-like skin appendages,
also found in theropods (e.g. Sinosauropteryx), and nourished by a vascular mes-
enchyme. These appendages, like hairs in mammals, were mainly used for ther-
moregulatory, sensory, and display activity. They might have remained as simple
tubular outgrowths without epidermal folds (Fig. 9.9 stage IV). No differentiation
of barb vane ridge cells was possibly present in these early folds. In this case, no
sculpturing of separate barb and barbules and loss of the sheath was possible to allow
the emergence of a feather branching. Conic or hairy-like appendages were proto-
feathers and not feathers, as they lacked the peculiar characteristics of feathers, i.e.
the symmetric branching.

The following phase (stage V in Fig. 9.9) concerns the morphogenesis of barb
ridges and their elaboration by displacement of embryonic layers into a V-shaped
or a centred barb (Figs. 9.6 and 9.9V). Stage V concerns the process of barb ridge
morphogenesis that allowed the “carving out” of barb and barbule cells through
the action of barb vane ridge cells and of cylindrical cells in marginal plates. The
detailed ultrastructural study of these supportive cells have revealed the intimate
relationships with barb/barbule cells (Alibardi, 2005a, b, 2006a, b, c). According to
the process of morphogenesis of barb ridges (Figs. 9.6 and 9.9V), naked or branched
plumulaceous feathers were produced in both theropods and birds of the Mesozoic
Era, as is indicated in the fossil record.

Plumulaceous feathers however produced a limited shape variation, related to
branching patterns around the main axis, the ramus. Variations in the process of barb
ridges morphogenesis formed variably branched barbs inserted in a basal calamus.
Phenotype variations of plumulaceous feathers (Fig. 9.9V) were probably associated
with thermoregulation or other functions such as mechanical reception, display, or
sexual recognition. Long (Fig. 9.6F3) or short (Fig. 9.6E3) branching downs were
better suited for thermical insulation than naked downs (Fig. 9.6D3), and nothing
related to flight was possible at this stage. The use of feathers for flight was beyond
this stage of feather morphogenesis and evolution (see later stage VI). Whether
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naked or branched downs were more primitive is not known. Barbule and barb cells
were formed at the same time and their appearence as barbs or barbules depended
on the specific morphogenesis within barb ridges, not on the hypothesised, pro-
gressive complication of the branching pattern (Prum, 1999; Brush, 2000; Chuong
et al., 2002; Wu et al., 2004).

Finally, the last step of feather evolution (stage VI in Fig. 9.9) was the for-
mation of a follicle capable of regenerating a new feather and where barb ridges
merged into a vertically growing rachis. Therefore, the formation of a follicle per-
mitted the origin of the variety of feathers. The rachis became the axial element,
essential for forming feathers with a “definite shape” (contour, display, hairy-
like, etc.), and capable of more functions than plumulaceous feathers. Among
one of these functions, the possibility to form planar, aerodynamic efficient feath-
ers was specifically selected in a line of archosaurians from which birds
originated.

According to the different types of barb ridge morphogenesis (Fig. 9.6), length
of the barb ridge and presence of hooklets (Fig. 9.7), and pattern of barb ridge
formation within follicles (Fig. 9.7), different feather phenotypes were produced
(Figs. 9.8 and 9.9 stage VI). Some of these formed the variety of semiplumes, con-
tour feathers, filoplumes, bristles, display feathers etc. present in modern birds. Barb
ridges with no cell displacement produced naked barbs and formed open vanes:
these are present, for instance, in hypopennas of some flightless birds. Whether
naked pennaceous feathers were more primitive than branched pennaceous feathers
(Prum, 1999; Brush, 2000; Chuong et al., 2003; Wu et al., 2004) is not known.
Branching or non-branching feathers seems to be equally ancient according to the
present hypothesis on barb ridge evolution.

Barb ridges with symmetric cell displacement produced long barbules overlap-
ping those of the next barb (Fig. 9.9 stage VI). The latter process represented the
beginning of formation of compact vane but hooklets might have been initially
absent in these feathers. Within the long chains of barbule cells of large follicles,
the formation of hooklets derived from the partial overlapping between barbule cells
with the interposition of barb vane ridge or of wedge cells (Alibardi, 2005b). This
process presents some aspects that resemble those present during setae formation
in scales of some lizards. Hooklets were responsible for the formation of compact
close vane, resistant to deformation and air currents, and later exploited for flight.
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Chapter 10
Surface Structure of Sound Emission
Organs in Urania Moths

Alejandro Barro, Marianne Vater, Martha Pérez and Frank Coro

10.1 Introduction

The scales of Lepidoptera (butterflies and moths) are famous for specialized surface
structures that interact with light to produce color. Such reflective scales occur in a
variety of species, and like other scales and bristles of the arthropod cuticle develop
from a single epidermal cell (review: Ghiradella 1994). An unusual function for
scales, namely the production of acoustic signals was reported for male moths of
the Uraniidae family (Lees 1992). The sound emission organs of male U. leilus,
U. brasiliensis and U. fulgens are situated on the prothoracic legs and consist of
two zones of specialized scales located on opposite sides of the coxa and the femur
of each foreleg. On the external side of the coxa, opposite the femur, there is a
peg which consists of a bundle of elongated scales that are hooked at the tip. In
the proximal part of the femur, in front of the peg, there is a shallow concave sur-
face, densely covered with scales that differ from scales on other parts of the femur
(Lees 1992).

Trains of brief clicks are produced by rapid forward jerks of the forelegs in
perching males or males handheld by the wings likely to result from stridulatory
movements of the femur scales over the peg scales. The signals contain sonic
and ultrasonic components with peak frequencies between 25–30 kHz. They pos-
sibly serve intraspecific communication. Female moths do not emit sound and lack
stridulatory organs (Lees 1992).

The aim of this paper is to describe the main acoustic features of the clicks and
to investigate in detail the structure of the sound emission organ in males of Urania
boisduvalii, (Fig. 10.1), an endemic Cuban species (Barro and Rodrı́guez 2005)
which has not been studied previously.
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Fig. 10.1 A live specimen of
Urania boisduvalii perching
on the subsurface of a leaf of
one of its host plants,
Omphalea trichotoma

10.2 Materials and Methods

To study the structure of the sound emission organ in U. boisduvalii, the protho-
racic legs of males (N=9) and females (N=5) were separated from the thorax at
the junction between the coxa and the prothorax with forceps. Four prothoracic
legs from males with separated coxa and femur were photographed with a digital
camera attached to a binocular (Leica MZ APO). Individual prothoracic legs from
7 males, also with coxa and femur separated, were mounted on small aluminum
stubs using adhesive tape and conductive carbon cement (Leit-C). These prepara-
tions were dried for more than 24 hours in a dessicator. They were sputtercoated
with gold (Agar-Sputter Coater) and observed and photographed with a scanning
electron microscope (SEM Hitachi S4500) equipped with a digital camera. All the
photographs were processed using Adobe Photoshop version 6.0.

In the laboratory, sound emissions were recorded from 4 male U. boisduvalii
that were individually kept in 5 l plastic containers. During recording, the moth was
perching on a gauze net at a distance of 3–4 cm from the microphone. Within the
same stridulatory sequence, motion of both front legs or only one front leg could
occur. Due to the high speed and the irregularity of leg motions it is not possible
with the employed techniques to directly correlate leg movements and sound emis-
sion patterns. Recordings were made with a U-30 Mini Bat Detector (Ultrasound
Advice, England) that has a flat (+/−2 dB) spectral response characteristic in the
range between 10 and 150 kHz. The high-frequency output of the bat detector was
connected to a PCM-DAS 16S/330 (Computer Boards) data acquisition card set to
a sampling frequency of 200 kHz. For data acquisition and analysis, Batsound (ver-
sion 2.1) software was used. To detect the sound emissions in field conditions, and
during long term observations of mating behaviour in the laboratory, a bat detector
with headphones was used.

Temporal features were analysed for 10 pulses of each individuum and included:
duration of the short acoustic pulses, duration of the pulse trains and the mean pulse
repetition rate during the train. Pulses were considered to be grouped in pairs or
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trains if the pulse interval (defined as the temporal distance between amplitude
maxima of consecutive clicks) was ≤ 6.6 ms, corresponding to a repetition rate of
≥ 150 Hz. Power spectra were obtained from individual pulses, emitted either iso-
lated or forming part of trains, using fast Fourier transform (FFT) analysis (Batsound
version 2.1) with a Hanning window and 64 data points at 5 μs interval between
them (320 μs time of analysis). From the power spectra, the peak frequency and
the bandwidth 20 dB below the peak frequency were determined (10 from each
of the 4 specimens). The shape of the power spectra (single peaked, with a broad
plateau or double peaked) was classified for 267 spectra from the 4 specimens. The
basal noise level of the recordings was more than 30 dB below the level at the peak
frequency.

10.3 Results

In the laboratory, males of Urania boisduvalii may produce acoustic emissions
while perching with their head downwards when other males or females approach
or are nearby. Sound emissions are also produced by males handheld by the wings
and stimulated with light touches to the head, the antennae or the distal end of the
abdomen. Acoustic signals are generated by characteristic motion of the prothoracic
legs (Fig. 10.2D) when the proximal end of the femur is moved against the distal
end of the coxa of the same leg. No sound emission was ever detected in females or
in males in which the prothoracic legs were removed or in males simply walking or
flying.

In different places in the western part of Cuba (Viñales Valley, Guanahacabibes
Peninsula, the East coast of Havana City) we detected sound emissions from spec-
imens that were flying in pursuit of other conspecifics or other insects (different
species of Lepidoptera, Hymenoptera and mainly Odonata), or humans. All sound
emitting specimens were identified after capture as males based on the clear sexual
dimorphism of the tympanic organ (Coro 1986). Typically, sounds were produced
when the U. boisduvalii male was in close vicinity of one of its perching trees
(Persea americana, Ficus sp., among others) or on one of its host plants (Omphalea
trichotoma or O. hypoleuca). Usually the male pursued the “intruder”, which in
most cases was identified as a male conspecific, during several seconds while
emitting acoustic signals, and when the latter left the territory, the U. boisdu-
valii male returned to its perching site or flew in circles around the plant from
which he started the pursuit and then stopped the sound emission. This behav-
ior was observed throughout daytime, from shortly after sunrise until just before
sunset.

In laboratory conditions, seven matings were observed, and in none was sound
emission ever detected. Thus, all the behavioral data obtained so far inU. boisduvalii,
both in the laboratory and in the field, suggest that sound emission is related to
territorial behavior of the males.

The sound sequences produced by stridulatory behavior of individual U. boisdu-
valiimales while perching in the laboratory are characterized by an irregular overall
temporal pattern. Within one sound sequence there are trains of short pulses at a
high repetition rate (above 150 Hz), isolated pulses and pulse pairs (Fig. 10.2A).
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Fig. 10.2 A–C, E. Digitized oscillograms of sound emissions produced by a male ofU. boisduvalii
while perching. A. Sequence of one second showing the temporal variability of sound emissions
which occur either as isolated pulses or as pulse trains. B and C show pulse trains from the same
recording at higher temporal resolution.D. Artist’s view of the frontal part of aU. boisduvaliimale,
showing the typical forward extension of prothoracic legs during stridulation. The arrow points to
the femur. E. Time course of an individual click. The main acoustic energy is within the first three
cycles. The amplitude spectrum is shown in F (thick solid line). F. Amplitude spectra of three
representative clicks. The main acoustic energy is between 16–28 kHz. For further explanations
see text

The last two pulse trains of this sequence are shown at higher temporal resolu-
tion in Figs. 10.2B, C. Figure 10.2B shows a train where pulses occur at irregular
interpulse intervals (mean 2.61±1.2 ms; range 0.96–5 ms). In the example shown
in Fig. 10.2C, interpulse intervals are shorter (mean 0.83±0.39 ms; range 0.33–
1.25 ms) and decrease towards the end of the train. In a sample of 40 pulse trains,
train duration ranged from 4 to 39.7 ms; the maximum number of pulses contained
in a train ranged from 3 to 27 pulses, and pulse repetition rate ranged from 235 Hz
to 1188 Hz. The pulses are brief clicks (Fig. 10.2E) with a duration of 390±45 μs
(mean±SD). The spectrograms (Fig. 10.2F) reveal components in the sonic as well
as the ultrasonic range and show maximal energy at a peak frequency of 19.9±2.7
(range from 15.6 to 28.1 kHz), and a bandwidth of 25.1±3.7 kHz (range from 15.1
to 36.0 kHz). The majority of amplitude spectra were single peaked (N=174; thick
solid line in Fig. 10.2F) or showed a broad plateau between 16 and 28 kHz (N=66;
broken line in Fig. 10.2F). Only rarely, did double peaked spectra occur with a dis-
tinct second maximum around 40 kHz (N=27; thin solid line in Fig. 10.2F). Clicks
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with these amplitude spectra could occur within the same sound sequence and there
was no correlation with other parameters such as repetition rate and intensity.

On the pro-femural surface of the coxa and at the proximal end of the pro-coxal
side of the femur of the prothoracic legs inU. boisduvaliimales there are specialized
structures (Fig. 10.3), similar to the “peg” and “dish” described by Lees (1992) in
other Urania moths. The prothoracic legs of females of U. boisduvalii lack these
specializations (results not shown).

Figure 10.3A schematically shows the spatial relations between peg and dish in
situ with the femur partially covering the peg. The photomicrographs in Fig. 10.3B,
C were taken after separating the femur from the coxa, and turning the femur such
that its pro-coxal surface is visible. The peg (Fig. 10.3B) is formed by a bundle
of specialized elongated scales which at first glance resembles an old fashioned
shaving brush but the structure is not radially symmetrical. The black stripe slightly
off-center in the top part of the peg corresponds to the functional stridulatory edge
described by Lees (1992), and is formed by the pointed tips of the apical ends of
elongated scales which are bent such that they form a plate at the top of the peg
(compare also Fig. 10.4A, B). In fresh and dried specimens, the peg has an oblique
angle of orientation with the functional stridulatory edge pointing towards the femur.
Surrounding the peg, there is a cuticula area completely denuded of scales below
which there is an air-filled cavity in the coxa that is also observed in fresh specimens.

Near the proximal end of the inner surface of the femur, which in situ faces the
peg, there is a widened area forming a shallow concave dish that is covered with a
band of scales that appear different from those on the rest of the femur (Fig. 10.3C).
The main differences are the much higher packing density of scales, the increased
overlap of scales in a basic shingle-like arrangement with a more upright position
of the free edges of the scales, and a less obliquely oriented angle of the scales` free
edges towards the side of the femur (compare also Fig. 10.5).

A rotating motion of the femur over the coxa (arrow Fig. 10.3A) will move
the scales of the dish over the stridulatory edge of the peg. Due to the directional
arrangement of the fine surface discontinuities of the band of densely packed over-
lapping scales, only one direction of motion, namely the extension of the leg, should
maximize mechanical resistance to the stridulatory edge of the peg.

Using the scanning electron microscope more details of the scales forming the
peg, as well as their insertion zone on the surface of the coxa, can be described
(Fig. 10.4). The view of the peg presented in Fig. 10.4A, B is towards the stridulatory
edge of the highly asymmetric structure. The basic structural unit is an elongated
flattened scale with a pointed tip. This shape varies from the stridulatory edge
towards the opposite side of the peg. The scales just in front and below the stridu-
latory edge are straight, at the stridulatory edge their ultimate tips are sharply bent
to form a fine hook and the overlying tips of neighboring scales together form an
edge. Scales located at the circumference of the peg are buckled and hooked, with
the length of the bent (hooked) portion increasing towards the distal side of the peg,
but their tips all pointing towards the stridulatory edge. The overlap of the hooked
portions of the scales creates the concave thatched roof of the peg. The hooks are
directed against the force that is exerted during stridulatory movements and hence
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Fig. 10.3 The sound emission apparatus of a male U. boisduvallii in light microscopic resolu-
tion. A. Schematic illustration of the left prothoracic leg in lateral view. The peg arises from the
external (pro-femural) side of the coxa. On the subsurface (pro-coxal side) of the femur, there
is a band of specialized scales, the shape of which is indicated by the white stippled line. A
brush of long bristles arising from the top aspect of the femur close to the coxa-femural joint
is indicated as a landmark. Rotational motion of the femur as expected to occur during stridula-
tion (double arrow) will move the band of specialized scales across the peg. Scale bar: 1 mm. B.
Photomicrograph of the peg. The peg is formed by a group of elongated and partially hooked
scales. The functional stridulatory edge appears black and is indicated by an arrow. C. Pho-
tomicrograph of the subsurface (pro-coxal side) of the proximal end of the femur. All scales are
arranged as overlapping shingles but there is a conspicuous band of very densely packed scales
forming the stridulatory surface of the femur. Further explanations see text. Scale bar for B and C:
400 μm
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Fig. 10.4 Scanning electron micrographs of the peg on the coxa of the prothoracic leg of a male U.
boisduvalii. A. Low magnification view of the peg. Scale bar: 200 μm. B. Stridulatory edge (inset
with scale bar of 100 μm) and pointed tips of matted scales that form the peg plate (scale bar:
20 μm). C. External view of the insertion zone of the peg scales. Scale bar: 10 μm. D. External
surface of a peg scale. Scale bar: 2 μm. E. The fracture through the peg, parallel to the stridulatory
edge, shows the subsurface of the scale insertion site and cavity below. Scale bar: 200 μm. F.
Higher magnification of the subsurface of the peg insertion site. Scale bar: 30 μm

could increase the stiffness of the peg in a direction dependent manner. Higher mag-
nification of the peg roof surface (Fig. 10.4B) shows that the scales exhibit very fine
pointed tips that form “microhooks”.

The insertion site of the peg scales in the coxa surface is depicted in Fig. 10.4C.
The scales arise from oval holes in the cuticula that are surrounded by folds which
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form extended sockets. This is a basic feature of attachment of butterfly scales (e.g.
Greenstein 1972) but the sockets of peg scales are higher than those of scales in other
regions of the coxa. Furthermore, due to the exceptionally high packing density of
peg scales the walls of adjacent sockets are in tight apposition.

The peg scales conform to the basic architecture of butterfly scales (Downey and
Allyn 1975, review Ghiradella 1994). They are hollow, with an oval crossection
at their origin and a flattened profile in their free portion. Their external sur-
face exhibits parallel longitudinal ridges that terminate in apically oriented spines
(Fig. 10.4C). In between the ridges and spines, there are scale windows having
different diameters (Fig. 10.4D).

Figure 10.4E shows a preparation of the peg that has been fractured parallel to
the stridulatory edge to expose the subsurface of the scale insertion site. Below
the peg there is a cavity whose cuticular lining is smooth, except for the region
just underneath the peg. There, the inner aspect of the cuticula presents a honey-
comb structure shown in higher magnification in Fig. 10.4F. This ensures a deep
and strong insertion of these scales on the coxa, and creates a specialized region
of mechanically reinforced cuticula within the roof of the underlying cavity. The
robustness of the insertion site is documented by the facts that the peg scales are
very hard to remove mechanically or by treatment with 30% NaOH.

SEM-pictures of the proximal end of the femur of the prothoracic legs in
U. boisduvalii males are shown in Fig. 10.5. The low power view (Fig. 10.5A)

Fig. 10.5 Scanning electron
micrographs of the band of
specialized scales on the
proximal end of the femur of
the prothoracic leg in a U.
boisduvalii male. A. Low
power view of the lower
portion of the band of
specialized femur scales
(asterisk). Scale bar: 400 μm.
B. Higher magnification view
of the transition zone
between unspecialized and
specialized femur scale areas
proximal to the coxa-femural
joint. Scale bar: 200 μm

A

B
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demonstrates the more upright position and the higher packing densities of scales
within a band across the femur as compared to neighboring regions. The portion
of the band indicated by a star is the most ruffled and thus the most likely candi-
date for generating friction. During femur extension this is the first region which
encounters the stridulatory edge of the peg. Figure 10.5B shows the transition
between the specialized band of scales and the scales of the neighboring proxi-
mal part of the femur at higher magnification. In the non-specialized region, only
the bases of the scales are covered by overlap, whereas in the specialized region
scale overlap is greatly increased so that only the smooth apical edges of scales
are free.

10.4 Discussion

In adult lepidopterans the sound producing structures are more diverse and less well
known than their auditory organs (for reviews see Spangler 1988, Scoble 1992, Con-
ner 1999, Minet and Surlykke 2003, and literature cited therein). Sound emission
organs have evolved independently in different superfamilies and sound producing
surfaces can be located on the legs, the wings, the thorax and the abdomen, includ-
ing the genitalia. The best studied type is the tymbal organ formed by modified
cuticular regions associated with an air-filled cavity. In arctiids, the tymbal organs
are on the metathorax and sound is emitted when the surface of the tymbal organ
buckles inwards due to the action of the basalar muscle as well as when it buckles
outwards during muscle relaxation (Blest et al. 1963). In Galleriinae (Pyraloidea),
the tymbals are on the tegule and if the surface is smooth, as in Achroia grisella
and Galleria mellonella, then one short acoustic pulse (less than 500 μs duration) is
produced during inward as well as outward buckling. If the surface features corru-
gations (microtymbals), as in Corcyra cephalonica, each tymbal buckling produces
many short pulses (Spangler et al. 1984, Spangler 1986, 1987, review: Conner 1999,
Minet and Surlykke 2003).

Sound producing organs involving the interaction of two surfaces, either based
on a percussive or stridulatory mechanism, have been studied less than the tymbal
organs. The best-studied examples for a percussion mechanism are the Australian
“whistling moths” (genus Hecatesia: Agaristinae, Noctuidae). Males possess con-
spicuous cuticular knobs named “castanets”, associated with a large area that acts
as an acoustic resonator in the forewings. The “castanets” are clashed against each
other during flight but only while defending territory (Bailey 1978, Surlykke and
Fullard 1989). Stridulation by rubbing of two hard surfaces has been described
in other Noctuidae, e.g. male Rileyiana fovea emit sound by scraping a stridula-
tory area on the hindleg against a resonating blister of the hindwing (Surlykke and
Gogala 1986). In male Syntonarcha iriastis (Pyraloidea, Crambidae, Odontiinae),
the sound emission organ seems to involve modified areas of the genitalia acting
as the file, and of the eighth abdominal segment which apparently functions as the
scraper (Gwynne and Edwards, 1986).
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Stridulation by relative motion of two surfaces of modified scales has only been
described in Smerinthinae, Sphingidae and the genus Urania. Certain species of
Smerinthinae and Sphinginae (Sphingidae, Bombycoidea) produce sound emissions
by rubbing modified valvular scales, called “friction scales”, against other modified
scales located on the eighth abdominal segment (Nässig et al. 1992).

Although also based on stridulation of surfaces of modified scales, the sound pro-
duction mechanism first described by Lees (1992) for Urania moths is unique. Our
data extend his morphological observations concerning details of peg scale structure
and their specialized zone of apparently reinforced site of insertion, and support and
extend his ideas on the sound production mechanism.

Based on light microscopic observations of artificially induced stridulation in
a freshly killed specimen, Lees concluded that the peg does not act as a simple
“scraper” working against the specialized scales of the femoral plate (the washboard
principle). Rather, friction against the functional scraping edge of the peg induces
an elastic deformation of the peg which leads to a percussive motion of the structure
against the femur that appears to be the main event in click generation. Amplification
of the acoustic signal could occur in the enlarged and hollow chambers situated
below the peg and in the femur (Lees 1992).

By using stored elastic energy in the peg, such a mechanism should greatly
increase the impact force and hence sound amplitude. In terms of its structural char-
acteristics, the rubbing mechanism depends on the rigidity of the peg roof ensured
by the directional orientation of the hooked ends of matted scales (Lees 1992 and
present study). Additional factors are the elasticity of the free portions of the peg
scales distal from the stridulatory ridge indicated by their distinct curvature, the
rigidity of their basal attachments, and the properties of the surrounding scale-free
cuticula.

To be able to further elucidate the sound production mechanism it will be neces-
sary to directly correlate sound emission and leg motion, to perform measurements
of peg vibration, and to manipulate the resonant properties of the hollow chambers
in coxa and femur.

Sound production in male Urania will depend on the degree of apposition of
the femur cushion relative to the peg, the pressure between coxa and femur which
influences friction, and the starting point and duration of leg extension. The joint
between coxa and femur is a ball and socket joint, and the degree of freedom in
rotation and angulation could be enlarged due to a greatly reduced trochanter. This
explains why sound emission is not obligatory during flight or walking but only
produced when the males jerk their forelegs during territorial behavior. Together
with the fact that males can stridulate by alternating motion of the forelegs or with a
single leg (Lees 1992), this also could explain why the temporal pattern of the sound
emission is so variable, ranging from production of single pulses up to emitting
long pulse trains. The temporal irregularity of acoustic emissions could represent
an important information bearing element during territorial behavior of Urania. In
contrast, arctiids who possess tymbals with corrugations emit in a much more regu-
lar temporal pattern (Sanderford and Conner 1990, Sanderford et al. 1998, review:
Minet and Surlykke 2003, and literature cited therein).
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Chapter 11
Functional Coupling of Cercal Filiform Hairs
and Campaniform Sensilla in Crickets

Ralph Heußlein, Heribert Gras, and Werner Gnatzy

11.1 Introduction

The cerci, paired appendages at the rear end of the cricket abdomen, are covered
with a variety of sense organs: the mechanosensitive filiform, clavate and long
bristle hairs as well as campaniform sensilla and the gustatory short bristle hairs
(Gnatzy and Schmidt, 1972, 1972; Schmidt and Gnatzy 1972). In this multimodal
receptor system (Murphey and Chiba 1990), the most numerous are the exclusively
mechanosensitive receptor types: filiform hairs and campaniform sensilla.

A characteristic feature of the cricket cerci in contrast, for example, to those
of cockroaches (Gnatzy 1976) is that the larger filiform hairs are morphologically
and functionally coupled with campaniform sensilla (Dumpert and Gnatzy 1977).
The campaniform sensilla, positioned on both sides of the socket of long filiform
hairs (Gnatzy and Schmidt 1971), are cuticular stretch receptors. They respond to
deflection of the socket, which can occur when the cercus is touched (Gnatzy and
Heußlein 1986) or as a result of strong air movement (Dumpert and Gnatzy 1977).
The filiform hairs, about 800 per cercus, differ from one another in the length of
the shaft (Acheta domesticus: ca. 30–1500 μm, Edwards and Palka 1974; Gryllus
bimaculatus: ca. 100–3000 μm, Knyazev and Popov 1981), the preferred plane
of oscillation and the direction of movement that causes the receptor cells to
depolarize (Dumpert and Gnatzy 1977; Palka et al. 1977; Knyazev 1978; Tobias
and Murphey 1979; Gnatzy and Tautz 1980; Knyazev and Popov 1981; Kanou
et al. 1989).

Correlated with the number of campaniform sensilla located near the socket of
filiform hairs (up to three in Acheta: Edwards and Palka 1974; up to five in Gryllus:
Gnatzy and Schmidt 1971; Knyazev and Popov 1981), different filiform-hair size
classes can be distinguished (see Knyazev and Popov 1981). The cercal filiform
hairs themselves are highly sensitive detectors of air-particle movement. The forces
exerted by the moving air particles deflect the hair shaft from its resting position.
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The oscillatory behavior of the shaft, especially the frequency dependence of ampli-
tude and phase, has been studied by Kämper and Kleindienst (1990) and Kumagai
et al. (1998a).

The responses of the sensory cells, in particular their sensitivity and frequency
response, are determined by both morphological parameters (see Gnatzy and Tautz
1980; Shimozawa and Kanou 1984a; Kanou et al. 1988; Kumagai et al. 1998b)
and physical principles (Markl 1973, 1978; Fletcher 1978; Tautz 1979; Henson
and Wilkens 1979; Shimozawa and Kanou 1984b; Kämper and Kleindienst 1990;
Humphrey et al. 1993; Landolfa and Miller 1995; Shimozawa et al. 1998). However,

Fig. 11.1 Head-stand and defensive kick of an adult male Acheta domesticus in response to an
attack and tactile stimulation by a hunting female of Liris niger (Sphecidae, Hymenoptera): Crick-
ets can repulse animals that touch their body by kicking backward with the ipsilateral hindleg.
Such a tactile stimulus, in natural situation e.g. by the antennae of a female Liris niger or under
experimental conditions light touching by a small paint brush, leads to a tipping movement of
the cuticular socket in which each cercal filiform hair is inserted. Ultimately this stimulates cam-
paniform sensilla which are morphologically and functionally coupled with larger cercal filiform
hairs (Dumpert and Gnatzy 1977). The stimulation of the campaniform sensilla then releases the
kick-movement of the cricket’s hindleg. There are no pauses between the different phases of the
kicking process (pulling up the leg, the actual kick, and the return to the ground) so that the total
movement is often completed within less than 100 ms (Hustert and Gnatzy 1995)
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as those recent studies have focused with elegant and elaborate physical and mathe-
matical techniques on the mechanical effects of mainly low-velocity air movements
on filiform hairs, the response of the complex system of hair plus socket deserves a
further quantification for the cricket.

The sensory activity of cercal filiform hairs has been shown to be involved in
cricket behavior. They play a role in controlling particular escape reactions (Sta-
bel et al. 1985; Gras and Hörner 1992), in detecting low-frequency components of
sound generated near courting crickets (Kämper 1981; Kämper and Dambach 1985)
and in the defensive “head-stand” response observed, for example, when Acheta
domesticus is attacked by a female of the parasitic solitary digger wasp, Liris niger
(Fig. 11.1) (Gnatzy and Heußlein 1986; Hustert and Gnatzy 1995; Gnatzy 2001).

Here we present data on the biomechanics of the coupling between filiform hairs
and their sockets and on the physiology of the receptor cells of filiform hairs and
campaniform sensilla, especially with respect to the effects of stimulus frequency
and amplitude on the magnitude and phase of their response. Moreover we worked
with a model system in which isolated, unfixed cerci of crickets (G. bimaculatus
only) were set into a SEM and the hair shafts of individual filiform hairs were manu-
ally deflected in different directions. Strong deflection of the hair shaft parallel to the
longitudinal axis of cercus causes tilting of the socket. Also, the sickle shaped area
of thin cuticle around the large sockets of filiform hairs (with long hair shaft) was
clearly indented as long as the socket was deflected toward the cercus tip. During a
deflection toward the cercus base, however, it arched up.

11.2 Materials and Methods

11.2.1 Animals

Experiments were performed on adult Acheta domesticus L. and Gryllus bimacula-
tus Deg. (scanning electron microscopy only) from our own stock, at least 3 days
after imaginal ecdysis.

11.2.2 Stimulation

Sinusoidal air movement was produced in a miniature wind tunnel, a Plexiglas
cylinder with inside diameter 30 mm, by means of two bass loudspeakers (diam-
eter 240 mm) in a push-pull arrangement. Pressure/suction tubes transmitted the air
movement from the loudspeakers to the wind tunnel (Fig. 11.2a), in the middle of
which the preparation and calibration sensors were positioned.

The loudspeakers were driven by a two-channel DC power amplifier rated at 100
watts per channel (continuous). A digital control unit connected to the amplifier
allowed the stimulus to be varied systematically through 60 predetermined settings:
six frequencies in the range 2–100 Hz (maximum error 1%), each at 10 amplitudes
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Fig. 11.2 a Experimental setup. A wooden box with two loudspeakers is connected to a Plexi-
glas cylinder by way of a pressure/suction tube. The cylinder is mounted on a metal plate, which
also supports the micromanipulators for the recording electrode and the bimorph bender. b Mea-
surement of force to bend a filiform hair. A cercus attached to a rod is vertically displaced by a
micromanipulator. While surrounding hairs are removed from their sockets, one filiform hair is
coupled to a bent insect pin stuck into a piece of balsa wood which rests on the pan of a balance.
Most cercal hairs have been omitted for clarity. The lower part of the sketch shows the true propor-
tions and the effective lever for force transduction. Balsa wood BW; cercus C; filiform hairs FH;
surrounding hairs HR; insect pin IP; effective lever L; two loudspeakers L1, L2; micromanipulators
M1, M2; Plexiglas cylinder P; metal plate MP; pan of a balance PB; rod R; pressure/suction tube
T; vertical displacement VD

ranging from 5 to 5000 mm/s peak air velocity (maximum error 10%), both param-
eters being logarithmically spaced. For each stimulus the amplitude was increased
linearly over two cycles, remained for one second at the calibrated level, and finally
decreased over two cycles; during the pause between stimuli (ca. 5–10 s) the ampli-
tude was attenuated by 60 dB. Then the next stimulus was started, at the next higher
amplitude or frequency.

The apparatus was calibrated for frequency, amplitude and phase response with
a laser anemometer (LDA 04; Dantec, Karlsruhe) that measured the wind velocity
directly by means of smoke particles. The amplitude was calibrated between 3 mm/s
and 3 m/s. Calibration values not measured were calculated by means of extrapola-
tion from the measured values. The intrinsic resonant frequency of the wind tunnel
was 6.5 Hz. The standard followed in the stimulus traces of subsequent histogram
figures is that the descending part of the air-movement curve represented by a
sinusoidal wave corresponds to deflection of the filiform hairs toward the tip of
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the cercus, and the ascending part corresponds to movement that deflects the hairs
toward the cercus base.

Using a piezo bimorph bender (PXE 5, 1.6 × 0.67 × 70 mm; Valvo, Hamburg),
single hairs were reproducibly deflected. The bimorph bender was controlled by a
trapezoidal-burst generator with a modified voltage amplifier. The frequency and
amplitude responses of the bimorph bender were calibrated with a non-contact
inductive displacement transducer (MultiVit KD Series 800 Micro Epsilon). The
resonant frequency was 60 Hz. With trapezoidal stimuli the bender does not show
post-ramp oscillations if the rise times are longer than 20 ms, up to a maximal
deflection of 250 μm. With sinusoidal stimuli the oscillation amplitude of the ben-
der was constant from 0 to 20 Hz. Because of the high voltages driving the bender
(± 45 V), it was isolated from the preparation by attaching to it a thin-walled glass
capillary with a fine insect pin fixed to its tip with dental wax.

11.2.3 Biomechanics

The oscillation angles of the filiform hairs were measured by visual inspection at
specific sites along the hair shaft. A prerequisite for this procedure is that the hair
shaft be quite rigid, so that it does not bend as it oscillates. Both our own pilot
experiments and reports by Kämper and Kleindienst (1990, see Fig. 4a of that paper)
indicate that this condition is fulfilled, at least as long as the hair is oscillating freely.

The cricket was immobilized by cooling (+5◦C), decapitated and the hind legs
and wings were removed. It was placed in the wind tunnel so that its longitudinal
axis was parallel or transversal to the direction of air movement and its body was
fixed in this position with wax. The cercus was viewed by reflected light with a
stereo microscope (Wild M5) on which a CCD video camera (Sony JVC GX N7G)
had been mounted. This apparatus was arranged in such a way that the direction
of oscillation of the filiform hair to be measured was parallel to the plane of the
CCD element. As the hair shaft was set in motion by air movement with preset
combinations of frequency and amplitude (see above), its deflections were recorded.
At the end of the test the shaft was torn out and its length was measured under a
microscope.

The reversal points of the hair shaft’s oscillatory movement were found by exam-
ining single frames of the video recording showing a blurred image of the entire arc
swept out by a hair (image magnification up to 1:1200). The deflection angle was
calculated as α = 2 · arctan (0.5 · oscillation amplitude · hair length−1). In addition,
the movement itself could be followed in consecutive frames with sufficient tem-
poral resolution when the stimulus frequency was 2 Hz. The measured values (at 6
frequencies and at 10 amplitudes: 60 values per experiment) were plotted as a 3D
graphs with interpolated values (spline algorithm) for improved visualisation.

The degree of tilt of the hair socket was determined indirectly from the move-
ment of the hair shaft, because direct measurement of the socket positions in the
video picture was inadequate for quantitative analysis. Qualitative observations of
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the socket movement served as a control, for deciding whether the socket was being
tilted at a given air velocity and frequency.

The forces required to deflect a filiform hair or its socket were determined using
a balance (Sartorius 4401, resolution 1 μg). A piece of balsa wood about 3 mm in
length was placed on each of the two pans. An insect pin bent into an inverted U
shape was stuck into each piece of wood. Cercal hairs surrounding the hair to be
measured were removed, and the position of the cercus was adjusted under visual
control until the hair, in its resting position, contacted the horizontal part of the insect
pin (Fig. 11.2b). Then the cercus was moved vertically so that the force associated
with deflection of the hair could be read as a loading or unloading of the balance
pan. The effective lever arm (hair base to contact point on the hair) was measured
visually.

11.2.4 Scanning Electron Microscopy

FESEM: A field-emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM, Hitachi Model
S-4500) was used for representing cercal filiform hairs and campaniform sensilla.
For this purpose adult crickets (Acheta domesticus and Gryllus bimaculatus) were
anaesthetized with carbon dioxide. The excised cerci were prefixed for several hours
in 2% glutaraldehyde (in 80 mM sodium-cacodylate buffer and 3.9% sucrose, pH
7.25), postfixed for 2 h in 2% OsO4 in the same buffer, finally dehydrated in a
graded acetone series. After critical-point drying in a Polaron unit, using CO2 and
amyl-acetate (2×15 min), the samples were glued to aluminum holders. Finally the
specimen were gold coated in an Agar Sputter Coater, and then examined using
the FESEM at an accelerating voltage of 1–5 kV. Images were recorded digitally.
The pictures were processed with Adobe Photoshop software (Adobe Systems, San
Josde, CA, USA).

SEM: The effects of manually controlled hair shaft deflection on the outer cutic-
ular apparatus (i.e. hair shaft, socket etc.) of various filiform hairs coupled with
campaniform sensilla could be observed continuously on a video screen of a SEM
(Hitachi S 500). For this purpose adult crickets (Gryllus bimaculatus) were anes-
thetized with CO2 and fixed with wax to a special block in such a way that the ventral
surface of one of the two cerci rested on a modified SEM specimen holder (diameter
20 mm), where it was glued in position with Leit-C. As soon as the Leit-C had dried,
the cercus was removed from the animal and the opening at the cut end was sealed
with wax. The preparation was immediately inserted into the microscope column
and observed at low acceleration voltage (5 kV). Using a piece of tungsten electrode
wire mounted on the preparation plate so as to be flexible, individual filiform hairs
(all with long hair shaft and large socket) accompanied by campaniform sensilla
could be deflected in the SEM column in a controlled manner, both toward the tip
and the base of the cercus. The elasticity of the cuticular structures was retained for
ca. 10 min under high-vacuum conditions (2×10−4 torr) in the microscope column.
Images were recorded on 35 mm film.
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11.2.5 Electrophysiology

After the dissected cricket had been positioned in the wind tunnel, the cercus was
placed on a wax support to minimize movement and oscillations induced by the air
stimuli. A tungsten electrode was placed on the cercal surface near the hair socket,
so that the activity of the receptors in the filiform hairs or campaniform sensilla was
recorded through the cuticle. Care was taken to ensure that the equipment did not
impede the movement of hair or socket.

Calibration data of the wind tunnel (air motion in response to electrical driving
of the loudspeakers) were used to bring the extracellularly measured receptor-cell
activity in correct temporal relation to the translation of air particles. Neuronal
responses were digitized (sample rate: 40 kHz) and evaluated with a microcomputer.

To record from fibers in the terminal ganglion, which receives sensory input
from the cercal mechanoreceptors, the abdomen was opened dorsally, intestine and
gonads were removed and the ganglion was lifted on a silver support which also
served as a reference electrode. A saturated aequous solution of cobalt hexam-
ine chloride was injected, after electrophysiological experiments, by direct current
(5 nA) from glass microelectrodes, precipitated with (NH4)2S2 and intensified fol-
lowing standard protocols. Preparations were sketched with the help of a camera
lucida attached to a light microscope.

11.3 Results

Crickets have, at the rear end of their abdomen, conspicuous, paired, cone-shaped
cerci (reaching a length of about 5 mm in adults of Acheta domesticus), bearing five
different types of sensilla, e.g. filiform hairs and campaniform sensilla. Scanning
micrographs show that the hair shaft of all filiform hair is situated in a cuticular
socket (Fig. 11.3). The shaft of these hairs varies in length from ca. 30 μm up to
1.5 mm (in Acheta domesticus) and 3 mm (in Gryllus bimaculatus). In G. bimac-
ulatus ca. 250 filiform hairs with shafts longer than ca. 150 μm are flanked by
campaniform sensilla. Only the sockets of those filiform hairs are surrounded by
a sickle shaped area of cuticle, which connects the base of the sockets with the
remaining cercus cuticle (Fig. 11.3b). As earlier studies have shown (Dumpert and
Gnatzy 1977) this thin smooth cuticle (thickness 0.5 μm; surrounding cercus cuticle
ca. 7 μm) has a larger extension (about 10 μm) in direction of the tip of the cercus.
All sockets surrounded by such a sickle shaped area of cuticle can be bent in direc-
tion of its largest extension (max. 30◦, to tip of the cercus). Towards the cercus base
the maximum bending angle is 18◦. Perpendicular to this tilt axis the sockets can
only be deflected by about 3◦. Upon release deflected sockets immediately return
to their undeflected position. The specific geometry of cuticular elements with indi-
vidual mechanical properties is fundamental to the transfer function of filiform hair
receptors and campaniform sensilla as studied in this work.
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Fig. 11.3 (continued)
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11.3.1 Mechanics of Filiform-Hair Movement

Figure 11.4 illustrates the oscillation, in air moving sinusoidally at 2 Hz, of a fili-
form, type L hair (shaft oscillation direction parallel to the long axis of the cercus;
shaft length 1200 μm). When the stimulus amplitude is small (up to 100 mm/s air
velocity) the hair movement closely follows that of the air and hence is sinusoidal.
With increasing stimulus intensity the angular deflection increases (the absolute
value depends on the length of the hair shaft; see below). Once the air velocity
exceeds 0.5 m/s, an increase in stimulus intensity at first causes no increase in
maximal oscillation amplitude, because the hair shaft strikes the socket and is not
deflected further. The socket shape is asymmetric, limiting the angle of free hair
oscillation to about 7◦ toward the tip of the cercus and only 4◦ toward its base.
These values are similar for all types of filiform hair, and are largely independent
of shaft length. The total angle for free shaft movement is at most 14◦ and usually
around 10◦–12◦ (n=24).

The preferred direction of the socket tilt is always parallel to the long axis of
the cercus (Dumpert and Gnatzy 1977). In the example shown in Fig. 11.4 an air
velocity of 5 m/s is required for the socket to be tilted. When the socket begins
to move along with the hair, there is a marked increase in the amplitude of hair
oscillation, accompanied by a distinctly greater asymmetry of the oscillation about
the resting position. That is, the increase in amplitude is about twice as great toward
the tip of the cercus as toward the base.

The oscillation angles of filiform hairs of various lengths are diagrammed as a
function of velocity and frequency of air oscillation, for L-hairs in Fig. 11.5 and for
T-hairs (preferred direction transverse) in Fig. 11.6. At air velocities > 5 mm/s, long
filiform hairs (shaft longer than 1000 μm) oscillate over larger angles than shorter
hairs. Therefore the shafts of larger hairs begin to strike the socket at stimulus inten-
sities (ca. 200 mm/s) at which the smaller hairs are still oscillating freely. Within
a certain range of higher intensities the socket does not tilt and hence restricts the
movement of the hair (see Fig. 11.4); in this range, changes in stimulus amplitude
cannot be discriminated on the basis of the oscillation angle of the hair shaft. Not
until the air velocity increases by a factor of ten does the oscillation amplitude

�
Fig. 11.3 FESEM micrographs of cercal filiform hairs and campaniform sensilla of two cricket
species. a Gryllus bimaculatus: Low magnification micrograph of cercus surface showing a fil-
iform hair with long hair shaft HS∗ inserting in a large and a filiform hair with very short hair
shaft HS∗∗ inserting in a small cuticular socket. Note that the larger the socket the smaller is the
relative distance between hair shaft and upper ring lamella of the socket. b Acheta domesticus:
High-magnification micrograph of a large socket of a filiform hair (with long hair shaft) and one
campaniform sensillum. Note that the socket is surrounded by a area of smooth cuticle. This sickle
shaped area of cuticle (looking like a “halo”) can clearly be recognized as there are no trichomes
as on all other parts of the cercus surface. Sockets of this type of filiform hairs, i.e. with long hair
shaft, can be bent farthest in the direction of largest extension of the “halo”, i.e. toward the cercus
tip. Bristle hairs B; campaniform sensillum CS; hair shaft HS; cuticular socket S; area of smooth
cuticle SCU; trichomes TR; upper ring lamella URL; thickening of hair shaft arrow
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Fig. 11.4 Deflection of a 1200-μm-long L-filiform hair during sinusoidal air movement. The
deflection angle was measured visually with a temporal resolution of 0.04 s. Negative angles
represent deflection of the hair shaft toward the tip of the cercus and positive angles, deflection
toward the base. The values connected by a continuous heavy line were measured at 5000 mm/s
air velocity. The dashed and light lines show the hair movement for stimulus intensities of 2000,
500 and 100 mm/s, respectively. The deflections beyond which the hair shaft is in contact with the
upper ring lamella of the socket are indicated by arrows

suddenly increase, as the socket and hair begin to oscillate together. Both T- and
L-hairs exhibit a pronounced peak at frequencies of 10–20 Hz, regardless of hair
length (length increases from a to f in Figs. 11.5 and 11.6). Furthermore, in this
frequency range the socket ceases to be stable at considerably lower air velocities
than when the frequency is 2 or 100 Hz; that is, the force required to tilt the socket
is lower in the 10- to 20-Hz range.

The sockets of both L-hairs and T-hairs all tilt in the same direction, parallel to the
long axis of the cercus (Dumpert and Gnatzy 1977). In the case of T-hairs, therefore,
the plane in which the hair oscillates together with the socket is perpendicular to the
preferred direction of hair oscillation. In the range of amplitudes tested here (max.
5 m/s), air movement parallel to the preferred oscillation direction of the T-hairs
(that is, transverse to the long axis of the cercus) never caused the hair shaft to tilt
the socket (Fig. 11.6a–f). Hence there is a particular air velocity – ca. 200 mm/s,
depending on the length of the hair shaft (as in the case of the L-hairs) – beyond
which the oscillation amplitude of the hair does not increase. Air movement parallel
to the long axis of cercus produces little or no movement of the T hairs in that direc-
tion at low intensities, but at ca. 1 m/s or more a component of hair shaft oscillation
appears which is due to tilting of the socket (Fig. 11.7a–d). At these intensities the
hair shaft oscillates in a direction transverse to the cercus, even when the driving air
movement is rotated by 90◦ from this preferred direction of oscillation.

Short filiform hairs (< 500 μm) respond considerably less strongly to stimuli
in the lower frequency range than to those at higher frequencies (Fig. 11.5a–c).
Given a constant air peak velocity (100 or 200 mm/s) such that the hair shaft oscil-
lates freely, at 2 Hz a hair is deflected over an angle only about one-fifth as large
as at 100 Hz. On average, the oscillation amplitude of small hairs increases by ca.
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Fig. 11.5 Oscillatory characteristics of L-filiform hairs. The deflection of hairs oscillating paral-
lel to the long axis of the cercus was measured in the plane of oscillation by visual inspection.
Length of the filiform hairs: a 110 μm, b 270 μm, c 480 μm, d 710 μm, e 1200 μm, f 1300 μm.
The measured angles are plotted upward (notice different scaling), above the grid formed by the
stimulus-frequency and air-velocity coordinates. The frequency increases logarithmically from left
to right, and the stimulus intensity increases logarithmically from front to back. The graphs show
that as the hair length increases, the frequency response becomes flatter and the sensitivity rises.
The plateau in the upper amplitude range, visible in c–f, is due to the hair shaft striking the ring
lamella of the socket

10 dB per frequency decade (9.5 dB, average of 20 measurements on 5 hairs). Air
velocities below 100 mm/s were not included in these calculations, because in this
range (particularly for small filiform hairs) the deflection angle was at the measure-
ment technique’s limit of resolution. Long filiform hairs (> 1000 μm) have a flatter
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Fig. 11.6 Oscillatory characteristics of T-filiform hairs. a–c Deflection transverse to the long axis
of the cercus. Length of hair: a 300 μm, b 740 μm, c 835 μm. The graphs show the restriction of
hair movement in the upper amplitude range, which appears at an oscillation angle of about 14◦

regardless of hair length. d–f Deflection parallel to the long axis of the cercus. Length of hair: d
840 μm, e 1030 μm, f 1250 μm. The graphs show the component of the hair oscillation produced
by tilting of the hair socket in the long direction of the cercus. The lowest thresholds, 500 mm/s
air velocity, are associated with the oscillatory resonance at 10–20 Hz. Note different scaling of
vertical axis for a–c, d, e and f
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Fig. 11.7 Scanning electron micrographs showing test arrangement and changes in the cuticular
apparatus of one and the same cercal filiform hair of a cricket (Gryllus bimaculatus) during deflec-
tion of whose long hair shaft. a Low magnification SEM showing part of a cercus glued on a SEM
specimen holder. Note filiform hair arrow which is manually deflected (by a piece of a movably
mounted tungsten electrode wire) arrowheads. b Side view of a filiform hair in resting position.
c Side view of the same filiform hair (cp. with b) with long hair shaft. Note that the area of smooth
cuticle surrounding the socket is arched arrowheads if the socket is bent toward the cercus base
by the hair shaft. d Side view of the same hair as in b and c, tilted so as to deflect the socket
toward the cercus tip. Note that now the smooth sickle shaped area of cuticle around the socket is
deeply indented arrowheads. White arrow in b–d points toward the cercus tip. Tips of bristle hairs
B; campaniform sensilla CS; hair shaft HS; cuticular socket S with upper ring lamella URL; sickle
shaped area of smooth cuticle SCU
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frequency-response characteristic (Fig. 11.5e, f), increasing only slightly from 2 to
10 Hz (ca. 5 dB/decade) and hardly at all from 20 to 100 Hz. Hairs of intermediate
length have intermediate characteristics (Fig. 11.5d).

In the range of air velocities around 50–100 mm/s a small increase in the oscil-
lation amplitude of both L-hairs (Fig. 11.5d–f) and T-hairs (Fig. 11.6a–c) can be
discerned at 50 Hz. The frequencies tested were too widely spaced (2, 5, 10, 20, 50,
100 Hz) for any detailed conclusions to be drawn about the resonant frequencies of
filiform hairs.

The movement of the hair shaft within the socket is limited to about 10◦–12◦

total deflection angle, regardless of the type of hair (cf. Figs. 11.5 and 11.6); angles
as large as 30◦ are found for the oscillation of a hair together with its socket. At a
given air velocity, the socket tilts further toward the tip of the cercus than toward
its base. Dumpert and Gnatzy (1977) ascribed this phenomenon to the asymmetric
structure of the “joint membrane” surrounding the socket (see also Fig. 11.7b–d).
Direct measurements of the hair (Fig. 11.8) have shown that the force required to
tilt the socket from its resting position toward the tip of the cercus is smaller than
that for the opposite direction of tilt. This effect is noticeable when the hair shaft is

Fig. 11.8 Forces acting at the shaft of a 1200-μm-long filiform hair when the socket is tilted
toward the base of the cercus (positive angles) or toward its tip (negative angles). The hair shaft was
coupled to a precision balance at a point 870 μm from the base and displaced vertically in 10-μm
steps. The force read off at the balance, in μg, was converted to μN on the basis of an effective lever
arm 1000 μm in length. The measured forces are plotted as a function of the calculated deflection
angle. Positive forces are defined as those opposing deflection of the hair toward the base of the
cercus (that is, forces directed toward the tip of the cercus). The angles at which the shaft strikes
the socket are indicated by arrows
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deflected by more than about 8◦ from its resting position, because it is in this range
of angles that the socket begins to be tilted. For a 10◦ deflection of the shaft in both
directions, the ratio of the forces acting on the shaft is about 2:1. For larger angles,
the force opposing deflection toward the base of the cercus rapidly increases; the
socket cannot be tilted more than ca. 15◦ in this direction, so that additional force
causes the hair shaft to bend.

11.3.2 Mechanics of the Cuticular Socket

Observations of socket movement in the light microscope confirmed the threshold
angles for tilt measured at various frequencies and provided further evidence that
the reasons for the asymmetry of hair movement reside in the morphology of the
socket. Measurements of scanning electron micrographs showed that in the resting
position the distance from the hair shaft to the upper ring lamella of the socket is
about 1/3 larger toward the tip than toward the base of the cercus (Table 11.1). This
ratio is about the same as the ratio of the angles through which the shaft can be
deflected, proximally or distally, until it strikes the upper ring lamella of the socket.
The effect of the asymmetric position of the hair shaft with respect to the socket is
enhanced by a structural nonuniformity of the shaft itself, a thickening on the side
toward the base of the cercus, at the level of the upper ring lamella of the socket (cf.
Fig. 1d, Dumpert and Gnatzy 1977). These morphological features are evidently
responsible for the fact that, at high stimulus amplitudes, the hair shaft within the
socket can oscillate further toward the tip of the cercus than toward its base.

To find out what happens at the cuticular apparatus of such a cercal combined
mechanoreceptor (i.e. filiform hair and campaniform sensilla) we worked with a
model system using a SEM to get a higher resolution. In doing so we set unfixed
cricket cerci into a SEM column and used a movable tungsten wire for controlled
bending of a single hair (Fig. 11.7a). Thereby we were able to observe that the sickle
shaped area of smooth cuticle around the socket of a filiform hair was indented
as long as the socket was deflected in the direction toward the cercus tip. During
a deflection of the same filiform hair toward the cercus base, however, it bulges

Table 11.1 Hair-shaft and socket geometry as measured in 12 long filiform hairs, each with 3
campaniform sensilla having dimensions 2.8 ± 0.8 × 3.7 ± 1.2 μm

Measured distance
Arithmetic mean ±
standard deviation (μm)

Diameter of hair shaft 9.8 ± 0.4
Diameter of hair socket 26.3 ± 1,5
Diameter of upper ring lamella in long direction of cercus 19.2 ± 1.6
Diameter of upper ring lamella transverse to the cercus 17.0 ± 1.3
Distance between hair shaft and upper ring lamella in direction toward

base of circus
3.6 ± 1.0

Distance between hair shaft and upper ring lamella in direction toward
tip of circus

5.9 ± 0.8
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upward (Fig. 11.7b–d). The resulting displacements of the cuticle (< 1 μm) may be
sufficient to stimulate the campaniform sensilla adequately.

11.3.3 Physiology of Filiform Hairs

To supplement the previous findings regarding the sensory apparatus and mecha-
nisms of stimulus transduction (Gnatzy and Tautz 1980) and the physiology of the
sensory cells in the threshold region (Shimozawa and Kanou 1984b) or at single
pulse stimulation (Landolfa and Miller 1995), we investigated the responses of the
sensory cells in L-hairs to sinusoidal air movement at various frequencies and inten-
sities. The lowest air velocity available through our experimental setup, 5 mm/s, was
above the threshold of very long filifor hairs (shaft length > 1000 μm; Fig. 11.9a);
here the threshold is statistically defined, because the receptors in such hairs always
have a certain background activity.
Long filifor hairs (ca. 700–1000 μm) do not encode stimulus intensity in their

discharge rate over the entire range of intensities tested; in fact, at high air velocities
the number of spikes discharged is actually reduced. Short f liform hairs (< ca.
700 μm) are less sensitive than long hairs. The frequency-dependence of their oscil-
lation angle, observed in biomechanical measurements, is reflected in the responses
of the sensory cells (Fig. 11.9b). For a stimulus at 2 Hz to be detected, the air
velocity must be about 10 times higher as at 20 Hz. The dependence of thresh-
old on frequency could not be determined for all frequencies, because the hairs
were too sensitive in the high-frequency range (thresholds below 5 mm/s could
not be measured with the apparatus). With the threshold response defined as more
than altogether 3 spikes in the same phase relation to the sinusoidal air movement
during a 1-s stimulus (single stimulus-correlated spikes were discharged during
lower-intensity stimuli), in the lower frequency range the threshold fell (i.e., sen-
sitivity rose) by ca. 20 dB per frequency decade. The number of spikes discharged
by small filiform hairs is clearly dependent on stimulus intensity over the range
of air velocities tested (Fig. 11.10). The variability of spike size in the example
illustrated indicates that at high stimulus intensities the electrode is also set into
oscillation. To determine whether the recorded activity derived from one or more
sensory units, the hair under observation was immobilized during the air move-
ment or deflected individually, in the absence of air movement, by a piezo bimorph
bender.

�
Fig. 11.9 Responses of filiform hairs to sinusoidal air movement. a 1300-μm hair. PST∗ his-
tograms for consecutive stimuli at 2 Hz with air velocity increasing logarithmically from 0.5 to
5000 mm/s (top to bottom). The stimulus onset is marked by a small triangle in each case. b
400-μm hair: PST histograms for consecutive stimuli at 5 Hz. The stimulus trace represents the
actual translation of the air particles. ∗ Peristimulus time (PST) histograms display the distribution
of spike times relative to the onset of each stimulus presentation
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Fig. 11.9 (continued)
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Fig. 11.10 Original recording from a filiform hair 500 μm in length stimulated with 5-Hz at inten-
sities increasing from top to bottom: 100, 200, 500, 1000 and 2000 mm/s air velocity. The discharge
of the receptor cell – for each given velocity – is related to a certain phase of the stimulus, and
the number of spikes rises with increasing stimulus intensity. The recording also illustrates the
problem that the amplitude of the potentials varies due to oscillations of the whole cercus and of
the electrode that are induced by high-intensity stimuli. The stimulus trace represents the actual
translation of the air particles

The intervals between the action potentials in the response of small filiform
hairs, as in the case of larger hairs, varied as a function of stimulus intensity. With
increasing air velocity the interspike interval first fell to less than 2 ms, but from
a certain velocity on, a further increase in stimulus intensity was accompanied by
a decrease in discharge rate (i.e. longer intervals). Usually the maximal discharge
rate of sensory cells in short filiform hairs (up to ca. 600 μm) was reached at air
velocities around 1 m/s, in the lower part of the frequency range tested (2, 5, 10 Hz).
At higher frequencies (20, 50, 100 Hz) this maximum was shifted to lower stimulus
intensities (ca. 200 mm/s; Fig. 11.11). The data pooled from low as well as from
high frequency stimulation follow log-normal distributions (χ2 test, p<0.05, dashed
lines in Fig. 11.11) with nearly identical standard deviations. This indicates that
the overall variability and dynamic of the sensory response remains constant over a
broad range of stimulus frequencies, but becomes adjusted to different air velocities.
By deflecting the hair shafts directly with the bimorph bender, it was shown that the
discharge of the sensory cells of long hairs during the initial movement is reduced
after a certain position has been reached – evidently the position at which the socket
begins to be tilted.
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Fig. 11.11 Stimulus-intensity-dependent activity of a filiform hair 500 μm long. The values are
normalized with respect to the maximal spike activity; values are pooled for low frequencies (2, 5,
10 Hz) and high-frequencies (20, 50, 100 Hz). The dashed lines indicate log-normal distributions
fitted to the two data sets by non-linear least squares regression

11.3.4 Physiology of Campaniform Sensilla

The responses of individual campaniform sensilla to tilting of the socket, recorded
extracellularly through the cuticle of the cercus, were all fairly similar to one
another, as were the resulting displacements of the membranous cuticle. As the
socket was tilted by direct contact, the number of spikes generated by the sensory
cells depended on the speed of socket movement; when the deflection velocity was
kept constant, an additional influence of the degree of socket tilt on discharge rate
became apparent (Fig. 11.12). The spike activity usually subsided when the socket
was held steady at a particular angle. However, some of these sensilla exhibited
a more tonic response characteristic, continuing to discharge (though at a reduced
rate) when the socket was held in a tilted position.

Most of the campaniform sensilla from which extracellular recordings were
obtained were responsive to sinusoidal air movement in the range 2–100 Hz at
velocities of more than 500 mm/s. This behavior is consistent with the results of
the biomechanical measurements (see Discussion). The activity decreased very lit-
tle even during prolonged (1 s) stimulation (Fig. 11.13a). The phase lag of these
responses was typically reduced as stimulus intensity increased (Fig. 11.13b, c).

The number of action potentials depended on stimulus frequency and air veloc-
ity. Most campaniform sensilla showed the greatest sensitivity at frequencies near
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Fig. 11.12 Responses of
campaniform sensilla to
tactile stimulation of the
filiform hair. a Original
recording of the spike activity
of the receptor cell in a
campaniform sensillum after
tactile displacement of the
hair shaft. The stimulus time
course is shown below the
recording; the rise time was
0.5 s and the overall stimulus
lasted 1.5 s. When the hair
shaft is maximally deflected,
the receptor cell of the
campaniform sensillum
remains active, although the
socket is not being tilted any
further (top of the trapezoidal
stimulus). b Single response
PST histograms for tactile
stimuli with rise times
varying from 50 to 2000 ms
(50 time bins each 50 ms
wide, max. 17 spikes per bin).
The time course of the
trapezoidal stimulus is shown
below each histogram

20 Hz, responding to stimuli at velocities as low as 500 mm/s. At the other frequen-
cies, the thresholds were in the region of 1 m/s; at 2 Hz campaniform sensilla often
did not respond until the air velocity was raised to 2 m/s. Discharge rate was often
maximal at 50 Hz and 5 m/s (Fig. 11.14). However, the number of campaniform sen-
silla for which extracellular recordings were available was not large enough (n=15)
for a correlation to be established between the slight differences in their responses
and the biomechanical characteristics of the various types of associated filiform
hairs.

As the tungsten electrode was in direct contact to the filiform hair socket, it might
mechanically affect the response characteristic of the campaniform sensillum, e.g.

�
Fig. 11.13 Responses of campaniform sensilla to sinusoidal air movement. a PST histogram of
the activity of a campaniform sensillum during stimulation at 10 Hz with 2000 and 5000 mm/s
air velocity; bin width 20 ms, 100 bins, max. 4 spikes per bin. b, c Phase of the spike activity of
campaniform sensilla with respect to the sinusoidal air movement at b 5 Hz and c 20 Hz. The air
velocity increases from top to bottom. Spikes first appear at 1 m/s, and as the stimulus intensity
increases further, the discharge begins earlier in the cycle of air particle movement bending the
filiform hair to the cercus tip
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Fig. 11.13 (continued)
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Fig. 11.14 Response characteristic of campaniform sensilla. a–c Extracellular recording with
electrode on the cercal cuticle. The distinctive features of the campaniform sensilla of filiform
hairs are the high thresholds (ca. 1000 mm/s) for stimulation with sinusoidal air signals and the
typical frequency-dependence of the responses. Several types of response behavior are clearly
distinguishable; the most common (60%) were of the type illustrated in the middle graph. d, e
Quasi-intracellular recording in the terminal ganglion. d The cobalt hexamine chloride released
from the recording electrode stained four parallel axons of campaniform sensilla. The terminal
projections lie in the 6th abdominal ganglion. e The recorded activity corresponds to the most
common type of response characteristic. In this situation, an influence of the recording apparatus on
the filiform hair, and hence indirectly on the response characteristic of the campaniform sensillum,
is excluded
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by deformation of the cuticule. To exclude those artefacts, we inserted a micro-
electrode into the terminal ganglion to record from the axonal fibres of the sensory
cells at the level of neuromer 7 to avoid recording from filiform hair afferences. As
the tightly packed axons of campaniform sensilla have extremely small diameters,
the microelectrode simultaneously penetrated more than one fibre in the experiment
shown in Fig. 11.14d, e. This resulted in the diffusion of cobalt hexamine chloride
into some neighbouring axons (Fig. 11.14d), which exhibit the typical projections
of campaniform sensilla in the anterior neuromeres of the terminal ganglion (cf.
Heusslein and Gnatzy 1987). However, since all spikes in the analyzed record were
of uniform size and duration, they probably derived from one single sensillum. The
frequency-amplitude response field determined from this experiment (Fig. 11.14e)
corresponds very closely to the average characteristic obtained by extracellular
recording (Fig. 11.14a–c) and, therefore, corroborates these results.

11.4 Discussion

11.4.1 Choice of Stimulus Parameters

The cercal filiform hairs of crickets had been known to respond to minimal air-
particle movements (less than 0.1 mm/s; Shimozawa and Kanou 1984a). The cam-
paniform sensilla coupled with the filiform hairs require stronger stimuli, such as air
pulses of about 2 m/s or more, to cause the hair shaft to deflect the socket (Dumpert
and Gnatzy 1977). The stimuli in our experiments, sinusoidal air-particle move-
ments (2–100 Hz, 5–5000 mm/s air-particle velocity) under near-field conditions
(Markl 1973; Tautz 1979), thus included the interesting transition region for the
mechanical coupling of hairs and campaniform sensilla, at air velocities around 1 m/s.

11.4.2 Mechanics

According to the mechanical measurements, the long filiform hairs have no marked
frequency-dependence in the range 2–100 Hz, with air velocity constant. Their oscil-
lation angle is approximately doubled as the frequency rises from 2 to 10 Hz but
remains about the same from 20 to 100 Hz. They also show hardly any sign of
resonance. The oscillation amplitude of the short hairs, on the other hand, gradually
rises over the entire frequency range tested, by ca. 10 dB per frequency decade. The
oscillation angle triples when the frequency is increased tenfold. On the basis of
theoretical considerations and measurements of the hair suspension’s spring stiff-
ness, Shimozawa and Kanou (1984b) calculated the frequency responses of filiform
hairs 100–1000 μm in length, for the stimulus intensity range 0.1–100 mm/s (see
Fig. 5a of Shimozawa and Kanou 1984b). Their results are in close agreement with
our measured data. Shimozawa and Kanou calculated the angular displacement of
four hairs differing in length, in the frequency range 1–1000 Hz, and compared these
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theoretical values with the results of measuring 6 hairs at 50 Hz and 10–100 mm/s air
velocity. They found the frequency response of the longest hair to be relatively flat,
with maximal oscillation amplitude at 100–200 Hz (depending on the air velocity).
The frequency response curve of short hairs was found to go up by 10 dB per fre-
quency decade. For sinusoidal air movement at 100 mm/s and 100 Hz, Shimozawa
and Kanou (1984b) calculated a deflection angle of 9◦ for a long hair and 1.3◦ for a
short hair (derived from Fig. 5a, Shimozawa and Kanou 1984b). Our own measure-
ments of hairs of comparable length gave results of the same order of magnitude:
10◦ for a 1200-μm hair and 2◦ for a 110-μm hair.

With a method similar to ours, Kämper and Kleindienst (1990), using detailed
measurements, have shown data on the frequency response of filiform hairs directly
comparable to our own. They showed that with a constant stimulus amplitude,
5 mm/s peak air velocity, the deflection angle of the hairs increases with increas-
ing frequency, by 0–6 dB/octave (= 0–20 dB/decade) from 10 Hz up to their best
frequency, between 40 and 100 Hz. The response curve of a short (500 μm) filiform
hair rises by ca. 11 dB/decade, and that of a long (1300 μm) hair by ca. 6 dB/decade.
Again, the results are basically consistent with our own measurements, in that
Kämper and Kleindienst also found a steeper slope for shorter hairs. The slight
differences in the values can be explained not only by the possibility of natural
variability in the oscillatory parameters of filiform hairs (the mechanical properties
of the cuticular hair suspension depending on various parameters such as the age
of the animals, the humidity and the temperature) but also by the fact that our data
were obtained at six distinct frequencies in the range of 2–100 Hz and not with a
tuned frequency band. In Figs. 11.5 and 11.6, for example, it is evident that the
hairs responses do not change completely linearly over this range, which makes it
more difficult to specify a frequency response.

Gnatzy and Tautz (1980) investigated the oscillation amplitudes of three fil-
iform hairs with lengths from 600 to 1000 μm, using stimuli having constant
particle displacement and varying frequency. According to their figure showing the
dependence of hair movement on stimulus frequency and air-particle translation
(Fig. 6, Gnatzy and Tautz 1980), the sensitivity rises by ca. 30 dB per frequency
decade. When converted from translation to peak air-particle velocity, this cor-
responds to a sensitivity increase of 10 dB per frequency decade in the range
20–200 Hz. This result is not entirely in agreement with the present findings or
those of Kämper and Kleindienst (1990) and Shimozawa and Kanou (1984b), all
of which indicated a less steeply rising frequency response for long filiform hairs.
Kumagai et al. (1998a), however, report for 1-mm/s stimuli gain slopes of about
10 dB/decade for hairs longer than 1000 μm and much larger gain slopes for short
hairs.

The frequency of maximum sensitivity found by Gnatzy and Tautz (1980) – ca.
200 Hz for filiform hairs between 600 and 1000 μm in length – is almost iden-
tical to the values calculated by Shimozawa and Kanou (1984b) while Kumagai
et al. (1998a) found maximal sensitivity of those hairs at 70–120 Hz with 1-mm/s
stimuli. Our present measurements did not go beyond 100 Hz and hence give
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no information about resonance phenomena in the region of 200 Hz. With long
filiform hairs, a slight increase in oscillation amplitude at 50 Hz was measured
in the lower intensity range (10–100 mm/s). The studies of Kämper and Klein-
dienst (1990) confirm an oscillatory resonance of filiform hairs only in the low-
frequency range, around 50 Hz. These authors also discuss the measurements of
Gnatzy and Tautz (1980) and the theoretical considerations of Shimozawa and
Kanou (1984b), pointing out possible reasons for the discrepancies in the results.

According to the present findings, categorizing cercal filiform hairs of crickets
as predominantly velocity-oriented or acceleration-dependent populations (Shi-
mozawa and Kanou (1984a, b) is not strictly correct. It must at least be modified
to allow for transitional forms (see also the discussion by Kämper and Kleindi-
enst 1990). Alternatively Roddey and Jacobs (1996) suggested another categorizing
of filiform hairs of different length based on the frequency dependent phase shift
between stimulus and response.

Our results show that the range of stimulus intensities over which the frequency
response of the filiform hairs remains constant depends on the length of the hair
shaft. Long hairs, being more sensitive, strike the socket and hence change their
oscillatory behavior at lower air velocities than shorter hairs do. As air veloc-
ity steadily rises, the transition from unhampered hair movement through contact
between the hair shaft and the ring lamella of the socket to finally tilting of the socket
is not uniform. The biomechanical measurements show that, as the force exerted
through the hair shaft on the socket increases, the socket at first resists displacement
and then suddenly, once a certain threshold has been passed, tilts over relatively
large angles. At the same time, the frequency response of the hair-shaft movement
changes.

The measured dependence of angular displacement on hair-shaft length indicates
that when the air-particle velocity is high, the forces opposing hair movement play
an increasing role. Kämper and Kleindienst (1990), using 5-mm/s stimuli (with
which the hair shafts oscillate freely), found no such dependence. In our experi-
ments, even with stimuli at 5 m/s all hairs 500 μm or more in length are deflected
by practically the same amount of stimuli. Not until the stimulus intensity is raised
to 5 m/s does a clear dependence on shaft length appear. Tilting of the socket and
the forces required to produce it (see Fig. 11.8) are certainly responsible for these
effects at high air velocities.

The maximal angles for socket tilt found by visual inspection by Dumpert and
Gnatzy (1977), 30◦ toward the cercus tip and 18◦ toward the base, have been sup-
plemented by our present measurements of the forces acting on hair shafts deflected
parallel to the long axis of the cercus. The fact that all the sockets are more easily
tilted toward the tip than toward the base of the cercus, in our opinion, indicates that
the membranous zone surrounding each socket is asymmetrically deformable and is
characterized by a specific preexisting tension.

Furthermore, our biomechanical studies have shown that the oscillatory system
comprising a filiform hair plus its socket behaves differently from the filiform
hair alone as it oscillates freely in response to lower-intensity stimuli. When the
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socket is indirectly tilted by the hair shaft, under the influence of sinusoidal air
movement, distinct resonances appear at 10–20 Hz. The threshold for socket tilt is
frequency-dependent, being particularly low (0.5–1 m/s) near resonant frequency.
The relatively high air velocities (2–5 m/s) required to tilt the socket at 2 Hz are
consistent with the results of direct observations of socket movement and behavioral
experiments in which 1.9 m/s was found as the threshold value. Note that in Table 1
of Dumpert and Gnatzy (1977) the indicated directions of air flow are reversed; that
is, in Table 1a the text “toward the cercus base” should be replaced by “toward the
cercus tip”, and in Table 1b “toward the cercus tip” should read “toward the cercus
base”.

Regardless of the preferred direction of associated filiform hair oscillation, all
the hair sockets preferentially tilt in a direction parallel to the long axis of the cer-
cus. Indeed, with the stimulus amplitudes used here they could not be tilted in the
perpendicular direction (cf. Dumpert and Gnatzy 1977). As a result, the directional
characteristic of the campaniform sensilla is considerably simpler than that of the
cercal filiform hairs. The receptors in the campaniform sensilla can distinguish only
between deflection of the socket from proximal to distal and the reverse deflec-
tion. However, due to the fact that the two cerci are set at an angle to one another,
directional specificity for lateral air stimuli could be achieved by appropriate central
processing.

11.4.3 Electrophysiology

Stimuli with the lowest air-particle velocities excite only the receptors in the
long filiform hairs (those of hairs ca. 1000 μm in length have thresholds around
0.03 mm/s; Shimozawa and Kanou 1984a). Velocities about 100 times higher are
needed for excitation of the short hairs (ca. 250 μm shaft length; Shimozawa
and Kanou 1984a). Our electrophysiological experiments with high-velocity air
movement have confirmed the inference, from the biomechanical measurements
presented here, that above these thresholds there is only a limited intensity range
within which the sensory cells of the filiform hairs optimally represent stimulus
intensity in their spike activity. That is, at high intensities the number of spikes
discharged by the hair receptors is reduced, evidently because the shaft of the hair
is impeded in its movement by contact with the socket. This reduction in spike
activity can also be observed when the hair shaft is deflected by directly pushing it.
The receptors discharge while the shaft is moving, but the discharge rate drops after
the shaft has struck the socket (for detailed experiments on the electrophysiology of
filiform hair receptors see Weber 1990). Dumpert and Gnatzy (1977) obtained sim-
ilar results by deflecting filiform hairs over large angles with high-velocity laminar
airstreams. It may be that this receptor-cell phenomenon results from changes in the
mechanical relationships in the tubular body (Gnatzy and Tautz 1980). From exper-
iments with single stimuli of different temporal profiles Landolfa and Miller (1995)
concluded that filiform hair receptors of the cricket respond to hair velocity but
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not to constant displacement or acceleration. Also in the wandering spider Cupi-
ennius salei long tactile hair sensilla primarily react to deflection velocity (Albert
et al. 2001).

In contrast to our experiments and to the before mentioned studies, which used
pure frequency stimuli, single pulses or air streams of constant velocity, Roddey
and Jacobs (1996) applied white noise stimuli with a frequency band of 10–1300 Hz
and velocities of 0.01–10 mm/s to analyze the response properties of sensory cells
of cercal filiform hairs in Acheta domesticus. From the spike pattern of individual
receptors they reconstructed the effective stimulus form, which – in the velocity
domain – sufficiently matched the actual stimulus only for long filiform hairs.
Short and middle hairs responded preferentially to brief components of high ampli-
tude within the white noise stimulus. The authors found that the hair’s mechanical
properties establish a band pass filter so that hairs longer than 800 μm transmit
frequencies up to 100 Hz, while shorter hairs are most sensitive between 150 and
250 Hz. Roddey and Jacobs (1996) conclude that receptors of short hairs code
suprathreshold high frequency stimuli as binary all-or-nothing events, while those
of long hairs supply also information on stimulus amplitude. This contradicts our
data, as we found receptors of long hairs to encode stimulus intensity hardly or not
at all, but receptors of short hairs generated more spikes with increasing air velocity.
Although the findings and interpretations of Roddey and Jacobs (1996) complement
our own results, they cannot be compared directly as we tested a much larger range
of stimulus intensities but a lower and more restricted range of stimulus frequencies.

During sinusoidal air movement, the sense cells in filiform hairs discharge spikes
in an obviously temporal relation to the stimulus up to the air velocity at which the
socket limits the deflection of the hair shaft. The response of campaniform sensilla to
high-intensity sinusoidal air movement is characterized by several typical features.
The activity and the response thresholds of the receptor cells are strongly frequency-
dependent. At 20 and 50 Hz the lowest air velocities (0.5 m/s) suffice to elicit a
response, and the highest discharge rate is usually reached at high velocities and a
stimulus frequency of 50 Hz.

The characteristics of the campaniform sensillum response can be explained on
the basis of the biomechanical measurements and the observed socket movement.
These responses differ distinctly from those of the filiform hairs, not only in their
considerably higher thresholds but also in their typical frequency dependence and
the intensity-dependent phase angle of the spikes.

As a filiform hair is deflected over a large angle, the campaniform sensilla cou-
pled with it respond to the tilting of the socket. Their level of activity is related
to the velocity of the socket movement. When the socket is held steady in a tilted
position, the discharge rate of the sense cells in the campaniform sensilla falls off
almost exponentially. These cuticular stretch receptors respond either to distal or to
proximal tilting of the socket. A few exceptions may be due to mechanical inter-
ference by the tungsten recording electrode, which could change the tension in the
cuticle with which it is in contact. Similar responses of campaniform sensilla were
obtained by Dumpert and Gnatzy (1977) in experiments in which the socket was
tilted sinusoidally by direct contact
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11.4.4 Functional Aspects of the Coupling of Filiform Hairs
with Campaniform Sensilla

Filiform hairs provide crickets with a highly sensitive receptor system capable of
differentiating air-particle movements in the low-frequency range (2–100 Hz in our
experiments), due to their diverse combinations of directional selectivity, sensitivity
and frequency response. The coupling of filiform hairs with campaniform sensilla
creates a composite mechanoreceptor with an extended working range, with some
limitations on the precision of directional and intensity coding. In addition, the com-
posite mechanoreceptor serves as a tactile receptor system superior in its spatial
detection range (filiform hair length in Acheta domesticus up to ca. 1500 μm, in
Gryllus bimaculatus up to ca. 3000 μm; Dumpert and Gnatzy 1977). Indirect stim-
ulation of campaniform sensilla by marked deflection of the hair socket initiates
various forms of cricket behavior, depending on the stimulus situation. In the pres-
ence of a high-velocity air current (> 1.9 m/s) the so-called kicking response can
be observed (Huber 1965; Dumpert and Gnatzy 1977), a rapid movement with both
hindlegs that is triggered by the campaniform sensilla. Crickets lacking campani-
form sensilla (due to chemically induced mutations) do not exhibit this behavior
(Bentley 1975).

The campaniform sensilla are also implicated in the interactions between Acheta
domesticus and the parasitoid digger wasp species Liris niger (Gnatzy and Heußlein
1986; Hustert and Gnatzy 1995; Gnatzy 2001). Tactile stimulation of the cercus by
the antennae of attacking female wasps elicits a defensive kick by the cricket, toward
the stimulated side (see Fig. 11.1). These tactile stimuli strongly deflect individual
filiform hairs. Consequently, hair sockets are tilted and campaniform sensilla are
stimulated. The fact that this behavior can also be elicited by touching the filiform
hairs with a fine brush confirms that the stimulus is exclusively mechanical. Crick-
ets can also be observed to kick during aggressive behavior toward conspecifics
(Alexander 1961).

When a strong puff of air strikes the cerci, the cricket jumps away (air veloc-
ity about 1 m/s; M. Hörner, personal communication). Murphey and Palka (1974)
related this behavior to giant-fiber activity (“powerful stimulation of cercal recep-
tors, which excites the giant fibres as a group, often elicits escape jumps”). It
is considerably more likely, however, that the stimuli employed by Murphey and
Palka (1974) were suprathreshold for campaniform sensilla on both cerci; jumping
is triggered when these sensilla are excited, together with filiform hairs, by strong
air stimuli. In terms of the motor events involved, this behavior can be regarded as
bilateral kicking. In the locust, jumping is known to involve a motor pattern similar
to that in kicking (Pflüger and Burrows 1978). The same probably also applies to the
cricket, although here the motor pattern of the kick differs from that in the grasshop-
per (the cricket lacks the co-contraction phase of flexor and extensor; Hustert and
Gnatzy 1995).
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11.5 Conclusions

1. Quantified air-movement stimuli (2–100 Hz, 5–5000 mm/s; Fig. 11.4) were used
to investigate the biomechanical characteristics and sensory performance of
the mechanoreceptor system on the cerci of the cricket Acheta domesticus,
each element of which consists of one filiform hair sensillum and one to three
campaniform sensilla.

2. When stimulated in their preferred direction by sinusoidal air movement at low
peak velocities (up to ca. 100 mm/s), the filiform hairs oscillate with velocity-
correlated amplitude (see Fig. 11.4). The visually measured deflection angle and
the frequency response depend on the length of the hair shaft (Figs. 11.5 and
11.6).

3. At higher stimulus intensities (200–500 mm/s) the hair shaft is deflected far
enough to contact the surrounding socket. The sockets of filiform hairs with a
long shaft (> 1000μm) begin to be tilted by the hair when the air velocity parallel
to the long axis of the cercus reaches about 1 m/s (Figs. 11.5 and 11.6).

4. The sensory cells of the filiform hairs discharge action potentials at a constant
phase with respect to the air movement when the movement velocity is low. The
spike activity becomes maximal at ca. 500 mm/s (Fig. 11.11).

5. Campaniform sensilla give phasic responses to deflection of the hair socket. This
receptor-cell activity is distinctly frequency-dependent; it reaches a maximum at
50 Hz, whereas the lowest thresholds are found at 20 Hz and air velocities of
0.5–1 m/s (Figs. 11.13 and 11.14).

6. Hair shafts of individual filiform hairs on isolated, unfixed cerci were manually
deflected within a SEM to observe changes caused by repeated deflections in
different directions. Strong deflection of the hair shaft parallel to the longitudinal
axis of cercus causes tilting of the socket in which the hair shaft inserts. Also,
depending on the direction of hair shaft deflection (toward the tip and/or the base
of cercus, respectively) – the cuticle in the vicinity of the tilted socket is indented
or arched up (Fig. 11.7). The campaniform sensilla may be effectively stimulated
by these slight deformations, as they correlate qualitatively with the spike activity
of the campaniform sensilla during hair deflection in different directions.
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Chapter 12
Advanced Photonic Systems
on the Wing-Scales of Lepidoptera

Peter Vukusic

An extensive array of optical effects across many animal and insect species is
revealed by surveys of the natural world. While the aesthete may take delight in such
phenomena, students of photonics have increasingly been prepared to look more
closely; deriving understanding and inspiration from nature’s optical ingenuity.

By describing specific structural colour examples in detail, within a general con-
text of Lepidopteran microstructure classification, this chapter seeks to present an
introduction to current work on photonics in these natural systems.

12.1 Introduction

Detailed studies of photonic systems in nature have existed for some time. Early
work revealed that the more brilliant and eye-catching optical effects were the result
of structures rather than pigmentation. While pigmentary colouration is far more
common in the natural world, it is the colour derived through microstructures that
yields the more interesting and significant photonic effects (Fox 1976).

As a field of interest in its own right, natural structural colour was recognised
some time ago and received much amateur scientific interest until the early part
of the last century when a flurry of activity produced many penetrative investiga-
tions. The abounding literature of these investigations deals with a range of species
that exhibit the various colour effects found in beetles’ elytra, birds feathers, and
Lepidopteran wing scales. Notable contributions also exist detailing investigations
into structural colours in birds feathers and insects (see references: Mayer 1897;
Strong 1902; Michelson 1911; Biedermann 1914; Rayleigh 1919; Onslow 1921;
Rayleigh 1923; Süffert 1924; Frank 1939; Anderson and Richards 1942; Mason
1923a, b, 1924, 1926, 1927a, b, 1929; Vukusic and Sambles 2003).

More recent interest surrounding colouration in Lepidoptera came in the 1970s
with formative works by Ghiradella et al. (1972), Huxley (1976) and Morris (1975).
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With these works, modern electron microscopy and a better knowledge of photonics
enabled the characterization of specific optical effects in certain biological systems.
More interestingly, they described several rather new structures which were remark-
able variations of the purely continuous thin film or diffractive structures previously
thought to exist alone. Since the interest in the 1970s, the last decade has seen
renewed activity in the field of natural photonics, particularly concerning optical
effects in Lepidoptera.

12.2 Lepidopteran Wing Scales

With few exceptions the seat of colouration in butterflies, whether through pigmen-
tation or structure, lies in the scales that cover the surface of the wings and body
(Fig. 12.1). Each scale is a flattened projection of cuticle from a single epidermal cell
within the epithelial layer that makes up the surface of the wing. The arrangement of
scales on the wing resembles that of shingles on a roof with, in most species, there
being two distinct layers of different types of scales present. Typical scale surface
dimensions are of the order of 75 μm by 200 μm. They are generally approximately
2–5 microns thick.

While the underside of scales are rather planar and featureless, their interi-
ors and their externally visible top-surfaces exhibit intricate microstructure. The
cuticle material itself is a composite of rods of chitin set in a matrix of proteins
(Neville 1975). It has been shown to have a refractive index of approximately 1.56–
1.58 at visible wavelengths (Vukusic et al. 1999). The presence and concentration
of melanin pigment dictates the associated amount of optical absorption (Vukusic
et al. 1999).

All scales, whether iridescent or not, appear formed from a distinctive archi-
tectural template (Fig. 12.2). They display one of a variety of forms of ridging
extending longitudinally from one end of the scale to the other.

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 12.1 (a) optical image of wing-scales on M. rhetenor, showing the scales as the seat of the
colour; (b) dorsal and (c) ventral surface of a single iridescent M. rhetenor scale [Scale bars: (a)
100 μm; (b) and (c) 25 μm]
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Generic scale

Type II

Type III

Type I

Fig. 12.2 Schematic diagram to show the classification of the microstructure of iridescent but-
terfly scales. (Schematic diagrams reprinted with permission from H. Ghiradella and Wiley-Liss,
c© 1998.)

Within the ridging, fine structure may be developed in the form of lamellae
or micro ribbing. Often the ridges may be connected at intervals by a series of
arched structures referred to as crossribs. Spacing between ridges on a single scale
is often quite uniform, lying in the range 0.5 μm–5.0 μm depending on species and
scale type.

In the scales of some species the regions between the ridges and crossribs are
hollow, exposing the scale interior with pillar-like trebaculae that run from the base
of the ridges to the scale substrate beneath. As far as is known, pigment other
than melanin is laid into pigment granules in this region, while melanin tends to
be distributed in the scale structures itself (see Section 12.4).

12.3 Classifying Structures Responsible for Colour
on Lepidopteran Scales

The different forms of known butterfly microstructure have been categorised for the
purpose of gaining overall perspective. These microstructures form three principal
classes, which are themselves subdivided further.

Categorisation is based on the nature of structural reflecting and scattering ele-
ments and their position in or on the wing-scale. Figure 12.2 presents schematics
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 12.3 (a) SEM micrograph showing type Ib scale microstructure of the butterfly A. meliboeus.
The multilayering within the ridging is clearly tilted; (b) and (c) optical real-colour photographs
of the same region of A. meliboeus wing under identical diffuse illumination, but with a 10 degree
wing tilt between them. [Scale bars: (a) 700 nm, (b) and (c) 5 mm]. (Reprinted with permission
from Nature (410, 36) c© 2001). Macmillan Magazines Ltd.

of these categories which may be described as: type I microstructure, comprising
discrete multilayers incorporated into the scale ridging (shown in Fig. 12.3, 12.4
and 12.5); type II microstructure, comprising multilayered systems incorporated
into the scale body (see Fig. 12.8 and 12.9); type III microstructure which does not

Fig. 12.4 SEM of a type Ic
ridges from a T. magellanus
iridescent scale [Scale bar:
500 nm]

(a) (b)

Fig. 12.5 TEM images of cross-sections through iridescent scales of (a) M. rhetenor and (b) M.
didius. [Scale bars; 1.5 μm]
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solely comprise multilayering per se but also other specialised photonic systems.
The structures associated with all three of these categories are variations on the
same general template of scale design. The developmental processes that lead to the
formation of each class of scale have been investigated and are described in great
detail by Ghiradella (Ghiradella 1976).

12.3.1 Form and Function of Type I Scales

Many structurally coloured butterfly species exhibit type I scale microstructure, in
which multilayering is incorporated within the ridging of scales (see Fig. 12.2). In
certain species, however, variations exist, so that further categorisations are possible
in a way that is associated with the angle between the multilayering and the base of
the scale.

Type Ia layering, by so-called ridge-lamellae, is defined as a category in which
lamellae run parallel or near-parallel to the base of the scale (see case study on
Morpho in Section 12.3.1.1). The brightest structurally coloured butterflies are
associated with this category of scale for which there may be as many as twelve
ridge-lamellae of cuticle in the multilayer system. Lower brightness from some but-
terfly type Ia wing scales can be attributed to ridges with fewer lamellae, or to a
greater separation between the ridges.

The visibility of certainMorpho butterflies is an excellent example of the effect of
type Ia scales (and is described in detail later). It can result in absolute reflectivities
at blue wavelengths of up to 80 percent in certain species (Vukusic et al. 1999).
Sideways tilting of the ridges and of the lamellae surfaces within the ridging pro-
vide, in one plane, a broad angle-spread to the reflection. In other Morpho species,
such as M. didius, not only does lateral ridge tilting provide angle spread in the
reflected light, but ridges on the near-transparent scales of a superficial second
layer of scales bring about diffraction which further assists broad-angle reflection
(Vukusic et al. 1999). Type Ib scales comprise ridge-lamellae that have moderate
inclination to the scale base (Fig. 12.3a). High numbers of ridge-lamellae (greater
than five or six) are generally not found within these systems. This limit, together
with the steeper angle of inclination facilitates a larger range of structurally reflected
colours than is possible with type Ia scales (Vukusic et al. 2000). Additionally, the
steeper angle of inclination limits the portion of the observation hemisphere above
the scale from which the iridescent colour may be observed even under diffuse
illumination. The butterfly Ancyluris meliboeus is adorned with patches of type Ib
scales and exhibits deep blue to orange structural colouring from the same region at
different scale orientations. Figure 12.3b and c illustrate how a very small change in
wing orientation may extinguish this colour.

Type Ic scales comprise cases where this angle of multilayer inclination is
extremely steep (Fig. 12.4), to the extent that in some cases it approaches orthogo-
nality with the base of the scale. In such cases, the layering is often formed from an
extremely developed system of microribs rather than from the ridge-lamellae. With
such steep multilayering, one would expect the portion of the viewing hemisphere
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above the wing from which the associated structural colour is observable to be
extremely limited. Indeed in Troides magellanus, a species that exhibits type Ic
scales, it is only at near-grazing incidence from the rear of the wing that the bright
blue-green structural colour becomes visible. This colour appears in addition to the
overall yellow colouration derived from its papiliochrome pigmentation, which also
exhibits UV absorption and green-fluorescence (Lawrence et al. 2002).

12.3.1.1 Case Study (Type Ia): Morpho rhetenor and M. didius

The Morpho family of butterflies, indigenous to South and Central America, are
generally conspicuous by their brilliant blue iridescent colouration. This blue is so
bright that it can reportedly be seen from “a quarter of a mile off” (Bates 1864).
Two species of Morpho were studied in detail, both exhibiting type Ia scale struc-
ture. However, while one of the species, M. rhetenor, exhibits only one layer of
significantly developed scales (Fig. 12.1), the second species, M. didius exhibits
two distinctly different layers (Fig. 12.6). Cross-sections through the wing scales of
each butterfly are shown in Fig. 12.5 and illustrate the discrete layering associated
with the structural colouration of each butterfly. The ridging of the scales of M.
rhetenor have approximately twelve cuticle layers. There are two types ofM. didius
scales; ground scales (Ghiradella 1994) which are similar to the M. rhetenor scales,
and so-called glass scales (Ghiradella 1994) which lie above the ground scales and
exhibit high levels of transparency (Fig. 12.6).

To establish the true nature of the optical response from each of the scale struc-
tures, it was necessary to examine single scales. This is because optical analysis
of large areas of wing is prone to complex reflection and scattering characteristics
associated with many-scale mis-alignment and orientation as well as to extraneous
effects from non-iridescent scales and the wing substrate itself). Such examination
proved enlightening. Using a method developed for use in the examination of single

Fig. 12.6 Optical micrograph
image of a small region of the
wing scales of M. didius
[Scale bar: 75 μm]
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Fig. 12.7 Reflection and transmission data associated with single iridescent scales from M.
rhetenor and M. didius

scales (Vukusic et al. 1999) the reflection (R), transmission (T) and absorption
associated with each scale was measured and are shown in Fig. 12.7. The spatial
patterns of reflection and transmission from single iridescent ground scales of both
butterflies show some similarities; there is a broad angular spread in the reflection
from the scale. Reflection from the M. rhetenor ground scale appears divided into
two distinct wide-angle lobes. The reflectivity from theM. didius ground scale is not
lobed but is nonetheless also spread widely in angle, spanning around 100 degrees in
the plane shown (but only approx. 15 degrees in the plane orthogonal to this). Trans-
mission through these ground scales is unremarkable. The transmission through the
M. didius glass scale, however, is striking; light undergoes strong diffraction by the
scale ridging as it passes through the scale. This bring about a large spread in the
angle over which light is reflected.

The overall reflectivity of both scales is significant. For M. rhetenor, the twelve
cuticle layer system reflects a maximum of approximately 80 percent of incident
blue light. M. didius, reflects less, around 40 percent, a fact associated both with
the fewer number of cuticle layers in its scale ridging, and the larger inter-ridge
periodicity.

Under optical transmission microscopy, both ground scales appear brown; a
colour associated with their melanin pigmentation. This pigmentation creates an
optical absorption that is an inherent part of the scale optics. In addition to this, it is
associated with cuticle mechanical strengthening by creating protein cross-linking
(Kalmus 1941; Riley 1997). Additional single scale optical experiments, during
which the scale is immersed in liquid bromoform (a fluid whose refractive index
matches that of the scale material), indicate that the absorption coefficient (k) (k is
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equal to the imaginary part of the complex refractive index) at visible wavelengths
is approx. 0.060±0.005 (Vukusic et al. 1999).

The adapted purpose of this type Ia scale structure, certainly in the case of Mor-
pho sp., seems clear. Not only is it possible to effect high reflectivities of good
spectral purity, but the reflectivity may be directed over a broad angle. In the case
of M. rhetenor the spread in tilt angle of the layers within the ridging and a distri-
bution of tilts of the ridges themselves, creates the broad angle reflection. For M.
didius, the same effect, coupled with a diffraction-assisted further spread in angle
on transmission through the superficial layer of glass scales produces the desired
functionality of extremely wide-angle high visibility.

12.3.2 Form and Function of Type II Scales

Type II scales comprise multilayering (referred to as body-lamellae) that is incor-
porated into the body of the scale itself. For this category, ridging is present on
the surface of the scales, but it is usually a much simpler non-specialised form of
ridging than found in type I. As many as ten cuticle layers have been shown to exist
in some species with iridescent type II scales. As with type I, type II scales may
be categorised in a secondary way. Type IIa comprise the simplest form of such
body-lamellae systems in which the lamellae are parallel and flat across the entire
area of the scale (allowing for any curvature of the scale itself). Additionally, not
only does ridging sit above the system of body-lamellae, but the ridges are often
orthogonally interconnected by structures known as crossribs. The spacing of these
crossribs is usually quite periodic and is of the order of the spacing of the ridges
themselves. It is believed that these and other surface structures associated with type
II systems provide one or both of the following effects. They may form impedance
matching elements that reduce broadband reflection from the top-most surface of
the scale (Vukusic 2002, unpublished), and they may constitute diffraction elements
that diffuse and spread in angle the selectively reflected colour from the multilayer
over which they rest. Urania leilus is a species of diurnal moth, the scales of which
are of type IIa (Fig. 12.8). Its appearance is less striking than that of Morpho; its

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 12.8 (a) Optical micrograph showing iridescent scales of U. leilus, (b) SEM micrograph of
the ridges on the surface of the iridescent U. leilus scales shown in (a), (c) TEM micrograph
showing the cross-section through the iridescent U. leilus scales shown in (a) and (b). [Scale bars:
(a) 100 μm, (b) and (c) 2 μm]
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iridescent regions are less highly reflective and its hue is rather softer in appearance
(Vukusic 2001 unpublished).

Type IIb scales represent a category in which the flat body-lamellae of type
IIa have specific modulations imposed upon them. In certain Papilio species these
modulations create arrays of shallow flat-bottomed concavities across the surface
of each scale. The body-lamellae follow the profile of these concavities. Interest-
ingly, in particular type IIb species, the physical dimension of each layer remains
approximately constant in the direction orthogonal to the scale surface (Vukusic
et al. 2000a). This creates the effect of a sculpted multilayer with uniform layer
dimensions, rather than a patterned multilayer of variable dimensions. The partic-
ular sculpting associated with some type IIb systems has been shown to produce
several unique optical effects, such as the simultaneous production of two structural
colours, which combine additively to give the stimulus of a third colour (Vukusic
et al. 2000b). Furthermore, through a double reflection from the opposite sides of
each depression, the polarization of one of the colours may be rotated by 90 degrees.
Additionally with type IIb scales, crossribs are generally absent, ridging appears to
play much less of an optical role and the scale surface may exhibit one of a variety
of forms of impedance matching surface texture.

12.3.2.1 Case Study (Type IIb): P. palinurus and P. ulysses

As has been mentioned, while type I microstructure comprises multilayering sited in
scale ridging, type II comprises multilayering within the body of the scale. Among
the more interesting of the species studied in detail are those of P. palinurus and P.
ulysses which feature the sculpted multilayering defined as type IIb microstructure.
The iridescent scales of these butterflies exhibit modulations in the profiles of their
multilayering. These modulations, in orthogonal directions across the scale surface,
have the effect of imposing concave structures into the scale. SEM and TEM images
of iridescent scales of both butterflies illustrate the geometry of these concavities
(see Fig. 12.9).

Close inspection of such images highlights several important features. Firstly,
the dimensions of each layer in the direction perpendicular to the local layer sur-
face remain approximately constant, regardless of the position around a concavity.
Secondly, the multilayer dimensions are smaller for the blue coloured P. ulysses
than for the apparently green coloured P. palinurus. Finally, there is a distinct dif-
ference between the scales of the two species in the depths and profiles of their
respective concavities. In P. palinurus the concavities are deeper and their sides are
more steeply inclined with respect to the plane of the scale. For P. ulysses, the scale
concavities are shallower and their profiles effect much less-inclined side walls.

The effect of the differences in these concavity profiles is only evident on inspec-
tion of high magnification optical micrographs (Fig. 12.10). When illuminated and
observed at near-normal incidence, the flat central regions of the concayities reflect
yellow in the case of P. palinurus and blue for P. ulysses. Furthermore, in P. palin-
urus, the inclined sides of each concavity appear as blue annuli around the yellow
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 12.9 SEM and TEM micrographs of iridescent scale regions and sections from P. palinurus
and P. ulysses: (a) and (b) SEM micrograph of the surface of a P. palinurus iridescent scale, (c)
TEM micrograph of the cross-section through a single concavity of a P. palinurus scale, (d) and
(e) SEM micrograph of the surface of a P. ulysses iridescent scale, (f) TEM micrograph of the
cross-section through a single concavity of a P. ulysses scale. [Scales bars: (a) 5 μm, (b) (c) (e) and
(f) 1 μm, (d) 50 μm]

concavity centres. The inclined sides of P. ulysses concavities exhibit no analogous
annular reflection pattern.

The key to understanding the difference in their optical effects not only lies in
appreciating the differences in the thicknesses of their respective multilayering, but
also in the differences of their concavity profiles. P. ulysses, with smaller layer
dimensions than P. palinurus reflects a shorter wavelength at normal incidence, i.e.
blue in comparison to the yellow reflected by the bottom of P. palinurus concavities.
However, there is no coloured (or even UV) annulus around the central concavity

(a) (b)

Fig. 12.10 Optical micrographs showing small regions of iridescent scales of (a) P. palinurus and
(b) P. ulysses [Scale bars; (a) and (b) 8 μm]
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region of P. ulysses; this contrasts with the effect observed in P. palinurus is caused
by differences in concavity wall inclination.

Whereas a substantial part of P. palinurus concavity sides are inclined at approx-
imately 45 degrees to the plane of the scale, the sides of P. ulysses concavities have
inclinations of a approximately 30 degrees. Consequently, opposite sides of each
P. palinurus concavity are perpendicular to each other, whereas in P. ulysses they
are not.

Clearly, however, for P. palinurus, the single sides of each concavity cannot
reflect light back along the incident direction. In fact, each angled side combines
with the surface that is orthogonal to itself on the opposite side of each concav-
ity. The blue annulus pattern is effected in this way; normally incident blue light,
reflected from one 45 degree inclined surface is directed across the concavity to the
opposite orthogonal surface from where it returns parallel to the incident direction.
These pairs of inclined surfaces comprise near identical multilayering and are both
inclined at approximately 45 degrees to the direction of normally incident light on
the scale surface. Accordingly their spectral reflectivity characteristics are closely
matched. For P. ulysses, in which this surface orthogonality does not exist, such
retro-reflection is not possible and the annuli are not seen.

Polarization conversion of blue light through this double reflection confirms this
retro-reflection mechanism in P. palinurus. Upon crossing an input linear polar-
izer with an exit analyser (while viewing the sample using normally incident light)
all yellow reflected light (reflected directly from the bottom of the concavities) is
extinguished while a substantial portion of blue reflected light remains observed
(Fig. 12.11). This necessarily implies that only the blue reflected light has under-
gone polarization conversion. Such retro-reflected polarization conversion is only
predicted from orthogonal surfaces when the polarization vector of the incident
light is at 45 degree to the plane of incidence. It does not occur when the incident
polarization is perpendicular or parallel to the plane of polarization. Rotation of the
wing-scale, through 45 degree in the plane of the wing, changes the regions of the

(a) (b)

Fig. 12.11 Optical micrograph of the same region of P. palinurus scale shown in (Fig. 12.10a).
In this figure, however, illumination is with linearly polarized white light while the image was
captured through a crossed linear analyser. From image (a) to (b) in this figure, the sample is
rotated by 45 degrees. [Scale bar: (a) and (b) 8 μm]
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inclined sides of each concavity that exhibit this strong polarization conversion in
the expected manner (Fig. 12.11)

The biological significance of such colour and polarization effects in P. palinurus
are easily conjectured. In certain visual systems the close juxtaposition of small
blue and yellow regions may lead to strong colour stimulus synthesis (Burnham
et al. 1963) (CSS). CSS in an observer’s visual system is an effect whereby the addi-
tive mixture of two or more colours synthesizes the stimulus of a different colour
to an observer. In the animal kingdom, CSS of green is usually achieved by the
additive mixture of pigmentary yellow with structurally effected blue (Simon 1971).
Such spatial averaging CSS is the basis of modern colour television, older sys-
tems of colour photography and pointillistic painting (MacAdam 1956; Evans 1943;
Agoston 1987). We might assume that P. palinurus’ CSS of green in the visual
systems of its predators may provide it with camouflage against foliaceous back-
grounds while concurrently being conspicuously blue to conspecifics with predicted
blue photoreceptor polarization sensitivity. This provides an insight to the selection
pressures responsible for the development of its microstructure. P. ulysses appears
to have developed separately under different selection pressures; its colour appear-
ance designed instead to promote long range visibility in a similar fashion to certain
Morpho sp.

12.3.3 Form and Function of Type III Scales

Species with type III scales display structural colouration that does not arise from
1D multilayering but from more complex 2D and 3D scattering structures within
and on the body of the scale. The nature in which these structures are oriented and
formed on the scales, often removes the characteristic angle-dependence of colour
always associated with 1D layered structures, and there is a broadly constant colour
at all angles of observation.

Type IIIa scales comprise an ordered 3-dimensional lattice of cuticle within
the body of the scale; such as an array of spherical spaces in a matrix of cuti-
cle (Fig. 12.12). The refractive index periodicity imposed by such a system leads

Fig. 12.12 SEM images of the sectioned side of an iridescent scale from P. sesostris showing its
regular lattice of cuticle sited below a dense array of ridging. [Scale bar: 5 μm (left) and 1 μm
(right)]. Reprinted with permission from Nature (424, 852–856) c© 2003). Macmillan Magazines
Ltd
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Fig. 12.13 Optical micrographs; (a) P. sesostris scales under normal illumination, and (b) a single
P. sesostris scale viewed in reflection under illumination with linearly polarized white light while
the image was captured through a crossed linear analyser. [Scale bar: (a) 50 μm and (b) 20 μm]

to strong scattering of favoured wavelengths in certain directions. Analogous,
but inverse, structures lead to the structural colouration in the gem mineral opal
(Sanders 1968), for which arrays of hydrated silica spheres surrounded by air
lead to intense diffraction colours. The lattices within most type IIIa butterfly
scales, however, are usually divided into irregular but distinct domains of a few
microns diameter (Fig. 12.13). By varying the orientation of neighbouring domains,
a constant-colour effect is created across the scales and wings through a form of
spatial averaging (Morris 1975; Vane-Wright personal communication). The diffuse
angle-independent nature of the structural colour that is provided by type IIIa scales
is believed to help in defence from predation through camouflage. This is hypoth-
esized since most species with type IIIa scales are green coloured which is cryptic
against foliaceous backgrounds.

Type IIIb is distinctly different from type IIIa. Scales in this category were
previously thought to be coloured through a form of Rayleigh scattering from sub-
wavelength sized scattering structures (Huxley 1976) but recent evidence suggests
that this is not the case (Vukusic and Hooper 2005; Prum et al. 2006). They exhibit
arrays of hollow cylindrical structures between the scale ridges that extend from
the surface of the scales down into the body of the scale. Below these there is a
micron or so of air-gap down to the base of the scale which itself forms a 3-layer
Bragg reflector. In the Papilio nireus group of butterflies, numbering fourteen or so
different species, and in Papilio zalmoxis, the structures are present in the form of
air-filled alveoli approximately 2 μm long and around 220 nm in internal diameter.
These alveoli are imbued with a strongly fluorescent pigment, and together with
the Bragg reflector beneath, form a highly efficient light emission system (see case
study 12.3.3.2)
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12.3.3.1 Case Study (Type IIIa): Parides sesostris

P. sesostris exhibits bright green iridescent patches on its ventral wings. Preliminary
inspection shows that its colour is angle-independent yet structural in origin; an
indication that its microstructure is a form of photonic crystal. SEM micrographs
confirm the existence and regularity of its 3D lattice (Fig. 12.13). The function of
the advanced form of ridging over the top surface of the scale is still unknown, but
it is believed to narrow the angle of emerging light from the photonic crystal of the
scale. It is of interest to ascertain the nature of the photonic crystal microstructure;
namely to answer the question “which crystal geometry has nature decided to adopt
in the case of this butterfly?” The outline structure was ascertained in the follow-
ing preliminary way. TEM micrographs of sections through iridescent scales of P.
sesostris were taken. These micrographs not only illustrate the domaining of its 3D
lattice, but show tessellated patterns formed by such thin planes through the struc-
ture (Fig. 12.14). Using 3D modelling software that permits any orientation of thin
section planes to be imaged, a full range of conventional crystal lattice structures
were constructed and thin sectional planes taken. The only 3D lattice structure from
which it proved possible to extract planar sections that corresponded accurately to
all those of the TEM micrographs, was the tetrahedral structure i.e. that of the dia-
mond lattice. However, since only good but not exact matches were achieved, we
assume the structure shows some small deviation from true tetrahedral. Ongoing
electron tomography studies will reveal the extent of any small deviation from true
tetrahedral and the true nature of the structure.

It is worth pointing out a strong polarization effect that is observed with the
microstructure from this butterfly. On illuminating the butterfly with linearly polari-
zed light and observing with a crossed linear analyser, strong shorter wavelength
colouration, is observed from the domained regions of the scale (Fig. 12.13). Owing
to the presence of the two crossed polarizers, these colours are only observed

Fig. 12.14 TEM micrograph showing a cross section through the iridescent scale of P. sesostris
shown in Fig. 12.14. The three inset images represent planar sections that are derived from a true
3D tetrahedral model used to simulate the structure of the cuticle lattice. [Scale bar: 4 μm]
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through the rotation of the polarization vector of incident light by 90 degrees on
reflection from the structure. Azimuthal rotation of the sample, between such fixed
but crossed polarizers, cycles the domain colours from green to shorter wavelengths
(ending in the appearance of black where UV is reflected) and back to green. This
strong polarization effect is attributed to a similar mechanism as that which pro-
duces the blue annulus of the P. palinurus concavity described in an earlier section;
namely strong scattering from orthogonally facing planes within the tetrahedral
structure.

While the advantage of true tetrahedral microstructure is clear (it achieves opti-
mal scale strength for low mass and photonically it is the structure for which highest
reflectivity is achieved over the greatest angle range), it is not yet clear why there
appears to be small but evident deviation. Interestingly, a full reciprocal space anal-
ysis based on a true tetrahedral lattice of cuticle with ca. 40 percent occupancy (as
calculated from analysis of SEM and TEM micrographs), predicts the characteristic
green colouration for this scale structure that is shown in Fig. 12.15a).

12.3.3.2 Case Study (Type IIIb): Papilio nireus Group Butterflie

Swallowtail (Papilio) butterflies in the Princeps nireus group comprise nanostruc-
ture on each coloured wing scale that is characterised by a 2 μm thick 2D photonic
crystal slab of hollow air-cylinders in a medium of solid cuticle (Fig. 12.15a and b).
The cylinders have a mean diameter of approximately 230 nm and a mean spacing of
approximately 320 nm. The slab rests parallel to and 1.5 μm above a three-layer dis-
tributed Bragg reflector (DBR). Highly fluorescent pigment is infused specifically
throughout the photonic crystal slab (N. Morehouse and P. Vukusic, unpublished

(a) (b)

Fig. 12.15 (a) Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of a section through a P. nireus
coloured scale, taken at a small angle to the plane of the PCS. Hollow neighbouring cylin-
ders appear as white ellipses against the dark cuticle (inset: High magnification TEM of the
3-layer DBR at the base of a P. nireus coloured scale. (b) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
image of the PCS in the P. nireus coloured scale showing fractured air-cylinder edges. [Scale
bars: 1 μm]
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Fig. 12.16 Normalised
spectra showing fluorescent
pigment excitation (dotted
line), fluorescent emission
(solid line) and Papilio green
photoreceptor sensitivity
(dashed line)

data, 2005); its peak emission is approximately 505 nm with peak absorption at
approximately 420 nm (Fig. 12.16).

The system of air cylinders within the slab is psuedo-periodic; comprising
domained triangular symmetry over a range in excess of several lattice constants
(Fig. 12.17). The 2D Fourier transform of this structure confirms such pseudo-
periodicity, showing that it is directionally independent in k-space (Fig. 12.17).

(a) (b)

Fig. 12.17 (a) SEM image of the underside of the PCS in a P. nireus coloured scale showing
quasiperiodicity (inset: 2D-fast Fourier transform of the image in a). (b) Band diagram of P. nireus
intra-domain PCS structure (horizontal bar centred at 505 nm represents fluorescence emission
FWHM)
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The photonic band structure for idealised intra-domain triangular symmetry
in this crystal demonstrates peak emission lies within in the psuedo-gap region
(Fig. 12.17). This implies that the 2D photonic crystal inhibits emission in the plane
of the crystal. To verify this experimentally, spectral and time-resolved fluorescence
emission were measured, both with and without the presence of index matching
fluid. Spectrally, index matching only reduced the fluorescence intensity, especially
around the peak wavelength, a result which supported this band-structure implica-
tion. Time resolved analysis went further. It yielded the decay-rate of the fluorescent
emission and the explicit influence of the slab’s nanostructure. Decay rates depend
on local density of states (LDOS) as described by Fermi’s Golden Rule. Immersing
a fluorescent photonic crystal system in matching fluid changes the LDOS, thus
altering fluorescence lifetimes (previously demonstrated in synthetic colloidal pho-
tonic crystals (Vos and Polman, 2001). For this butterfly system, at wavelengths well
above the peak emission (i.e. detecting using a 575 nm long-pass filter), matching-
fluid immersion did not appreciably influence the fluorescence decay lifetimes (<4
percent difference). However, lifetimes were significantly modified at peak emission
with the principle decay lifetime modified from 0.43 ns to 0.58 ns on application of
bromoform.

As is also the case in some high efficiency LEDs (Erchak et al. 2001), the DBR
in this butterfly system supports a spectral stop-band that matches the peak flu-
orescence emission from the structure above it. Given morphological constraints
on scale development, it appears well designed to upwardly reflect the downward-
emitted fluorescence concurrently with the non-absorbed longer wavelengths pass-
ing through the slab. The spatial separation between the DBR and slab minimises
losses via coupling to guided modes in the DBR.

The photosensitivity of Papilio vision to green wavelengths is dominated by the
α-absorbance band of rhodopsin (Kelber et al. 2001). Not only is the spectral form of
this absorption well placed to be stimulated by the fluorescence emission from con-
specific Papilio wing-scales, but the spectral absorption of the fluorescent pigment
falls between Papilio photoreceptors sensitive to shorter wavelengths (Fig. 12.16).
These vision characteristics imply significant evolutionary adaptation.

Given recent progress and interest in synthetic photonics, it is of interest how
long ago this highly specialised wing-borne optical emitter first appeared. Although
molecular phylogenetic studies are approximate, the original speciation of two (P.
epiphorbas and P. orizabus) of the existing fifteen similar P. nireus group species
is set at 31±12 MYA (Zakharov et al. 2004). They are all, however, believed
descended from one much earlier common ancestor, postulated to have originated
in Uganda (Hancock 1983). Subsequent diffusion and speciation has since occurred
throughout the highland forests of eastern and central Africa.

The natural-world endemism of this specialised photonic system appears specific
to the Afrotropical realm; however, its electrically powered or optically pumped
semiconductor analogue has found its way to well-equipped photonics laborato-
ries. Independently, nature and technology have developed these analogous highly
adapted designs by which light from an optical emitter is very efficiently extracted.
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12.4 Low Visibility Surfaces in Lepidoptera

Surfaces of low reflectance are ubiquitous in animate systems. They form essential
components of the visual appearance of most living species and can explicitly influ-
ence other biological functions such as thermoregulation. The blackness associated
with all opaque surfaces of low reflectivity was attributed to strongly absorbing
pigmentation alone until a study challenged this assumption demonstrating that
in addition to the requirement of absorbing pigmentation, complex nanostructures
can contribute to the low reflectance of certain natural surfaces specifically, with
reference to this chapter, the nature of the black regions observed on the dorsal
wings of many Lepidoptera. The optical absorption associated with black wing
regions on the butterfly P. ulysses was quantified and it was found that the nanos-
tructure of the wing-scales of these regions contributes significantly to their black
appearance.

This discovery relied on the evidence from refractive index matching optical
characterisation experiments. These revealed that effective removal of the scale
structure (by immersion index matching fluid) reduces the effective optical absorp-
tion of the scale. Without such fine nanostructure, even with the same quantity of
absorbing pigment, each scale would be a less efficient absorber of incident radi-
ation; backscatter from the scales and wing substrate beneath these scales would
create the appearance of a wing surface of inferior blackness.

Detailed finite-element modeling confirms that one of the principal optical func-
tions of this specific type of scale structure is to scatter incident radiation toward
the ridging and about the scale interior. This has the effect of increasing the absorp-
tion cross-section of the incident light through the absorbing pigmentation diffusely
spread (Fox 1976; Vukusic et al. 2004) throughout each scale. The structure of the
black scales of P. ulysses is typical of dark brown and black scales found on many
other Lepidoptera. Periodic ridging, of pitch ca. 2–3 μm runs the length of these
scales. Between their ridging, scales from both regions exhibit an aperiodic lattice-
work of struts and walls that extend from the surface toward the scale substrate
beneath (Fig. 12.18).

The change in optical absorption, due to immersion in index matching fluid,
was found to be different for both scale types in P. ulysses. This is solely a con-
sequence of their structural differences which are particularly evident in images of
the scale cross-sections. The scales from the matt black region clearly comprise
a more intricate and densely distributed lattice of cuticle than the scales from the
lustrous black region. Light incident on this structure, therefore, is more efficiently
scattered toward the diffusely distributed pigmentation.

The tapering of the ridging in both scale types is also a significant feature.
Optically, reflection from surfaces (not including interference effects from multi-
layering) is brought about by abrupt changes in optical impedance between the
material and the medium surrounding it. Therefore a gradual transition of optical
impedance from one medium to the next reduces the magnitude of this reflec-
tion. Normally in insect systems, this is done using nanostructure of subwavelength
dimensions (Bernhard 1965). However, the ridge tapering in this species, although
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(b)(a)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 12.18 The nanostructure of a single black ground scale from two regions of wing of P. ulysses.
(a) and (b) are SEM images of the surface of a single scale from the lustrous and matt black
regions respectively. (c) and (d) are TEM images of the cross-section through a single scale from
the lustrous and matt black regions respectively. The inset image shows the cross-section through
a solitary ridge of a scale from the matt black region. [Scale bars: 2 μm]

larger than conventional antireflective nanostructure, also serves an impedance-
matching purpose. In this way it reduces the extent of back-reflection and scatter
when incident light first encounters the scale. Closer inspection of a single ridge
cross-section reveals that the tapered sides of each ridge comprise the more typical
subwavelength impedance-matching elements (Fig. 12.18 insert); optically, these
reduce backscatter and reflection from the ridge surfaces at non-normal angles of
incidence.

The lustrous patches on the dorsal forewings are only found in male P. ulysses
specimens (Vane-Wright, personal communication). The lustre is not created by
the highly absorbing black ground scales examined here and which are shown
in Fig. 12.18. It is instead created by low intensity scatter from microstructures
that comprise very long hair-like androconial scales that overlie the ground scales.
Their principle function is presumed associated with pheromone storage or transfer
(Vane-Wright, personal communication). In P. ulysses, these scales have minimal
absorbing pigment; multi-wavelength scatter from their surfaces, although relatively
inefficient, is still sufficient to produce the optical effect of surface lustre. Incident
light that is not scattered by the androconial scales in these regions, is transmitted
though them to be efficiently absorbed (ca. 90 percent) by the underlying ground
scales. Until this preliminary study, nanostructure was not regarded as an intrinsic
component of highly absorbing natural surfaces. Clearly, such nanostructure as is
found in many Lepidoptera, not only facilitates the production of many different
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forms of bright and intense colouration, but it also assists in creating strong optical
absorption, and can significantly enhances the appearance of black on their wings.

12.5 Conclusion

Despite progress over the last thirty years to rationalize natural photonics, there still
remain numerous unanswered questions and poorly understood mechanisms; many
associated with well-known and commonplace species of animal and insect. Often,
it is not until there is careful scientific inspection and analysis that there can be
appreciation of the full extent of the design ingenuity of nature’s optical systems.

This chapter has attempted to present a brief summary of the system of micro-
structure classification, and some of the more interesting photonic jewels that have
recently been unearthed in Lepidoptera. Work to date visibly illustrates that even
within this order, there is an incredible diversity of advanced photonic nanostructure.
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Chapter 13
Sub-micron Structures Causing Reflectio
and Antireflectio in Animals

Andrew R. Parker

13.1 Introduction

The evolution of optical reflectors in animals began soon after the first eye evolved.
Trilobites are the first animals known to host image-forming eyes, of around 540 Ma
(Fig. 13.1); eyes which contain efficient optics in their own right (Parker, 1998;
Parker et al., 2003). In the absence of vision, any incidental iridescence appearing
before the Cambrian period would have been neutrally selective. But with the evo-
lution of the eye, the size, shape, colour, and behaviour of animals were revealed for
the first time. Consequently adaptive optical devices in nature were born.

Soon after the first eyes, at least by 515 Ma (Parker, 1998), animals began to
evolve sophisticated optical reflectors – nanostructures that interact with (reflect,
refract and diffract) light rays, such as surface corrugations or internal stacks of thin
layers. A prerequisite for a reflector is a contrast in refractive indices. If a diamond is
placed in a solution of the same refractive index, it becomes invisible because light

Fig. 13.1 Cambropallas
trilobite from Morocco,
around 540 Ma, anterior view.
Eyes are protruding from the
head shield (left eye is casting
a shadow) – this was one of
the first animals on Earth
with an image-forming eye
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‘recognizes’ no boundaries. If the refractive index of the solution is changed, some
light rays that strike the diamond reflect from its surface (they ‘recognize’ a bound-
ary), while others pass through (albeit their path is altered due to refraction). Many
butterfly scales, for example, are similar. Then, the interaction of individual rays
that have been reflected becomes important – they can superimpose constructively
or destructively.

Today we find an array of optical reflectors in animals that have resulted from
millions of years of evolutionary ‘fine-tuning.’ For example, the corrugations on
the surface of cypridinid ostracod (crustacean) setae that diffract a spectrum used
as a courtship display have improved in optical efficiency throughout the evolution
of the group (Parker, 1995). Maybe, then, nature’s optical designs can be useful to
commerce. Indeed, the first butterfly scale reflectors have been reproduced recently
using industrial methods (Wong et al., 2003).

The relatively bright, directional effect of most optical reflectors in nature (includ-
ing their ultraviolet component) is termed structural colour, which separates it from
the comparatively duller, diffuse effect of chemical pigments. Traditionally, biolo-
gists have found helpful the classification of structural colours into the categories
of: (random) scattering, diffraction gratings, multilayer reflectors and liquid crys-
tals. The last paper thoroughly reviewing these structures in nature, beginning with
the first identified (Newton’s study of peacock feathers in 1704) and detailing their
diversity and biological functions, was published in 2000 (Parker, 2000). All of
these structures fall into a category of optical devices that I will term ‘simple’
optics because the single scattering approximation (or ‘First Born Approximation’)
applies to them. That is, once a light ray is scattered/reflected for the first time
within the structure, it is not scattered again. This is an estimation – indeed wave-
length is a factor (this approximation is even more appropriate for X-rays, which
are difficult to scatter, but less appropriate for electrons) – but provides justification
to employ non-rigorous physics to explain reflections. This is particularly useful
for biologists. However, in 2001 the first reflector requiring ‘complex’ optics was
identified in animals (Parker et al., 2001), which attracted groups of physicists and
engineers to the subject (from the UK, USA, Japan, China, Australia, New Zealand,
Belgium, France, Hungary and Spain). In ‘complex’ optical reflectors, each indi-
vidual light ray is scattered more than once (sometimes many times, depending
on the complexity of the nanostructure) – it is reflected from optical boundary to
optical boundary.

13.2 ‘Simple’ Optical Reflector

13.2.1 Scattering Structures

13.2.1.1 White Scattering Structures

Simple, equal scattering of all spectral wavelengths results in the observation of
a diffuse white effect. This commonly arises from the effects of a non-periodic
arrangement of colloidally dispersed matter where the different materials involved
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Fig. 13.2 Diagrammatic
representation of a scattering
system

have different refractive indices (e.g. Fig. 13.2), or from solid colourless materi-
als in relatively concentrated, thick layers (Fox, 1976). In the colloidal system, the
particles are larger than the wavelength of light and can be thought of as mirrors
oriented in all directions. The reflection is polarized unless the incident light is at
normal incidence on the system and, in the colloidal system, spherical or randomly
arranged particles are involved.

Many white bird feathers are so coloured due to non-periodic arrangements
of reflecting elements, causing the random scattering of all wavelengths into all
directions and thus a diffuse white reflection.

From some scales of extant butterfly wings, light is scattered uniformly and com-
pletely in all directions, due to the chaotic disposition of the surfaces. Matt or pearly
whites may be observed depending on the complexity or the arrangement of the
structures, which affects the relative degree of scattering (Mason, 1926).

The colloidal system involves either a gas-in-solid, gas-in-liquid, liquid-in-liquid
(emulsions) or solid-in-liquid (Fox, 1976). For example, the gas-in-liquid sys-
tem is partly responsible for the white body and/or tentacles of certain anemones
today (Fox, 1976). Light is reflected and refracted at the surfaces of the par-
ticles of matter or spaces (with dimensions >1 μm), regardless of the colour
of the materials involved (except opaque brown and black compounds, such as
melanin) (Mason, 1926). In insects, the materials involved typically have very low
transparencies (Mason, 1926).

Reflection and refraction that occurs at the interfaces of strata with different
refractive indices may result in the display of white light. The degree of whiteness
depends upon the difference in refractive indices (Fox, 1976). This mechanism is
evident in the shells of many lamellibranch molluscs (Verne, 1930). Between the
outer, often pigmented layer and the mantle is a thick middle layer of crystalline
calcium carbonate. The inner surface of this (nacreous) layer is lined with multiple
laminations of the same salt. In most species these laminations are sufficiently thick
(>1 μm) to render the inner lining white, although in some species they become thin
so as to form a multilayer reflector. Calcium carbonate similarly produces whiteness
in calcareous sponges, corals, echinoderms and crustacean cuticles. Also in the class
of white solids is silica in the skeletons of hexactinellid sponges (Fox, 1976).

An unordered (as opposed to periodic) group of closely spaced setae, such as
those in patches on the extant fly Amenia sp., may form a white reflection via
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random scattering or reflection. However, if the arrangement becomes periodic
to some degree, a diffraction grating may be formed, such as the grating of the
cylindroleberidid ostracod Tetraleberis brevis.

13.2.1.2 Blue Scattering Structures

Forms of scattering can result in a blue coloured effect (red when the system is
viewed in transmission). Tyndall or Mie scattering occurs in a colloidal system
where the particle size approximates the wavelength of light. Here, diffraction is
important. Light is diffracted from the scattering elements but the reflection is
inversely proportional to the fourth power of the wavelength. This means that shorter
wavelength blues are diffracted more than the longer wavelength reds, and the
reflection appears blue (the transmitted portion appears red). Rayleigh scattering
may also occur in molecules in a two-photon process by which a photon is absorbed
and raises the molecule to an exited electronic state from which it re-radiates a
photon when it returns to the ground state. Diffraction is not involved here.

Tyndall scattered light is polarized under obliquely incident light. The relative
sizes of particles determine the shade of blue. If the particles responsible for the
scattering coalesce to form particles with a diameter greater than about 1 μm, then
white light is observed (see ‘white scattering’ above). A gradation from blue to white
scattering (‘small’ to ‘large’ particles) occurs on the wings of the extant dragonfly
Libellula pulchella (Mason, 1926).

Scattered blues can also be found in other extant dragonflies. In the aeschnids
and agrionids, the epidermal cells contain ‘minute’ colourless granules and a dark
base. The males of libellulids and agrionids produce a waxy secretion that scatters
light similarly over their dark cuticle. The green of the female Aeschna cyanea is
the combined result of Tyndall scattering and a yellow pigment, both within the
epidermal cells (degradation of the yellow pigment turns the dead dragonfly blue)
(Fox and Vevers, 1960).

Scattered blues are also observed from the skin of the extant cephalopod (Mol-
lusca) Octopus bimaculatus (Fox, 1976), where a broad blue ring surrounds ocelli.
Blue light is scattered from this region as a result of fine granules of purine material
within cells positioned above melanophore cells (Fox, 1976). The colour and con-
spicuousness of the ring are controlled by the regulation of the melanophores, by
varying the distribution of melanin and consequently the density of the absorbing
screen. The squid Onychia caribbaea can produce rapidly changing blue colours
similarly (Herring, 1994). The bright blue patterns produced by some extant nudi-
branch molluscs (‘sea slugs’) result from reflecting cells containing small vesicular
bodies, each composed of particles about 10 nm in diameter and therefore appropri-
ate for Rayleigh scattering (Kawaguti and Kamishima, 1964a). Importantly, there
is no constructive interference between the reflected rays from both white and blue
scattering systems – they are known as ‘incoherent’ reflectors.

Not all assumptions of blue scattering are correct, however. As far back as
1934, C.V. Raman doubted that scattering was the cause of all blue bird feathers
(Raman, 1934). Then in 1971 Jan Dyck suggested that the reflecting elements within
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blue bird feathers (such as ‘small’ air spaces within a spongy matrix) may actually
provide a coherent reflection, whereby they act as ‘layers’ within a multilayer reflec-
tor (Dyck, 1976). Rick Prum and his colleagues substantiated this idea to great effect
using a two-dimensional Fourier analysis to demonstrate that the blues of some
extant bird feathers previously thought to result from scattering structures were
in fact the result of coherent reflectors (Prum et al., 1998, 1999) (see ‘multilayer
reflectors’ section).

13.2.2 Diffraction Gratings

When light interacts with a periodic surface consisting, for example, of a series of
parallel grooves, it may be deviated from the direction of simple transmission or
reflection. For this to happen, light that is scattered or diffracted from successive
grooves should be out of phase by integral values of 2π. This occurs when for a
given direction of propagation the optical path difference via successive grooves is
mλ where m is an integer known as the circle number. This may be expressed by the
grating equation

2w(sin θi − sin θm) = mλ

where θi and θm are angles of incidence and diffraction respectively, and w is the
period (Fig. 13.3).

A diffraction grating gives rise to colouration because different wavelengths are
diffracted in different directions. Although the effect changes with angle of inci-
dence it is less critical than it is with multilayer reflectors (see below) and the visual
appearance is different. For a parallel beam of white light incident upon a multilayer,
one wavelength will be reflected as determined by the so-called “Bragg Condition”.
The same beam incident upon a grating will be dispersed into spectra. The complete
spectrum reflected nearest to the perpendicular (grating normal) is the first order.
The first order spectrum is reflected over a smaller angle than the second order
spectrum, and the colours are more saturated and appear brighter within the former.
Diffraction gratings have polarizing properties, but this is strongly dependent on the
grating profile.

Fig. 13.3 Reflection-type
diffraction grating dividing
white light into spectra

diffraction grating

second-
order
spectrum

diffracted
beams

first-order spectrum

grating
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x

w
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y
Incident
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Fig. 13.4 Micrographs of the
Burgess stem-group
polychaete Canadia spinosa
at increasing magnification –
from ×10 to ×4,000. The top
picture shows the anterior
half of the animal, the middle
pictures show details of
paleae (spines). The bottom
picture shows the surface of a
palea as removed from the
rock matrix, revealing the
remnants of a diffraction
grating with a ridge spacing
of 900 nm

The earliest known examples of diffraction gratings, or indeed any form of
structural colour, are from the Cambrian period and belong to the famous Burgess
Shale animals of the Canadian Rockies, 515 Ma (Parker, 1998). These linear, two-
dimensional diffraction gratings have not survived in their entirety, rather as mosaics
(e.g. Fig. 13.4), but always run in the same direction relative to a spine, even where
it curves (suggesting that the gratings are not artefacts of geological processes).
Therefore, to observe the original colours, the surface must be reconstructed in
photoresist. Most colours in sunlight would have existed in the original environ-
ments of the Burgess animals, and their colours probably functioned as warnings to
predators with eyes – to emphasize the strong, protective spines on which they are
accommodated.

Today diffraction gratings are particularly common on the setae or setules (hairs)
of Crustacea. The ostracod (seed-shrimp) Euphilomedes carcharodonta, for exam-
ple, houses a diffraction grating on the rostrum, a continuous flattened area of the
carapace that is corrugated to form periodic ridges. Cylindroleberidid ostracods
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Fig. 13.5 (A) Scanning
electron micrograph of the
diffraction grating on a single
halophore of the cypridinid
ostracod Azygocypridina
lowryi (left, ridge spacing =
600 nm). (B) Frame from a
video recording of a mating
pair of the cypridinid
ostracod Skogsbergia sp. The
male is above and has
released its iridescent hairs
(arrowed) from within its
shell, and consequently
iridescence is displayed to the
female (below)

A

B

possess a comb on their maxilla bearing numerous fine setules on each seta, col-
lectively forming a grating with a periodicity of about 500 nm. Cypridinid ostracods
(Myodocopida) contain diffraction gratings on their halophores (setules) of their
first antennae (Parker, 1995). This character is sexually dimporphic and employed
by males as a courtship display (Fig. 13.5). Also, many polychaetes possess gratings
on their setae. For example, the opheliid Lobochesis longiseta bears gratings with
periodicities in the order of 500 nm.

13.2.3 Liquid Crystals

The helicoidal arrangement of the microfibrils comprising the outer 5–20 μm of
the cuticle (the “exocuticle”) of certain scarabeid beetles, such as Plusiotis resplen-
dens, gives rise to metallic colours (Neville and Caveney, 1969). Here, the fibrils
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Fig. 13.6 A “liquid crystal”
composed of nano-fibres
arranged in layers, where the
nano-fibres of one layer lie
parallel to each other yet are
orientated slightly differently
to those of adjacent layers.
Hence spiral patterns can be
distinguished within the
structure. The height of the
section shown here – one
“period” of the system – is
around 200 nm

are arranged in layers, with the fibril axis in each layer arranged at a small angle
to the one above, so that after a number of layers the fibrillar axis comes to lie
parallel to the first layer. Thus going vertically down through the cuticle, one cor-
responding peak and trough of a diffraction grating will be encountered with every
360◦ rotation of the fibrils – the “pitch” of the system. Polarized light encounters
an optically reinforcing plane every half turn of the helix. The system provides a
peak reflectance at λ = 2nd, where d is the separation of analogous planes, or half
the pitch of the helix (Fig. 13.6). In fact it approximates a diffraction grating except
for the polarization properties; the helical arrangement of fibrils reflects light that is
circularly or elliptically polarized (Nassau, 1983).

13.2.4 Narrow-Band (Coloured) Multilayer Reflector
(Including Single Thin Films)

Light may be strongly reflected by constructive interference between reflections
from the different interfaces of a stack of thin films (of actual thickness d) of alter-
nately high and low refractive index (n). For this to occur reflections from successive
interfaces must emerge with the same phase and this is achieved when the “Bragg
Condition” is fulfilled (Figs. 13.7 and 13.8). The optical path difference between the
light reflected from successive interfaces is an integral number of wavelengths and
is expressed in the equation:

2nd cos � =
(

m + 1

2

)
λ

from which it can be seen that the effect varies with angle of incidence (�, measured
to the surface normal), wavelength (λ) and the optical thickness of the layers (nd).
There is a phase change of half a wavelength in waves reflected from every low to
high refractive index interface only (Fig. 13.7). The optimal narrow-band reflection
condition is therefore achieved where the optical thickness (nd) of every layer in the
stack is a quarter of a wavelength. In a multilayer consisting of a large number of
layers with a small variation of index the process is more selective than one with
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Fig. 13.7 Light rays affected
by a single thin layer, such as
a fly’s wing, in air. The layer
is shown in cross-section; the
light-ray path and wave
profiles are illustrated as solid
lines (incoming light) and
dashed lines (reflected light)

a smaller number of layers with a large difference of index. The former therefore
gives rise to more saturated colours corresponding to a narrow spectral bandwidth
and these colours therefore vary more with a change of angle of incidence. Both
conditions can be found in animals – different coloured effects are appropriate for
different functions under different conditions. For an oblique angle of incidence,
the wavelength of light that interferes constructively will be shorter than that for
light at normal incidence. Therefore, as the angle of the incident light changes, the
observed colour also changes. Iridescence caused by such interference disappears

Fig. 13.8 A narrow-band
(“ideal”) multilayer reflector
composed of thin (ca. 100 nm
thick) layers of alternating
refractive index, where light
rays reflected from each
interface in the system
superimpose either
constructively or
destructively (some degree of
refraction occurs). Reflected
rays are in phase when all the
layers are approximately a
quarter of their wavelength in
optical thickness
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after (complete) gold coating because transmission of light through the outer surface
is prevented.

If the dimensions of the multilayer system deviate from the quarter-wave condi-
tion (i.e. nd is not equal for all layers), then the reflector is known as “non-ideal”
(Land, 1972) in a theoretical sense (but may be ideal in a behavioural sense). “Non-
ideal” reflectors provide a reduced proportional reflectance and narrower bandwidth
for a given number of layers. However, a narrow bandwidth, and a less conspicuous
reflection, is sometimes selected for in animals.

Multilayer reflectors polarize light incident at Brewster’s angles. This is about
54◦ for a quarter-wave stack of guanine and cytoplasm. At very oblique angles, all
wavelengths are strongly reflected from a multilayer.

Single layer reflectors are found commonly in nature today, where light is
reflected, and interferes, from the upper and lower boundaries (Fig. 13.7). A dif-
ference in the thickness of the layer provides a change in the colour observed from
unidirectional polychromatic light. The wings of some houseflies act as a single
thin film and appear as different colours as a result of this phenomenon (Fox and
Vevers, 1960). A single quarter-wavelength film of guanine in cytoplasm, for exam-
ple, reflects about 8% of the incident light (Land, 1978). However, in a multilayer
reflector with 10 or more high index layers, reflection efficiencies can reach 100%
(Land, 1972) (Fig. 13.9b). Thus, animals possessing such reflectors may appear
highly metallic.

Multilayer reflectors are the most common form of structural colour in animals
today. They are usually extra-cellular, produced by periodic secretion and deposi-
tion, but sometimes occur within cells. Guanine (n = 1.83) is a common component
in invertebrate reflectors because it is one of very few biological materials with a
high refractive index and is readily available to most invertebrates as a nitrogenous

Fig. 13.9 Transmission
electron micrograph of the
iridescent cuticle of the
swimming crab Ovalipes
molleri. Layers are around
100 nm thick
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metabolite (Herring, 1994). However, arthropods, including insects, crustaceans and
spiders, have largely ignored guanine in favour of pteridines (Herring, 1994). Also
surprising is that the reflector material of closely related species, e.g. the molluscs
Pecten (scallop) and Cardium (cockle), may differ (Herring, 1994).

Multilayers produce optical effects in beetle cuticle from highly metallic colours
(“ideal” system) to rather dull greens (“non-ideal” system in combination with scat-
tering) (Parker et al., 1998a). They are responsible also for the colours reflected from
the wings of many butterflies, where layers of chitin (n = about 1.56) are supported
by ribs protruding vertically from the scales. Air (n = 1.0) fills in the spaces and
provides the alternate layers of the system (Mason, 1927; Land, 1972). A layer of
melanin (a black or brown pigment) often underlies the reflector and intensifies
the metallic coloured effect by absorbing the transmitted portion of incident light.
For example in beetles the elytra of Anopognathus parvulus appears metallic gold,
green or yellow in reflected light, and diffuse brown in transmitted light (Parker
et al., 1998a). Individual butterfly scales have been examined in detail to reveal a
number of variations of quarter-wave stacks, sometimes in combination with other
optical structures, to provide a range of coloured effects (e.g. Ghiradella, 1989;
Vukusic et al., 2000; Kinoshita et al., 2002). Butterfly scales are three-dimensional
sub-micron structures in their basic form, and this has provided a foundation for
evolution to produce the most diverse array of optical devices in any taxon, forming
a subject in their own right.

The crustaceans Limnadia (Conchostraca), Tanais tennicornis (Tanaidacea),
Ovalipes molleri (Decapoda) and the males of Sapphirina (Copepoda) all bear
multilayer reflectors in their cuticles, in different forms. In contrast to the usual con-
tinuous thin layers, male sapphirinids have ten to fourteen layers of interconnecting
hexagonal platelets within the epidermal cells of the dorsal integument (Chae and
Nishida, 1994). The reflector of O. molleri comprises layers that are corrugated
and also slightly out of phase (Fig. 13.9). The corrugations function to broaden
the reflectance band, at the expense of reducing the intensity of reflection (Parker
et al., 1998b).

13.2.5 Broad-Band Multilayer Reflector
(Silver and Gold “Mirrors”)

“Broad-band” multilayer reflectors (Fig. 13.10), as opposed to the narrow-band
types described above, reflect a broad range of wavelengths, such as all of those
in white light, thus forming a mirror effect. Simply, they contain layers of differ-
ent optical thicknesses that each reflect a different wavelength in a given direction.
The different wavelengths combine to form an optical effect with a broad range
of colours. When all the wavelengths in white light are reflected, the appearance is
silver, when all but blue and violet are reflected, the appearance is gold, for instance.
The metallic effect (e.g. silver rather than white) is due to the directional nature
of the reflectance; since all rays are reflected into the same direction, the relative
intensity is high (the reflection appears bright).
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Fig. 13.10 Three ways of achieving a broad-band wavelength-independent reflector in a multilayer
reflector (high refractive index material is shown shaded) (Parker et al., 1998a). (A) Three quarter-
wave (narrow band) stacks, each tuned to a different wavelength, such as a “red”, “green” and
“blue”. (B) A “chirped” stack, where layer thickness, and consequently the wavelength reflected
in phase, decreases systematically with depth in the stack. (C) A “chaotic” stack, where layers of
different thickness are arranged randomly within the stack. Type A can be found in the herring
(Denton, 1970); Type B in a lysianassoid amphipod (Crustacea) (Parker, 1999b); Type C in many
other silvery fishes

Broad-band reflectors, or mirrors, are employed in animals such as the chrysalis
of the butterfly Euploea core and many silvery fishes to provide camouflage. The
surrounding environment is reflected from the mirrored surface so that the animals
cannot be seen (Denton, 1970; Land, 1972; Parker, 1999b). However, this means
of camouflage can only be achieved in an environment with diffuse light to prevent
a strong, direct reflection from the sun. Euploea core indeed lives in forests with
diffuse light conditions. Many fishes take advantage of such conditions, to achieve
the same effect, in the sea (Denton, 1990). Similarly, iridophores camouflage the
parts of squids and cuttlefishes that cannot, by their nature, be made transparent,
such as eyes and ink sacs (Land, 1972).

13.3 Antireflectors Zero-Order Gratings

When the periodicity of a grating reduces much below the wavelength of light, it
becomes a zero-order grating and its effect on light waves changes (see
Hutley, 1982). This difference in optical effect occurs when the periodicity of the
grating is below the wavelength of light the freely propagating diffracted orders are
suppressed and only the zero-order is reflected when the illumination is normal to
the plane of the grating. To describe accurately the optical properties of a zero-order
grating, rigorous electromagnetic theory is required. In an optical system that only
accepts the zero-order, what is seen is white light minus that diffracted into the ±1
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Fig. 13.11 Scanning electron
micrograph of the corneal
surfaces of four ommatidia
from the compound eye of a
45 Ma dolichopodid fly
preserved in Baltic amber,
showing antireflective
gratings. Micrograph by P.
Mierzejewski. Scale bar =
3 μm

orders. This may result in no reflection at all (i.e. total transmission), where the
structures become “anti-reflective”.

In 1976 in Poland, a 45 million-year-old fly’s eye preserved in Baltic amber was
photographed in an electron microscope to demonstrate the detail of preservation
(Fig. 13.11). An unusual feature of the cornea was a series of fine parallel ridges.
A model of the corneal surface was made in photoresist by lithographic methods
and its reflectivity was compared with the same photoresist material with a smooth
surface. The fly-eye model was found to have excellent antireflective properties over
a wide angular range, at least 60◦ either side of the surface normal (Fig. 13.17)
(Parker et al., 1998c). This would have aided the fly’s vision by permitting more light
to pass through the surface of the eye and therefore reach the retina. However, it was
found that this new antireflector design provides a 10% increase in energy capture
when applied to the surfaces of solar panels (Parker, 1999a). Hence this fly-eye
antireflector is now manufactured, moulded on large plastic sheets with refractive
index matching glue.

Zero-order diffraction gratings that cause total transmission (i.e. there is no
reflection) are found also on the corneal surface of Zalea minor (Diptera) today.
The periodicity of the corneal gratings of this fly, which have the same profile as
that of the Eocene fly above, is 242 nm (Parker et al., 1998c).

Another form of antireflection grating is found on the transparent wings of the
hawkmoth Cephonodes hylas (Yoshida et al., 1996) and on the corneal surface of
each ommatidium of the compound eyes of moths (Miller et al., 1966) and but-
terflies (e.g. Fig. 13.12). Here, optical-impedance matching is achieved by means

Fig. 13.12 Scanning electron
micrograph of the corneal
surface of a single
ommatidium from the
compound eye of the butterfly
Vanessa kershawi.
Protuberance spacing is
around 250 nm
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of a hexagonal array of tapered cylindrical protuberances, each of about 250 nm
diameter (Miller et al., 1966), thus forming a “tri-grating” with grooves transecting
at 120◦ (Fig. 13.12). The protuberances provide a graded transition of refractive
index between the air and the cornea/wing. Hence the refractive index at any depth
is the average of that of air and the corneal/wing material.

13.4 “Complex” Optical Reflectors Photonic Crystals

In the 1980s the photonic crystal concept was introduced within physics. Photonic
crystals are ordered, often complex, sub-wavelength (nano) lattices that can control
the propagation of light at the single wave scale in the manner that atomic crystals
control electrons (see Yablonovitch, 1999). This is because light of a certain wave-
length is completely reflected, regardless of the direction of the incident light. In
contrast, a “quarter-wave stack” type of multilayer reflector (Fig. 13.8), will reflect
light of a certain wavelength only when light is incident upon the structure from a
specific direction.

Photonic crystals are “complex” optical reflectors, where a single wave is scat-
tered more than once, even leading to rays of certain wavelengths becoming trapped
when surrounded by “forbidden zones” (regions where rays of some wavelengths
are inadmissible) within the structure. Here, light of a certain wavelength encounters
a region from where it is back-reflected in every direction it can travel. To identify a
photonic crystal, rigorous electromagnetic scattering theory must be applied (such
as the “Multipole” method; see Parker et al., 2001), since all the probabilities for
ray paths should be considered rather than simply the average ray path as consid-
ered in “simple” optical reflectors. For such “complex” optical structures, the single
scattering approximation is no longer appropriate due to the multiple scattering of
a single light ray. Nonetheless, all reflectors found in nature remain solvable by
Maxwell’s equations, and so do not require quantum optical methods. New collabo-
rations between biologists and optical physicists are realising that some of nature’s
reflectors may involve at least partial band gaps, where a forbidden zone for a ray’s
path exists in some but not all directions.

An introduced “nano-tunnel” (known as a “defect”) in the photonic crystal can
open up a pathway, along which light of the wavelength affected must travel. This is
what “controlling” the path of light means; an achievement previously reserved for
the considerably larger fibre-optics.

Forbidden zones are the product of periodic arrays of elements, or variations
in refractive index, in two or three dimensions within a sub-micron structure (a
multilayer reflector has a periodicity in only one dimension). Consider again a
quarter-wave stack where alternating thin layers (a quarter of the wavelength of
light in thickness) of different refractive indices are stacked (this happens to be the
type of multilayer reflector shown in Fig. 13.8, where alternate layers are equal in
thickness) (see Land, 1972). The quarter-wave stack will only reflect light at normal
incidence or near-normal incidence to the layers because it has a periodicity in only
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one direction. A photonic crystal, on the other hand, is the generalization of this
principle for sub-micron structures with periodic arrays in two or three dimensions.
If the periodicity is constant in two or three dimensions, at around twice the wave-
length of light, light rays may be forbidden to propagate in many or all directions
(the latter case is known as a complete or full photonic band gap; the former case
is partial) – in some or all directions it will encounter a forbidden zone. Therefore
a complete photonic band gap structure will reflect light of a certain wavelength
of any polarization incident at any angle. Note that in physics “reciprocal space
representations” (or “band diagrams”) are made to represent the photonic band gap
effect. Such diagrams are given for some of the photonic crystals in this chap-
ter and so I will provide a brief explanation for a two-dimensional lattice below
(three-dimensional lattices complicate matters considerably).

13.4.1 Band Diagrams

Each component of a photonic crystal, such as a single nano-tube, is considered in
cross-section and marked with a point at its centre. A “Bragg plane” is drawn as
a line that is perpendicular to, and transects at its centre, the line connecting this
point to one of its nearest neighbours. If four points are equi-distant to the original
point, then four Bragg planes are drawn, forming a square (Fig. 13.13A). The first
“Brillouin zone” for the original point is the area within the square.

A right-angled triangle is constructed by drawing a line from the centre point of
the square to one corner and then to the half-way of one side – this is known as
the “irreducible zone” (Fig. 13.13B). Now the energy dispersion relation for a pho-
ton within the structure can be calculated and revealed diagrammatically, as shown
in Fig. 13.13C. The momentum (or wave vector) of the photon moving along the
perimeter of the triangle is exposed for different wavelengths of light (or energy).
Horizontal gaps in this diagram represent wavelength regions where propagating
photons are not allowed and will find it impossible to traverse the structure – this
is a photonic band gap. If the gap is continuous across the diagram (i.e. along the
entire perimeter of the irreducible zone), then the photonic band gap is known as
“full”; if the gap covers only part of the diagram it is known as “partial”.

13.4.2 The Sea Mouse Aphrodita and a Bee

In 2001 the first “photonic crystal fibre” (a two-dimensional photonic crystal) in
nature was identified as such in Aphrodita sp. (a “sea mouse”) – a marine poly-
chaete worm (Parker et al., 2001). The sea mouse is covered in iridescent hairs
(neurochaetae) and spines (notochaetae) that approximate photonic crystal fibres
(Fig. 13.14A), causing the coloured effect to change dramatically with orientation
of the hairs/spines with respect to the light source (Fig. 13.14B, C). Exactly 88
sub-micron tubes make up the wall of a spine (itself a tube), which have consistent
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Fig. 13.13 (A) Diagrammatic
cross-section of a stack of
nano-rods (shaded), with
black dots drawn at their
centres. (B) Centres of rods
illustrated by the same black
dots, but the rods themselves
are removed to reveal the first
Brillouin zone (square-
shaped in this case) and the
irreducible zone; light is
propagating in the direction
of the arrow. (C) The
irreducible zone is “folded
out” to reveal the energy
dispersion relation for a
photon; two different
relations are given, where
only one shows a photonic
band gap

A  

B

C
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Fig. 13.14 “Photonic crystals” of: (A–D) the sea mouse Aphrodita sp. (Polychaeta); (E) the bee
Amegilla sp. (Insecta). (A) Scanning electron micrograph of an abraded cross section through the
wall of a spine (notoseta), constructed of sub-micron tubes; internal diameters of the individual
sub-micron tubes increase systematically with depth in the stack. (B, C) Light micrographs of a
length of the spine showing the different colours obtained when the direction of the light source
changes by 90◦ (light is incident along the length of the spine in B and from the side in C).
(D) Transmission electron micrograph of a section through a hair (neuroseta); internal diame-
ters of the sub-micron tubes are constant. (E) Transmission electron micrograph of a section
through a dorsal scale (micrograph by K.K. Fung, reproduced with permission). (F) Modelled
reflectance (R) of both polarizations (“E” = solid curve, “H” = dashed curve) at normal inci-
dence for an Aphrodita sp. spine. A multipole method was used to calculate the scattering matrix
of each layer, and a transfer matrix method was used to calculate the properties of the stack.
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G

Fig. 13.14 (continued) (G) Band diagram for the Aphrodita sp. spine in “E” polarization. A multi-
pole method was used to calculate the photonic band diagram for an idealized model corresponding
to an array whose geometric parameters correspond to the average from the micrograph in A
(Parker et al., 2002; McPhedran et al., 2003). Scale bars: A = 8 μm, D = 5 μm, E = 1 μm

external diameters of 510 nm and a precise packing constant (Fig. 13.14D, E). A
multipole method was applied to this lattice and used to explain this reflectance
pattern and reveal a photonic band-gap (Fig. 13.14F, G) (Parker et al., 2001). Essen-
tially, the stack of sub-micron tubes form a multilayer reflector in any direction
within the transverse plane of the spine, although light reflected by this reflector will
meet further optical boundaries in the form of the curved surfaces of surrounding
sub-micron tubes. Hence individual light rays will be reflected multiple times. This
does not apply, however, to light incident in the longitudinal plane (along the length)
of the spine.

Preliminary investigations have revealed “photonic crystal fibres” within the
setae of a diversity of polychaetes. A further example has been discovered in a blue-
banded bee, Amegilla sp. (Fung, 2005). The scales on the dorsal surface of these
insects vary from green to yellowish green as the light source is rotated around them
by 90◦, achieving a peak reflectivity of 63% (i.e. 63% of the incident light is reflected
when the orientation of the scale is most compliant) (Fung, 2005). Within each scale
exists a hexagonal array of sub-micron tubes, each 200 ± 80 nm in external diam-
eter, which, when packed together, form an effective stack of nano-holes around
10 layers deep and with a slight tilt with respect to the scale surface (Fig. 13.14E)
(Fung, 2005). This cross-sectional architecture (Fig. 13.14E) is considered for its
effect on light rays just as the architecture shown in Fig. 13.13C, only here rays
reflected for the first time encounter optical boundaries in the horizontal as well as
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vertical direction. Hence they are likely to be reflected again. Such multiple reflec-
tion events complicate mathematical modelling significantly. A similar 2D stack of
fibres was identified as the cause of iridescence in the ctenophore Beroë cucumis,
although here the fibres were parallelogram-packed (Welch et al., 2005). Reflectance
was modelled using a “transfer-matrix” approach, based on a 2D “Bravais” lattice
(Welch et al., 2005).

13.4.3 Peacock Feathers

Another 2D “photonic crystal” (Fig. 13.15A–D) has been revealed as the cause of
peacock iridescence (Zi et al., 2003). The surface of the barbules of the feather
consists of a thin keratin layer. Beneath the surface keratin layer, there is a pho-
tonic crystal-like structure composed of an array of short rods, running parallel
to the barbule surface, connected by keratin. The remaining hollows in the struc-
ture are air holes, although these represent spaces between juxtaposed rods, rather
than holes within nano-tubes as in the previous examples. Like those unidentified
micrographs of butterfly “photonic crystals,” bird reflectors previously thought to be
multilayer reflectors may reveal photonic band-gaps (e.g. Fig. 13.15E), and feathers
may become a common subject of quantum optics in the future. Indeed, electron
micrographs of bird reflectors have been published widely, and most reveal either
semi-ordered spongy lattices (e.g. Prum et al., 1998) or ordered stacks of rods (e.g.
Land, 1972) that probably also accommodate partial band-gaps.

13.4.4 Weevils Containing “Opal”

Opal is an example of a 3D photonic crystal that both occurs naturally and was iden-
tified as a photonic crystal soon after the concept was formed. The ultra-structure of
opal was originally revealed in 1964 as a square or more usually hexagonally close
packed array of spheres around 250 nm in diameter (Sanders, 1964). Many Aus-
tralian fossils have become opalized, particularly those from the Late Cretaceous
period, around 110 Ma (e.g. Fig. 13.16A). Although this opal had no biological
origin, recently opal has been discovered in a live animal – a beetle. That this “opal”
is made by a living organism has important implications – the optical engineer is
presented with a manufacturing process that may be copied.

To demonstrate the optical effect of opal, it is worthwhile making the contrast
with the effect of a multilayer reflector in other species of beetle. In tropical forests
many beetles employ structural colours for display purposes (Schultz, 1986). Where
multilayer reflectors are involved, only part of the beetle is visible (as a “spot” of
light) from any direction in direct sunlight because such structures cause mirror-
like reflections from its curved surfaces. However, a beetle (weevil) does exist with
metallic colouration visible from all body regions from every direction, due to a
“photonic crystal” with a structure analogous to that of opal (Parker et al., 2003).
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Fig. 13.15 The barbule
structures of a peacock
feather. (A–D) Scanning
electron micrographs. A,
Transverse cross-section of a
green barbule; the outer
cortex layer contains a
periodic structure, the central
part is the medullar layer. (B,
C) Transverse cross section
of the cortex under higher
magnification is shown for
the green (B) and brown (C)
barbules. The rods embedded
in the surface keratin layer
can be seen clearly. (D)
Longitudinal cross section of
the green barbule with the
surface keratin layer
removed. (E) Calculated
photonic band structure of an
infinite 2D photonic crystal
based on the rods (although
the nano-rods in the peacock
feather are of finite length),
for E (solid lines) and H
(dashed lines) polarizations.
Frequency is in units of c/a,
where c is the speed of light
in vacuum and a is the lattice
constant. (E; Inset) The
irreducible Brillouin zone; Γ,
X, and M are the centre, edge
centre, and corner of the first
Brillouin zone, respectively.
Note that the Γ–X direction is
along the direction normal to
the cortex surface. From Zi
et al. (2003), with permission
from the authors. Scale bars:
A = 2 μm, B, C = 500 nm, D
= 1 μm

E

The weevil Metapocyrtus sp. (formerly identified as Pachyrhynchus sp.) pos-
sesses scales, around 0.1 mm in diameter, occurring in patches on the top and sides
of its “hemispherical” body. Individually, the scales are flat, lying parallel with the
body, and consist of two parts – an outer shell and an inner structure. The inner
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Fig. 13.16 The opal
structure. (A) A 110 Ma
opalized bivalve (Mollusca)
shell from Australia. (B, C)
The weevil Metapocyrtus sp.
(B) Scanning electron
micrograph of the opal
analogue positioned within a
single scale; white scale bar =
1 μm. (C) Whole animal; the
opal structure lies within the
turquoise scales

A  B

C 

structure of the scales is a solid array of transparent spheres, each 250 nm in diam-
eter (Parker et al., 2003) (Fig. 13.16B). These spheres are arranged in flat layers
and have a precise, hexagonal-close-packing order. They cause reflection of a nar-
row range of wavelengths over a wide range of angles of incidence (Fig. 13.16C).
Metapocyrtus sp., however, is currently the only animal known with the opal-type
photonic crystal.

13.4.5 Butterflie and Weevils Containing Inverse Opal

Three-dimensional photonic crystals in the form of inverse opal (Fig. 13.17A), with
the same periodicities as the opal lattice, have been observed in electron micro-
graphs of butterfly scales for some time (e.g. Ghiradella, 1989) but have only
recently received photonic band-gap identification (McPhedran et al., 2003). This
has followed considerable effort to manufacture the inverse opal lattice (see Shore
et al., 1997).

The weevil, Eupholus nickerli (Fig. 13.17B) (unrelated to Metapocyrtus), is
again covered in thin, flat scales, which also provide the same, structural colour to
Metapocyrtus sp. (i.e. the visual effect is equal for all directions of incident light),
except here the lattice within the scales is the inverse – the nano-spheres are in this
case spaces, and the spaces are here chitin (Fig. 13.17C). Preliminary investigations
have revealed numerous cases of this “inverse opal” in weevils and butterflies.

13.5 Evolutionary Research

Optical reflectors can make suitable phenotypes for the study of evolution, since,
unlike many other morphologies, they can be quantified. This has led to the conclu-
sion that some invertebrate taxa may have evolved with light as the major stimulus.
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Fig. 13.17 The “inverse
opal” structure. (A)
Three-dimensional
reconstruction of the inverse
opal in the wing scale of the
butterfly Teinopalus
imperialus (periodicity =
250 nm). (B, C) Eupholus
nickerli. (B) Whole animal.
(C) Transmission electron
micrograph of a transverse
section through the scale of a
foot, showing the inverse opal
structure arranged in domains
(this is how the inverse opal
structure appears in a single
section); scale bar = 1 μm

In this situation, the evolution of structural colours may correlate with the evolution
of species.

Many species of cypridinid ostracods (seed-shrimps) possess diffraction grat-
ings on the halophores (the setules) of their first antennae, which cause iridescence
(Fig. 13.5A). The least derived living cypridinid appears to be Azygocypridina
(about 350 million years old) (Parker, 1995). The subsequent evolution of Cypri-
dinidae reveals a consistent improvement in the physics of the diffraction gratings.
One group of cypridinids continued this trend to the point where the most derived
species have very dense “iridescent-fans” (collection of iridescent hairs) with theo-
retically near-perfect reflectors in males. The females of these derived species, such
as Skogsbergia sp., possess very sparse iridescent fans, appearing similar to those
of less derived male and female species of Cypridinidae. The males’ iridescence is
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known to be functional. In at least one species of Skogsbergia,when a male ostracod
approaches a female its iridescent fan is displayed, which is otherwise held within
the carapace that encloses the body (Fig. 13.5B). The female then becomes sexually
receptive to the light displayed and mating follows (Parker, 1995). Divergence in
sexual light displays may have generated sufficient sexual isolation among popula-
tions to lead to speciation (see Verrell, 1991). In fact the whole of the Cypridinidae
appear to have evolved with light as the major stimulus (Parker, 1995).

A new aim in the study of animal optical structures is to decipher and emulate the
animal’s manufacturing process. Animals contain the ultimate factories – they engi-
neer via nano-machinery and molecular self-assembly, and the results are perfect,
as demonstrated by the micrographs in this article. Maybe, in the not-too-distant
future, living cells can be cultured and photonic crystals “grown” and harvested.
This in turn would provide an opportunity for novel evolutionary study.

Self-assembly and the engineering processes within cells are not easy to decipher.
Considering the lessons learnt from the construction of the Tobacco Mosaic Virus,
there may be intermediate stages involved in the manufacture of nature’s photonic
crystals – stages that are not evident from the finished article. However, research
on the self-assembly of the Aphrodita sp. and Metapocyrtus sp. photonic crystals is
underway, beginning with live-cell imaging (e.g. Fig. 13.18). Then there are plans
to probe the genome of the sea mouse and find the genes that code for its photonic
crystals. When compared to the genotypes and phenotypes of its sister species, this
will help to explain the evolution of morphologies. This would contrast well with
current evolutionary developmental biological studies where patterns on butterflies’
wings are considered (e.g. Xi et al., 2001). Patterns result from the concerted actions
of groups of cells, and the study of their development through the life history of the
animal is very much distinct from the consideration of individual scale manufac-
ture by individual cells (individual scales provide colour; combined scales provide
pattern shapes).

The first study of the manufacture of a specific phenotype by a single cell
has been made already, where a model for the development of butterfly scales
containing a 3D optical reflector (now known to be inverse opal) was proposed

Fig. 13.18 The epidermal
(exoskeletal) cell of a beetle
in the midst of secreting an
unusual addition to a
multilayer reflector, giving
the structure a unique,
three-dimensional quality.
Melanin granules appear to
pass through the smooth
endoplasmic reticulum (ER),
out of the cell and into
ready-made (possibly also by
the smooth ER) nano-tubes.
Magnification: ×13,000
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(Ghiradella, 1989). Here, the smooth endoplasmic reticulum was considered to form
a lattice with the architecture of the inverse opal itself. This would draw in the cell
membrane to form a “negative” of the lattice, into which chitin would be secreted
to form the “positive” structure (Ghiradella, 1989). If this idea can be confirmed
using live cell imaging techniques, and coupled with the genetic data to code for
the structure, we may learn much about the complete process of evolution, where
the much overlooked engineering capabilities of the cell are influential. This may,
for instance, explain how a butterfly and a weevil – two unrelated insects – can
evolve identical photonic crystals (as shown in Figs. 13.17A and C). At first sight
these appear highly complex structures that require the control of many genes and
consequently significant evolutionary steps. However, if the cells themselves carry
out much of the work then such structural parallelism, and consequently evolution-
ary convergence, is not so surprising. This is because the ability to manufacture
this photonic crystal could be inherent within insect cells in general, where only
(minimal) mutation in the genes to control the developmental process are required.
The limited range of photonic crystals found in animals, in comparison with the
potential range in physics (where lattices may also contain sharp edges and corners,
etc.), further substantiates this idea. So as a consequence of their production by
single cells, photonic crystals make ideal phenotypes for evolutionary study in the
future.
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Chapter 14
Surface Colors of Insects: Wings and Eyes

Doekele G. Stavenga

14.1 Introduction

Many of us take delight in observing certain insects such as butterflies, beetles,
dragonflies, and maybe even horseflies, because of their beautiful colors (Fox and
Vevers, 1960). The primary physical mechanism responsible for animal coloration
is scattering, which can be coherent or incoherent (Prum, 2006). Coherent scatter-
ing occurs when the structures in the surface layer have dimensional periodicities
in the order of the light wavelength, which then results in iridescence. The struc-
tures can be thin films, multilayers, or three-dimensional periodic structures, called
photonic crystals (Joannopoulos et al., 1995). During development, insect cuti-
cle is secreted in phases, which easily gives rise to nanostructured multilayers
that create brilliant body colors. Notable examples are the highly iridescent green
Chrysochroa beetles (Hariyama et al., 2005), dragonflies (Prum et al., 2004), blue-
banded bees (Fung, 2005) and flies (Bernard and Miller, 1968; Stavenga, 2002a).
Elaborate multilayer structures are encountered in the scales of butterfly wings,
like the famous metallic blue Morphos (Vukusic and Sambles, 2003; Yoshioka and
Kinoshita, 2004).

Incoherent scattering generally does not cause a distinct color, but when the
scattering structures contain a pigment that selectively absorbs light in a restricted,
visible wavelength range, striking colors can result. Surface colors of animals gener-
ally belong to the latter category, and they occur abundantly in insects. The pigments
involved can be classified into various families. For instance, pterins are pigments
encountered in the wings of pierid butterflies, but also in the eyes of fruitflies; papil-
iochromes are the pigments of papilionid butterflies; ommochromes occur in the
red-colored eyes of flies, and carotenoids in pupae of papilionids (Kayser, 1985).

Animal colors have, of course, a biological meaning other than taking an
observer’s fancy. Well-known biological functions for body colors are display and
camouflage, both of which can be executed by pigment colors. Iridescent colors
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presumably always have a display function, either to call the attention of a con-
specific for a pleasant meeting or to warn a potential predator of a distasteful
experience. In other words, body colors have a visual function. Occasionally, the
insect eyes themselves are iridescent, due to multilayers in the facet lenses. Fur-
thermore, insect eye surface structures employ various optical methods to improve
visual functions. This chapter reviews surface phenomena, not only from a purely
optical viewpoint, but also considering their visual and biological functions.

14.2 The Colorful Jewel Beetle, Chrysochroa fulguidissima

A striking iridescent animal is the Japanese jewel beetle. The thorax and elytra (the
hard covers of the thin, flexible flight wings) display a bright green iridescence,
interrupted by red or purplish stripes (Fig. 14.1). Reflectance spectra measured from
the individual stripes reveal that all areas have a distinct reflectance band. The green
iridescent stripes have a reflectance peak between 500 and 600 nm, but the red and
purplish stripes have peak reflectances around 700 nm or even 900 nm. The latter

Fig. 14.1 The jewel beetle, Chrysochroa fulguidissima (size about 35 mm × 14 mm), and
reflectance spectra measured with a fiber optic spectrometer relative to a white diffusing standard.
The thorax and elytra of the jewel beetle are iridescent green, interrupted by purplish lanes (PL).
The reflectance spectra of the green areas peak in the green wavelength range at about 550 nm, as
expected. The reflectance of the purple lanes of the elytra, however, peak in the deep-red above
700 nm, and the stripes at the thorax reflect locally maximally at about 900 nm. The reflectance is
low at green wavelengths, and the purplish impression is due to the tail of the reflectance peak in
the red and a slightly higher reflectance in the blue
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stripes have a reflectance trough in the blue-green, which results in a red or purple
coloration (Fig. 14.1).

Transmission electron microscopy shows that the outer part of the cuticle con-
sists of layers with thickness of the order of 100 nm and with alternating high and
low electron density, indicating a high and low refractive index, respectively. The
alternative high and low refractive index layers then act together as a reflecting
multilayer. The reflectance of such a multilayer can be calculated with the matrix
procedure of classical multilayer theory. Quantitative evaluation of the average elec-
tron density in 500 nm wide bands perpendicular to the surface shows however
that the electron density does not change abruptly, but instead rather sinusoidally
(Fig. 14.2a). The reflectance can nevertheless also be derived for a continuously
varying refractive index system by treating it as a large stack of very thin layers
with discrete refractive indices. By assuming that the refractive index is propor-
tional to the measured electron density and varying the average refractive index,
reflectance spectra then can be calculated and compared with the measured spectra.
Fig. 14.2b presents the reflectance spectra for the case of a green cuticle calculated
for the refractive indices (Fig. 14.2a) estimated for the four 500 nm wide bands
(from Hariyama et al., 2005). It appears that the beetle layer structure with its peri-
odically changing refractive index still acts as a highly effective reflector, similar
to the classical textbook case where the refractive index changes abruptly. In the

Fig. 14.2 Refractive index
and reflectance spectra of the
jewel beetle elytron cuticle.
The surface area of the jewel
beetle cuticle consists of
layers that stain differently in
transmission electron
microscopy (inset; scale bar:
0.5 μm). The density of the
layers was averaged in four
500 nm wide lanes,
perpendicular to the cuticle
surface. The derived average
density was converted into
refractive indices (a) so that
the reflectance (b) calculated
with a thin film multilayer
model approximated the
experimentally measured
reflectance spectrum (exp)
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purplish stripes, the cuticle layers are more widely spaced than in the green areas,
thus causing a shift of the reflectance peaks into the (very) long-wavelength range.

Behavioral experiments demonstrate that the purple stripes are essential for
conspecific recognition. Female jewel beetles practice a sit-and-wait strategy by
exposing themselves on leaves or twigs of host trees. Males recognize the females
from distances of at least several meters, but do not do so when the purplish stripes
are covered with pieces of green elytra (Hariyama et al., 2005). An obvious question
then is, whether the beetles can detect (infra)red. Present knowledge of insect visual
systems makes this highly unlikely, and probably the stripes are recognized as darker
lines in between strongly reflective areas. Strangely enough, the jewel beetle seems
to use multilayers in the stripes for creating a low reflectance in the visible wave-
length range. The stripes’ reflectance is non-negligible in the ultraviolet (Fig. 14.1),
which is most likely detected, and also the tail in the red of the stripes at the elytron
will be recognized. So indeed the elytra may well be seen as purplish also by the bee-
tles themselves. The stripes at the thorax probably will be somewhat violet-colored
for the beetles. In other buprestid beetles the stripes are absent or have different
iridescences, so the stripes will serve also in interspecies discrimination.

14.3 Damselfl Wing Colors

The wings of damselflies are thin chitinous structures with mechanically strong
veins, bordering membranous cells. Damselfly wings are usually rather colorless,
although often adorned with some black spots. A few species have colorful wings,
however. A notable example is the damselfly Neurobasis chinensis, where the mem-
branous structure in the cells of the hindwings feature beautiful multilayers, causing
blue-green iridescent wings (Vukusic et al., 2004). Remarkably, the mature males
of another Asian damselfly, Calopteryx japonica, also display iridescent wings, but
here the multilayers are exclusively in the wing veins. They provide the wings with
a blue-green sheen (Fig. 14.3).

Measurements of the reflectance of immature and mature males and females
show that the reflectance is generally rather low (Fig. 14.4a–d), but the mature male
wings have a noticeable reflectance peak in the blue (Fig. 14.4d). The wing trans-
mittance varies strongly with age and sex. The transmittance spectra of the wings of
immature and mature females indicate that the wings contain some melanin pigment
(Fig. 14.4e, f), so that the wings have a rather inconspicuous, brownish coloration.
The wing transmittance of the immature males is much lower than that of the
females (Fig. 14.4g), due to a higher concentration of melanin, and this concentra-
tion increases sharply with age (Fig. 14.4h). The deposition of melanin in the wing
cells and the vein multilayers causes a dark background upon which the iridescence
of the mature males, although not very intense, still clearly stands out. Behavioral
observations show that the resulting striking blue color of the mature males plays an
important role in the sexual recognition and discrimination of immature and mature
animals (Hariyama et al., 2005).
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Fig. 14.3 Photographs of the wing parts of two Asian damselfly species. The wing veins of the
mature male Calopteryx japonica reflect blue-green light. The wing cells reflect little light. In
another damselfly species, Neurobasis sp., the wing cells and not the wing veins exhibit irides-
cence. In both cases the iridescence is due to multilayering of the cuticle. The wings contain
strongly light-absorbing melanin, which causes the brown appearance in transmission and which
serves as a dark background for the iridescence (Hariyama et al., 2005). Bar: 50 μm

Fig. 14.4 Reflectance (a–d) and transmittance spectra (e–h) of the hindwings and forewings
of immature female (IF), immature male (IM), mature female (MF), and mature male (MM)
damselflies, Calopteryx japonica. The melanin concentration increases with age, especially in
the male, resulting in a decreasing transmittance. The reflectance is dominated by scattering by
the wing structures, but in the mature male the iridescent wing veins cause a distinct peak in
the blue–green wavelength range. The blue–green iridescence, together with the low transmit-
tance of the wings of the mature male, gives the male its marked blue color (Hariyama et al.,
2005)
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14.4 Coloring Butterfl Wings and Scales

The colors of butterflies are usually determined by the scales that shingle the wings
(Nijhout, 1991). Numerous studies have been devoted to iridescent wings where
coherent scattering occurs by regularly arranged, nanosized structures in the wing
scales (e.g., Ghiradella, 1984; Vukusic et al., 1999; Kinoshita and Yoshioka, 2005).
However, the color of most butterflies results from incoherently scattered light that
is selectively absorbed by pigments in the wing scales.

Each wing scale is the cuticular product of a single cell, with a rather flat, unstruc-
tured lower scale leaf and a highly structured upper leaf, consisting of longitudinal
ridges connected by crossribs, which are adorned with granules in pierid butterflies,
the so-called whites and sulphurs (Ghiradella, 1998). Spectrophotometric measure-
ments demonstrated that the granules, also called beads (Stavenga et al., 2004),
enhance the wing reflectance of pierids by scattering. Rutowski et al. (2005) found
that chemical removal of the beads from the wing scales of the Orange Sulphur,
Colias eurytheme, severely reduces the long-wavelength reflectance, confirming the
general scattering function of the beads. Bead removal also causes an increase in
short-wavelength reflectance, however, indicating that the beads contain a short-
wavelength absorbing pigment. This suggests a dual function for the beads, namely
to create color contrast by enhancing long-wavelength reflectance and suppressing
short-wavelength reflectance (Rutowski et al., 2005).

Immediate evidence for this conclusion is provided by the Japanese Small White
butterfly, Pieris rapae crucivora (Fig. 14.5). For a human observer, the wings of
both sexes are similarly colored white, except for a few black dots and a black wing
tip. There is a distinct sexual dichromatism, however, because the reflectance of
male wings is very low in the ultraviolet, especially in the dorsal (upper) forewings,
in contrast to that of female wings (Fig. 14.5; Obara, 1970). The physical reason
is the difference in the number of pigmented beads (Fig. 14.6). Scanning electron
microscopy of single scales demonstrates that the scales of male wings contain a

Fig. 14.5 Wing reflectance of
the Small White butterfly,
Pieris rapae crucivora. The
reflectance of the dorsal
forewing of a male (inset;
bar: 1 cm) is low in the
ultraviolet and high in the
visible wavelength range,
except for a few black spots
and a black wing tip. The
reflectance of the dorsal
forewing of the female rises
much more moderately
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Fig. 14.6 Reflectance and structure of scales from a white area at the dorsal forewing of male
and female Pieris rapae crucivora. a Reflectance of a small area of a single, isolated white scale
(see inset, square; scale bar: 20 μm), attached to a glass rod. b Scanning electron microscopic
(SEM) photograph of a scale from the dorsal forewing of a male, showing the ridges, connected by
crossribs, which are studded with beads. c SEM of a scale from the dorsal forewing of a female,
showing a low density of beads. The beads scatter light, causing the enhanced reflectance at the
longer wavelengths, but they also reduce the reflectance in the short-wavelength range, because
they contain an ultraviolet-absorbing pigment. Scale bar (b, c): 1 μm

high concentration of beads, whereas the beads are virtually absent in female scales
(Giraldo and Stavenga, 2006).

The reflectance of a single, isolated scale is distinctly lower than the reflectance
of scales in situ, that is, on the wing (Figs. 14.5 and 14.6). The larger reflectance in
the latter case results from the way scales are organized: they are arranged in stacks,
where the cover scales overlap the ground scales. This occurs on both sides of the
wing. Accordingly the scale stacks act as scattering multilayers, thus causing a much
enhanced wing reflectance. The scattering is incoherent because of the irregular
distances of the scales (Stavenga et al., 2006).

Coherent scattering occurs in a multilayer with regular spacing. This situation
is encountered in the cover scales of the males of many pierid butterfly species.
Figure 14.7 gives an example of scales in the dorsal wing tip of the Great Orange
Tip, Hebomoia glaucippe. The ridges of the cover scales consist of a multilayer of
narrow lamellae, which effectively reflect ultraviolet light. Both cover and ground
scales contain pigmented beads, which cause the orange color. The part outside the
wing tip is white, but due to an ultraviolet absorbing pigment, it is non-reflectant in
the short-wavelength range. Virtually the same situation exists in the male Autumn
Leaf Vagrant, Eronia leda (Fig. 14.8). The reflectance of the wing tip is high in
the ultraviolet and in the orange, but low in the blue, due to a pigment in the beads,
which absorbs up to the green wavelengths, and multi-layered lamellae in the ridges,
which reflect in the ultraviolet. The part of the dorsal wing outside the orange tip has
a yellow color, due to beads with a pigment that absorbs in the ultraviolet and blue
wavelength ranges. Presumably the males use their iridescent wing tips as colorful
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Fig. 14.7 Scanning electron
microscopic photograph of
the orange wing tip of a male
Hebomoia glaucippe. The
ridges of the cover scales (c)
consist of lamellae, which
together act as multilayer
reflectors. The lamellae are
absent in the ground scales
(g). Both cover and ground
scales have pigment granules
attached to the crossribs.
Scale bar: 1 μm

flags to signal their brilliant capacities to both receptive females and competitive
males.

Iridescent wings are encountered in numerous butterfly species, of which the
most well-known (as well as well-researched) are the Morphos (e.g., Vukusic
et al., 1999; Yoshioka and Kinoshita, 2004). Also in this case, the scale ridges
are elaborated into multilayers, but with a slightly wider spacing than that of most
pierids, so that the spectral reflectance peaks in the blue. Even more sophisticated

Fig. 14.8 Reflectance spectra of the dorsal forewing of the male Autumn Leaf Vagrant, Eronia
leda (inset: upper – UV, lower – RGB), measured with a fiber optic spectrometer. Spectrum 1 is
from the tip, which has an orange color as seen by a human observer. The tip exhibits a pronounced
UV band, due to interference reflectors in the scale ridges. The orange color results from scattered
light, filtered by a pigment absorbing in the UV, blue and green wavelength range. Spectrum 2 is
from the dorsal forewing area outside the orange tip, which is yellow colored, due to scattered light
filtered by a pigment absorbing in the UV and blue wavelength range
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coloring mechanisms are applied by butterfly species of the families Papilionidae
and Lycaenidae, where complex 3-dimensional structures act as photonic crystals
(Vukusic and Sambles, 2003; Biró et al., 2003). The resulting reflection can be
strongly directional, but also matt, as in the lycaenid Cyanophrys remus (Kertész
et al., 2006).

14.5 Reflectanc Reduction by Nipple Arrays in the Wings
and Eyes of Moths and Butterflie

The fossil record as well as molecular biological studies show that butterflies have
evolved from moths (Grimaldi and Engel, 2005; Wahlberg et al., 2005), and there-
fore butterflies are sometimes called day-flying moths. Moths, like butterflies, have
wings stacked with scales, but they are usually rather dull colored, so that they
are not easily spotted by predatory birds during their diurnal resting period. Yet,
several moth species with extraordinary colorful wings do exist, but they are then
day-active (Mason, 1926). Recently a quite opposite case was discovered. The day-
flying hawkmoth Cephonodes hylas sheds, immediately after eclosion, its wing
scales (except for the wing margin and veins), so that transparent, bare wings remain
(Fig. 14.9a). Yoshida et al. (1997) found that the surface of the denuded wings

Fig. 14.9 The hawkmoth Cephonodes hylas. a The wings lack the usual scales and the wings are
very transparent. b The wings have a nipple array, with nipples about 250 nm high in a very regular
lattice with lattice constant about 200 nm. c The reflectance of the rough wing (Rr, with nipples) is
much lower that that of the smoothened wing (Rs, with nipples flattened). d The nipple structure
is well visible in a broken wing piece (modified from Yoshida et al., 1997). Scale bar (b, d): 1 μm
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consists of protuberances about 250 nm high, arranged into a very regular array with
about 200 nm lattice constant (Fig. 14.9b, d; Yoshida et al., 1997). This so-called
nipple array clearly has an anti-reflection function, because smoothing of the array
results in an increased reflectance (Fig. 14.9c). The reduction of the reflectance by
the nipple array presumably diminishes the visibility of the moths for parasites and
predators (Yoshida et al., 1997).

The concealing effect of nipple arrays has been known already for a few decades.
The front surface of the facet lenses of moths was found to be densely studded with
protuberances of about 200 nm height and 200 nm distance (Bernhard et al., 1970).
The assembly of protuberances is accordingly known as the moth-eye corneal nipple
array. Butterflies also feature the moth eye corneal nipple array (Fig. 14.10), which
may not be surprising, because, as was mentioned above, butterflies evolved from
moths. The nipple height is highly variable among butterfly families, however, and
the nipples are virtually absent in the Papilionidae (Fig. 14.10), which suggests that
the nipples do not have an important function for butterflies.

The nipple dimensions are within the wavelengths of visible light and thus create
a medium with a gradually changing refractive index, that is, they form a smooth
optical interface between air and facet lens material. The optical effect of the nipple
interface is the reduction of the reflectance of the facet lens surface. As before, the
reflectance can be calculated with thin-multilayer theory, by assuming that the nip-
ple array functions like a stack of very thin layers, with refractive index increasing

Fig. 14.10 Scanning electron
microscopy (a–c) and
transmission electron
microscopy of corneal
nipples of the facet lenses of
various butterflies (d–h). a
The eye of the Peacock
butterfly, Inachis io. Hairs are
positioned in between the
facet lenses of the peacock. b
A facet lens with the array of
corneal nipples. c A facet lens
in close-up, showing the local
order of the corneal nipples.
d The Bush Brown, Bicyclus
anynana. e The Asian
Comma, Polygonia c-aureum.
f The Small White, Pieris
rapae. g A lycaenid,
Pseudozizeeria maha. h The
Japanese yellow swallowtail,
Papilio xuthus. Scale bars:
500 μm (a), 5 μm (b), 2 μm
(c), 0.5 μm (d–h)
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Fig. 14.11 The reflectance of a surface with paraboloid or sinusoidal nipples as a function of the
angle of incidence and polarization, for light with wavelength 530 nm. The value of the refractive
index of the facet lens medium is 1.52 (Vogt, 1974). The nipple distance was taken to be 220 nm,
and the height (h) was varied in two steps from 0 to 250 nm. a The reflectance for TE waves. b The
reflectance for TM waves. For a smooth surface, that is in the absence of nipples (h = 0 nm), the
reflectance for TM waves falls to zero at Brewster’s angle: α = arctan(1.52) = 56.7◦. Both types
of nipples strongly reduce the reflectance at angles of incidence below 60◦, but at larger values
the reflectance rapidly rises. Whereas the nipple height has a strong effect on the reflectance, the
nipple shape only slightly affects the reflectance

from that of air (1.0) to that of the facet lens medium (1.52; Vogt, 1974; Stavenga
et al., 2005). Figure 14.11 shows the reflectance calculated for polarized light with
electric vectors perpendicular (TE; Fig. 14.11a) or parallel (TM; Fig. 14.11b) to the
plane of incidence. Two types of nipples, with a paraboloid and a sinusoidal shape,
respectively, and with different heights are presented. It appears that the precise
nipple shape is rather uncritical for the reflectance and that the height is the crucial
parameter. Whereas a perfectly smooth facet lens reflects about 4% of perpendicular
incident light, nipples with a height above 200 nm reduce the reflectance to less than
1% (Fig. 14.11). The reflectance for TE-light increases monotonically with wave-
length, and high nipples effectively and strongly suppress the reflectance for light
with angles of incidence up to about 60◦. The reflectance for TM-light goes through
a trough, however, marked by Brewster’s angle for a smooth facet surface, but the
nipples also strongly reduce light reflectance below that angle. It thus follows that
the nipples function as an effective impedance reduction device, thus enhancing the
transmittance, at least for light incident at an angle < 60◦.

The transmittance increase could be a bonus for the light-eager, night flying
moths. Yet, a transmittance gain of, at most, a few percent does not seem too
impressive. Especially for the bright-light loving butterflies, such a trifle would
be unimportant. A more attractive explanation therefore, is that the decreased
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reflectance reduces the visibility of resting moths. By reducing the eye glare of
the moths in the daytime their visibility for predators is minimized (Miller, 1979).
For the day-active butterflies this explanation does not hold, thus the nipples of
butterflies are only remnant structures of their ancestral moth state. The nipples can
be expected to vanish when there is no evolutionary pressure to keep them, as has
occurred in the case of the papilionids (Miller, 1979; Stavenga et al., 2005).

Even if the biological function of the corneal nipple array may be rather minor, its
physical properties have inspired important technical applications. Anti-reflection
moth-eye arrays are now widely applied in panels of instruments, like cell phones,
and in window panes (Palasantzas et al., 2005).

14.6 Reflectin Multilayers in Butterfl Eyes

Insect compound eyes consist of numerous, more or less identical units, the omma-
tidia, which are recognizable from the outside by the facet lens (Fig. 14.12a). In
butterflies, the facet lens, together with its abutting crystalline cone, focuses incident
light into the rhabdom, a cylindrical structure which contains the visual pigment
molecules. The rhabdom acts as an optical waveguide, because its refractive index
is slightly higher than that of the surrounding medium and because its diameter is
usually at most a few micrometer. In this way light incident from a narrow spatial
angle propagates along the rhabdom waveguide until it is absorbed by the visual
pigments. Many insects have essentially the same organization, but butterflies are
extraordinary in that they have proximal to the rhabdom a light-reflecting tape-
tum (Miller and Bernard, 1968). Air-filled tracheoles are excessively folded, thus
forming a multilayer structure, consisting of alternating layers of air and cytoplasm
(water), which acts as an interference reflector.

The optical result is that light that has escaped capture by the visual pigment on
the forward route is bounced back into the rhabdom, thus getting another chance
to be absorbed and to contribute to the eye’s sensitivity. Still, a fraction of the
back-propagating light is not absorbed and thus leaves the eye again (Fig. 14.12a).
A butterfly eye observed with an epi-illumination microscope therefore exhibits
an eye shine, which is light reflected by the tapeta from those ommatidia which
have a visual axis within the aperture of the microscope’s objective (Miller, 1979;
Stavenga, 1979). The reflectance depends on several components, characteristic for
the butterfly species. The main determinants are the absorption properties of the
visual pigments, existing within the rhabdom, and of the screening pigments, which
often aggregate near the rhabdom (Stavenga, 2002a). An important factor further-
more, is the reflectance spectrum of the tapetum (Briscoe and Bernard, 2005). The
combined result of the different components result in the species-specific eye shine
(Stavenga, 2002a).

In normal practice, the eye shine can be only observed with narrow aperture
microscope objectives, because it is readily overwhelmed by the light reflected on
the outer surface of the corneal facet lens, especially when the corneal nipples
are minor. A special epi-illumination setup allowing observation of the butterfly
eye shine with large-aperture objectives is schematically shown in Fig. 14.12b
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Fig. 14.12 The tapetum of butterfly ommatidia and the eye shine. a Diagram of an ommatidium of
the Small White butterfly, Pieris rapae, located in the main fronto-ventral eye area. The facet lens
(fl) and crystalline cone (cc) channel light into the rhabdom. The distal part of the rhabdom (drh)
consists of the rhabdomeres of four photoreceptors (termed receptors R1-4), the proximal part (prh)
consists of the rhabdomeres of another four photoreceptors (R5-8), and the basal part (brh) consists
of only the rhabdomere of a ninth photoreceptor (R9). The somas of R5-8 photoreceptors extend
towards distally, where they contain clusters of either pale-red or deep-red pigment, depending on
the ommatidium. The pigments filter light propagating along the rhabdom, as can be seen from
incident light reflected by the tapetum (tr) that leaves the eye as eye shine (arrows). b Diagram of
an optical setup for visualizing butterfly eye shine. The heart of the set-up is a telescope, consisting
of microscope objective L1 and lens L2. A butterfly is adjusted so that the deep pseudopupil of
the eye (DPP), which occurs at the center of the eye, coincides with the focal plane of L1. Lens
L3 projects a small light source, created by lens L4 and diaphragm D1, via a half-mirror onto the
DPP. The reflected light, i.e. the eye shine, then is collected by diaphragm D2. The eye shine at
the level of the corneal facet lenses can be observed by proper focusing of a photomicroscope, the
objective of which is shown (OPM), at the image of the cornea. c, d Demonstration of the effect
of spatial filtering on the eye shine as seen at the corneal level of the Postman butterfly, Heliconius
melpomene. c Diaphragms D1 and D2 are slightly open, so that reflections at the facet lenses
together with scattering at distal pigment obscure the eye shine. d The diaphragms are carefully
adjusted, selecting the eye shine, i.e. the light reflected by the ommatidial tapeta. Minor reflections
at the front surface of the facet lenses remain, because the corneal nipple array does not fully reduce
the reflection of the facet lens surfaces. The individual ommatidia of Heliconius melpomene reflect
either yellow or red light. The signals in the green channel of RGB photographs are shown

(Stavenga, 2002b). The epi-illumination light beam here is focused at the cen-
ter of the butterfly eye, at the level where the so-called deep pseudopupil (DPP)
exists. A diaphragm (D2) allows the reflected light from only the rhabdoms to the
observing microscope (OPM). It thus is demonstrated that in most butterflies the eye
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shine reflection varies among the ommatidia. In the case of the Postman butterfly,
Heliconius melpomene, epi-illumination with white light, and proper adjustment
of the diaphragms, reveals a facet pattern with yellow or red shining ommatidia
(Fig. 14.12c, d). With careless adjustment of the diaphragm the reflection from the
corneal surface rapidly becomes very disturbing (Fig. 14.12c).

The tracheolar tapetum of butterfly eyes is most probably a remnant of the tape-
tum of moth eyes, which, in the latter eyes, is much more extensive. In butterfly
eyes each facet lens and crystalline cone create a separate image, and accordingly
butterfly eyes are of the so-called apposition eye type. Moth eyes differ from but-
terfly eyes in that each rhabdom does not receive light via one facet lens but via
numerous facet lenses. A special refractive index gradient in the crystalline cones of
moth eyes causes the superposition of images of a distant object, and therefore moth
eyes are called superposition eyes (Land and Nilsson, 2002). The large number of
facets relaying light to one and the same rhabdom provides moth eyes with a much
higher light sensitivity, which is further enhanced by the reflecting tapetum situated
proximal to the rhabdom layer. Moths need that higher sensitivity for their nocturnal
life style. Butterflies presumably have evolved a different, apposition eye structure
to suit the diurnal light conditions, but the tapetum proximal to the rhabdom clearly
has remained from the ancestral moths.

Calculations show that the sensitivity enhancement by the tapetum of butterfly
eyes can only be slight. Considering its low yield, the tapetum could vanish with-
out great functional loss. Indeed, early work on the eye shine already showed that
the phenomenon is not observable in all butterfly families. Butterflies of the Papil-
ionidae family lack the tapetum (Miller, 1979; Miller and Bernard, 1968) and this
appears to also be the case in the butterfly tribe Anthocharidini (Pieridae) (Takemura
et al., 2007). These observations suggest that the tapetum is not a vital component
of the butterfly visual system. All the same, the eye shine has proven to be an enor-
mously useful tool in the study of butterfly vision (Wakakuwa et al., 2004; Arikawa
et al., 2005; Briscoe and Bernard, 2005).

14.7 The Eye Colors of Horse and Deer Flies

The eyes of many tabanid flies have a beautiful blue-green iridescence. The irides-
cence occurs in patterns that are characteristic for the fly species, and furthermore
the patterns are often sex specific (Fig. 14.13). The colors of the eyes of horse
and deer flies have puzzled investigators well over a century (Dietrich, 1909;
Friza, 1929; Bernard and Miller, 1968), and Hooke (1665) probably already observed
them (see Wehner, 1981).

The eyes of the Twin-lobed Deerfly Chrysops relictus (Fig. 14.14) are golden-
green iridescent with patches of red-brown. Anatomy shows that the outer shell of
the facet lenses in the iridescent areas consists of a distinct multilayer (Miller, 1979).
The multilayer causes a transmittance reductance by up to 60% (Lunau and Knüttel,
1995). The facet lenses have a sharp reflectance maximum, or a transmittance
minimum, at 585 nm. Modeling provides evidence for the view that the facet lens
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Fig. 14.13 The Common Horse Fly Haematopota pluvialis. a The female eye displays wavy, col-
ored patterns throughout the eye. b The male has the same patterns, but only in the ventral eye part,
while the eye dorsally is whitish. Many male insects have excessive dorsal eye parts, which clearly
function in the chasing behavior of females (Dietrich, 1909; Wehner, 1981; Stavenga, 2002a)

multilayer causes narrowing of the sensitivity spectrum of the green-sensitive pho-
toreceptors, which presumably have a peak sensitivity at about 530 nm (Fig. 14.14;
Stavenga, 2002a). The multilayers in the facet lenses thus function as spectral filters,
comparable to colored sun glasses. The narrowing of the spectral sensitivity of the
green photoreceptors presumably improves color vision. In other words, although
the spectral effects of the multilayers in the facet lenses in deer fly eyes may not be

Fig. 14.14 The Twin-lobed Deerfly Chrysops relictus. a The eyes are strongly green iridescent,
due to a multilayer in the outer shell of the facet lenses, with alternating high and low electron
density, or, with high and low refractive index (b, inset). The red-brown colored patches result from
red-brown screening pigment seen through transparent facet lenses. b The multilayers in the facets
of the iridescent areas have a peak reflectance at about 585 nm, that is, the transmission (T) has
a trough at that wavelength. Light absorption (A) by green receptors equipped with a rhodopsin
peaking at 530 nm (R) then is reduced, so that the sensitivity spectrum of the photoreceptors is
narrowed (from Stavenga, 2002a)
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severe, they may have a noticeable function in improving spectral discrimination.
The spectral effects of the filters in the horse fly facet lenses (Fig. 14.13) are prob-
ably very minor, as transmittance measurements indicate that the modulation in the
transmittance is no more than 10–20%.

One could conceive an alternative function, namely that the iridescent eyes cre-
ate a colorful display for other insects or predators, but this seems rather unlikely,
because the eye surface is very small, and the body colors of tabanid flies are often
rather dull and colorless. A general, functional interpretation of the tabanid eye
colors is somewhat lacking, even though the colors seem so prominent. As was
concluded for the moth eye corneal nipple array, the functional advantages of the
multilayers near the facet lens surface are probably minor, and indeed, most fly
species have perfectly clear, transparent facet lenses. All the same, a good deal of
careful optical engineering can be recognized in fly eyes, as will be discussed below.

14.8 Surface Phenomena in Insect Visual Waveguides

The dioptrical apparatus of a fly ommatidium is deceptively simple. The basic opti-
cal components are a lens and a set of optical waveguides. The anatomical details
are as follows. A small, usually biconvex lens, separated from the underlying pho-
toreceptor cells by a clear space, called the pseudocone, focuses light into optical
waveguides. These are the rhabdomeres, special organelles of insect photoreceptors,
where the visual pigment molecules are located. Whereas in each ommatidium of
a butterfly eye the rhabdomeres of nine photoreceptors are joined together, forming
one functional optical waveguide, called the fused rhabdom, in a fly ommatidium
seven spatially separated optical waveguides exists, which are created by eight pho-
toreceptors. Six peripheral photoreceptors each form a long cylindrical rhabdomere
and two central photoreceptors have rhabdomeres in tandem; the latter two together
form one optical waveguide.

Each rhabdomeric waveguide receives light via the facet lens from a restricted
spatial field, which determines the spatial sensitivity of the individual photorecep-
tors. The spatial sensitivity of fly photoreceptors is more or less Gaussian-shaped,
and the half-width of the angular sensitivity curve is called the acceptance angle
(Fig. 14.15a). The angular sensitivity curve is determined by the integrated opti-
cal system of facet lens and optical waveguide (Stavenga, 2003a). An incident
light beam, diffracted by the facet lens, excites in the optical waveguides waveg-
uide modes (Fig. 14.15b), the number of which depends on the waveguide number

V = πDr

√
n2

1 − n2
2/λ, where Dr is the diameter of the waveguide, n1 and n2 are the

refractive indices of the media inside and outside the waveguide, and λ is the light
wavelength (in vacuum). Each mode has a specific cut-off value, Vco, so that it can
obtain a rank number, p, with increasing Vco; for instance, for modes with p = 1, 2,
3 ,. . . the cut-off value is Vco = 0, 2.405, 3.832, . . . As a consequence, in most insect
visual waveguides no more than two to four waveguide modes are allowed. The
light energy channelled into each waveguide mode depends strongly on the light
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Fig. 14.15 Diagrams of the optics of a fly facet lens and photoreceptor rhabdomere. a Accord-
ing to geometric optics, the size of the visual field is given by the spatial angle taken up by the
rhabdomere (rh) tip. Due to diffraction at the facet lens (fl) and the waveguide optics of the rhab-
domere, a Gaussian-shaped angular sensitivity results, with halfwidth Δρ, the acceptance angle;
θ is the angle of incidence with respect to the visual axis of the integrated optical system of facet
lens and rhabdomere. b When the pigment granules (pg) in the photoreceptor soma (so) are near
the rhabdomere, they absorb light from the boundary waves of the waveguide modes, and thus
function as a light-controlling pupil mechanism. The first (1) order mode extends less far outside
the rhabdomere than the second (2) order mode

diffraction pattern at the waveguide entrance, which varies with the light beam’s
angle of incidence, resulting in a decreasing light flux entering the rhabdomere with
increasing angle of incidence. Only light that propagates in the rhabdomeric waveg-
uide can be absorbed and then evoke a visual signal, and thus a photoreceptor’s
sensitivity strongly depends on the illumination angle. Fly photoreceptors have an
acceptance angle of about 1–3◦, depending on the size of the eye (Stavenga, 2003b).

The shape of a waveguide mode indicates the spatial distribution of the light
pattern in a plane perpendicular to the waveguide axis. Part of the propagating light
energy exists outside the waveguide boundary (Fig. 14.15b). The fraction of light
inside a photoreceptor’s rhabdomere is accessible for absorption by the visual pig-
ment, and the outside fraction propagates unhampered, unless screening pigment
granules exist sufficiently near the boundary. This situation, in fact, often occurs,
as many insect photoreceptors have a system of mobile pigment granules that move
towards the rhabdomere upon light adaptation; in the dark the granules migrate away
from the rhabdomere boundary. In this way the pigment granules can control the
light flux accessible for the visual pigment, so that the set of granules acts similar to
the light controlling pupil of the human eye.

The six peripheral photoreceptors of fly ommatidia have a very active pupil
mechanism. Figure 14.15b presents a case with the first two modes, rank number
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1 and 2, interacting with a photoreceptor’s pupil mechanism. The granules close to
the rhabdomere boundary predominantly absorb light from the second order waveg-
uide mode, because that mode extends much further outside the boundary than the
first order mode. Measurements on houseflies and blowflies indicate that the pupil
mechanism can reduce the effective light flux in the rhabdomeres by one to two log
units, depending on the intensity of the illumination (Roebroek and Stavenga, 1990;
Stavenga, 2004b).

A second function of the pupil mechanism is the control of the angular sensitivity
of the photoreceptors. Figure 14.16 presents two cases of rhabdomeres, with diam-
eter Dr = 1.4 and 2.0 μm, respectively, that receive light from a 25 μm diameter
facet lens. Two modes can propagate in these rhabdomeres, and the second mode
appears to contribute substantially to the acceptance angle of the dark-adapted pho-
toreceptors. The acceptance angle then, more or less, approximates the geometrical
acceptance angle, given by Δρr = Dr/ f , where f = FDl is the focal distance

Fig. 14.16 Wavelength dependence of the acceptance angle, Δρ, of fly rhabdomeres subject to
the light controlling action of a pupil mechanism. The rhabdomeres receive light in the focal
plane of a facet lens with diameter Dl = 25 μm and F-number F = 2.2. The visual pigment
is a fly rhodopsin, equipped with a UV-absorbing, sensitizing pigment. a When the rhabdomere
diameter is Dr = 1.4 μm, only one mode exists at the longer wavelengths. The acceptance angle
then monotonically increases with wavelength, independent of the pupil. In the shorter wavelength
range, higher order modes widen the acceptance angle, but preferential absorption by the pupil sup-
presses that effect. The distance of the pupil to the rhabdomere boundary is indicated by h (inset). A
decreasing hmeans an increasing effect of the light absorbing pupil. b The rhabdomere is assumed
to taper parabolically from 2.0 to 1.0 μm over a distance of 250 μm. The acceptance angle in the
dark-adapted state (h = ∞) is roughly wavelength independent, but in the light-adapted state (h =
0.0 μm) the higher order modes are extinguished, and then the remaining fundamental mode causes
a monotonic increase in the acceptance angle with wavelength (modified from Stavenga, 2004a).
The acceptance angle following from diffraction optics is Δρl = λ/Dl, and the acceptance angle
predicted by geometrical optics is Δρr = Dr/ f , where f = FDl is the focal distance of the facet
lens (see further Stavenga, 2004a; Stavenga, 2004b)
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of the facet lens. With increasing illumination, the pupil closes, that is, the set of
pigment granules in the cell soma migrate towards the rhabdomere. The distance
of the pupil boundary to the rhabdomere border, h, decreases with increasing light
adaptation, and this results in a progressive reduction of the light flux in the second
order mode. The second order mode is specifically excited by light entering the opti-
cal system off-axis. Upon light adaptation, when the pupil closes, off-axis sensitivity
is therefore more strongly suppressed than on-axis sensitivity, causing a narrowing
of the angular sensitivity. In the bright light-adapted state, the acceptance angle is
fully determined by the first order mode, and it is then approximated by the value
following from diffraction optics, Δρl = λ/Dl, where λ is the light wavelength and
Dl the facet lens diameter.

The pupil mechanism of fly photoreceptors consists of yellow pigment gran-
ules that predominantly absorb in the blue wavelength range. Thus it also plays
an intricate role in the photochemistry of the main visual pigment of fly pho-
toreceptors. The six peripheral photoreceptors of a fly ommatidium have one and
the same type of visual pigment. The native state is a rhodopsin, which absorbs
maximally at about 490 nm. Photon absorption leads to photoconversion of the
rhodopsin into a metarhodopsin state, which absorbs maximally at about 570 nm
(Fig. 14.17). This photoconversion triggers the phototransduction process and thus
fulfils a crucial, primary function in vision. The metarhodopsin molecules are
only very briefly involved in phototransduction, because they are rapidly inacti-
vated by arrestin molecules and phosphorylation. An important property of the
metarhodopsin molecules of flies (and other invertebrates) is their thermostability.
The molecules can therefore be photoconverted back into the rhodopsin state. After

Fig. 14.17 Absorption spectra of pigments in the eyes of the blowfly Calliphora vicina. The main
class of photoreceptors has a rhodopsin (R) absorbing maximally at ca 490 nm. The metarhodopsin
(M) absorbs maximally at ca 570 nm. The fine-structured UV bands are due to a sensitizing
pigment, 3-hydroxyretinol, which transfers the energy of absorbed UV light to the visual pig-
ment’s chromophore, 3-hydroxyretinal. Red-transparent screening pigment (S) lets red stray light
roam through the eye, so to photoconvert existing metarhodopsin molecules back into rhodopsin.
The yellow pigment (P) of the granules inside the soma of the photoreceptors plays a similar
photoregenerative role
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arrestin release and dephosphorylation the molecules can again participate in the
phototransduction process.

Prolonged illumination results in a photosteady state, where the ratio of rhodopsin
to metarhodopsin molecules depends on the spectral distribution of the light flowing
in the rhabdomere. Blue light causes a photosteady state with a large metarhodopsin
fraction, while red light causes a virtually 100% rhodopsin fraction. Broad-band
light filtered by the yellow-transmitting pupillary pigment granules results in yel-
low light, which also causes a large rhodopsin fraction. This is beneficial for rapid
adaptation of the photoreceptors to darkness. Actually, the ommatidia of fly eyes are
surrounded by screening pigment cells with a large concentration of red pigment.
This red transmittant pigment allows red stray light to roam through the eye, which
then can convert existing metarhodopsin molecules to the rhodopsin state. Both
screening pigments, that of the screening pigment cells and that of the photoreceptor
somas (Fig. 14.15b) collaborate to maintain a high rhodopsin concentration in the
photoreceptor rhabdomeres (Stavenga, 2002a).

14.9 Conclusion

Insects employ a rich variety of optical techniques in their struggle for life. Many
beetles, damselflies, butterflies and other insect species have brilliant appearances
due to structural and/or pigmentary colorations. They use these colors for display
or camouflage, but they always play a role in vision, being that of conspecifics or
of predators. The visual systems themselves appear to employ an equally large vari-
ety of optical methods to optimize their functioning. A large body of knowledge
concerning insect vision and its interaction with colorations has been accumulated
in the last century. It is a safe prediction that much remains to be discovered, as
we have barely scratched the surface of the enormous research area of the insect
kingdom.
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Chapter 15
Butterfl Photonics: Form and Function

Abigail L. Ingram

15.1 Introduction

Structural colours are the result of the interaction of light with physical structures,
now generally termed photonic crystals, which are in the surface of a substratum.
Such colours usually cause bright directional effects as opposed to chemical pig-
ments, which scatter light diffusely. We have been aware of structural colours for
some time, Newton (1704) having surmised in the early 16th century that they were
responsible for the iridescence of male peacock tail feathers. Since then they have
been found in a diverse range of taxa, including fish (Denton and Nichol, 1965,
1966), annelids (Parker et al., 2001), cnidarians (Welch et al., 2005, 2006) and
arthropods (Parker, 1995; Parker et al., 1998; Parker et al., 2003; Parker et al., 2003;
Vigneron et al., 2005; Ingram et al., 2009). Butterflies are, however, probably the
best-known structurally coloured animals because of their diversity of brightly
iridescent wings, which have attracted the attention of both scientists and natu-
ral historians for centuries. Some of the foremost works were produced in the
late 19th century by Mayer (1896) and the early 20th century by Onslow (1921),
Mason (1926, 1927a, b), and Gentil and Suffert (Suffert, 1924; Gentil, 1942). Much
of this early work was verified later with the advent of the electron microscope in
the mid 20th century, which enabled the nanostructure of the wing scales causing
the iridescence to be observed for the first time (Anderson and Richards, 1942;
Suffert, 1942; Lippert and Gentil, 1951).

More recently, scientists from the fields of materials science, engineering (Tabata
et al., 1996; Tada 1998)) and physics (Argyros et al., 2002; Vukusic et al., 2004;
Kinoshita and Yoshioka, 2005; Berthier et al., 2006; Prum et al., 2006; Wickham
et al., 2006; Yoshioka and Kinoshita, 2006) have become interested in butterfly
structural colours. This work has in many cases, provided new insights into our
understanding of the physical and applied aspects of the photonic crystals causing
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these colours, although it has also proved problematic in terms of scale terminology,
which remains unstandardised.1

The most recent review of butterfly scales and photonics was written by Ingram
and Parker, (2008), almost ten years after that previous, by Ghiradella (1998). In
each case, little was mentioned of the function of structural wing colours, and yet
understanding their role is integral to our appreciation of how these colours could
have evolved. This information is also important in the light of growing interest in
the applications of photonic crystals to technology (biomimetics): we need to under-
stand the purpose for which these structures have evolved so that we can employ
manmade analogues of them effectively. With this in mind, the current work aims to
give an overview of our current understanding of the role of structural wing colours,
exploring the form and function of the underlying photonic crystals, where known.

15.1.1 Scales: The Source of Wing Colour

There are normally two layers of chitinous scales tiled distally across the dorsal and
ventral wings; the basal scales, which lie directly above the wing lamina and the
cover scales, which in turn, overlay these (Fig. 15.1A). Previous studies have shown
that it is usually the latter (on the dorsal wing surface since structural colours are
typically, although not exclusively, restricted to this region), which are primarily
responsible for producing reflected colour – the basal scales being obscured to a
degree from incident light. There are, however, exceptions to this, including all
Morpho species which appear blue (Berthier et al., 2006), for example, Morpho
didius, in which dorsal wing colour originates from the combined reflection from
basal and cover scales (Vukusic et al., 1999; Yoshioka and Kinoshita, 2004).

Melanin is often contained in the basal scales, which absorbs much or all of the
transmitted light, preventing desaturation of the wavelengths reflected by the cover
scales, thus enhancing their spectral purity (Ghiradella, 1998). This is demonstrated
by comparing an unbleached and bleached specimen, the latter of which appears
paler due to the destruction of the melanin by exposure to UV (Fig. 15.1B, C).
Melanin is therefore integral to the visibility of structural wing colour, working in
unison with photonic crystals (Ghiradella, 1974; Yoshioka and Kinoshita, 2004).

Previous studies have shown that often the scales do not lie flat against the wing
membrane, for example, the cover scales may be curled up vertically from the wing
(Allyn and Downey, 1976) (see also Fig. 15.1A). The angle at which the scale is
tilted with respect to the membrane can be significant and it has been shown that
calculations of theoretical spectra are unreliable if this is not taken into account
(Berthier et al., 2003; Yoshioka and Kinoshita, 2007; Ingram et al., 2008).

Both basal and cover scale are of the order of 100 μm long (Fig. 15.1D) and
resemble dorsoventrally flattened sacs with an upper (obverse) and lower (reverse)
surface (or lamina). The lower scale lamina is generally smooth, whereas the upper

1 This review conforms to the terminology of Downey and Allyn (1975).
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Fig. 15.1 A - SEM showing cover scales (C) overlying basal scales (B) of Tharsalea arota
(Boisduval) 1852 (Lycaeninae: Lycaenidae). Figure orientated left to right towards the wing edge.
B - An unbleached Morpho sp. C - A bleached Morpho sp. D–E: Pyrrogyra edocla Doubleday
(1874) (Biblidinae: Nymphalidae) (all orientations as for B). D - SEM of a single cover scale. E -
Nanostructure of a cover scale: CR - cross ribs, SC - scutes, FL - flutes, LU - lumen, TR - trabeculae

lamina may possess an intricate architecture, typically composed of a series of
longitudinal ridges (Figs. 15.1D, E). Dorsal outgrowths of these, termed scutes
(Fig. 15.1E, SC), overlap anteriorly and may vary in the angle to which they are
oriented with respect to the upper lamina. Further outgrowths or flutes (Fig. 15.1E,
FL), are often located laterally on the ridges and may extend between them, forming
cross ribs (Fig. 15.1E, CR). These structures are joined to the upper lamina by verti-
cal supports or trabeculae (Fig. 15.1E, TR) and the region between the trabeculae is
termed the lumen (Fig. 15.1E, LU). Additional pigmentary granules may be present,
although these have so far only been found in the Pieridae (Stavenga et al., 2004).
More commonly, pigments, for example, melanin (Ghiradella and Radigan, 1976) or
fluorescent pigments (Vukusic and Hooper, 2005) are incorporated into the scale’s
structure.
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The scale components described, can form the basis of different types of photonic
crystal, each of which is defined by the type of interaction with incident light to
produce structural wing colour.

15.1.2 The Diversity of Photonic Crystals

To date, research has shown that butterflies possess amongst the widest variety of
photonic crystals of any group of animals (Ingram and Parker, 2008). We are also
discovering that individual scales, which had previously been thought only to pro-
duce colour by a single type of interference, can possess a complex system of, for
example, a diffraction grating and multilayer reflector (Vukusic et al., 2002), which
function synergistically to produce novel visual effects. Moreover, recently Ingram
et al. (2008) identified two separate components on the same scale, each of which
produces an entirely independent iridescent signal visible in different directions.
These discoveries have made the task of understanding butterfly photonics ever
more challenging.

One of the simplest and most common types of photonic crystal identified from
butterflies is a multilayer reflector2 (Fig. 15.2A), which may be formed by almost
every component of a scale, including the scutes, flutes, cross ribs and laminae. In
each case, the crystal is composed of a periodic vertical stack of alternating lay-
ers of chitin, the high refractive index material and air, forming the low refractive
index layers (Land, 1972) (Fig. 15.2A). At each interface, light is either reflected or
transmitted: the thickness of each layer, which must be of the same order of mag-
nitude as the wavelength of light, dictates which wavelengths will constructively
or destructively interfere at specific viewing angles. In the case of the former, the
reflectance and therefore intensity of colour increases with increasing number of
layers, to the point at which 100% reflection is attained when there are ten or more
present (Land, 1972). This is found in ideal reflectors in which the layers have the
same optical thickness (=actual layer thickness ‘d’ x refractive index of material
‘n’), equal to a quarter the wavelength of the reflected light. In this case, layers
give proportionally greater reflectance and wider bandwidth per layer than in the
non-ideal condition (Land, 1972).

In contrast to multilayer reflectors, which possess a periodicity perpendicular to
the surface normal, the periodicity of a diffraction grating3 runs parallel to it. This
latter photonic crystal can be formed by modifications of the scutes, longitudinal
ridges, flutes or cross ribs. Gratings consist of a series of parallel slits or grooves,
the periodicity of which is of the order of magnitude of the wavelength of light
(Jenkins and White, 1981) (Fig. 15.2B). Each structure behaves as a point scatterer
of incident light, diffracting it into its component wavelengths. The combined effect
of each scatterer is reinforced for each wavelength at a different viewing angle.

2 Multilayer reflectors may also be referred to as 1D photonic crystals (Berthier, 2007).
3 Sometimes referred to as a 2D photonic crystal (Berthier, 2007).
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Fig. 15.2 The different types of photonic crystal found in butterflies.A - Multilayer reflector show-
ing the ideal condition, in which alternate layers are of the same optical thickness, reflecting light
coherently. B - Diffraction grating showing an incident light beam being diffracted into orders
around the specular order (m=0). Note the angle of the incident beam (i) is equal to the angle of the
specular reflection (r). d = distance between slits. C - Inverse opal structure composed of a matrix
of chitin containing air spaces of around 250 nm diameter. D - Incoherent Tyndall scattering caused
by randomly spaced particles of less than 575 nm diameter

Wavelengths are diffracted into orders (m=0, 1, 2 etc.) at each periodic structure;
m=0 occurring at the specular angle (r), which is equal to the angle of incidence
(i) (Fig. 15.2B). A variation on this occurs when the periodic structures are blazed
or asymmetric, giving a saw-tooth profile. In this case, the incident light energy is
concentrated into one order (Jenkins and White, 1981; Ingram et al., accepted).

In addition to simple optical structures, more complex three dimensional crys-
talline lattices have also been reported from the lumen of a number of butter-
flies, particularly the Lycaenidae (Allyn and Downey, 1976; Tilley, 1988; Biró
et al., 2003; Vértesy et al., 2004; Bálint et al., 2005). These structures are typi-
cally composed of a matrix of chitin (high refractive index material) containing
regularly arranged spherical air spaces (low refractive index material) of around
250 nm diameter (Welch, 2005) (Fig. 15.2C). This is often termed ‘inverse opal’,
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since the structure is the reverse of that found in the mineral opal, where a low
refractive index material forms the matrix in (Vértesy et al., 2004) which spheres of
the high refractive index material, silicon dioxide, are regularly arranged. In butter-
flies, the lattice may either be polycrystalline, in which it is subdivided into regions
or grains where the horizontal orientation varies (apparently) randomly (Allyn and
Downey, 1976) or monocrystalline, in which the lattice is oriented in a single hor-
izontal plane (Kertész et al., 2006a). The latter arrangement is to date, unique to
butterflies (Welch, personal communication). The behaviour of incident light when
it hits these structures is complex and light may be scattered from each air-chitin
interface more than once within the structure. However, typically at certain angles of
incidence, specific regions of the spectrum are reflected entirely due to the presence
of photonic band gaps created by the three dimensional periodicity of the lattice.

The appearance of scales containing 3-D crystalline lattices may vary from being
relatively matt and invariant with viewing angle, as in the case of a polycrystalline
lattice in which colour averaging (‘pointillism’) occurs, or iridescent and variable in
colour with angle as in the case of a monocrystalline structure.

All of the photonic crystals discussed so far result in the coherent scattering of
incident light to cause constructive interference of certain wavelengths at specific
angles of reflection. For some time, however, it was thought that a further type of
photonic crystal existed in butterflies, causing light to be incoherently scattered at
a variety of reflection angles. These crystals were suggested to produce colours,
which appeared relatively dull and invariant with angle of light incidence, closely
resembling those of pigments. Tyndall or Rayleigh blues are the result of scattering
of the shorter, blue to violet wavelengths of light by heterogeneous particles less
than 575 nm in diameter (Mason, 1923) (Fig. 15.2D). They were first proposed
to be the cause of butterfly wing colouration by Huxley (1976), in his study of
Papilio zalmoxis Hewitson (1864) (Papilioninae). He thought that the cross ribs,
which extend vertically to the dorsal scale lamina and form channels termed alveoli,
caused Tyndall scattering. However, new research employing a Fourier analysis,
suggests that the alveoli are inappropriately shaped to incoherently scatter light
(Prum et al., 2006). The blue was in fact suggested to originate from a fluores-
cent pigment contained within the alveoli and the function of the nanostructure was
to coherently scatter incident light onto the pigment, enhancing the fluorescence
(Vukusic and Hooper, 2005; Prum et al., 2006).

15.2 The Function of Structural Wing Colours

The function of structural wing colours in butterflies is, like those of pigmentary
origin, primarily communicative with evidence of a secondary physiological role
in thermoregulation. Turning to the former function first, there are a number of
selection pressures thought to operate on photonic crystals in their capacity as agents
of structural wing colour for the purpose of communication, including species and
mate recognition, intraspecific competition and antipredation. However, before we
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consider the relative importance of each to the evolution of structural wing colour,
it is essential to understand the visual perception of butterflies, since the evolution
of their visual system will be closely linked to their behaviour, thereby informing us
of the role of vision and visual cues in determining social and other interactions.

Visual cues are used extensively throughout the adult life of a butterfly and this
is reflected in the wide spectrum of wavelengths to which their eyes are attuned.
Butterflies generally possess four photoreceptors (Briscoe and Chittka, 2001) facil-
itating sensitivity to UV, blue, green and red (Eltringham, 1919; Schlieper, 1928).
In addition to this, butterflies also perceive polarized light (Kelber, 1999; Kelber
et al., 2001; Horvath and Varju, 2004). The number of photoreceptors can vary
between species. For example, studies of Papilio xuthus have demonstrated that they
can possesses six photoreceptors in the retina, which include additional photopig-
ments for violet and broadband (Arikawa et al., 1987; Arikawa and Stavenga, 1997;
Arikawa et al., 1999a, b). The distribution of photoreceptors can also vary, both
interspecifically (Bernard and Remington, 1991) and intersexually (Bernard and
Remington, 1991) reflecting the needs of different individuals. However, butterflies
do not simply possess colour perception – in fact they demonstrate true colour
vision (Kelber and Pfaff, 1999, Kinoshita et al., 1999), that is, they can distin-
guish objects on the basis of their spectral content irrespective of their brightness
(Goldsmith, 1990). They also exhibit colour constancy – the ability to recognise the
colour of an object independently of the spectral content of the illumination source
(Land, 1977). Colours may also be perceived over a wide field of vision (Rutowski
and Warrant, 2002; Merry et al., 2006). However, spatial resolution, the greatest
region of which is located at the front of the eye (Land, 1997; Merry et al., 2006), is
generally poor when compared with that of humans (Silberglied, 1984). In view of
this, it is not therefore surprising that dorsal wing patterns are generally unimportant
in the recognition of conspecifics and that overall colour is of greater significance
(Eltringham, 1919; Magnus, 1958). Studies have also shown that the size of the
dominant coloured area and the speed at which it is flickered into and out of the
visual field of a conspecific are important: the larger the exposed area and the faster
it’s flickered (up to the point of flicker fusion, when the retina can no longer resolve
individual wing movements) the greater the visibility of the butterfly to conspecifics
(Magnus, 1958; Haamedi and Djamgoz, 1996).

All of this clearly demonstrates that butterflies possess relatively complex visual
systems, giving us an insight into the corresponding complexity of visual signals
they employ, which we will now consider in greater detail.

15.2.1 Communication

15.2.1.1 Inter- and Intraspecifi Encounters

The use of structural colours in inter- and intraspecific exchanges has been studied
only for those which involve UV and polarized markings. The former are found
in many species of Pieridae (Ghiradella et al., 1972; Silberglied and Taylor, 1973;
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Ghiradella, 1974; Rutowski, 1977), Lycaenidae (Jones and Tilley, 1999; Biró et al.,
2003) and also a few Nymphalidae (Stride, 1958), in each case reflectance is caused
by interference from multilayer reflectors composed of scutes (Silberglied, 1969;
Ghiradella et al., 1972; Allyn and Downey, 1977) or laminae (Jones and Tilley,
1999), where each layer is of the order of 500 nm thick, reflecting wavelengths of
around 190 nm in the UV (Ghiradella et al., 1972; Ghiradella, 1974). Ultraviolet
may also result from complex patterns of reflection and diffraction from inverse opal
structures within the lumen (Biró et al., 2003). The UV-reflective cover scales in
which these photonic crystals lie, typically overlay pigmentary basal scales, which
contain melanin (Ghiradella and Radigan, 1976), enhancing the spectral purity of
the reflected UV.

Polarized light signals are less well understood but have been identified in the
Nymphalidae (Sweeney et al., 2003; Berthier et al., 2006) and Papilionidae (Vukusic
et al., 2001). Light is polarized when the electromagnetic waves, which vibrate in
all planes perpendicular to the direction of propagation, interfere with a surface
that causes them to vibrate in a single plane: this is termed plane polarization. In
butterflies, the laminae (Vukusic et al., 2001) and scutes (Berthier et al., 2006) have
been shown to cause polarization. However, light incident upon any multilayered
surface composed of layers of differing refractive indices will be polarized at a cer-
tain angle of incidence, termed the Brewster’s angle. polarization may therefore be
occurring in many other butterflies in possession of multilayered structures, which
reflect around this angle.

Studies of UV reflectance as a means of interspecific recognition are scant but
suggest that it is not generally employed for this purpose. For example, in a well
known series of experiments by Silberglied and Taylor (1978), the females of two
sympatric species of Colias (Coliadinae: Pieridae), C. eurytheme Boisduval, 1852
(Fig. 15.3A) and C. philodice Godart, 1819 (Fig. 15.3B) were tested to determine
whether they could recognise conspecific males based on UV signals. Males of C.
eurytheme possess UV-reflective cover scales in the orange regions of the dorsal
wings. The UV-reflector is formed by the multilayered scutes (Ghiradella, 1974)
(Fig. 15.3C). By contrast, the dorsal wings of male C. philodice are UV-absorbing,
lacking the multilayer reflector (Fig. 15.3D). Results showed that female C. eury-
theme did recognise conspecific males based on their UV reflectance. However,
visual stimuli did not appear to be significant in mate selection by C. philodice
females, since they would not accept C. eurytheme males in which the UV reflect-
ance was destroyed (simulating C. philodice males) and would accept conspecific
males of any (manipulated) visible colour. This suggested that C. philodice females
were discriminating between species on the basis of olfactory rather than visual
cues. Later, a study of sympatric UV-reflecting Colias and Gonepteryx species,
tested the hypothesis that if UV were acting as a species-specific signal, varia-
tion would be insignificant between conspecifics and significant between different
species (Brunton and Majerus, 1995). In fact the opposite was found: there was
no detectable difference in UV reflectance between species but there was relatively
greater variation within species, suggesting that UV is not an isolating mechanism
between species but is more likely to be a tool for intraspecific interactions. This
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Fig. 15.3 Dorsal surface of male Colias (Coliadinae: Pieridae). A - C. eurytheme Boisduval, 1852.
B - Colias philodice Godart, 1819. C - SEM showing UV - reflective multilayered scutes from
cover scales in the orange region of the dorsal hindwing of C. eurytheme. D - SEM showing UV -
absorbant cover scales from the dorsal hind wing of C. philodice

has been confirmed by studies of inter- and intrasexual behaviour, which will now
be discussed.

Like pigmentary colours, those of structural origin are typically sexually dimor-
phic: the males being more striking and the females bearing the ancestral colours
(often demonstrating polymorphism) (Silberglied, 1984). Darwin’s (1874) obser-
vations of bright male butterfly wing colours, led him to formulate his theory of
sexual selection, in which he described female mate choice as the primary selection
factor for the evolution of sexual dichroism. He suggested that females admired and
therefore preferentially selected the more beautiful males, causing the departure of
their wing colour from the ancestral form and leading to the evolution of strikingly
coloured males. While Darwin’s (1874) theory appears to be sound, there are in
fact few studies which provide evidence to suggest that female butterflies discrimi-
nate between males on the basis of wing colour (see reviews by (Silberglied, 1984;
Wiklund, 2003)). This may not be surprising since butterflies have relatively low
visual resolution (Eltringham, 1919), rendering a female incapable of reliably dis-
criminating between males on the basis of their external colour alone. In fact females
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generally employ olfactory cues to accept or reject approaches made by courting
males (Magnus, 1963; Silberglied, 1984). Of the studies in which visual cues have
been demonstrated, almost all have been on the basis of UV patterns. In these
species, stationary females use male UV signals as an initial means of selection.
The reasons for this are unclear, however, there is some evidence to suggest that UV
may be an honest signal of a male’s quality as shown in studies of Colias eurytheme
(Kemp and Vukusic, 2006).

The earliest study of female choice based on structural UV was by Stride (1958),
in which he examined Hypolimnus misippus (Linnaeus, 1764) (Nymphalinae: Nym-
phalidae) (Fig. 15.4A). Males possess white UV-reflective spots caused by mul-
tilayered scutes (Fig. 15.4B), on their dorsal wings which are absent in females.
Stride (1958) found that males that had had their UV reflective scales removed did
not mate successfully. By comparison, all males in which reflective regions were
blacked out but remained intact, mated. Similar results have also been found in
pierids, for example in Colias eurytheme (Silberglied and Taylor, 1978; Rutowski

Fig. 15.4 A–B Male Hypolimnus misippus (Linnaeus, 1764) (Coliadinae: Pieridae). A - Dorsal
surface showing UV-reflective white spots. B – SEM showing UV - reflective multilayered scutes
on a cover scale. C–D Male Bicyclus anynana (Butler, 1879) (Satyrinae: Nymphalidae. C-Dorsal
surface showing UV-reflective eye spots. D – SEM showing a cover scale from the UV - reflective
region
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et al., 2005). More recently in a study of another nymphalid, Bicyclus anynana
(Butler, 1879) (Satyrinae: Nymphalidae), a species with UV eyespots on both dor-
sal and ventral sides of the wings (Fig. 15.4C), females were shown to select males
specifically on the basis of spot size and reflectivity (Robertson and Monteiro, 2005).
In this species, the origin of the UV is unclear, since there are no multilayered scutes
(Fig. 15.4D). However, the flutes or the cross ribs, both of which are periodic and
appropriately sized, may in this case be responsible (Ingram, unpublished results).
Interestingly, the ventral visual acuity of this species is particularly well developed
in females and is thought to enable them to perceive male UV-reflective signals
better since these are most visible from above and slightly behind the males (Merry
et al., 2006).

These studies suggest that female selection operates on visual cues in certain
species, however, this represents the minority of species examined. Does male
choice, therefore, provide an alternative explanation for sexual dichroism? There
is some evidence of this based again on UV and polarized markings, which are
employed by males during the initial stages of courtship, to locate stationary
females (Magnus, 1963; Silberglied, 1984): the latter flutter their wings on the
approach of another butterfly (of any sex), exposing their markings. For example,
in Pieris rapae crucivora (Linnaeus, 1758) (Pieridae) (Fig. 15.5A) (Obara, 1968,
1970) and Eurema lisa (Fig. 15.5B) (Boisduval and Leconte, 1829) (Coliadinae:
Pieridae) (Rutowski, 1977), in which the female and male respectively possess
multilayered scutes (Fig. 15.5C, D respectively). The use of polarized light as a
tool for mate selection has been shown in Heliconius cydno Doubleday, (1847)
(Nymphalidae: Heliconiinae), in which iridescent blue dorsal regions of both sexes
polarize light (Sweeney et al., 2003) (Fig. 15.5E). Males locate females via these
polarized signals, which make them highly contrasting and therefore conspicuous
against the relatively unpolarized background of their native forest habitat (Sweeney
et al., 2003). The details of the nanostructure responsible for the iridescence and
polarization were not reported. However, inspection of the cover scales revealed that
the flutes might be involved, given their periodicity and dimensions (Ingram, unpub-
lished results) (Fig. 15.5F, G). These studies demonstrate that males are selecting
females. However, male choice is not thought to be the primary selection pres-
sure for sexual dichroism for several reasons. Firstly, males will approach anything
resembling a conspecific female, in respect of colour (Magnus, 1958, 1963). This
is because they have the potential to mate on many occasions during their lifetime
(unlike females, the eggs of which may only be fertilised once) and, as receptive
females are generally scarce, male competition is high (Silberglied, 1984). Males
will therefore attempt to initiate courtship whenever they encounter a potential
mate, making it difficult to conclude that males are specifically selecting females.
In addition, males do not typically encounter more than one receptive female at a
time and therefore are not normally faced with choosing one female over another
(Silberglied, 1984). Perhaps more obviously, if male choice were a stabilising factor
for sexual dichroism, one would expect that females would be the more brilliant
of the sexes and demonstrate little variability in terms of wing colour. However,
females tend to show the ancestral colours and may be polymorphic.
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Fig. 15.5 A - Dorsal view of a female Pieris rapae crucivora (Pierinae: Pieridae). B - Dorsal
view of a male Eurema lisa (Coliadinae: Pieridae). C - SEM of a transverse section through a
UV-reflective cover scale of P. rapae crucivora, showing the multilayered scutes. D - SEM of a
transverse section through a UV-reflective cover scale of E.lisa, showing the multilayered scutes. E
- Heliconius cydno dorsal view of a male (top) and female (bottom), showing iridescent, polarizing
blue regions of the wing. F–G - SEMs of the corresponding iridescent regions of each sex
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Perhaps the largest body of evidence to suggest why sexual dichroism evolved
originates from studies of intrasexual encounters between males. These interactions
are likely to occur often, since many species conduct search or inspection flights
for females (Stride, 1957; Takeuchi and Imafuku, 2005), during which the paths
of males may inadvertently cross. There is also evidence that males engage in
physical combat (Hardy, 1998; Kemp and Wiklund, 2001). In each case, it would
be advantageous if a male could enhance his visibility, advertising his presence
to other rival males, deterring their approach and avoiding combat and potential
physical damage. The use of structural UV as a deterrent was first demonstrated by
Stride (1956, 1958) in his studies of UV-reflective Hypolimnus misippus. He stuck
the UV reflective region of a male wing onto a perching female, causing approach-
ing males to immediately withdraw. A similar approach was taken by Silberglied
and Taylor (1978), giving the same results for Colias eurytheme. Obara (1968,
1970) showed that in another pierid, Pieris rapae crucivora, in which the females
are more highly UV-reflective than males, males approached females and avoided
males. Later, Rutowski (1977) examined this in a study of mate recognition in
Eurema lisa and found that when a perched butterfly of either sex is approached,
the wings are fluttered, thus exposing the presence or absence of UV markings,
enabling an approaching male to determine whether the butterfly is a male or
female respectively, and therefore whether to initiate courtship. Ultraviolet mark-
ings have also been shown to be a significant deterrent later on during copulation.
For example, in E. lisa it is the male which carries the female during copulation and
since his UV-reflective wings are exposed, this deters other males from approaching
(Rutowski, 1977).

Current evidence of the communicatory function of structural wing colours in
inter- and intraspecific encounters would therefore suggest that the former is unim-
portant and that it is intraspecific, and more specifically, male-male interactions,
that are likely to be responsible for the evolution of sexually dimorphic structural
wing colour in butterflies, as originally forwarded by Wallace (1877, 1889) in the
late 19th century in his theory of intrasexual selection and later recapitulated by
Hingston (1933) and others (Huxley, 1938).

15.2.1.2 Antipredation

Structural wing colours play a limited role in antipredation as compared to pigments,
which are widely known to be employed for this purpose, for example, as eye spots
(Stevens, 2005) and in cryptic dorsal wing patterns (Wallace, 1867; Darwin, 1874).
Though there are few published studies which have examined the role of structural
colours in antipredation, they are generally thought to be employed in camouflage
and also mimicry and aposematism. These two main groups of antipredation are
distinct and will therefore be dealt with separately.

Camouflage

Camouflage is a general term describing the way in which an organism is less
conspicuous to a predator by bearing a close resemblance to its surroundings
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(Edmunds, 1974). There are varying degrees of complexity of camouflage, some
of which are achieved by the structural colours of butterfly wings. Cryptism is the
simplest form of camouflage, achieved by an organism’s broad resemblance to its
background and by its immobility. This type of camouflage is normally restricted to
the ventral wings of butterflies, since they are closed when the butterfly is stationary,
making it indistinguishable from its surroundings (Darwin, 1874; Poulton, 1890).
In general, the ventral wings are pigmented and structural colours are limited to the
dorsal wings because these colours are comparatively brighter and have long-range
visibility employed during flight to signal to conspecifics. There are exceptions to
this, however, and in these cases structural colours may function cryptically. For
example, many lycaenids, which possess structurally coloured green ventral wings,
including Callophrys rubi (Linnaeus, 1758) (Fig. 15.6A, B) (see (Morris, 1975))
and Cyanophrys remus (Hewitson, 1877) (Fig. 15.6C, D) (Kertész et al., 2006b). In
each species, the green originates from a polycrystalline lattice, resulting in a rather

Fig. 15.6 A - Callophrys rubi (Linnaeus, 1758) (Lycaenidae), green ventral surface. B - SEM
showing plan view of polycrystalline structure of ventral hind wing (Huxley, unpublished). C -
Cyanophrys remus (Hewitson, 1877) (Lycaenidae), green ventral surface (Kertész, unpublished).
D - SEM of plan view of polycrystalline structure of ventral hind wing (Vértesy, unpublished)
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diffuse pea-green colour. This is more likely to merge into the surroundings than a
typically directional green as caused by a multilayer reflector, which would flash at
certain observation angles and therefore be more visible to a predator.

A more complex form of camouflage, thought to be unique to structural colours,
is a type of disruptive colouration, which involves distracting the predator’s atten-
tion by producing bright flashes of colour – something only possible by means of
interference. This has been observed previously in fish (Parker, pers. comm.). It
was first noted in butterflies by Young (1971) following observations of differential
predation upon several species of Morpho. This genus is perhaps one of the most
strikingly coloured butterflies, said to be visible from up to half a mile (Bates, 1864).
It owes its typically iridescent blue dorsal wings (e.g. Morpho didius Fig. 15.7A) to
a combination of the scutes of the basal scales (Fig. 15.7B), which form a multi-
layer reflector vertically and a diffraction grating horizontally, while the ridges of
the cover scales (Fig. 15.7C) are wider than those of the basal scales and serve

Fig. 15.7 A - C Morpho didius Hopffer, 1874 (Nymphalidae). A - Broad blue dorsal wing colour.
B - SEM of scutes of a basal scale showing multilayered (M) and diffracting (D) elements. C -
SEM of diffracting ridges (R) of a cover scale. D - Ventral view of the wing of Arawacus sp.,
showing the iridescent blue outline of the false eyes and antenna-like extensions, giving the overall
impression of a head
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to diffract and broaden the angle over which the blue colour is visible (Vukusic
et al., 1999; Kinoshita et al., 2002; Berthier et al., 2006). In a study of threeMorpho
species living in close proximity, those with low reflectivity were predated upon
more heavily than those which were highly reflective (Young, 1971). It was hypoth-
esised that the reason for this was because of the erratic flight path taken by the
brightest butterfly when pursued, causing the blue wings to flash intermittently thus
preventing a predator from fixing the butterfly in its sight.

Camouflage may also be achieved by structures through antireflection from
transparent wing surfaces. Antireflection results when there is an effective, gradual
transition of refractive index at the interface with the surrounding medium, so that
reflection is minimised and light is predominantly transmitted (Parker, 2000). This
means that a predator is less likely to perceive a butterfly’s wings. Antireflective nip-
ples have been identified from the wing membranes of moths (Yoshida et al., 1997;
Yoshida, 2002), however, such surfaces have not yet been investigated in butterflies:
One group worthy of further investigation is the transparent winged Ithomiinae,
including for example, Greta oto (Hewitson).

Aposematism and mimicry

Though different terms, mimicry and aposematism work on the same basis, that
is they reduce predation by increasing the conspicuity of the prey to the preda-
tor, which is in turn generally enhanced by mobility. As we will also see, mimicry
and aposematism are not mutually exclusive, since in some cases, mimicry involves
aposematism.

The advertisement of an animal’s toxicity or unpalatability by the display of
characteristic colours or other signals with the purpose of preventing attacks by
predators, is termed aposematism (Edmunds, 1974). For it to be effective, some of
the prey must be sacrificed in order for the predator to learn to associate the but-
terfly’s colouration with unpalatability and thus avoid them in the future. Mimicry
generally refers to the visual and/or behavioural imitation of one animal by another
(Edmunds, 1974). Like camouflage, there are various types of mimicry, reflecting
the degree of imitation, some of which are achieved by structural wing colours of
butterflies. False eyes are a form of partial imitation, present on both the ventral and
dorsal wings, where they are thought to serve slightly different antipredatory func-
tions (Street, 1971). Structural eyespots are particularly effective, since they appear
to shine as real eyes do. They are also more likely to attract the attention of a preda-
tor, being bright and directional unlike pigments. Many lycaenids possess false eyes
on the hind tips of the ventral wings, which together with antenna-like extensions,
give the overall impression of a head. Some of these markings incorporate structural
colour, for example a bright iridescent blue outline (e.g. Fig. 15.7D), the structural
origin of which is unknown. The function of these markings has been observed
for Arawacus togarna (Hewitson, 1867) (Lycaenidae: Theclinae) (Wickler, 1968),
in which they are thought to deflect the attention of the predator from the actual
location of the head, so that in the event of an attack a non-essential part of the
wing is removed (Wickler, 1968). Evidence in support of this deflectory function
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in A. togarna comes from behavioural observations. For example, it often lands on
vertical surfaces on which it rests unusually, with the head downwards, thus pro-
tecting the head and exposing the false eyes (Wickler, 1968). Also, when attacked,
the butterfly escapes downwards. To further confuse the predator, when it alights, A.
togarna rotates rapidly through 180◦ and moves the false antennae for some seconds
(Wickler, 1968). This way, if a predator has been following and decides to attack
when the butterfly is stationary, it will attack what it thinks is the head but is actually
the wings.

Structural eyespots may also be located dorsally, for example, the iridescent blue
spots of the peacock butterfly, Inachis io (Linnaeus, 1758) (Nymphalinae: Nymphal-
idae). Observations have shown that in this case, the spots are ordinarily not visible
when I. io is stationary. However, if approached by a predator, the dorsal wings are
suddenly revealed, exposing the large eyespots (Street, 1971). In this case the false
eyes act as a bluff to ward off an impending attack.

A greater degree of imitation is demonstrated by the two main forms of mimicry,
Batesian and Müllerian, each named after its discoverer, Bates (1862) and Müller
(1879), respectively. Both types involve unrelated species, the model and the mimic,
the dorsal wing colour of the latter closely resembling that of the former. Bate-
sian mimicry describes the relationship between a palatable species, which mim-
ics an unpalatable or toxic model displaying aposematic (warning) colouration
(Bates, 1862). For each model there is often a single mimic, however, there can
be several mimics, forming mimicry rings (Edmunds, 1974). The benefit to the
mimic derives from the fact that predators have learnt to associate the unpalatability
with the colour of the model: they will therefore avoid eating any other butterfly
resembling it, including the mimic, despite its palatability. However, for it to be
effective, the mimic must be less abundant than the model, reducing the chances of
the predator sampling the palatable mimic and thus associating this and other similar
morphs as palatable. The model and mimic must also live sufficiently close that they
are both encountered by the same predator population. They should display similar
behaviour and the markings of each should be easily recognisable to a predator.

Müllerian mimicry describes an unpalatable mimic, which has convergently
evolved the aposematic colours of an unpalatable model (Müller, 1879). As a
result it is often hard to know which species is the model in this case. Unlike
Batesian mimicry, Müllerian mimicry complexes can be formed comprising mul-
tiple, similarly coloured models together with their numerous mimics (Cloudsley-
Thompson, 1980). Both the model and mimic derive benefit, since if the two species
are recognised by a predator as one, fewer of either butterfly will need to be sacri-
ficed in order for the predator to learn to avoid them (Edmunds, 1974). Both forms of
mimicry may be limited to one sex, typically the female (Silberglied, 1984), while
the male retains the ancestral colours. This is thought to have evolved for several
reasons, including that females spend longer laying eggs than do males in fertilising
them, hence she will be more vulnerable to attack. Females also tend to have larger
abdomens to accommodate egg development, making them heavier and less able
to escape capture (Golding and Ennos, 2006). Finally, males generally need to be
recognisable to conspecifics for the purpose of intrasexual encounters (see above).
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Fig. 15.8 A - Dorsal view of a female Hypolimnas anomala (Nymphalinae: Nymphalidae). B -
Dorsal view of a male Euploea mulciber (Danainae: Nymphalidae). Both mimic and model respec-
tively, possess blue iridescence on the forewings. C–D SEMs of cover scales from the iridescent
regions of H. anomala and E. mulciber respectively, showing the similarity in the multilayered
scutes (M)

Almost all studies of mimicry have sought to describe or quantify the reduction
in predation experienced by the mimic (Brower, 1958a, b, c): few, however, have
examined the origin of the wing colour in each species to determine how closely the
two have converged. There is only one study to date, which has examined the basis
of structural colour in mimicry. It examined the Batesian mimic, femaleHypolimnas
anomala (Nymphalinae: Nymphalidae) (Fig. 15.8A) and its model, male Euploea
mulciber (Danainae: Nymphalidae) (Fig. 15.8B), both of which exhibit blue irides-
cence on the outer edge of the forewings (Saito, 2002). The photonic structures
responsible for this colour in each species were identical, showing multilayering of
the scutes (Figs. 15.8C, D), demonstrating how the mimic has convergently evolved
the same photonic wing structure, allowing it to more closely resemble the model
and thus increase its chances of survival.

Wing movement during flight is an important consideration particular to struc-
tural colour mimicry, since the visibility and appearance of these colours to preda-
tors will alter with flight pattern as the temporal exposure and angles of observation
and illumination of the dorsal wing colour varies. A mimic could therefore poten-
tially disrupt its disguise by displaying different locomotory behaviour to the model.
To date, there are no published studies of this in structurally coloured mimics.
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However, Srygley (1994, 1999a, b, c, 2000, 2003, 2004) has conducted work on
pigmentary species, to examine whether locomotor mimicry exists in Batesian and
Müllerian mimics. In the latest of these studies (Srygley, 2004) he showed that
both types of mimic exhibit locomotor mimicry by adapting their wing morphol-
ogy, enabling them to copy the slowed angular velocity of the models’ wings. The
purpose of this flight pattern is to better display the models’ aposematic colours
to predators, from which the latter have learnt by association with unpalatabil-
ity, to avoid. As flight behaviour has been shown to be an honest signal of a
species’ edibility to a predator, it is obviously worthwhile for the mimic to diverge
from its original wing plan in order to benefit from reduced predation, despite the
aerodynamic and energetic costs to the mimic associated with attacks. Unpalat-
able species are normally released due to their distastefulness, however, palatable
Batesian mimics cannot rely on this and instead depart from locomotor mimicry
behaviour to resume their ancestral flight pattern in an attempt to escape. Unfortu-
nately though, their adapted wing morphology renders them incapable of a quick
departure (Srygley, 2004). There is much work still to be done on this subject, as
there are numerous studies of mimicry in the literature in which the models possess
iridescent wing colours (Khuzayim, unpublished results). There are also interesting
questions regarding the channels of communication used between the sexes in those
species in which sex-limited mimicry occurs. For example, in Batesian mimicry,
which is often sex-limited, males do not rely exclusively on visual cues as a means
of recognising female mimics, since this would cause confusion with the model.
Females could, however, potentially distinguish non-mimetic males on this basis
alone. In Müllerian mimicry, in which both sexes are mimetic, visual signals are
absent altogether, instead replaced entirely by olfactory cues (Brower, 1958a, b, c).
It is conceivable that other types of visual signal, visible to conspecifics but not to
predators, may be used to distinguish mimics from models, for example, polarized
light or UV (Stride, 1956, 1958; Remington, 1973). However, this is another unex-
plored avenue of interest, which may expand our knowledge of the antipredatory
function of structural colours. Structural colour clearly has some part to play in
antipredation but since these markings tend to be limited to the dorsal wing surface
and camouflage tends to be associated with the ventral surface, this role is generally
limited.

15.2.2 Thermoregulation

The role of photonic crystals as a means of thermoregulation stems from the fact that
butterflies are poikilothermic, that is they are unable to regulate their body tempera-
ture internally and must therefore rely on the external thermal environment. It is well
known that they can thermoregulate by behavioural means, altering their posture to
open and close the wings, thus varying the exposure of the dorsal surface to solar
radiation, warming the flight muscles or preventing overheating (Kingsolver and
Moffat, 1982; Heinrich, 1990). Studies have shown that the scales play an integral
role in the transfer of solar radiation by conduction to the thorax, since without them
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thoracic temperatures are lowered (Berwaerts et al., 2001). This is achieved by the
nanostructure of the basal, and to a lesser extent, cover scales, which are infused
with the pigment melanin, responsible for absorbing all incident solar radiation
not reflected from the cover scale, heating the scale and the thorax. The propor-
tion of light absorbed is therefore determined by how much is reflected from the
scale’s nanostructure. Is there, however, any evidence to suggest that absorption by
scales is anything other than a by-product of solar reflectance? In a study by Biró
et al. (2003), photonic crystals were shown to be modified between related species
to alter the degree of solar absorption in response to different thermal environments.
The study compared the cover scales of male sister lycaenid species, Polyomma-
tus daphnis (Denis and Schiffermüller, 1775) (Polyommatinae) (Fig. 15.9A) and P.
marcidus (Lederer, 1872) (Fig. 15.9B), which inhabit different altitudes with con-
trasting thermal environments. It was revealed that scales from P. daphnis males
at low altitudes and relatively warmer climes, contained a regular crystalline struc-
ture (Fig. 15.9C), which was highly reflective in the UV-blue with an iridescent
blue appearance. This structure was absent from P. marcidus males (Fig. 15.9D)

Fig. 15.9 A – Dorsal view of a male Polyommatus daphnis (Denis and Schiffermüller, 1775)
(Polyommatinae) (Kertész, unpublished). B – Dorsal view of a male P. marcidus (Lederer, 1872)
(Kertész, unpublished). C – SEM showing a plan view of a polycrystalline blue cover scale from
P. daphnis (Vértesy, unpublished). D – SEM showing a plan view of a cover scale from P. daphnis,
lacking the polycrystalline structure (Vértesy, unpublished)
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at relatively higher altitudes and lower temperatures, giving them a dull brown
appearance. Thermal measurements recorded for each type of scale revealed that
under identical illumination conditions those of P. marcidus attained temperatures
1.5 times those of P. daphnis. This was due to the reduced reflectivity resulting from
the absence of the crystalline structure, increasing the proportion of solar energy
absorbed in the blue-UV region by the melanin. Solar radiation at high altitudes is
rich in these wavelengths and thus, to maintain their body temperature in these cool
conditions, males must absorb them. Similar results have also been obtained for two
other sister lycaenids, P. aurulenta and P. culminicola, which again inhabit contrast-
ing thermal environments (Bálint, personal communication). The study provides
evidence supporting the phenomenon of ‘discoloration’ (Bálint and Johnson, 1997),
used to describe the loss of structural dorsal wing colouration in male lycaenids at
altitudes of >2000m and the reversion to the ancestral phenotype. The phenomenon
is thought to have evolved to enable males, which emerge first, to survive in the
extreme low temperatures and mate with the females, which appear later.

Further comparative studies, this time of multilayer reflectors, suggest that unre-
lated species may regulate solar absorption by varying the physical thickness of
layers and therefore the proportion of the solar spectrum reflected (Heilman and
Miaoulis, 1994; Miaoulis and Heilman, 1998). The study was stimulated by work on
multilayered silicon-on-insulator wafers employed in microchips and the effect of
wafer thickness on radiation absorption and heating of the chip (Wong et al., 1992a,
b). Researchers found that small differences in wafer thickness (circa 0.1 μm)
caused up to 15% variation in radiation reflectivity and therefore absorption. With
this in mind, they looked for these effects in butterflies, which have thin films
of similar dimensions. They hoped to find out how butterflies thermoregulate via
these films and in doing so, provide a possible solution to the problem of how to
maintain the temperature of the microchips within their working range (Wong and
Miaoulis, 1995). They compared solar absorption between species from contrast-
ing thermal environments: Eurema lisa (Coliadinae) (see Fig. 15.5B, previously), a
North American cold climate species and Papilio palinurus Fabricius, 1787 (Papil-
ioninae) (Fig. 15.10A, B), a tropical species from the Philippines (Heilman and
Miaoulis, 1994; Miaoulis and Heilman, 1998). Measurements revealed that E. lisa
maximally reflects UV, which forms around 7% of incident solar radiation, giving
93% solar absorption. Papilio palinurus, however, reflects 26% of radiation in the
blue-green, which forms a larger part of the solar spectrum, giving smaller percent-
age absorption.4 These differences, due to variation in layer thickness, were thought
to demonstrate that these species have evolved multilayer reflectors attuned to their
thermal environments, enabling E. lisa to elevate its body temperature and prevent-
ing P. palinurus from overheating. This hypothesis sounds plausible and indeed
it is hard to find exceptions amongst the species about which we currently know.
However, there are problems with the study, including discrepancies in the way that
absorption is calculated (Koon and Crawford, 2000). It may also be too simplistic:

4 In each case, the solar spectrum specific to each habitat was not given.
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Fig. 15.10 A – B: Male Papilio palinurus Fabricius, 1787 (Papilioninae: Papilionidae). A - Dorsal
view. B - SEM of a transverse section through a green reflective cover scale, showing the multi-
laminate structure (ML). C – D: Male Archaeoprepona meander (Cramer, [1775]) (Charaxinae:
Papilionidae). C – Dorsal view indicating black regions at the wing bases. D – SEM of a plan view
of a cover scale from the black area, showing the network of cross ribs (CR). E–F: Male Papilio
ulysses Linnaeus, 1758 (Papilioninae: Papilionidae). E - Dorsal view showing matt black region
on hindwing. F – SEM of a transverse view of a cover scale from the matt black area, indicating
the fenestrated cross ribs (CR) which form vertical channels or alveoli (AL)

why, for example, if solar absorption is of primary significance, are wings not simply
brown or black (as in Biró et al., 2003) rather than UV-reflective? And where solar
reflection is important to prevent overheating, why not reflect IR, which forms an
equally large component of the solar spectrum, rather than blue or green? In each
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case the reflectors may not have evolved primarily for thermoregulation but to make
best use of the ambient light for communication.

Photonic structures have been suggested to be involved in solar absorption in
one final way: by augmenting melanin absorption. This was reported in a study
of Archaeoprepona meander (Cramer, 1775) (Charaxinae: Papilionidae) (Berthier,
2005) (Fig. 15.10C), in which the pigmented basal and cover scales at the black
wing base are composed of a network of cross ribs (Fig. 15.10D), creating irreg-
ular fenestrations that extend vertically to form tubes or alveoli. The cross ribs
were found to significantly enhance solar absorption by melanin, by causing the
scattering of incident light around the interior of the scale. This was suggested to
increase the total contact time of incident light with the melanin-infused interior,
thus increasing absorption. Interestingly, in a separate study (Vukusic et al., 2004),
which examined similarly fenestrated, melanin-infused scales from another papil-
ionid, Papilio ulysses Linnaeus, 1758 (Papilioninae: Papilionidae) (Fig. 15.10E,
F), the same conclusion was reached regarding the function of the cross ribs. In
this case, however, solar absorption was related to the high intensity of black-
ness attained and not to thermal properties (although there is likely to have been
some thermal conductivity between the scales and the body). This mechanism of
structurally-augmented solar absorption may be widespread amongst papilionids,
since fenestrated melanin-infused scales are found in many of these butterflies,
for example, in Troides, Graphium and Papilio spp. (Ingram, unpublished results).
The structure is not, however, exclusively associated with melanin but may also
be infused with other pigments (see P. zalmoxis previously), although it is still
employed for the same scattering function.

Photonic structures may well play a significant role in a butterfly’s survival
through thermoregulation, particularly in those species which experience thermal
extremes. However, this role may be less obvious in species living outside such
environments and it is more difficult to determine if thermoregulation is inciden-
tal or adaptive: in these cases we need to be able to distinguish between natural
and sexual selection to examine the relative contributions of each (see (Ellers and
Boggs, 2003)).

15.3 Summary

The function of butterfly structural wing colour is, like that of pigments, many and
varied. Each multifunctional pattern is an expression of the specific combination
of natural and sexual selection pressures to which a species has been subject. The
colours are a compromise between survival, be it predator avoidance or thermoregu-
lation, and reproductive success – the ability to attract a mate successfully. The task,
therefore, of understanding the function of structural wing colour is multifaceted
and requires much study of a species’ behaviour. This is a fascinating subject,
of which there remain many avenues of research still to be explored. If pursued,
these will provide answers not only of biological interest, perhaps encouraging us
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to re-visit previously characterised structures, but they should also help us to better
apply photonic structures to technology.
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Color Plates

Plate 1 a–b: Pectin component stained in the seed slime envelope with different dyes. a – safranin,
Plantago media; b – ruthenium red, Linum perenne. Red (a) or pink (b) colors of the pectins are
visible. c–d: Cellulose component in the seed slime envelope stained with methylene blue. The dif-
ference in the structure of cellulose threads (blue color) is visible. Cellulose, together with pectins,
forms a radial halo around the seed. c – Artemisia annua; d – Rosmarinum sp. e–f: Unicellular
mucilaginous trichomes of Cobea scandens. e – a single slime trichome, shown in SEM, presenting
spirally coiled cellulose thread; f – the trichomes shortly after hydration. Scale bars: a, d – 300 μm;
b, c – 200 μm; e – 10 μm; f – 20 μm
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Plate 2 a–b: Spirally coiled cellulose threads. a – stained with safranin, Artemisia campestris ssp.
sericea; b – unstained, Cobea scandens. c–d: SEM pictures of the fruit surface entirely covered
either by slime cells – c. Plantago media, or with unicellular slime trichomes – d. Cobea scandens.
e–f: Cellulosic slime in Salvia sp. e – stained with methylene blue; f – stained with ruthenium red.
Hedgehog-like structure of the slime envelope (e, blue color) due to the presence of cellulosic
skeleton and uncoiling threads (f) are noticeable. Scale bars: a – 10 μm; b – 50 μm; c, d – 40 μm;
e – 300 μm; f – 100 μm
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Plate 3 Comparison of contact angles and surface morphology of the spinulate surface (upper
two pictures) and the “naked” bottom side of a shed gecko skin (lower two pictures) (Phelsuma
laticauda)

Plate 4 The leopard gecko
Eublepharis macularius after
water-spraying
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Plate 5 Ventral surfaces of an immature Dolomedes triton (Pisauridae)
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Plate 6 Ventral surfaces of Larinioides cornutus (Araneidae)
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Plate 7 Salvinia water
ferns – a model for the
mimicking grasshopper
Paulinia acuminata. Both
larvae (shown here) and adult
grasshoppers live and feed on
Salvinia. Paulinia not only
imitates the coloration, but
also the surface structure of
the superhydrophobic
microstructure

Plate 8 Water droplet on a
rough surface: (a) sunk into
the structure (Wenzel state)
(b) resting on top of the
structure like a fakir on a bed
of nails (Cassie state) θ∗ –
real measured contact angle

Plate 9 Water droplet on Salvinia oblongifolia leaf. The silvery shine is caused by air trapped
between trichomes, resulting in a total reflection of the drop’s lower surface
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Plate 10 Comparison of Salvinia oblongifolia trichomes (SEM; magnification 200×) left: plant
surface; right: artificial microreplica

Plate 11 Water droplets
(stained with food dye) form
a nearly perfect sphere on the
acrylic replica of Salvinia
oblongifolia
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Plate 12 Behaviors and structures involved in producing of the IBS coatings. A–C. Anointing in
a 1st instar nymph of Cuerna costalis (F.). D–F. Anointing in adult Penthimia americana Fitch.
G–I. Grooming in adult Cicadella viridis (L.), strokes with metathoracic tibiae. K. Metathoracic
tibia of Paraphlepsius irroratus. L. Same, a scanning electron micrograph of the basal setae of the
posteroventral row, indicated on the preceding figure with arrows. Scale bars: K, 0.5 mm; L, 25 μm

Plate 13 External appearance of the IBS coatings. A. Salka sp., note the accumulation of pale IBS
near the leading edge of the forewing. Photo: C. Dietrich. B. Abana gigas (Fowler). C. Proconia
sp. D. Diestostemma sp. Scale bars: A–D, 1 mm
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Plate 14 Schematic drawing illustrating epidermal layers in the alligator (crocodilians, A–A2) and
birds (B–B2), the outline of the barb ridge (C7, in a schematic three-dimensional representation to
show the relationshi ps and shapes of the different cells), and the formation of the basic ramification
of feathers (C–C9) (see text for further details)
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Plate 15 Drawing illustrating a feather germ (A) growing into a feather filament (A1) with the
cytological details of barbule maturation in barb ridges of different maturity (A2 and A3). Lower
level (A2, B) shows a cellular barb ridge with joined barbule cells to form chains separated by barb
vane ridge cells (details in squares B1 and B2). Square in B2 shows a more differentiating stage
than inB1, where barbule cells have merged into a syncitium and junctions have disappeared. In the
more mature barb ridge at the upper level (A3, C) barbules have shrunken and nodes have formed
where cell boundaries were present (square in C1). Barb ridge cells are degenerating (white areas
in C) while holes are formed in the ramus (white areas). A section through the plane of symmetry
of the barb ridge illustrates the aspect of the mature barb ridge when it opens-up the ramification
after sheath shedding (D)
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Plate 16 Schematic drawing of the hypothetical origin of downfeathers (C) from tuberculate (A)
through coniform (B) scales. In D–H five possible modifications of cell displacement within barb
ridges (D1, E1, F1, G1, H1) are presented (see text). In D–D3, where no axial plate is present
and cells are aggregated into a single mass, a non-branched barb is derived (D2) that forms a
naked down (D3). In E–E3, where the axial plate is shorter, a barb with short branching is) pro-
gressively formed (E2–E3). In F–F3, where a broad axial plate is present, a typical ramified barb
is progressively formed (F2–F3). In G–G3 the aggregation of barbule cells into groups that take
insertion into the ramus at different levels gives origin to an elicoidal branching downfeather (G3).
In H–H2, the aggregation of barbule cells into groups and their insertion at intervals on the ramus
gives origin to an umbrella or raceme-like branching. The final downfeathers are naked (D3), short
branched (E3), long branched (F3), branched with an helical disposition (G3), and branched with
a raceme-like form (H2)
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Plate 17 A live specimen of
Urania boisduvalii perching
on the subsurface of a leaf of
one of its host plants,
Omphalea trichotoma
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Plate 18 The sound emission apparatus of a male U. boisduvallii in light microscopic resolu-
tion. A. Schematic illustration of the left prothoracic leg in lateral view. The peg arises from the
external (pro-femural) side of the coxa. On the subsurface (pro-coxal side) of the femur, there
is a band of specialized scales, the shape of which is indicated by the white stippled line. A
brush of long bristles arising from the top aspect of the femur close to the coxa-femural joint
is indicated as a landmark. Rotational motion of the femur as expected to occur during stridula-
tion (double arrow) will move the band of specialized scales across the peg. Scale bar: 1 mm. B.
Photomicrograph of the peg. The peg is formed by a group of elongated and partially hooked
scales. The functional stridulatory edge appears black and is indicated by an arrow. C. Pho-
tomicrograph of the subsurface (pro-coxal side) of the proximal end of the femur. All scales are
arranged as overlapping shingles but there is a conspicuous band of very densely packed scales
forming the stridulatory surface of the femur. Further explanations see text. Scale bar for B and C:
400 μm
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Plate 19 Head-stand and defensive kick of an adult male Acheta domesticus in response to an
attack and tactile stimulation by a hunting female of Liris niger (Sphecidae, Hymenoptera): Crick-
ets can repulse animals that touch their body by kicking backward with the ipsilateral hindleg.
Such a tactile stimulus, in natural situation e.g. by the antennae of a female Liris niger or under
experimental conditions light touching by a small paint brush, leads to a tipping movement of
the cuticular socket in which each cercal filiform hair is inserted. Ultimately this stimulates cam-
paniform sensilla which are morphologically and functionally coupled with larger cercal filiform
hairs (Dumpert and Gnatzy 1977). The stimulation of the campaniform sensilla then releases the
kick-movement of the cricket’s hindleg. There are no pauses between the different phases of the
kicking process (pulling up the leg, the actual kick, and the return to the ground) so that the total
movement is often completed within less than 100 ms (Hustert and Gnatzy 1995)
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(a) (b)

(c)

Plate 20 (a) optical image of wing-scales on M. rhetenor, showing the scales as the seat of the
colour; (b) dorsal and (c) ventral surface of a single iridescent M. rhetenor scale [Scale bars:
(a) 100 μm; (b) and (c) 25 μm]

(a) (b) (c)

Plate 21 (a) SEM micrograph showing type Ib scale microstructure of the butterfly A. meliboeus.
The multilayering within the ridging is clearly tilted; (b) and (c) optical real-colour photographs
of the same region of A. meliboeus wing under identical diffuse illumination, but with a 10 degree
wing tilt between them. [Scale bars: (a) 700 nm, (b) and (c) 5 mm]. (Reprinted with permission
from Nature (410, 36) c© 2001). Macmillan Magazines Ltd.

Plate 22 Optical micrograph
image of a small region of the
wing scales of M. didius
[Scale bar: 75 μm]
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Plate 23 Reflection and transmission data associated with single iridescent scales from M.
rhetenor and M. didius

(a) (b) (c)

Plate 24 (a) Optical micrograph showing iridescent scales of U. leilus, (b) SEM micrograph of
the ridges on the surface of the iridescent U. leilus scales shown in (a), (c) TEM micrograph
showing the cross-section through the iridescent U. leilus scales shown in (a) and (b). [Scale bars:
(a) 100 μm, (b) and (c) 2 μm]

(a) (b)

Plate 25 Optical micrographs showing small regions of iridescent scales of (a) P. palinurus and
(b) P. ulysses [Scale bars; (a) and (b) 8 μm]
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(a) (b)

Plate 26 Optical micrograph of the same region of P. palinurus scale shown in (Fig. 12.10a). In this
figure, however, illumination is with linearly polarised white light while the image was captured
through a crossed linear analyser. From image (a) to (b) in this figure, the sample is rotated by 45
degrees. [Scale bar: (a) and (b) 8 μm]

Plate 27 Optical micrographs; (a) P. sesostris scales under normal illumination, and (b) a single
P. sesostris scale viewed in reflection under illumination with linearly polarised white light while
the image was captured through a crossed linear analyser. [Scale bar: (a) 50 μm and (b) 20 μm]
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Plate 28 Normalised spectra
showing fluorescent pigment
excitation (dotted line),
fluorescent emission (solid
line) and Papilio green
photoreceptor sensitivity
(dashed line)
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Plate 29 “Photonic crystals” of: (A–D) the sea mouse Aphrodita sp. (Polychaeta); (E) the bee
Amegilla sp. (Insecta). (A) Scanning electron micrograph of an abraded cross section through the
wall of a spine (notoseta), constructed of sub-micron tubes; internal diameters of the individual
sub-micron tubes increase systematically with depth in the stack. (B, C) Light micrographs of a
length of the spine showing the different colours obtained when the direction of the light source
changes by 90◦ (light is incident along the length of the spine in B and from the side in C). (D)
Transmission electron micrograph of a section through a hair (neuroseta); internal diameters of the
sub-micron tubes are constant. (E) Transmission electron micrograph of a section through a dorsal
scale (micrograph by K.K. Fung, reproduced with permission). (F) Modelled reflectance (R) of
both polarizations (“E” = solid curve, “H” = dashed curve) at normal incidence for an Aphrodita
sp. spine. A multipole method was used to calculate the scattering matrix of each layer, and a
transfer matrix method was used to calculate the properties of the stack
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G

Plate 29 (continued) (G) Band diagram for the Aphrodita sp. spine in “E” polarization. A multi-
pole method was used to calculate the photonic band diagram for an idealized model corresponding
to an array whose geometric parameters correspond to the average from the micrograph in A
(Parker et al., 2002; McPhedran et al., 2003). Scale bars: A = 8 μm, D = 5 μm, E = 1 μm

Plate 30 The opal structure.
(A) A 110 Ma opalized
bivalve (Mollusca) shell from
Australia. (B, C) The weevil
Metapocyrtus sp. (B)
Scanning electron
micrograph of the opal
analogue positioned within a
single scale; white scale bar =
1 μm. (C) Whole animal; the
opal structure lies within the
turquoise scales

A  B

C 
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Plate 31 The “inverse opal”
structure. (A)
Three-dimensional
reconstruction of the inverse
opal in the wing scale of the
butterfly Teinopalus
imperialus (periodicity =
250 nm). (B, C) Eupholus
nickerli. (B) Whole animal.
(C) Transmission electron
micrograph of a transverse
section through the scale of a
foot, showing the inverse opal
structure arranged in domains
(this is how the inverse opal
structure appears in a single
section); scale bar = 1 μm
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Plate 32 The jewel beetle, Chrysochroa fulguidissima (size about 35 mm × 14 mm), and
reflectance spectra measured with a fiber optic spectrometer relative to a white diffusing standard.
The thorax and elytra of the jewel beetle are iridescent green, interrupted by purplish lanes (PL).
The reflectance spectra of the green areas peak in the green wavelength range at about 550 nm, as
expected. The reflectance of the purple lanes of the elytra, however, peak in the deep-red above
700 nm, and the stripes at the thorax reflect locally maximally at about 900 nm. The reflectance is
low at green wavelengths, and the purplish impression is due to the tail of the reflectance peak in
the red and a slightly higher reflectance in the blue

Plate 33 Photographs of the wing parts of two Asian damselfly species. The wing veins of the
mature male Calopteryx japonica reflect blue-green light. The wing cells reflect little light. In
another damselfly species, Neurobasis sp., the wing cells and not the wing veins exhibit irides-
cence. In both cases the iridescence is due to multilayering of the cuticle. The wings contain
strongly light-absorbing melanin, which causes the brown appearance in transmission and which
serves as a dark background for the iridescence (Hariyama et al., 2005). Bar: 50 μm
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Plate 34 Reflectance spectra of the dorsal forewing of the male Autumn Leaf Vagrant, Eronia leda
(inset: upper – UV, lower – RGB), measured with a fiber optic spectrometer. Spectrum 1 is from
the tip, which has an orange color as seen by a human observer. The tip exhibits a pronounced
UV band, due to interference reflectors in the scale ridges. The orange color results from scattered
light, filtered by a pigment absorbing in the UV, blue and green wavelength range. Spectrum 2 is
from the dorsal forewing area outside the orange tip, which is yellow colored, due to scattered light
filtered by a pigment absorbing in the UV and blue wavelength range

Plate 35 The hawkmoth Cephonodes hylas. a The wings lack the usual scales and the wings are
very transparent. b The wings have a nipple array, with nipples about 250 nm high in a very regular
lattice with lattice constant about 200 nm. c The reflectance of the rough wing (Rr, with nipples) is
much lower that that of the smoothened wing (Rs, with nipples flattened). d The nipple structure
is well visible in a broken wing piece (modified from Yoshida et al., 1997). Scale bar (b, d): 1 μm
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Plate 36 The Common Horse FlyHaematopota pluvialis. a The female eye displays wavy, colored
patterns throughout the eye. b The male has the same patterns, but only in the ventral eye part,
while the eye dorsally is whitish. Many male insects have excessive dorsal eye parts, which clearly
function in the chasing behavior of females (Dietrich, 1909; Wehner, 1981; Stavenga, 2002a)

Plate 37 The Twin-lobed Deerfly Chrysops relictus. a The eyes are strongly green iridescent,
due to a multilayer in the outer shell of the facet lenses, with alternating high and low electron
density, or, with high and low refractive index (b, inset). The red-brown colored patches result from
red-brown screening pigment seen through transparent facet lenses. b The multilayers in the facets
of the iridescent areas have a peak reflectance at about 585 nm, that is, the transmission (T) has
a trough at that wavelength. Light absorption (A) by green receptors equipped with a rhodopsin
peaking at 530 nm (R) then is reduced, so that the sensitivity spectrum of the photoreceptors is
narrowed (from Stavenga, 2002a)
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Plate 38 A – SEM showing cover scales (C) overlying basal scales (B) of Tharsalea arota
(Boisduval) 1852 (Lycaeninae: Lycaenidae). Figure orientated left to right towards the wing edge.
B – An unbleached Morpho sp. C – A bleached Morpho sp. D–E: Pyrrogyra edocla Doubleday
(1874) (Biblidinae: Nymphalidae) (all orientations as for B). D – SEM of a single cover scale.
E – Nanostructure of a cover scale: CR – cross ribs, SC – scutes, FL – flutes, LU – lumen, TR –
trabeculae
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Plate 39 Dorsal surface of male Colias (Coliadinae: Pieridae). A - C. eurytheme Boisduval, 1852.
B – Colias philodice Godart, 1819. C – SEM showing UV – reflective multilayered scutes from
cover scales in the orange region of the dorsal hindwing of C. eurytheme. D – SEM showing UV –
absorbant cover scales from the dorsal hind wing of C. philodice
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Plate 40 A–B Male Hypolimnus misippus (Linnaeus, 1764) (Coliadinae: Pieridae). A – Dorsal
surface showing UV-reflective white spots. B – SEM showing UV – reflective multilayered scutes
on a cover scale. C–D Male Bicyclus anynana (Butler, 1879) (Satyrinae: Nymphalidae. C – Dorsal
surface showing UV-reflective eye spots. D – SEM showing a cover scale from the UV – reflective
region
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Plate 41 A – Dorsal view of a female Pieris rapae crucivora (Pierinae: Pieridae). B – Dorsal
view of a male Eurema lisa (Coliadinae: Pieridae). C – SEM of a transverse section through a
UV-reflective cover scale of P. rapae crucivora, showing the multilayered scutes. D – SEM of a
transverse section through a UV-reflective cover scale of E.lisa, showing the multilayered scutes. E
– Heliconius cydno dorsal view of a male (top) and female (bottom), showing iridescent, polarising
blue regions of the wing. F–G – SEMs of the corresponding iridescent regions of each sex
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Plate 42 A – Callophrys rubi (Linnaeus, 1758) (Lycaenidae), green ventral surface. B – SEM
showing plan view of polycrystalline structure of ventral hind wing (Huxley, unpublished). C –
Cyanophrys remus (Hewitson, 1877) (Lycaenidae), green ventral surface (Kertész, unpublished).
D – SEM of plan view of polycrystalline structure of ventral hind wing (Vértesy, unpublished)
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Plate 43 A – C Morpho didius Hopffer, 1874 (Nymphalidae). A – Broad blue dorsal wing colour.
B – SEM of scutes of a basal scale showing multilayered (M) and diffracting (D) elements. C –
SEM of diffracting ridges (R) of a cover scale. D – Ventral view of the wing of Arawacus sp.,
showing the iridescent blue outline of the false eyes and antenna-like extensions, giving the overall
impression of a head
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Plate 44 A – Dorsal view of a female Hypolimnas anomala (Nymphalinae: Nymphalidae). B –
Dorsal view of a male Euploea mulciber (Danainae: Nymphalidae). Both mimic and model respec-
tively, possess blue iridescence on the forewings. C–D SEMs of cover scales from the iridescent
regions of H. anomala and E. mulciber respectively, showing the similarity in the multilayered
scutes (M)
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Plate 45 A – Dorsal view of a male Polyommatus daphnis (Denis and Schiffermüller, 1775)
(Polyommatinae) (Kertész, unpublished). B – Dorsal view of a male P. marcidus (Lederer, 1872)
(Kertész, unpublished). C – SEM showing a plan view of a polycrystalline blue cover scale from
P. daphnis (Vértesy, unpublished). D – SEM showing a plan view of a cover scale from P. daphnis,
lacking the polycrystalline structure (Vértesy, unpublished)
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Plate 46 A – B: Male Papilio palinurus Fabricius, 1787 (Papilioninae: Papilionidae). A – Dorsal
view. B – SEM of a transverse section through a green reflective cover scale, showing the mul-
tilaminate structure (ML). C–D: Male Archaeoprepona meander (Cramer, [1775]) (Charaxinae:
Papilionidae). C – Dorsal view indicating black regions at the wing bases. D – SEM of a plan view
of a cover scale from the black area, showing the network of cross ribs (CR). E–F: Male Papilio
ulysses Linnaeus, 1758 (Papilioninae: Papilionidae). E – Dorsal view showing matt black region
on hindwing. F – SEM of a transverse view of a cover scale from the matt black area, indicating
the fenestrated cross ribs (CR) which form vertical channels or alveoli (AL)
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93, 97, 98, 99, 100, 106, 113, 115, 123,
124, 127, 130, 132, 149, 154

Hydrophobicity, 4, 5, 39, 58, 59, 80, 85, 98,
99, 101–102, 107, 113, 123–124

Hygrophila, 16
Hymenoptera, 4, 31–42, 116, 130, 191, 204,

350
Hypolimnas anomala, 324, 367
Hypolimnus misippus, 316, 319, 363
Hypopenna, 177, 180, 182, 184
Hyporachis, 180, 182

I
Idiocarus sp., 68
Idiocerus stigmaticalis, 115
Igutettix oculata, 114
Ilyocoris cimicoides, 62
Imbibition, 17
Impedance, 244, 245, 254, 255, 271, 295
Impregnation, 38, 39
Inachis io, 294, 323
Indentation, 91
Infection, 23, 56, 93, 127, 141
Infrared absorption, 98
Innervation, 56
Insect, 6, 35, 51, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 68,

69, 115, 120, 123, 125, 127, 128, 131,
132, 206, 207, 208, 237, 254, 282, 285,
286, 288, 296, 300–304

Integument, 5, 31–42, 47, 90, 113–132, 269
Interference, 6, 179, 229, 254, 262, 266, 267,

292, 296, 310, 312, 314, 321, 359
Invagination, 116
Inverse opal, 279, 280, 281, 282, 311, 314, 357
Invertebrate, 268, 279, 303
Iridescence, 6, 179, 259, 265, 267, 277, 280,

285, 286, 288, 289, 298, 307, 317, 324,
358, 367

Iris pseudacorus, 40
Ithomiinae, 322

J
Japanese yellow swallowtail, 294
Jewel beetle, 286–288, 358
Jumping spider, 90
Junction, 35, 165, 170, 172, 190, 346
Juncus, 21

K
Keratin, 47, 121, 163, 165, 167, 169, 171, 172,

173, 175, 177, 183, 277, 278

L
Labium, 55
Lamellibranch, 261
Lamiaceae, 11
Larinioides, 82, 85, 87–89, 90, 91, 93
Larinioides cornutus, 79, 84, 341
Larva, 31, 34, 36, 37, 40, 63
Latewood, 151
Latrodectus mactans, 93
Lattice, 248, 249, 250, 251, 252, 254, 272, 273,

276, 277, 278, 279, 282, 293, 294, 311,
312, 320, 359

Laurel, 147
Laurus nobilis, 147
Leaf, 32, 79, 90, 92, 98, 103, 104, 105, 106,

129, 142, 143, 144, 145, 152, 153, 154,
156, 190, 290, 291, 292, 342, 348, 359

Leafhopper, 5, 113–132
Leaves, 11, 32, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 124,

126, 141, 142, 143, 152–154, 288, 296,
297

Leg, 57, 79, 80, 82, 85, 90, 92, 190, 191, 193,
194, 195, 196, 198, 204, 349, 350

Lens, 6, 19, 286, 294, 295, 296, 297, 298, 299,
300, 360

Lepidium flavu , 19
Lepidium nitidum, 19
Lepidium sativum, 13
Lepidoptera, 5, 6, 126, 189, 191, 197, 237–256
Leptopodidae, 64
Leptopodini, 64
Leptopodomorpha, 64, 66, 69, 70, 71
Liana, 143
Libellula pulchella, 262
Libellulid, 262
Lichens, 11
Lignin, 149, 152
Limnadia, 269
Linaceae, 11
Linum, 13
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Linum perenne, 14, 337
Linum usitatissimum, 12, 18, 25
Lipid, 56, 97, 113, 120, 126, 132, 171, 177
Lipostemmata sp., 64
Liquid, 5, 49, 50, 59, 60, 62, 65, 77, 80, 98, 99,

100, 107, 114, 116, 117, 118, 124, 125,
126, 129

Liriodendron tulipifera, 145
Liris niger, 204, 205, 230, 350
Lobochesis longiseta, 265
Locomotion, 3, 77, 78, 93
Lotus-effect, 4, 51, 77, 98
Low visibility surface, 254–256
Lubricant, 21, 24, 101
Lycaenid, 293, 294, 326
Lycaenidae, 293, 309, 311, 314, 320, 322, 361,

365
Lycaeninae, 309, 361
Lycosoidea, 78
Lygaeidae, 64, 71
Lysianassoid, 270

M
Macrophya sp., 34
Macroveliidae, 64, 71
Madeoveliinae, 64
Malpighian tubule, 113, 114, 115, 116, 120,

124, 129, 130, 131, 132
Malvaceae, 11
Mandible, 36, 39, 55
Mangrove, 65
Mannose, 12
Matricaria, 15
Matrix, 16, 40, 41, 56, 97, 143, 144, 173, 238,

248, 263, 264, 275, 277, 287, 311,
312, 355

Maxilla, 55, 265
Mechanical damage, 4, 31, 47
Mechanical properties, 37, 38, 209, 226, 229
Mechanical stimuli, 35, 48
Mechanics, 7, 150, 211–218, 225–228
Melanin, 238, 239, 243, 261, 262, 269, 281,

288, 289, 308, 309, 314, 326, 327,
329, 358

Melanophore, 262
Melizoderidae, 131
Membracidae, 115, 129, 131
Membrane, 13, 18, 85, 145, 146, 147, 148,

150, 151, 171, 216, 282, 308, 322
Membrane pore, 145, 146, 151
Mesovelia polhemusi, 65
Mesoveliidae, 64, 65, 71
Metabolite, 36, 56, 172, 269

Metallic colour, 265, 269, 277
Metapocyrtus sp., 278, 279, 281, 356
Metarhodopsin, 303, 304
Microfibrils, 146, 265
Micromolecule, 36
Microorganism, 18, 77, 79, 90
Microornamentation, 50, 163–165
Microsphere, 113
Microstructure, 5, 6, 33, 34, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41,

78, 99, 145, 146, 147, 237, 238, 239,
240, 241, 245, 248, 250, 251, 255, 256,
342, 351

Microtexture, 131
Microtrichia, 4, 6, 56, 57, 58, 59, 61, 62, 64,

65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 91
Microtymbal, 197
Midventer, 82
Mie scattering, 262
Mimicry, 319, 322, 323, 324, 325
Mirror, 261, 269–270, 277, 297
Misumenops nepenthicola, 91
Mold, 23, 106, 107, 116, 163–184
Mollusc, 261, 262, 269
Mollusca, 262, 279, 356
Molt, 79, 113, 115, 116, 132, 163, 164, 173,

177, 179
Monophadnus monticola, 33
Monophadnus pallescens, 33
Monophadnus sp., 33, 35, 38
Monophadnus spinolae, 33, 38
Monosaccharide, 12
Monsoma, 33
Monsoma pulveratum, 33, 34
Morpho, 241, 244, 248, 308, 309, 321, 322,

361
Morpho didius, 242–244, 308, 321, 366
Morphogenesis, 165, 167, 180, 182, 183, 184
Morphology, 31, 48, 50, 56, 61, 62, 66, 68, 69,

71, 97, 102–105, 128, 217, 325, 339
Morpho rhetenor, 242–244
Mosquito, 78
Moss, 11, 64, 152
Moth, 5, 6, 189–199, 244, 271, 293–296, 298,

300, 322, 359
Moulting, 32, 35, 179
Mouthpart, 39, 55, 114
Mucilage, 11, 12, 13, 14, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22,

23, 25
Mucilage hair, 11
Müllerian mimicry, 323, 325
Multilayering, 240, 241, 244, 245, 246, 247,

248, 254, 289, 324, 351, 358
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Multilayer reflector, 260, 261, 263, 266–270,
272, 276, 277, 281, 292, 310, 311, 314,
321, 327

Muscle, 32, 56, 197, 325
Mustard, 12, 25
Mycorrhizal symbiosis, 23
Mymaridae, 130
Mymica rubra, 36
Myodocopida, 265
Myxospermatic diaspore, 16, 25, 26

N
Nabis gagneorum, 64
Nail, 80, 99, 163, 342
Nanostructure, 3, 4, 97, 98, 102, 251, 253, 254,

255, 259, 260, 285, 307, 309, 312, 317,
326, 361

Naucoridae, 68, 69, 70
Nelumbo nucifera, 141
Nematinae, 32, 33, 34
Nematus bipartitus, 33
Nematus caeruleocarpus, 33
Nematus miliaris, 33
Nematus pavidus, 33
Neomys fodiens, 103
Neotrephes, 68, 69
Neotrephes usingeri, 68
Nepa cinerea, 62
Nepomorpha, 64, 68, 69, 70
Neurobasis chinensis, 288
Neuroptera, 113, 116, 128
Nipple, 293–296
Nitrogen, 61, 78, 123, 124, 268
Noctuidae, 197
Nodule, 62, 67
Notonecta glauca, 62
Notonectidae, 68, 69, 70
Nucleation, 150
Nymph, 114, 115, 116, 131, 344
Nymphalidae, 309, 314, 316, 317, 321, 323,

324, 361, 363, 366, 367
Nymphalinae, 316, 323, 324, 367

O
Oberhautchen, 47, 163, 164
Ochteridae, 64, 68, 70
Ocimum basilicum, 24, 25
Octopus bimaculatus, 262
Odonata, 191
Odontiinae, 197
Oiovelia, 65
Omaniidae, 66
Ommatidia, 6, 271, 296, 297, 298, 301, 304
Ommatidium, 271, 297, 300, 303

Ommochrome, 285
Omphalea hypoleuca, 191
Omphalea trichotoma, 190, 191, 348
Oncometopia orbona, 120
Onega orphne, 119
Onychia caribbaea, 262
Opal, 249, 277–279, 280, 281, 282, 311, 312,

314, 356, 357
Opercula, 35
Opheliid, 265
Optical absorption, 238, 248, 254, 256
Optical effect, 5, 6, 237, 238, 245, 246, 255,

269, 270, 277, 294
Orchidaceae, 154–156
Ornithochory, 20
Oscillation, 203, 207, 209, 211, 212, 213, 214,

216, 218, 220, 225, 226, 227, 228
Osmosis, 142, 153
Ostracod, 260, 262, 264, 265, 280, 281
Outgrowth, 56, 59, 60, 91, 113, 150, 175,

183, 309
Ovalipes molleri, 268, 269
Oxygen, 18, 24, 61, 78, 90

supply, 18

P
Pachyprotasis sp., 33, 34, 35
Pachyrhynchus sp., 278
Papilio, 245, 252, 253, 329, 354
Papilio epiphorbas, 253
Papilionid, 285, 329
Papilionidae, 293, 294, 298, 314, 328, 329, 369
Papilioninae, 312, 327, 328, 329, 369
Papilio nireus, 249, 251–253
Papilio orizabus, 253
Papilio palinurus, 327, 328, 369
Papilio ulysses, 328, 329, 369
Papilio xuthus, 294, 313
Papilio zalmoxis, 249, 312
Papilla, 48, 49, 102, 177, 179, 180
Paralosalda mexicana, 64, 66
Paraphlepsius irroratus, 114, 117, 119, 120,

122, 344
Parasite, 56, 125, 128, 294
Parenchyma, 104, 147, 152
Parides sesostris, 250–251
Particle, 5, 19, 40, 41, 52, 77, 79, 90, 92–93,

98, 113, 115, 116, 118, 119, 120, 124,
126, 128, 130, 131, 146, 147, 203, 206,
209, 218, 220, 222, 225, 226, 227, 228,
230, 233, 261, 262, 311, 312

Paulinia acuminata, 99, 342
Peacock, 260, 277, 278, 294, 307
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Peacock butterfly, 294, 323
Pecten, 269
Pectin, 12, 13, 14, 16, 19, 24, 337
Pennaceous feather, 175, 176, 177–182, 184
Pentatomorpha, 64, 70, 71
Penthimia americana, 117, 344
Periclista, 34
Periderm, 167, 169, 171, 172, 173, 176
Persea americana, 191
pH, 12, 131, 208
Phelsuma klemmeri, 49
Phelsuma laticauda, 49, 50, 51, 339
Phelsuma laticauda angularis, 49
Phelsuma lineata dorsivittata, 49
Phelsuma madagascariensis, 49
Phelsuma nigristriata, 48, 49
Phelsuma standingii, 49
Phenology, 31
Phenoloxydase, 38
Phenotype, 180, 183, 184, 279, 281, 282, 327
Phospholipid, 120
Photoconversion, 303
Photonic crystal, 6, 250, 251, 253, 272–279,

281, 282, 285, 293, 307, 308, 310–312,
314, 325, 326, 355

Photonics, 6, 237, 238, 253, 256, 307–330
Photonic system, 237–256
Photoreceptor, 248, 252, 253, 297, 299, 300,

301, 302, 303, 304, 313, 354, 360
Photosynthesis, 98, 105, 141, 142
Phototransduction, 303, 304
Phylogeny, 38, 69–71
Phymatocera aterrima, 33, 35
Phymatocerini, 33, 35
Physiology, 31, 205, 218–225
Piercing, 36, 114
Pierid, 290, 291, 292, 298, 309, 313, 314, 315,

316, 317, 318, 319, 362, 363, 364
Pieris rapae, 290, 291, 294, 297, 317, 318,

319, 364
Pigment, 6, 238, 239, 249, 251, 252, 253, 254,

255, 260, 262, 269, 285, 288, 290, 291,
292, 296, 297, 299, 300, 301, 302, 303,
304, 307, 309, 312, 319, 322, 326, 329,
354, 359, 360

Pigmentary colouration, 237
Pisauridae, 78, 79, 80, 340
Pistia, 102
Pit, 92, 145, 146, 147, 148, 150, 151
Pit chamber, 145, 148, 151
Pit pore, 145
Plant, 4, 5, 12, 19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 26, 32,

36, 40, 41, 64, 65, 77, 92, 97, 98, 103,

104, 105, 107, 114, 123, 126, 127, 130,
141–156, 191, 343

Plantaginaceae, 11
Plantago coronopus, 22
Plantago major, 21, 23, 26
Plantago media, 14, 15, 16, 337, 338
Planthopper, 126, 128
Plasma membrane, 13, 171
Plastron, 4, 59, 60, 61–63, 64, 66, 67, 68,

70, 78, 79, 82, 85, 87, 88, 89, 90,
91–92, 124

Platycryptus, 79, 82, 85, 87, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93
Platycryptus undatus, 79, 87, 89, 92
Plea minutissima, 68
Pleidae, 69, 70
Plusiotis resplendens, 265
Poaceae, 41
Polarization, 6, 245, 247, 248, 250, 251, 266,

273, 275, 276, 278, 295, 314, 317,
355, 356

Polemoniaceae, 11
Polychaeta, 275, 355
Polychaete, 264, 265, 273, 276
Polyester, 97
Polygonia c-aureum, 294
Polymer, 12, 56, 121
Polymerization, 167, 171
Polyommatus aurulenta, 327
Polyommatus culminicola, 327
Polyommatus daphnis, 326, 368
Polyommatus marcidus, 326, 327, 368
Polysaccharides, 23, 24
Pore, 38, 58, 142, 143, 145, 146, 151
Postman butterfly, 297, 298
Potamocoridae, 68, 69, 70
Potamodytes tuberosus, 61
Power spectra, 191
Predator, 6, 31–42, 79, 91, 125, 128, 248, 264,

286, 293, 294, 296, 300, 304, 319, 321,
322, 323, 324, 325, 329

Prepupa, 32, 35, 40, 41
Pressure, 26, 32, 34, 35, 52, 60, 61, 62, 63,

70, 78, 90, 93, 101, 102, 143, 144, 145,
146, 147, 148, 150, 151, 154, 155, 156,
198, 205, 206, 248, 296, 312, 317, 329

Pristiphora geniculata, 33
Pristiphora laricis, 33
Pristiphora testacea, 34
Proconia, 118, 344
Proconia esmeraldae, 114, 116
Procuticle, 39, 56
Pronotum, 69, 116, 123
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Protection, 3, 5, 17, 34, 56, 58, 60, 63, 65, 66,
67, 71, 92–93, 97, 98, 126, 127, 128,
132, 179

Protective function, 12, 23
Protein, 38, 56, 113, 116, 121, 132, 163, 165,

171, 183, 238, 243
Protein-lipid complex, 120
Prothorax, 69, 190
Protoplast, 13
Protrusion, 50, 56, 156
Protuberance, 6, 56–63, 119, 120, 151, 271,

272, 294
Prunella, 15
Prunella vulgaris, 24
Pseudopupil, 297
Pseudozizeeria maha, 294
Psyllid, 126, 128
Pteridine, 269
Pterin, 285
Ptyodactylus guttatus, 49
Pubescence, 34
Pulp, 168
Pupa, 32, 285
Pupil, 301, 302, 303
Pyraloidea, 197
Pyrrogyra edocla, 309, 361

R
Ramus, 168, 169, 170, 171, 172, 174, 175, 176,

183, 346, 347
Rayleigh scattering, 249, 262
Receptor, 203, 205, 209, 218, 220, 222, 228,

229, 230, 231, 297, 360
Reflectance spectrum, 287, 296
Reflection, 3, 6, 103, 241, 242, 243, 244, 245,

246, 247, 249, 251, 254, 255, 259–282,
293, 294, 296, 297, 298, 308, 310, 311,
312, 314, 322, 328, 342, 352, 353

Reflectivity, 243, 244, 247, 251, 254, 271, 276,
317, 322, 327

Reflex, 35
Refractive index, 238, 243, 248, 254, 259, 260,

266, 267, 268, 270, 271, 272, 287, 294,
295, 296, 298, 299, 310, 311, 322, 360

Replica, 105, 106, 107, 121, 122, 343
Reptile, 5, 47, 50, 52, 182, 183
Respiration, 3, 61, 66, 68, 70, 71, 91, 92, 102
Respiratory system, 68, 90
Response, 25, 147, 190, 204, 205, 206, 207,

209, 213, 216, 218, 220, 221, 222, 224,
225, 226, 227, 229, 230, 231, 242,
326, 350

Rhabdom, 296, 297, 298, 300, 301, 302,
303, 304

Rhabdomere, 297, 300, 301, 302, 303, 304
Rhadinoceraea aldrichi, 33, 35
Rhadinoceraea bensoni, 33, 36
Rhadinoceraea micans, 31, 33, 40–41
Rhadinoceraea nodicornis, 33, 36
Rhadinoceraea reitteri, 33
Rhadinoceraea sp., 35, 38
Rhamnose, 12
Rhizodermis, 154
Rhodopsin, 253, 299, 302, 303, 304, 360
Rigidity, 60, 198
Rileyiana fovea, 197
Roots, 4, 11, 13, 23, 24, 65, 141, 142, 143,

144, 147, 152, 154–156, 165
Rosmarinum sp., 14, 16, 25, 337
Roughness, 99, 100, 123, 124, 149, 150
Ruellia, 13, 16, 26

S
Safety valve, 145, 148
Saldidae, 63, 64, 66
Saldula palustris, 64, 66
Salivary gland, 36
Salka sp., 118, 344
Salticidae, 79, 87
Salvia sp., 12, 15, 16, 24, 338
Salvinia, 5, 64, 97–108, 342
Salvinia auriculata, 102, 104, 105
Salvinia biloba, 104, 105, 106
Salvinia cucullata, 102, 104, 105, 106
Salvinia hastata, 104, 105
Salvinia herzogii, 104, 105
Salvinia martynii, 105
Salvinia minima, 104, 105, 106
Salvinia molesta, 104, 105, 106
Salvinia nymphellula, 105
Salvinia oblongifolia, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106,

107, 342, 343
Salvinia sprucei, 105
Sap, 114, 126, 143, 147, 175
Sap-feeding, 126
Saponin, 36
Sapphirina, 269
Satyrinae, 316, 317, 363
Sawflies, 4, 31–42
Scale, 5, 3, 6, 14, 15, 16, 49, 56, 60, 77, 124,

126, 132, 152, 162, 164, 167, 171, 172,
182, 184, 189, 193, 194, 195, 196, 197,
198, 237–256, 260, 261, 269, 272, 276,
278, 279, 281, 285, 290–293, 308–310,
314, 315, 317, 318, 321, 325, 326, 329,
347, 349, 351, 352, 355, 357, 359

Scale insect, 126, 128
Scallop, 269
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Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), 13, 14,
15, 37, 38, 103, 105, 146, 205, 208,
251, 290, 294

Scattering, 119, 239, 242, 248, 249, 251,
260–269, 272, 275, 285, 289, 290, 291,
297, 311, 312, 329, 355

Scenergates viridis, 126
Sclerotization, 38, 39, 131
Scraper, 197, 198
Scute, 309, 310, 314, 315, 316, 317, 318, 321,

324, 361, 362, 363, 364, 366, 367
Sealing, 56, 127, 130
Sea skater, 58
Secretion, 3, 32, 58, 116, 117, 118, 129, 130,

132, 262, 268
Secretory cell, 32, 114
Seed, 4, 11–27, 337
Seedling, 4, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 24, 26, 27
Seed-shrimp, 264, 280
Selandriinae, 33, 34
Self-cleaning, 4, 51, 98, 101, 124, 154
Selliera radicans, 15
Semiplume, 177, 180, 181, 184
Sensilla, 6, 48, 119, 120, 203–231, 350
Sensillum, 48, 119, 211, 222, 224, 225, 229,

231
Seta, 4, 48, 52, 56, 57, 58, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65,

67, 68, 70, 71, 117, 118, 119, 163, 164,
260, 261, 264, 265, 276, 344

Sex, 32, 125, 288, 298, 317, 318, 319, 323,
325, 364

Sexual dimorphism, 191
Shear, 39
Shedding, 47, 52, 77–79, 163, 169, 170,

171, 346
Shell, 265, 278, 298, 299, 356, 360
Shoots, 11, 126
Shore dwellers, 63
Shuvuuia, 175
Silica, 249, 261
Silicon, 106, 107, 312, 327
Sinapis alba, 12, 25
Sinornithosaurus, 175
Siphon, 69
Skeleton, 13, 15, 16, 24, 25, 39, 56, 120, 163,

261, 338
Skin, 4, 47–52, 101, 165, 182, 183, 262, 339
Skogsbergia, 265, 280, 281
Slime, 4, 11–27, 337, 338
Slime cell, 11, 12, 13, 14–16, 338
Small white butterfly, 290, 297
Smerinthinae, 198

Socket, 6, 56, 196, 198, 203, 204, 205, 206,
207, 208, 209, 211, 212, 213, 214, 215,
216, 217–218, 220, 221, 222, 225, 227,
228, 229, 230, 231, 350

Solar radiation, 125, 325, 327
Solid, 49, 50, 52, 59, 60, 98, 99, 100, 123, 127,

148, 150, 192, 251, 252, 261, 267, 275,
278, 279, 354, 355

Sophora japonica, 151
Sound, 205, 327, 349
Sound emission, 5, 189–198, 349
Spectrum, 77, 192, 260, 263, 287, 292, 296,

299, 312, 313, 327, 328, 359, 360
Sphecidae, 204, 350
Sphingidae, 198
Spider, 4, 60, 77–93, 102, 103, 126, 129, 229,

269
Spine, 20, 56, 85, 88, 196, 264, 273, 275, 276,

355, 356
Spinneret, 80, 82, 84, 85, 87, 88, 89
Spinule, 48, 50, 51, 52
Spiracle, 61, 65, 80, 82, 84, 85, 87, 88, 89, 90,

92, 125
Spiracular opening, 89
Spittlebug, 131
Sponge, 154, 261
Spore, 127
Squid, 262
Stalk cell, 152, 153
Sternite, 68
Steroid, 36
Sticking, 98, 100, 125, 126, 128, 130
Sticky substances, 20, 125–126
Stiffness, 38, 39, 195, 225
Stimulus, 6, 35, 48, 204, 205, 206, 207, 211,

212, 213, 217, 218, 220, 221, 222, 225,
226, 227, 228, 229, 230, 245, 248, 279,
281, 350

Stomata, 77, 105, 141, 142, 143, 154
Stratum corneum, 47
Strength, 121, 131, 150, 243, 251
Stress, 38, 152
Stretch receptor, 203, 229
Stridulation, 192, 194, 197, 198, 349
Strongylogaster mixta, 34
Strongylogaster multifasciata, 34
Structure, 3, 5, 7, 13, 14, 15, 24, 25, 38, 41, 50,

60, 61, 62, 66, 67, 68, 70, 77, 85, 91,
99, 100, 102, 104, 113, 115–116, 121,
124, 130, 146, 150, 152, 154, 155, 156,
165, 173, 175, 189–198, 216, 238, 239,
242, 244, 250, 251, 252, 253, 254, 260,
266, 272, 273, 277, 278, 279, 280, 281,
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282, 287, 288, 291, 293, 296, 298, 309,
310, 311, 312, 320, 324, 326, 327, 328,
329, 337, 338, 342, 356, 357, 359, 365,
368, 369

Submersion, 4, 63, 65, 66, 67, 71, 87, 89
Subperiderm, 165, 167, 171, 172, 173, 175
Sundew, 103
Superhydrophobicity, 4, 5, 59, 98, 101–102
Superposition eye, 298
Supportive cell, 165, 167, 172, 173–177, 183
Surface

energy, 49, 50, 51, 52, 99, 100
tension, 12, 49, 60, 65, 67, 71, 78, 91, 92,

99, 100, 125, 126, 143, 154
Survival, 24, 36, 66, 324, 329
Swelling, 18, 19, 24
Syncitium, 165, 167, 170, 172, 173, 346
Synosauropteryx, 175
Syntonarcha iriastis, 197

T
Tabanid, 298, 300
Taeniatopigia castanotis, 168
Tail, 48, 286, 288, 307, 358
Tanaidacea, 269
Tanais tennicornis, 269
Tanning, 38
Tapajosa sp., 130
Tapetum, 296, 297, 298
Teflon, 50
Teinopalus imperialus, 280, 357
Telogen, 179, 180
TEM (Transmission Electron Microscopy),

240, 244, 245, 246, 250, 251, 255, 287,
294, 352

Tension, 5, 12, 39, 49, 60, 65, 67, 71, 78, 91,
92, 99, 100, 125, 126, 143, 144, 147,
150, 154, 156, 227, 229

Tenthredinid, 4, 32–34, 35, 38, 40, 41
Tenthredinidae, 31, 33, 35
Tenthredininae, 33, 34
Tenthredo, 33, 34
Tenthredo bifasciata rossi, 34
Tenthredo mandibularis, 34
Tenthredo scrophulariae, 34
Tergite, 119
Territorial behavior, 191, 198
Tetragnatha, 82, 87, 90, 91, 92
Tetragnatha elongata, 79, 82, 92
Tetragnathidae, 79, 82, 87
Tetraleberis brevis, 262
Textile, 59, 107
Texture, 59, 113, 123, 245

Tharsalea arota, 309, 361
Theclinae, 322
Thermoregulation, 3, 183, 254, 312, 325–329
Theropod, 173, 180, 182, 183
Thomisidae, 79, 88
Thorax, 6, 69, 190, 197, 286, 288, 325, 358
Tibia, 58, 117, 118, 344
Tillandsia, 153, 154
Tillandsia usneoides, 153
Tissue, 11, 32, 48, 130, 141, 142, 152
Tobacco mosaic virus, 281
Tomostethini, 33
Tomostethus nigritus, 33
Topography, 4, 79, 87, 93, 98, 124
Tormogen cell, 56
Toughness, 34
Trabecula, 24, 309, 361
Trachea, 61, 78, 79, 80, 89, 90
Tracheal system, 61, 78, 80, 90
Tracheid, 145, 149, 150
Trait, 4, 12, 20, 25, 31, 36, 38, 41, 89, 91, 118,

130, 131, 156
Transmission, 6, 38, 114, 243, 244, 262, 263,

268, 271, 275, 280, 289, 299, 352, 355,
357, 358, 360

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM),
240, 244, 245, 246, 250, 251, 255, 287,
294, 352

Transpiration, 126, 141, 142–145, 147
Transportation, 12, 20, 21
Trapping, 18
Tree, 5, 32, 34, 55, 70, 143, 156, 191, 288
Treehoppers, 129, 131
Trephotomas compactus, 69
Trichobothria, 56, 58
Trichogen cell, 56
Trichome, 14, 24, 25, 104, 106, 107, 152, 153,

154, 337
Trilobite, 259
Trochanter, 80, 82, 85, 87, 89, 92, 198
Troides, 329
Troides magellanus, 242
Twin-lobed deerfly, 298, 299, 360
Tymbal organ, 197
Tympanic organ, 191
Tyndall scattering, 119, 262, 311, 312
Typhlocybinae, 118, 125, 126

U
Ultrastructure, 146, 152
Ultraviolet, 127, 260, 288, 290, 291, 314, 319
Urania, 5, 6, 189–198
Urania boisduvalii, 189, 190, 191, 348
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Urania brasiliensis, 189
Urania fulgens, 189
Urania leilus, 189, 244, 352
Uraniidae, 5, 189
absorption, 242

V
Vacuole, 114, 116
Vacuum, 121, 143, 146, 150, 208, 278, 300
Valvular scale, 198
van der Waals force, 49
Vane, 165, 166, 167, 168, 169, 170, 172, 173,

175, 176, 177, 179, 180, 183, 184, 249,
255, 346

Vanessa kershawi, 271
Velamen radicum, 154, 155, 156
Veliidae, 65, 66, 71
Vertebrate, 36, 165
Viscosity, 12
Visual cue, 32, 313, 314, 316, 317, 325
Visual system, 248, 288, 298, 304, 313

W
Walnut, 142
Wasp, 36, 130, 205, 230
Water

lettuce, 102
repellence, 47–52
repellency, 4, 47–52, 77, 78, 79–82, 87, 89,

91, 92, 93, 97, 98, 100, 102, 103, 104,
154

retention, 12, 16–17
scorpion, 77, 78
shrew, 103
strider, 56, 58, 60, 65, 78, 103
transport, 5, 141–156

Waterproof, 4, 58, 60, 61, 64, 65, 67, 68, 71
Wax, 4, 5, 33, 51, 58, 97, 102, 104, 113, 119,

120, 125, 126, 128–129, 130, 131, 132,
141, 207, 208, 209

Waxy bloom, 119, 129, 130
Wedge cells, 176, 177, 184
Weed, 19, 20, 22, 26, 104

Weevil, 277–279, 282, 356
Wenzel-regime, 99, 100, 101, 102
Wettability, 51, 52, 58, 77, 97, 98, 99, 100,

123, 126, 149, 150
Wetting, 5, 12, 16, 17, 20, 24, 49, 62, 64, 65,

67, 68, 71, 78, 82, 89, 90, 99, 100, 101,
104, 123, 125, 126, 132, 153

Whistling moth, 197
Whiteflies, 113, 126, 128
Wind dispersal, 21–22, 26
Wing, 6, 55, 105, 119, 123, 152, 153, 237, 238,

239, 240, 241, 242, 247, 251, 253, 254,
255, 267, 272, 280, 288, 289, 290, 291,
293, 307, 308–310, 312, 313, 315, 317,
319, 322, 323, 324, 325, 327, 328, 329,
351, 357, 358, 359, 361, 362, 364, 365,
366, 369

Wing membrane, 308, 322
Wolf spider, 90
Wood, 5, 142, 145, 148, 156, 206, 208
Wound healing, 37

X
Xenobates, 65
Xestocephalinae, 126
Xestocephalus desertorum, 114, 116
Xylem, 5, 123, 125, 131, 142–152, 156
Xylem conduit, 145, 149, 150
Xylose, 12
Xysticus, 8, 79, 82, 85, 89, 90, 91, 92
Xysticus ferox, 79, 88, 90

Y
Young-Laplace equation, 143, 146
Young modulus, 61

Z
Zalea minor, 271
Zebrafinch, 168
Zoochory, 20–21
Zoophthora, 127
Zygophyllum dumosum, 24
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